
Ernie Ralph Bennett (Easyriderman) Discussion

Hi Ernie, (interesting first name), I have done several postings in other Forums and blog
Comment section which discuss Ernie Knoll* but have yet to find one that properly deals with
him. Most are just a gathering of those who want to scorn him. That attitude which obliviously
refuses to “hear him out” or forgive him is quite telling to me as it is all based in unrighteousness
and base behavior.

I think Ernie Knoll should be operating his own forum on his site or other supporting web site.
Having such discussion would be quite beneficial. If you have not done so, you can read my own,
growing blog posting on Knoll:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2012/05/testing-spirits-1-cor-1210.html#ernieknoll

Ronald

* http://great-controversy-movie.com/blog/?p=137&cpage=1#comment-6777 
http://clubadventist.com/forum/ubbthreads.php/topics/555569/Re_So_why_do_people_fall_for_
p.html#Post555569
http://dignoscentia.com/2009/07/25/were-ernie-knolls-dreams-made-up/#comment-717
http://dignoscentia.com/2009/02/04/these-dreams-explain-the-end-time-prophecies/#comment-71
8
http://www.missionsdoc.com/2011/02/is-ernie-knoll-prophet.html?showComment=13407182629
14#c1235857861937392895
http://www.topix.com/forum/religion/seventh-day-adventist/T9QK9UA0P12B52DQQ/post83
http://oursword.blogspot.com/2008/11/ernie-knoll-false-prophet.html?showComment=13407255
18562#c5750693342787707117
http://realjesuscristo.blogspot.com/2009/08/mystery-of-ernie-knoll-adventist.html?showCommen
t=1340725599265#c9151595045488743354
http://www.christianforums.com/t7336497-12/#post60839087
http://en.allexperts.com/q/Seventh-Day-Adventists-2318/2008/10/Day-Prophets-1.htm

It goes beyond the first name of Ernie. I had the vision of The Treasure Box, I believe it
was in the late 80s, along with a few other first of Ernie Knoll's dreams (mine was in vision
form, that is fully awake, Ernie Knoll is in dream form, asleep). I was born in 1962, so that
would make it about 27, 28 or so, or maybe a bit eariler, I am not sure. I had a vision of
Jesus on the cross on July 4th, 1986, this was on a personal level, letting me know that
Jesus died for me. I did not understand the Treasure Box dream, and told my attending
angel as well that I did not understand, and was more than "wigged" out at that moment. I
said I would not share at the time, I do believe, since I just did not understand. Ernie Knoll
and I have emailed back and forth a few times, and he gave me the explanation of the
treasure box dream. The treasure box, is our minds, and the passages are from the Bible or
SOP. They turn into Gold when we realize the love of Jesus in these passages. This was a
huge help to me. I know Jesus wanted me to share at that time, and I failed. I can go into
detail of my life of



some very catasrtophic events way before the 1986 vision, and so, long story short, I just
didn't make the connection going on of The Treasure Box, and a few others. So, you see,
time is much shorter than SDA's, (I still consider myself an SDA, even though in
anger/frustration I tore up my baptismal certificate over the fact that Ernie Knoll is not
allowed to speak in churches). Another coincidence, is that Ernie Knoll and I are both from
West Virginia. He is from Fairmont, and I was born in Beckley, West Virginia. I have had
many things happen since then, and there is only one way that I have survived them, and
that is Jesus has had guardian angels around me & family & relatives. I am sharing this
with you on a one on one level, not so that it can be posted anywhere. I made the mistake of
posting of some of this information, and was accused of being Ernie Knoll in disguise, so I
quit doing that, posting anywhere of this. Ernie's first name is Earnest (I believe I spelled it
right), and mine is Ernie. He asked me what my full name was, and I told him, and he said
he has been called Earnest and Ernie, and usually just Ernie. Keep Ernie Knoll and Becky
Knoll in your prayers, as well as myself. 
Yours in Christ,
Ernie

July 14, 2012

Wow Ernie, that is a most interesting testimony. I appreciate greatly that you shared it with me. I
must say that I can now understand why you reacted so, relatively, “drastically” when Knoll was
formally rejected by the SDA Church! If I recall exactly, (and you may be able to provided the
exact website), I recall reading in my recent web searches on Knoll of someone named Ernie
posting in a Spectrum comments section and who was being thought to be Ernie Knoll by others.
I presume that was you?!! I personally don’t think that you should let that stop you from posting
your testimony, clearly stating that you are not Ernie Knoll as this would (or at least should) help
him out, at least for those who are seeing his revelations as being from God.

Generally speaking, I am seeing that your experience mirrors what occurred with Hazen Foss
who had received the same early visions as EGW but had refused to share the for various
reasons. William Foy also did not share them as God expected him by letting the ‘circumstances
of life’ dissuade him. But both of those then served as powerful corroboration for EGW when
she later had and shared her visions. So, like I said, this can be very helpful to Ernie Knoll and if
you do not mind, I would like to make a completely anonymous statement of your testimony on
my blog. I think it would be indeed very helpful to Knoll. (So if you don’t mind, I would find it
helpful if you gave me a listing of all of the common revelations (i.e., Knoll Dream Titles) you
had in common to Knoll.)

And given the revelation Knoll had about the significance of his name, I can see why God would
have priorly chosen a person also named “Ernie” for this task, though that may simply be mere
coincidence/happenstance.

There are several key spiritual indicators to me in it, which you may also find interesting and
helpful. First of all as I Biblically understand that “visions” deal chiefly with future developments
while “dreams” rehashingly deal mainly with pass/passing events shedding more light on them,



(which I why I see Joel 2:28 having “old men have dreams” and “young men have visions”), I
can see here that God was, in visions, showing things in those 1980 revelation which would later
take place. And in Knoll’s case, those same issues are actually mainly considered to be
“pass/passing”. (I’ll say more on this later). In regards to the Treasure Box vision of yours (dream
for Knoll), EGW defines the symbol of “gold” as:

[quote]“The gold mentioned by Christ, the True Witness, which all must have, has been shown
me to be faith and love combined, and love takes the precedence of faith. Satan is constantly at
work to remove these precious gifts from the hearts of God's people. All are engaged in playing
the game of life. Satan is well aware that if he can remove love and faith, and supply their place
with selfishness and unbelief, all the remaining precious traits will soon be skillfully removed by
his deceitful hand, and the game will be lost.” (2T 36-37)[/quote] (cf. 1 Pet 1:6-7; 1 Cor 3:9-15)).

Along the lines of Knoll’s understanding, it is when we view these passages in the light of
Christ’s love, which is a self-sacrificing love for all those in need (cf. DA 825.4), that we then
see them in their “most valuable” light. And only perfect faith and love in both God and our
fellow men (particularly church brethren) will result in this need true unity where we can then
accomplish Christ Full Gospel Mandate. In my blog post writings, I have been understanding
many Bible and SOP passages in the light of this Loving Full Gospel demonstration of Christ
and, as you can read there, I have since come to a “more valuable” view of many of those Bible
and SOP passages, now seeing topics such as the Mark of the Beast and the Seal of God in their
full light. See e.g.,
[url=http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/sealing-of-gods-people-part-2-ezekiel-9.html]this
post[/url]:

As Knoll’s cited Matt 6:21 verse in his
[url=http://www.formypeople.org/En/37_the_treasure_box.shtml]Treasure Box Dream
posting[/url] shows, the “heart” is there equated to a “Treasure Box”, and as the heart is merely a
dependent/secondary organ when compared to the brain, which contains the distinct (intangible
to us) “mind”, and these are synonymously used, the mind is indeed that Treasure Box. And so it
is only when we ‘mindfully take to heart’ those “(tried and tested and purified) thus golden
understandings of those passage, that we preserve them at their full value. 

The general setting of that vision/dream is significant to me as I see it being based on the setting
of Ezek 47:4 which is in the context of God working to have his Temple have the world reaching
ministering outreach that He had always in mind for it. (Ezek 47:1-12). This is all speaking of
God’s (Temporal) Church Triumphant, His Glorious Zion of Israel amongst the world Nation.

In a way, with clams serving to preserve those “treasures” until that united group can discover
them while in that water setting, it can be seen as a “natural alternative” used God instead of
“human earthen vessels” (2 Cor 4:7) to preserve those treasures. So rather than men bringing
forth these treasures, even well meaning men such as pastors, it would be the natural course of
life which would make them evident. This all reminds me of how I can to see these “golden
truths” in the Bible and SOP. It was simply by realizing that much more could be done by SDA’s
through its many great resources, to help meet the needs of people suffering and dying from



preventable, curable and/or intentional (e.g., abortions) causes. It indeed was none of the many
preachers which I then considered to be great men of God who brought forth these passages in
their greatest and most valuable light.

I can surfacely see why you would think that this all is an indicator that ‘time is very short’ but I
am rather Biblically seeing (see also
[url=http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/12/my-first-vision.html#firstvision]here[/url]) that the
SDA has long failed the veiled testing God was subjecting it to through the revelations of Knoll
and God has since been working to establish His “Greater Work” Church Triumphant (=LDE
59.1-61.1). And so while God has given revelations to Knoll about the survival of the SDA
Church, I classify this also a part of conditional prophecies/promises (Jer 18:1-10), in that, since
the Church is now catastrophically failing this Shaking testing, it is not at all beyond and
impossible for a Sovereign and All Powerful God to completely wipe out the SDA Church
Organizations, and set up another Denomination (see
[url=http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2012/04/gods-new-true-remnant-church.html]here[/url]), just
as he did with Ancient Israel, Jerusalem and its Temple in 70 A.D. So the SDA opportunity to
intactly survive the Shaking, as it could have been possible, has actually passed. Just as it had
effectively passed for the Jews in 31 A.D (Matt 23:37-24:2ff). The SDA Church has now been on
its 31-70 doomed, and counting down path for a while now.

So our focus now should be, as revealed in the Treasure Box revelation, to be taking to
mind/heart those golden testimonies of the Bible and SOP, which involve Christ’s love for
particularly those in need (Matt 25:31-46; Welfare Ministry 23-62ff). For that is the only way
that we will be involved in this
[url=http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/10/1888-message-for-today.html]Full Gospel and True
Righteousness[/url] [url=http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/church-triumphant.html]Church
Triumphant[/url] work of Christ.

July 22, 2012

I have begun to read your posts, and, I can tell you are very educated. In some areas I have
a "little" expertise, yet in areas such as being able to convey messages such as you do,
which I commend you for. EG White, to me, are very intense or "deep", or detailed. While
I understand these (with the asking of the Holy Spirit), Ernie Knoll's are, in ways, simpler,
and in other ways not. The truth book is very in depth. I believe the dreams are relayed in
such a manner, in my way of thinking, to reach more people. 
Yours in Christ,
Ernie
easyriderman
ex-SDA

July 22, 2012

You can read more about me in my
[url=http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/12/my-first-vision.html]bio-post[/url], and as I related



there, any “education” that I may have, particularly in regards to Biblical Scholarship, was from
self-education, despite having attending Andrews for the grand equivalence of ca. 1.5-2
undergraduate Academic years. I got most of my “education” then, from the University’s Library,
while working on my
[url=http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2008/07/biblical-interpretation-of-daniels-70.html]book on
the 70 Weeks[/url]. 

As I have been saying, I also do see Knoll’s simplicity, as God actually is making his dreams to
be, to be purposeful. And that in the Matt 13:10-17 way where Christ’s teaching method was
indeed so simple that the average, willing heart, person could readily grasp them, but would be so
pridefully “revolting” to those who were offended by Christ that they would miss it altogether, to
their own detriment. And while simplicity is good, it is merely a starting block. E.g., we can be
drawn to the Gospel by Christ’s parable, but our success through the End times still depends on
use being able to rightly interpret and understand the cryptic prophecies of Daniel and Revelation
which actually necessitate a proper understanding of the entire Bible. And EGW’s prophecies are
helpful to understand these, just as, in turn, Ernie Knoll’s revelations help us more easily grasp
what was reveal to EGW. So God is just providing a more simpler access for those who are
honest to find out the Truth today (as depictedly revealed in Knoll’s dream, Other Sheep #63),
but they’ll still have to “graduate” from those entry level primers to the graduate level of the
Bible’s prophecies and message.

July 22, 2012

Re: Discussion of EK
Sent: Sun Jul 22, 2012 3:09 am 
From: easyriderman 
To: NJK Project 

Yes, that was me in the Spectrum column about Ernie Knoll. And I am not sure about
myself publicly stating that I had the Treasure Box dream, you may mention it in your
post, after much prayer please, and by the Holy Spirit's guidance as to whether to us my
name (my whole name is Ernie Ralph Bennett) or just as Anonymous. I choose Anonymous
for various reasons, chiefly because I had viewed myself as being the Anonymous one in
Ernie's dreams, however, I stand corrected on that, Ernie Knoll has told me by email it is
not me, rather an individual (I believe, if I am not mistaken, a lady in California, don't
quote me on that, I would have to verify with Ernie Knoll on that, who I have not heard
from in for awhile, since I have changed emails, and also had a disagreement with Becky
Knoll, where now I see she is right. The disagreements was over martial arts, which I have
studied, yet I had gotten to the point where the "Zen Buddhism" was not part of my life, as
in being the way to go, the way to go of course is follow Jesus, and allow the guardian
angels to provide the protection. I am getting ready to send an email to her now, about my
errors and asking her forgiveness for that. So, they might not be responding due to my own
goofs. I also choose anonymous (and argued with Ernie) since I have seen God do mighty
things that God can do, and where many people would think impossible. Ernie has said
that there can be more than one anonymous person in life situations, in the dreams though,



that anonymous is about the lady in California (once again, don't quote me on that, my
memory may not be 100% correct on that <that it is a lady in California>, but I am pretty
sure it is right). My concern is that by relaying what I have seen in vision, does not hamper
God's work. That I do not want to do. I am far from perfect, obviously, I am human, yet
that is to me very Holy Ground, the relaying of the vision, and I would only want it to be
done as a help, not as a hindrance to God's work. So, please once again pray with your
whole heart mind and soul before posting, that it will be a help to God's cause. There is
more I will share with you, if you wish to know, yet I will tell you before that I do, it will
boggle your mind (well, maybe, I see you are educated and also have a tremendous amount
of faith). Jesus is working on me now, I do believe, on the agape love of Jesus, not only for
me, for all mankind. To me, that brings it all "together". 
Yours in Christ,
Ernie Ralph Bennett
And, btw, I do believe the Herald is Gabrielle, yet is as He states, it is not His name that
should be on our lips and minds and heart and soul, Jesus is the one. I have read where
angels wanted to take the place of Jesus to redeem mankind, yet no one except Jesus could
pay the price for all of our, mankinds sins, except Jesus.

The site is here:
http://spectrummagazine.org/node/1765
Looking back, I did not answer in a very agape loving manner. I also had to correct some
of my testimony, to make sure I was not overstating the vision(s). (I recall two, the one of
Jesus on the Cross <that was July 4th, 1986) , and a long one, about 15 to 20 minutes <after
1986>, which included The Treasure Box, the Call to Repentance, and also the name for
the original website, www.4hispeople.com

Yours in Christ,
Ernie

July 22, 2012

Hi Ernie,

Thanks for the permission to include your testimony in my blog post. I’ll get around to it just as
soon as I complete posting the interpretation of a vision my father had in 1970 which has a
present day application also involving the SDA Church. As you say, I’ll prayerfully do so, and as
I am seeing it, this will be helpful to the support of Ernie Knoll. The fact that I could include your
full name is also helpful as it give more veracity to the claim vs. an “anonymous” claim.

I would like to hear the further information that you have. As you noticed, spiritually speaking, ‘I
can handle it’. I’ll also add that I would welcome a short account by you of any slight or major
differences that you saw in your visions and what Ernie Knoll was later similarly shown. The
reason is that with ca. 20 years passing between God’s revelations to you and then Knoll, those
differences may be reflective of those 20 years that had passed, and also for an prophesied event
that was future for you in ca. 1986 but passed/passing for Knoll in 2008. As I recall the similar



vision given to William Foy, then Hazen Foss and then E.G. Harmon/White had slight
differences between. But the main message was the same. I plan to do a in depth comparative
study of them to understand the reason for those difference. It seems to me that it may have
something to do with Foy and Foss messages focusing on a possible Second Coming in 1844,
even by/on October 22.

I reread today your commenting on Spectrum, and I personally wouldn’t fault/blame you for your
responses. I found them quite acceptable. You evidently think you could have done better,
probably in terms of winsomeness, but, having been in such situations myself, it takes an ice-cold
stoic not to lose their cool or focus when in a den of mainly indifferent scoffers. In regards to
“agape” love, I actually see that it is not “unconditional love” meaning: ‘accepting whatever one
may hurl a you’ but initiating and then faithful/reciprocal love, when applicable. Major case in
point, while God did love the world and did the most costly thing to save it, but in the end, in fact
as seen throughout the Bible, those who turn his back on him are not, and will not, be as “loved”
as those who love and obey him. The rebellious ones will experience at best God’s tough love,
culminating in his undiluted “wrath”. That is the cost to God of lovingly having given Man
complete freedom of choice.

If you don’t mind, I would like to hear the story of how you had come to your April 2011 Dubai
tower crash claim, and also what Knoll said The Herald had said to correct you. And as I had
said/suggested, I think you should put all of your received visions in writing and in detail. This
can really only help Knoll’s cause, and as I said, pointedly with any needed updating/amendment
by God for the later dreams given to Knoll.

Also in regards to your revelation for the name for a Knoll website 4hispeople.com , I have
always wondered, was Knoll initially using your website to publish his dreams and the created
his own website with a similar name? Did he receive any special revelation for his naming
formypeople.com? I would like to hear the behind the scene story of your setting up a website for
Knoll. The two similarly named websites but from two different people always intrigued me.

In regards to the Herald’s name, as stated
[url=http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2012/05/testing-spirits-1-cor-1210.html#ernieknoll_theheral
d]here[/url] on my blog post, I had increasingly seen in Knoll’s writing that it was the Angel
Gabriel. From my Bible and SOP understandings on Gabriel being the Seal of God and Shaking
Angel to, first, SDA’s (see
[url=http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/06/coming-of-sealing-angel.html]here[/url]), I can
perfectly see why Gabriel has been sent to communicate those pivotal messages to Knoll, yet as
he states, the focus is to be on Christ, because it is only by heeding Christ Full Gospel, which
focuses on benevolent work to the also physically needy, that people will avert getting the Mark
of the Beast. (Cf. Matt 25:31-46, Isa 58; WM 23-62). 

Just a passing note on a
[url=http://spectrummagazine.org/node/1765#comment-535047729]comment[/url] you had made
in that Spectrum thread on the Mark of the Beast and 666; 666 is actually not the Mark of the
Beast. Rev 13:17-18 distinctly shows and states that it is merely the ‘number of the name of the



Beast”, which helps to identify it. And as the “Vicar of the Son of God”, the Second Beast power
(the U.S.) by “religiously” claiming that the present “live and let die” (True) Capitalism is
Biblical and is the way to help the poor, vs. Biblical Socialism as principled in the Gospel (e.g.,
Luke 3:11; Matt 25:31-46) and modelled by the Apostolic Church (e.g., Acts 2:43-47; 4:323-35;
2 Cor 8:7-15; James 1:27), has long taken the ‘place of Christ’ and thought to change God’s
Sabbatical Laws which deal with helping all those in need as restated in Isa 58. 

By the way, if Eugene Shubert should ever “pull the plug” on either you and/or me, for being
supporters of Knoll, as his forum thread message threatened/implied, then we can continue this
conversation via email. See my blog’s email address in its
[url=http://www.blogger.com/profile/06869482197277660277]Profile[/url] section.

I think I have covered everything from your message...

God Bless,
Ronald

July 22, 2012

By the way Ernie, since I see that you have some expertise/experience in web hosting, along the
lines of ‘if you want something done right, or done at all, then it is best to do it yourself’ I would
suggest you to start a forum for (supporting) discussion of Ernie Knoll’s dreams. You can even
go the free forum route on e.g, proboards.com. It seems like a very good free hosting site and
easy to set up. I am currently working on hosting my
[url=http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2008/07/college-of-biblical-research-recruiting.html]WBSC[
/url] forum [url=http://wbsc.proboards.com/index.cgi]there[/url]. 

I think Ernie Knoll would gladly promote that forum for you through his emailing and mailing
list and you would/should have many, like-minded/supporting members soon, particularly as
such a service for Knoll’s ministry does not exist.

Just a suggestion!!

Ronald

July 26, 2012

Ronald,
          I apologize for the long delay, I don't have internet access everyday. 
          Let me clear the www.4hispeople.com name up quickly. That is the name I saw in
vision. This was probably, now that I am getting clearer on things, around 1987 of 1988.
Ernie Knoll had his website up and running BEFORE he, or ANYONE, knew of the vision
that I had had. I did not share ANY of that long vision, to ANYONE, until I posted, I do
believe, the first posting of ANY of that vision, was on the spectrum website, so, Ernie
Knoll's guidance on the website name, creation, etc, came from God the Father, and not



from me. I did not even discover Ernie Knoll's website until 2 years or better AFTER he
had set it up. So, I have had NO input on design, making, of EITHER website,
www.4hispeople.com OR www.formypeople.org. I did not set up the websites that are
linked on Spectrum, until AFTER I had discovered the www.4hispeople.com, which, like I
said before, was 2 or 3 years after it had already been set up.
          I have quite a bit to share, however, since it is so lengthy, and I want to make sure I
cover the ground correctly, the email might take me a little bit to get to you.
          And thanks for the "extra nfo" on the other way to communicate. I had wondered
myself if Eugene would pull the "plug" on our messages. I am going to send this same
message to you, with my email, which is bennetternie@yelp.com
           Ernie

July 26, 2012

Hi Ernie, 
Glad to here from you. I understand the internet access issue. I’ll be getting around to posting
your testimony on my blog soon but I’ll also first await those added details about your experience
and revelations as these will be quite helpful in understanding God’s purpose in all of this.

I just say in quick response here that I did not even realize that the 4hispeople.com website was
not your own website. I thought it was. Wow.. That is all amazing on how God was working
here.

It would actually be better for both of us to continue our discussion strictly via email, because,
not only can Eugene pull the plug at anytime, but as the forum administrator, he can probably
have reading access to our Private messages.

About your email address, I am not sure if it makes a difference but my email client cited your
emails as incoming from: bennetternie@ymail.com while you stated your email here as:
bennetternie@yelp.com I responded via both emails here, but let me know if there is a difference
here and which email you prefer. 

I sent you a reference PM to my emailing here in your “Confessing SDA Forum” Inbox

I have just added a commenting on the Ron Beaulieu vs. Ernie Knoll “feud” on my blog post
which you may find interesting:

http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2012/05/testing-spirits-1-cor-1210.html#ernieknoll_sdashaking

Ronald

July 26, 2012

Hi Ernie,

mailto:bennetternie@ymail.com
mailto:bennetternie@yelp.com


In case you have not see it yet/first, I sent you the response at your email address.
FYI/By the way the “yelp.com” email address itself just bounced back my message. The
“ymail.com” seemed to have been successfully delivered. 

Ronald

July 26, 2012

No problem Ernie. (You can only send me messages via email from now.) 

Take Care,
Ronald

July 26, 2012

Just a tip Ernie, as it may be helpful to you for fully covering the issues that you want to in our
discussion and since you do not always have access to the internet, you may find my online
posting method helpful: I actually first compose and save the messages that I post online, in
forums and even for emails, in a word processor and then just copy and paste it in the forum or
email. So if the available time you have and the time when you have access to the internet do not
always coincide, you would then be able to compose and save your messages in a word processor
when you have the time to write them, and then whenever you have access to the internet, you’ll
just have to cop y, paste and send/submit it.

 I mainly do this for full documenting purposes, and also from having been “burn” one time too
many in composing a message online and having the page crash or not sent properly and having
to retype the whole posting again. 

Also, in regards to an Ernie Knoll discussion forum, I’ll see if I can start a thread on my own
forum ( http://wbsc.proboards.com/index.cgi ), in the SOP Section, (“Department #54”).
Hopefully Ernie Knoll will notify and encourage his followers to go there and discuss his dreams
because if there is one thing that is needed in his ministry is a place where his dreams can be
discussed, and that by people who believe them to indeed be from God. I suspect that Knoll has
not seen a need for this as his dreams seem to be quite straightforward, but I have seen a full
message veiling method being used by God in them nonetheless, where many things cited in
those dream are an allusion to something that is said in the Bible or SOP. E.g., in that “Treasure
Box” dream/vision of Knoll and you, as I stated before to you, the “water just above the knee”
depictions seems to be an allusion to the imagery in Ezek 47:4. I see at least one or more of such
veilings in each of his dreams. This all seems to be God’s way of restating those Bible and SOP
revelations, but in a (veiled) contemporized context and imagery. So people who think that Knoll
is making up his dreams don’t and won’t see/admit this, and it is a telling proof to me that Knoll
is not making up his dreams because he himself just never cites a Biblical reference for those
veiled allusions, which so make so much contextual sense with his message when they are
studied out. I’ll be expounding on this in more detail on my blog.



Ronald

July 26, 2012

You are right, it is just another idetifier of the beast.
And I will do as you are talking about, putting things down first on a computer, then a usb,
and then uploading it from the library.

------
as far as starting my own blog, that I have to consider for a bit. I have alot of other things
going on that right now it is next to impossible for me to start a blog.

Ernie

Okay Ernie, I’ll await your writings. 

In regards to the, actual online forum (vs. blog), idea so that people who have accepted Ernie
Knoll prophetic ministry can discuss his dreams, although a forum is less demanding on the
author than a blog, it can indeed be time costing. Ernie Knoll himself should actually be seeing to
this. As he does received financial support for his ministry, he may be able to hire/pay someone
to dedicatedly administer such a discussion forum. Perhaps you are in a better position then me to
suggest this to him. I emailed this suggestion to him but did not receive any answer.

Ronald

P.S. the subject line of your email “keep from Ronald and me” seemed strange to me.  Sounds
like something Eugene Shubert (or someone else) would be saying in another thread of
communications!?

Relatedly, on our Mark of the Beast brief discussion, I have found it interesting that Shubert and I
came to quite similar conclusions about its “Capitalism” extent today, though from two different
paths.

Shubert’s View: http://www.everythingimportant.org/gospel/

My View:  http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/sealing-of-gods-people-part-2-ezekiel-9.html 

August 24, 2012

Ronald,
            A few things I wanted to go over. First, I know that God is still with me, He still
answers my prayers, so that is a good thing. :)
            Second, I can also remember praying and asking God to give the messages to
someone similar to me and better qualified to give the messages, and He has answered by
Ernie & Becky Knoll and their ministry of For My People.



            Third, it had also troubled me for some time that I could not recall certain visions. I
have recently read though that Ellen White also had tried to recall visions, and yet could
not until the time was the time God wanted. So, that has been a "comfort" to me that she
had the same problems.
             Fourth, I am at this point to start a blog, or even have one of my experiences. At
this point, I am of the conviction that it would just distract from the For My People
Ministry, and that is not what I want to do.
             Yours in Christ,
              Ernie Ralph Bennett

Hello Ernie,

Glad to hear that you are still experiencing the favor/power of God in your life. That should be
taken as a sign that he is not hindering you from making known what he had revealed to you. As
I said, any even differences between your dreams and the similar ones of Knoll will be greatly
indicative of the changes which God has made in the ca. 22 years which passed between your
dreams and Knoll’s. 

It is always interesting to me that God’s dream are on a ‘believe/record/share them or lose them’
basis. As Hazen Foss also could not remember his dreams no matter how hard he prayed and
tried after he had refused to share them, it is indeed a approving sign from God if you can still
remember some of them.

So, I personally would encourage you to publicly post your dreams and experience only for this
reason that I see it will actually give corroborating support to Knoll’s own dream and experience
as well as reveal any changing actions by God in those 22 years. Do nonetheless pray for a clear
indication of God’s will on this matter. As I see it, if you or your dreams are not against Knoll,
then they can only be for him and support him. (Matt 12:30). That is what William Foy’s and
Hazen Foss’s disclosures did for Ellen White.

God Bless,
Ronald Monestime

September 5, 2012

#1286 [October 3, 2011]
I do applogize for the outbursts to all. Sue all you want. I have nothing. I have not worked for 5
years because of health problems. I have no car, no house, no money, this is a borrowed internet.
I used to work for a strip mine. Funny how you have all kinds of friends when you have money,
when you have none, you have one friend left, and that is Jesus. Well due to probs at that coal
mine I left there and went to another, and I called in sick one day, 3 to 4 hours early, early enough
to easily get another driver. My doc gave me a slip showing I was sick that day.(I still have the
slip) The coal mine called ME early the next day and told me not to come back. I said scr*w it. I
was 44 years old when I left the coal mines. I have had PTSD since 1983. I have worked since 6



years old. I said scr*w it, I will file for disabilitly. That has been almost 5 years ago. Now if you
want paperwork to back this up I can sure provide it. Long story short. In 1983, my brother shot
himself, and I was there. I left the church in 1985. Jesus gave me a vision of him on the cross on
July 4th, 1986, at about 9 am in Cicero Indiana. To say my mind was freaking because of all of
this, would be an understatement (I am making this very brief, I can write paragraphs, just not at
the moment, I am "down"). My brother who I was staying with in Indiana in 1986, he and I got
into a fight, and I called my mom to come and get me, and she did (this was after the vision). I
then rejoined the SDA church here in Beckley, where I had first joined in 1980 or 81. I told the
pastor and some of the memembers I had seen a vision of Jesus on the cross, and was met with
severe skepticism. Then in 88 or 89, I had a long vision, of all that Ernie Knoll has seen, up to
and including the point where Ernie went into the building with about (I think it was 20 thousand
or 50 thousand adventists), and a speaker, I believe it was the herald, came in and asked (when I
was seening this in vision, the speaker asked if anyone had had visions, and if they did would
they stand up. I knew in my heart I was the only one that had visions, yet I would not stand up, I
couldn't, my mind was so freaked out the way it was). That was the last I saw of the visions. I
have not any vision that I can recall since then. My dad was the only one present when I had the
long vision. He said I just stoood in one place, my eyes open, not blinking, and not breathing. He
asked me what I had seen, what went on. I could not speak about it, my mind was still in a
"freaked" out way. My name is Ernie also. Ernie (not Ernest, just Ernie, that is how it is on the
birth certificate). My whole name is Ernie Ralph Bennett. I was born on Feb. 5th, 1962. I had not
talked to anyone what had happened in 1983, until 2007, when I went to see a psychiatrist, after
my regular physician, who had been seeing me since 2005, kept prompting me to see a
psychiatrist. My reg physicialn kept on prompting me, saying there is something deeeper
troubling you, I can treat the symptoms of you physical problems, to solve them you also need to
see a psychiatrist. So I did go in 2007 to see a "shrink". It took me about a year to trust him to
start to talking about things. I had not told ANYONE about what I ahd seen in the long vision. I
also had not talked to ANYONE about my brother, who had committted suicide, and before he
did, the Lord opened my eyes and I saw a demon inside of him. The reason I mention Ernie Knoll
in all my posts is to "make up for me not sharing". I saw the 4hispeople in gold also. Everything
up to and inculding the building with the Adventists inside, I saw that as well, only in vision. My
dad has had two heart attacks and several strokes since the time I had the long vision. Ernie Knoll
does not teach to not pay tithe, he teaches you are responsible even after you pay them. So, if you
want more, I can provide more, my mining cards, etc. www.formypeople.org

#1287 [October 3, 2011]
Once again I apologize to all of you that I "outbursted" on. I ask for you forgiveness. When I get
to feeling more "up" I can write more, and If I have a scanner that works, I will post pics of my
mining cards (some #'s blacked out, I don't want anyone to copy my cards). If I don't have a
scanner that works my sister does. May the Lord be with all of who are SDA, and those who are
not. I am 49 now, 5 years of no income. I went from 70 grand or so a year, to nothing. I live at
home with my parents. If they was not alive, I would be in a homeless shelter I suppose. My
deepest desire is to get this whole mess cleaned up and straightened up. I do believe Jesus is near.
And I believe without a shadow of doubt Ernie Knoll is doing the work that God wants Him to
do. He called me, and I just couldn't do it. May God's grace, blessing, His annointing of His
eyesalve on our eyes, prepare for His 2nd coming. Ernie Ralph Bennett

http://www.formypeople.org


http://www.formypeople.org/En/index.shtml

#1288 [October 3, 2011]
I have filed for disability, and been turned down so many times. I have had two heart attacks
from stress from the mines. I have recently switched lawyeres. I hope I get my SSDI. I have been
praying God will lead me in the way HE wants me to go. God bless to all once again.
http://www.formypeople.org/En/index.shtml

#1289 [October 3, 2011]
I have talked it over so many times about me trying to go back to work on the strip mines. The
stress for me was incredible, for not only did I keep myself in prayer, but everyone on the job, for
EVERY shift. No one got hurt or killed while I was there (3 years), praise God. And when things
was running right, I could crank out the production, and thanks to Jesus for that to. Since 1983
though, and my PTSD, I have went through probably 20 jobs. And even more women. My
longest relationship with a woman has been a year. My mind would take me back to 1983, I
would "snap" tell her it was over, leave a job, etc. My mom just says just hold on, and see what
this new lawyer can do. Anyways, I have about 20 to 25 health problems, I don't know if a coal
mine would even hire me. I know a strip mine wouldn't at the present, because my lower back
and both legs give out. You can't drive a truck, that will weigh 200 to 300 tons if both of your
legs give out. It's hard to tell what else could give out, my arms? The heaviest truck I drove was a
Komatsu 830E <electric drive> (at my last job) I think loaded, and I mean really loaded down,
would weigh in at a million pounds. The capacity of one, if I rememeber right, loaded it was
about 800 thousdand, almost 900 thousand pounds. If an excavator operator pushed it, he could
prob get it to 1 million pounds, that is if I remember right on this one. At the first strip mine I ran
777's and 785's. I liked the 785's the best, they was built well. I also ran D9, D10, and D11
dozers, grader, water truck. Mainly I ran 785's on the "rock haul". That is moving the dirt and
rock off the blasts that takes the loaders down to the coal seams. I have coal mining in my blood
(iterally, I cut my self on a 777 in the cab, and my blood got mixed with coal). We used to get out
at lunch alot of times when we was down to the coal seams. You can fall in love (odd, but true)
of the smell of coal. I still am in love with the smell of coal. I just don't, and after talking it over
with my mom, see me going back to work, yet I am praying for the Lord's will be done. Like I
said, I went from 70 grand to zero, friends is about zero cept Jesus, my nephews and neices who
used to come and visit all the time when I worked, over the past 5 years, I have seen very little of
them. Life as it is. I have tapes of me running a 785 on the strip mine from the cab, if I can figure
out how to get em transferred to the computer, I will. May Christ Bless us all.
http://www.formypeople.org/En/index.shtml

#1290 [October 3, 2011]
Funny (in a way) and weird how life turns out. I am an Ernie, just not THE Ernie (Knoll) you are
thinking of. You know, my brother, the one I got into an argrument with in Cicero after I saw the
vision of Jesus, was married to Pam Joy Clough. Her middle name was a good pick for her, since
she was always joyful. She was born into an adventist family. The road they lived on was called.
"Crooked Creek Road" in Cicero (well not in town, it was about 3 to 4 miles outside of Cicero).
Pam said once to my mom what a weird name for a road, the road we live on, "Crooked Creek
Road". Later on years later it came to my mind, how when I was a child (I am the youngest boy

http://www.formypeople.org/En/index.shtml
http://www.formypeople.org/En/index.shtml
http://www.formypeople.org/En/index.shtml


of six), how I would go down to the bottom of the hill at our house (we owned 8 acres), and there
was a creek there. It was crooked as all get out. When there was disagreements in our household I
would go down to that creek, and walk along beside it, and pray to God. No one knew I did this
but me, and people are just now finding out. Anyways, life has it's up's and down's, Jesus is
always in control.:)
http://www.formypeople.org/En/index.shtml

September 5, 2012

Hello Ernie. How are you?

I came across your October 2011 online discussion as “RoadDog” here:

http://www.topix.com/forum/religion/seventh-day-adventist/TFHJOJ86GOS2IU0LN/p64

It is interesting to read those details of your experience. Hope all is well or better by now. I am
praying for you. (Don’t worry about the “outburst” there. It is understandable, and thus readily
forgivable, given your knowledgeable sincerity there in defending Ernie Knoll vs. the typical
harassing and nitpicking quibbles of doubters. I had a similarly exasperating discussion with
some of those posters (e.g., Lay Worker) on that forum site:
http://www.topix.com/forum/religion/seventh-day-adventist/TVAC8CJ74B6OAC80O/post121
(I see you had priorly posted under the/your name Ernie Bennett at the start of that discussion))

Having read that your long vision had ended just at the point where as in Knoll dream, it was
being looked for who was receiving, in your case: visions, from God (vs. Knoll’s dreams (and
there is a significant difference there as visions are for mainly future events while dream focus
mainly on passed events), I am more interested in hearing the specifics of your visions as I see
more clearly here that the passing of 22 years would be reflected in any different details between
them and Ernie Knoll’s revelations. Anyway, that relating call is up to you and your conviction
on this matter. I Biblically do not see that it would be detrimental to Ernie Knoll...quite to the
contrary.

In any matter, it was interesting to read these details of your experience.
Take Care And God Bless,
Ronald

September 10, 2012

Ronald,
        Based on what you said, I may very well do that, start a blog.. Right now I am going
through a lot of changes (long story), so, I want it to be a timely thing, that is when I can
get internet at my house.
        I will do you this, I was "scared" out of my mind on the Treasure Box dream. I can
remember being asked to share and I said I wouldn't or couldn't, I didn't understand. If

http://www.formypeople.org/En/index.shtml


you will read in Biblical accounts of people who have encountered God's unfallen angels,
many fell as if they were dead men. I can aslo remember my guardian angel saying that my
hear would grow colder, and maybe it has. I don't know. I can't remember my exact reply,
I think I said, "I don't care, I don't understand". (I think those where the words). I do
know I have asked that God would give me an agape heart, and  my heart would be "hot"
for Jesus.
        Also, in one of Ernie Knoll's dreams, he was in an auditorium like building, with I
think about 250,000 adventists (he knew in his heart that they where Adventists). The
question posed by the herald was if anyone had dreams, to stand up. I had the same
experience, except it was if any one had had visions, to please to stand up. I knew in my
heart I was the only one, yet I just would't stand up. I believe the Herald asked again if
anyone had visions to please stand up, and I wouldn't. Once again, I was scared out of my
mind, not as bad as the Treasure Box dream though.
         I can go into more detail once I start a blog,
         I have been through a lot in my life, as I know a lot of people have. I am reluctant to
share the whole "9 yards", even to you in email, because there is so much, and because
some of it is "harsh" reality, some may not believe or start critizing out of this world, then
that will make me angry, and then a vicious circle starts.
         Yours in Christ,
         Ernie Ralph Bennett
 
PS. I am going to share this much with you. I have not done all the legal research on the
following matter, so I don't know all the details. My birth name is David, and from what I
have gathered,  the Ernie Ralph Bennett was the chosen foster name. All of this I am not
clear on. I am 50 years old, and have been putting this together for the last 5 years. I don't
really like saying the following, because it "digs up the past", yet it is pertinent I do believe
in the way I reacted. I was a victim of child abuse (and please, no sympathy of anything,
that is history), so alot of things, I "blocked" out of my mind. Read the book, "A child
called It", by David Pelzer. Don't ask me how he got the info he did, all I know is the story
is about me. There are details in the book, that it took 2 or 3 readings, before my memory
kicked in, and I realized it was MY life story. Now, I ask that you pray to Jesus and for
HIM to show/tell you if I am telling the truth or not about the life story in "A child called
It". Don't take my word for it. Which, btw, I remember the "don't take my word for it", so
well, since the 1st pastor that was "my" pastor of the SDA church, he would say, don't take
my word for it, go and study for yourselfs to see if these things are true or not (I remember
them saying the same thing at the evangilistic meetings I went to, which, btw, I went
because my "mom" <as far as I know, I think she is my birth mom>,  {she was also the one
who subjected me to child abuse, but I do not hold that against her now, I am beginning to
see things in a different light}, my "mom", the one in the book, "A child called It", kept on
urging me to go, and she was so excited about it, she kept on saying, they just use the Bible,
and tell you to research it yourself. So, for her doing that, I am so grateful for her to urge
me to go. Here is the story in PDF format, which you can read free online.
http://pauladaunt.com/books/Dave%20Pelzer%20-%20A%20Child%20Called%20'It'.pdf
Once again, I ask that you to ask Jesus to tell you whether I am telling the truth or not,
about this story being about me.



So, I will sign off on this letter with two names,
Yours in Christ,
Ernie (David) Ralph Bennett

September 10, 2012

Ron,
           BTW, I was awarded my SS.
           Ernie (David)

September 10, 2012

Hello Ernie (David),

Glad to hear that you are considering writing the blog. Any differences between you and Knoll
such as in the auditorium dream, (which was just before the Giant Peach destruction scene),
would be most useful to properly understand God’s message here. In this way, the messages
given to you from God would still have done a tangible and beneficial work.

One thing to keep in mind with people who criticize, as I have also seen from my experience,
they usually don’t know, understand, and/or care to understand the actual facts and
circumstances. So, as I myself have had to consciously do, it is not worthwhile losing my cool
with them. My own best defense is to answer their criticism with facts and if they refuse to also
heed those, then just walk away as Jesus Himself counsels. (Matt 10:14)

Thanks for the added details and story/book information. I’ll be looking into it. However being a
non-party in this matter it would take me quite significant investigative/research resources to find
out exactly who Dave Pelzer was writing about. But from what I have read thus far, the following
indicators as to what the facts are here come to mind:

1. Could Dave Pelzer be contacted to find out who exactly he was basing his account on. 

2. In the author’s note it is mentioned that the same boy’s life is continued in a sequel book The
Lost Boy. As this covers his years from 12 to 18 this would, if it indeed is the same boy, give you
a clear indication as to if that is your own life story or not.

3. Not sure when your emotional/psychological blocking for the abuses ended, but the books
dating of an event on page 7 (First Chapter) as March 5, 1973 can be useful as you would then
would have been ca. 11 years old. 

4. If I am understanding the book correctly, based on my overview of it now, the author seems to
be claiming that this is his own life story. Again I would start with trying to track him down and
questioning him. As it is said to have been a book on the New York Times and USA Today
bestseller’s list, these media outlets can help you locate him.



5. The setting of the book, unless changed or fictionalized is the West Coast.

-Relatedly, if the story is about you, there may be some legal issues as to the right for that author
to use your life account/story for a book without your knowledge and/or permission, particularly
as it involves your life as a minor.

Anyways, hope this is helpful in your ascertaining efforts.

Glad to hear that things worked out with Social Security. By the way, if that was not done, as
due, I would think, their granting of SS to you should be retroactive to the time when you first
applied or was eligible for it, and as I understand, they were then wrongly refusing to give it to
you.

God Speed in your blog work.
Take Care,
Ronald

September 12, 2012

Ronald,
           I have considered most of the things you mentioned in your listing. Here is something
else to consider, which I should have added.
           1. My "dad"s  name was John David Bennett (deceased)
           2. My mom once took me to a house, where I knew the name of the people, whose the
mans name was Ernest (I believe that is spelled right), Suttle. She said this was my real
mom and dad, and I was adopted. Was this out of meaness or truth ?
           3. She "mom", had left a book in my house, that on a page that mentioned an
adopted kid, was also a paragraph of an adopted child.  Also there was a 100.00 bill there
as well. Was this out of meaness or truth?
           4. So, my name could be Ernie Ralph Bennett (Suttle)
           5. The legal matter is of a matter of recourse, however, it could be a long one and a
losing one on the money end of my side.
           6. I will tell you the things that I DO remember. I remember in the 1st grade (I
believe it was 1st, since I was told I did not goto kindergarten by "mom"), that I went to
school with my LEFT arm burnt from the elbow to the tips of my fingers, and blisters that
was huge. I am pretty sure it was the LEFT, since the teacher said (if I remember right),
that I would have to be taught how to write with my right hand since the left was burnt so
bad.\(which by the way, I can write with either hand now)
           7. I remember running to school in grade school, and half way there, near "Crescent
Road", I stopped, and asked myself, WHY am I running to school? Then I started running
again, and I remember running through Mabscott town shortly a few minutes later.
           8. I remember my mom and dad dancing in the kitchen "having a good old time" as
a kid.
           9. I can remember the station wagon.
          10. I can remember only one Christmas of decorating the Christmas tree, and putting



the angel on top.
           11. I also have always felt like an "outsider" of the family, which may explain the
adoption deal.
 Once again, I ask that you pray to Jesus and ask HIM if the story is about me, and my
telling the truth of the matter.
 I mention all of this to, since I have come to realize all of this about my life, that it would
be an even more of a problem to believers if they started to dig in my  past, if I had done
the job to start with.
           Yes, I agree, the Social Security should be retroactive to 2007.
            Yours in Christ,
              Ernie (David) Ralph Bennett (Suttle)
 
PS. I have a lot of legal research to do !

September 12, 2012

Ronald,
           Another thing. It would be far better for SDA's who are not "sure" of Ernie Knoll's
dreams, to say, well, I am not sure, further prayer and study is needed, instead of an
automatic dissmissal.
            Ernie (David) Ralph Bennett (Suttle)

Hello Ernie,

From those points your are listing, I would say that you are making a good case that your life
story and the one written up in that book are similar. I would have to read the book in detail, but I
cannot do so now. What has struck me though is, if that book is about you, then the author would
have had to be someone very close to you and/or someone to whom you confided many secrets.
The only other possibility is the spiritual one, where God inspired that author to write about your
life story. (It is amazing how the brain maintains our early childhood memories which made an
impression on us and they come back most vividly in adulthood.)

I however would not worry about those passed, early life events being a detriment to you now
and/or to you sharing your testimony. Many people which God has used have had pasts, and
unlike you here, these were of their deliberate adult choice. From e.g., Saul/Paul in the Bible to
Doug Batchelor today among many others. So since none of those passed incidents in your life
were your choice or fault, then it should not adversely affect your testimony today. Anyone who
thinks that it should is simply being actuated by a faultfinding spirit. So I would neither worry
about this, nor let it stop you.

And as you have said, if people want to use that past to discredit you, then they will actually do
all of the required research themselves (lest they could be sued for defamation for their unproven
claims). So I would let the detractors here do all of the work. But like I said, tracking down
David Pelzer and questioning him would be the most simple and efficient thing to do.



Relatedly, it was the testimonies of both Hazen Foss and William Foy who, when they heard that
Ellen White had had the same visions that they had had, which nudged many people who were
sincerely uncertain about EGW over the line. Their testimony were the “2 or 3 witnesses” that
they needed to confirm this prophesying matter, let alone from/by a woman then, as this was an
entirely new working of God for them. Similarly the ample reviving of the prophetic gift in Ernie
Knoll is something new for SDAs today, though they claim to be looking for this before the end,
and your corroborating testimony would likely similarly help convince/clinch their genuine
leaning belief. These pertinent additional pieces of evidence are necessary for a proper 1 Thess
5:19-22 “testing” of Knoll.

In regards to your 2007 due SS, I think a simple letter to the pertinent SS head office telling them
of this slight, would “spook” them into paying those back dues (and with interest) as this would
be a slam dunk case in your favor (even in small claims court if applicable).

God Bless,
Ronald

September 15, 2012

Ronald,
              I have not confided any secrets to anyone, so I am not sure how he got the
information. I am not interested in sueing him for money or stealing of my life story for the
simple reason it would "drag" out things that have already been past, and my "mom",
Ruby Bennett, has been through enough already. I have often wondered if she was abused
in her childhood to, so that could have had a bearing on the things I went through.. I do,
however, want to know the details, of my real full name, real parents, etc, for my own
benefit. I am not interested in then turning around and "bashing" or being "mean" to
anyone, I just want to know my life history.
               I will post a blog as soon as I can.. I have work to do on "my home", and when I
get it set up for internet, then I can start posting.
               A couple more things. Dreams and visions are both for future events to occur.
Another thing I wanted to point out was, (and you may already realize this), Joel 2:17 and
Acts 2:28 both talk about (paraphrase)," young men and women see visions and old men
dreams in the last days" so, while I was YOUNG, and had the vision in Gold Letters of
"Gods Wrath Being Poured Out" (paraphrase), Ernie has seen the same while in an elderly
state. So, what I am trying to say is, time is much much much much shorter than people
think.
 
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Acts+2%3A17&version=KJV8
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Joel%202:28&version=KJV
 
And I also know that the prophecies of God's wrath (tornadoes, hurricanes, etc), cannot be
stopped, we can plead with God to spare people, crops, their property, and even their pets
(some people their pets is the only way they can get around, blind, etc).



Also, when I get the blog started, I may run it by you before I post to see what you think
and then go from there, if you don't mind reviewing.
Oh, btw, I prayed that I could see Jesus in a dream, and I did, and He was smiling the
biggest smile, and laughing. That is all I can remember from that. That was about a week
or so ago.
Yours in Christ,
Ernie

September 15, 2012

Hello Ernie,

I do understand your great desire to get to the factual bottom of the story here. ‘Not knowing for
sure’ can indeed be most agonizing of itself, particularly as in your case it would relate to your
actual life history. Also, it is indeed true that people who have been abused later do the same
thing to others, and that not actually out of meanness per se, but simply because that is all they
know. It takes almost a “miraculous” turn of events to break that passing on cycle. I wish you the
best in your research. If such personal/private matters were not involved I would have suggested
as a possible solution one of those ancestry retracing shows. Like I said, the first step would seem
to be contacting and questioning Dave Pelzer (if that is his actual name?) A private investigator
could be another option but they can be quite (grossly) costly. You consulting in depth pertinent
public records may be another, less costly (money vs. time), option.

Awaiting your blog posting. It is promising to be interesting. To avoid any losses in case of a
“posting accident” I’ll recommend to you my own approach which I mentioned before of doing
the draft work in an offline word processor and then just copying and pasting the text to a blog. 
(As my own posts involve much formatting and added internet links, after posting and publishing
it, I also make a distinct copy of the produced HTML codes by the blog service. So in the, albeit
unlikely, case that they have a crash and lose my blog postings (or I accidentally delete a blog
post (which is not undoable) then I can just copy and paste that HTML code posting back with
having to do all the formatting and hyperlinking work again. Just some blogging tips/suggestions
which have been most valuable to me a few times already.)

I do not mind taking a look at your pre-posting blog work. Of course as I see you understand, I
will only be able to review it for content clarity and/or Biblical/spiritual issues type of matters
(vs. of course technical proofreading per se). And, not knowing your personal details, I of course
may not be able to knowledgeably catch things. But I do not mind reviewing it for those clarity
and theological/prophetic issues. (Of course, even EGW had various editors for her work, and I
understand that Ernie Knoll also goes through similar editorial layers. That’s all a deal breaker
for those who do not understand how the prophetic gift work.)

I can understand your belief that both visions and dreams relate to future events, however from
my own experiences, as well as those of others, other top of EGW, (e.g., see in the Dream of, and
my interpretation of it, Steve Starman on my “Testing the Spirit” blog post*. There is a pivotal
point in his dream where it most strikingly shifts from a dream to a vision. As stated there, I have



also repeatedly and consistently experienced such drastic shifts during a revelation.) 

Exegetically speaking, the Hebrew word in Joel 2:28 for the “visions” of young men and women
is “vision of the night” (Strongs #2384) An outright (fully awake) “vision” like the one Daniel
had in Dan 10 is #2377 (see vs. 14) which may also contain distinct tangible “appearances”
(#4758/#4759a) (e.g, Dan 8:14-15). That is also why “dreams are dreamt” while asleep, but
visions are (lucidly) seen. 

Most determinative here, in terms of what they focus on, I have also carefully tested and attested
that dream do focus on past/passing events while visions speak of (new) ones to come. That is
why they distinctly occur in a revelation as the dream portion is used to rehash past or known
details, even if in a new, future light or context, but then visions (or “visions of the night)
portions present entirely new information/plans of God. Scientifically speaking, as dreams are
manipulatively (either by God or a person for natural dreams) made up of what is already inside a
person’s head, then a person can be asleep and have these known/past thing brought to the
forefront of their minds. However for a vision, they literally have to see those new things so they
must be either lucid or outright awake to “see” these things. This all is seen by how prophets in
vision deliberately have their eyes open, as seen with EGW. EGW often spoke of these distinct
types of revelation of dreams, visions, or the in-between/half-awake type of a “visions of the
night”. From what I read/perceive, EGW’s revelations and new light on Biblical episodes all
occurred via dreams but her views of pointedly and entirely new and future developments were
through either visions of the night or visions.

In regards to you and the Joel 2:28/Acts 2:17 young vs. old distinctions, I rather have seen that
young men are shown visions because they generally are new in the work and also God is
showing new things to come while old men generally have more Biblical knowledge and
experience and God is showing them old things which they already know about but now in a
“new light”.

So, and in according to my wider understanding of Ernie Knoll prophesies and ministry, I would
say that you saw God’s future wrath outpouring, but Ernie Knoll was shown His then presently
transpiring dealings. Again this is all to my wider understanding of Knoll which you can read in
my “Testing the Spirit” post*.

In regards to God and Natural Events/Disasters, my Omnipotent (=All Mighty) understanding of
God has me believing that God has power over every and any force of nature. That is how,
through His empowered angels, He has managed up to three times by now, “hold back the 4
winds”, though in the second (ca. 1888) and also third instance (9/11/2001) they were slightly
loosened resulting in us seeing some possible/potential “Final Events” development. But as the
SDA Church has failed to heed such indicators and finish its appointed work, God has had to full
hold back those “winds” and prolong time. Which is why I understand that Knoll’s prophecies
now have a less literal and more spiritual application, yet like postponed OT prophecies, they
will still accomplish God’s ends (cf. Isa 55:9-11). Nothing wrong, or at fault with Ernie Knoll
here. It is just that, as with Bible prophets, their prophecies depended on the reaction of their
audience. Even Jesus had His prophesied expectation similarly frustrated in Matt 10:23 when, as



EGW states, the Jewish leaders told the people to not heed the preaching of the disciples which
Christ had sent out. (See this post:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/pleading-proverbs-264-5.html#matt1023) And from that
pivotal point on Christ then knew with certain that He was going to end His ministry on a Cross,
as a rejected Messiah.

Glad to hear of your dream and seeing a smiling Jesus. It shows that Jesus finds that you did the
best you could. And to apply my dream vs. vision understanding here, seeing Him in a dream
which I see focuses on past events/developments shows that Jesus is indicating that your past
work was acceptable to Him. That would now also translate in Him finding it acceptable to relate
those past revelations today. So I am seeing that you have a Divine confirmation for your blog
posting of those revelation. 

(By the way, in terms of remembering such, especially, dreams, which I my own experiences, I
find to be the most fleeting type of revelation (vs. visions, even visions of the night), and
manifestly this is because one is more drowsy/asleep for dreams [which make me find Knoll’s
detailing of his dreams quite impressive..they must all be, the also possible and heightenedly
distinct “impressive dreams” (e.g., 2T 594-597)], I recommend, as I do, (even fully) writing them
out immediately upon awakening. (I many times have to do that in the middle of the night, up
awakening from one). -I see that in Dan 7:1, Daniel also had this practice of immediately
recording His revelations.)

Hope all of this and my explanations were helpful. Of course I welcome questions and/or
comments. Do see my referred to blog posts for much more info/details.

God Bless and God Speed as always,
Ronald

Blog Post Link
* http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2012/05/testing-spirits-1-cor-1210.html

September 21, 2012

Ronald,
              After some consideration and time passing, since the last time I wrote, I may take
legal action. While I do not ever recall telling anyone what has happened in my childhood, I
have had several operations (pin in right leg, greenfield filter (after a blood clot), surgery
on my left thumb which I almost chopped off chopping wood), so maybe while I was in a
semi-lucent state, I could have told things then and not remember that I did that. I don't
think that is the case though.
               I believe it is one of my "brothers", my oldest brother actually, his name is Garry
John Bennett (my "dad's" name was John David Bennett). Here is why I suspect this (and I
have been praying to find out who the person is that calls themselves "Dave Pelzer" and
pretends to be me). First, my mom says he gets 30 thousand dollars every five years from



where his wife passed away in 1995, where she was given a drug for a routine operation,
that had sulfer in it, and unknown to her and others, she was allegeric to it, and in 4 days
she passed away. At the time both Garry and Pam (his deceased wife), was SDA's. Since
then he has drifted away. I remember talk in the family about whether he was going to sue
or not, and he said no, that would not bring her back. Another thing, he and I are both
living in "my home",  since he sold his trailer, and has purchased another one, and is
waiting for it to be set up.. And, he continues the "brainwashing" routine. Such as, "Ernie,
you are so stupid you don't know anything" "Ernie you are ignorant", etc. Now, "my
home" is not finished, it needs a lot of work done to it. There is temporary electricity.
There is no running water, no sewer (we both go next door to my mom's temporary camper
that is on loan to her to use the bathroom and shower). The insides are basically just
partitioned out, with the rooms layed out. There is some insultation, not all the way around
on the outside walls. What I have done is put up blankets to temporary partition the house
in half, the half that he and I sleep in. We both have king size beds, with about 7 blankets
each. Last night, we where talking about Biblical things (he has either lost faith or losing
faith or something is going on, since he doesn't believe in EGW anymore). He said that
after the flood, Noah had sacrificed "unclean" beasts, and God was pleased with that. I
was pretty sure he was wrong on that, so I let it slide till morning. Then I read it in the
KJV, and the beasts and fowl where all clean. I mentioned this to him, and he said well I
don't see how someone could build an ark that big, feed the animals, etc. (I started to
mention that with faith in God all  things are possible (except the redemption of the Devil
and his devils). He said again "Ernie you are so stupid to believe in that, your ignorant".
And he has constantly complained about the living conditions, and I am just "toughing" it
out" (I did mention to him one night after his complaining, that at least we have a roof over
our heads and beds to sleep in, American soldiers in Iraq and Afghanistan probably don't
have that, so I was trying to get him to be thankful for what we do have). Anyways, this
morning, I caught him off guard, after once again him complaining about the living
conditions (and yes I know they can be better, just have to go with what is given at the
time) and that I was ignorant. I said to him, "Well, if I was a famous authour with lots of
money we wouldn't be living like this". He got quite as a mouse. So, since he is 10 years
older than me, he would have been a witness to all of the going on's, and would be privy to
all the private details.
           Anyways, for me to find out, I do believe it will take a lawyer, get court records
unsealed (since I was under 18 when all this occurred.).
So, I am going forth by praying for guidance and go from there. It may take awhile, a
couple of years, I am very curious now though about just who is saying they are me, etc. Of
course, I do want to spare my "mom" from further hurt to her heart, so, that will be in the
prayers as well and the direction I take.
           And, you are right, God can temper things, such as tornadoes, hurricanes, etc, that is
all of course up to God the Father, which one can petition for continued holding back the 4
winds, to temper things, spare people, property, crops, even pets (I know Jesus did not
come to save pets, yet some are very attached to them, and God sparing them in a storm or
such would show His continuall love for mankind). I think that is one of the reasons my
mom was so attached to animals, they love unconditionally, and don't "use or abuse" you.
She was the only girl, and she had four brothers. I do  believe though she was abused as a



child, maybe by brothers or her dad or both, I don't know. I am trying not to create
additional problems, if you know what I mean.
           Ok, Ron, that is it for now.
            Ernie

September 21, 2012

Hi Ernie,

First of all, sorry to hear about your (relative) ‘housing hardships’, but as you rightly say: at least
you have a roof over your head, even enclosed walls to live within, not to mention an
assured/definite “home”. That counts for much...as many homeless people would say. I pray that
God will guide you through this ordeal. 

Your suspicion/“hypothesis” about the implication of your much older brother really seems the
most plausible explanation, and publishers are indeed always looking for such stories. (Movies
are even made on such stories of childhood abuse by a parent such as the 1976 movie “Sybil”.)
And your brother’s attitude towards you does make him seem like someone who would try to
take advantage of you/your situation... as he thinks that ‘you won’t figure it out or mind’.
 So there indeed is “disposition”,  “opportunity/possibility” and “incentive” to support your
suspicion/hypothesis here. (Those are fundamental elements that a lawyer looks for.)

While I see that a lawyer would be willing to help you out with this, even on a contingency basis,
from my own experiences with the ((U.S.) Civil) legal/court system, I reckon that any lawyer
would first want to have hard facts to apply the law to, so they will probably require you to go
through a private investigator first, who will indeed be able to dig up all of those facts and
details. (They also charge less by the hour than a lawyer.) But I still see that the most economic
way to begin to get significant information would be to contact the publishers and get as much
information about who had submitted that manuscript, etc. Wish you the best in your work here.

(As you probably know, your statement to ‘pray for the 4 winds to be held so that the work can
be done’ was stated by EGW (can’t find the quote)).

By the way, you could also mention to your brother that it was because clean animals were to be
sacrificed that 7 of them were taken vs. 2 for the unclean (Gen 7:2-3) and also that not every
single species of animals seen today were in the ark as most of these species are just cross-breed
of other main one’s within the same animal type.

That job opportunity with the For My People Ministry sounds great for you, especially given your
personal and prophetic connection to that ministry. They should jump on that opportunity to hire
you!

I will be keeping you in my prayers.
Take Care,
Ronald



September 27, 2012

Ronald,
               You have been a good "sounding block". Right now, the legal thing on the book(s)
by David Pelzer is the least of my concerns. To much other stuff to deal with.
Haven't heard from For His People, so I must not be the one they are looking for, or the
Lord does not want me in that position, He knows best. Good to know that EGW wanted
the 4 winds to be held back as well.
                Ernie

September 27, 2012

Hello Ernie, Glad I could be of any help. I have had some valuable experiences in certain of
those areas. A legal pursuit is indeed a most involved endeavor, and it can be extremely
expensive. It is indeed best to prioritize.

-I am surprised that For My People Ministry did not hire, even answer you (yet). You can indeed
consider this a God’s will.

-I relocated the EGW quotes on the ‘praying to hold the four winds’: 

“Another angel, ascending from the east, cried to them, saying, "Hurt not the earth, neither the
sea, nor the trees, till we have sealed the servants of our God in their foreheads." This points out
the work we now have to do, which is to cry to God for the angels to hold the four winds
until missionaries shall be sent to all parts of the world, and shall have proclaimed the
warning against disobeying the law of Jehovah.”--RH Extra, Dec. 11, 1888.  {LDE 125.2}

and:

“Let our prayers ascend to God that the four angels may be commissioned to hold the four winds,
that they may not blow to injure or destroy until the last warning has been given to the world. 
{GH, March 1, 1900 par. 4} ”

also:

“Constantly we are to pray for divine aid. It is God alone who can hold the four winds until His
servants shall be sealed in their foreheads.”--The Review and Herald, Feb. 11, 1904.  {2SM
375.3}  

I have written a blog post which pointedly deals with that pivotal topic in prophecy:

http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/06/coming-of-sealing-angel.html

Take Care and as always:
God Bless, God Guide and Godspeed!



That’s all we really need for the best outcomes!
Ronald

October 4, 2012

Ronald,
Course, someone could be intercepting & deleting my emails to Ernie Knoll. The Lord will
curse them and this nation if they are. If God wants me there, He will provide. If God
wants me here & stay on ss, I will do that. If God wants me to continue on ss and rehab &
go back in the coal mines, I will do that.
Yours in Christ,
Ernie

October 4, 2012

Hello Ernie, If someone is doing this at FMP ministry, then that would be quite low. Perhaps you
can contact Knoll more directly by phone. Isa 54:17 has been a help to me in such situations. God
is both just and faithful and thus ‘will turn all of those things for the good.’!

Ronald

October 4, 2012

Ronald,
You have your view on these & I have mine. Both are about Future events. Note the dream
that Daniel had about the seven lean/fat corn/cows. Dreams I do not believe they r in a
semi- lucid state, they r in a full dream state. Also note the dreams of the Sunday laws are
Future events, since they have not occurred.
Yours in Christ,
Ernie

October 4, 2012

We may indeed have different views here Erne, however I am seeing more and more much
empirical support for understanding those differences between (strictly speaking) dreams vs.
visions. And in regards to the good example you brought up about Pharaoh’s “dream” in Gen 41,
I am actually seeing this as, more technically, as explained in Job 33:15, a “vision of the night” -
which occurs when people are asleep while outright visions occur when they are awake. 

I am seeing that those types of “dreams” as “visions of the night” are an in between type of
Revelations between dreams and visions and involve a prior thing being presented in a
new/different light, Whereas a “dream” involves merely a presentation of an old understanding,
and, as in Ernie Knoll’s case, it can be presented in contemporary depictions. 

In Joseph’s “visions of the night”, e.g., Gen 37, the “already transpired fact/truth” was a take



from the already present state of injustice and hatred between Joseph and the rest of his brothers.
If they were not already jealous and hateful of Joseph, then it probably would have been that God
would have allowed all 12 of them to play a shared role in the greatness that Joseph achieved in
Egypt. But because of their unrighteous state, God reworked that promise of greatness for all of
the 12 tribes of Israel, to justly now be only given to the wrongly mistreated Joseph. So it really
was an old promise, but in a new light.

For me, understanding this quite attested distinction helps to properly understand the “prophetic
context” of God’s revelations, which helps to properly interpret and apply them. And with the
insistence made to Knoll that his revelations are in the (distinct) category of “dreams”, then I am
understanding that his revelations are merely a contemporary presentation of already stated
prophetic events. I.e., as already stated in the SOP. So while technically future Sunday Laws are
being presented, they are spiritually being presented just as EGW did over 100 years ago, but in a
contemporary light. However, from my pertinent indepth Biblical studies* I have seen that the
Mark of the Beast involves more than just “observing the 1  day of the week instead of the 7st th

day” but also involves God socio-economic aspects of His Sabbath, as prominently presented in
Isa 58. And so the “Mark of the Beast” issue now more deeply also involves adhere to Isa 58-
sabbatical-opposing systems such as being systematically done by Capitalism vs. the Biblical
socialism which God wills.

So, as I have presented in my ‘Prophet Testing’ blog post** which also discusses Ernie Knoll’s
revelations, I am seeing that through Ernie Knoll, God was testing His professed people
according to the understanding that they said they ‘strongly’ had (cf. Ezek 14:1-5,7), which, as
the first Century Jews and their mere “Letter of the Law” focus (e.g., MOB = Sunday vs.
Saturday Keeping), is actually a less than more “halved” understanding of God’s Present Truth
Will (cf. 2 Cor 3:4-18). However, as documented in Note #7 in my 1888 Message post***
currently, more and more SDA’s are starting to “see the full Gospel light” on Isa 58, most
notably Don Mackintosh and Dave Feidler (see their sermons referenced in that post).

The correct comprehension of the Biblical template in which God distinctly works in making
revelations is quite pivotal as it helps one to stay in harmony with how God is moving now.
(Ezek 8:4; 9:3; 10:4, 18-19; 11:22-23). Like what took place from the time of Christ during the
Apostolic Church, we are now to also be looking at the Spiritual actions of God in regards to
“old covenant” (= 9T 267.1 = Rev 5 context) prophecy****, which is all guided by Christ Full
Gospel Light. This makes a great difference on how we understand God’s revelations, including
what has been given to Ernie Knoll.

This is a very important/pivotal issue, so I am open to any comment or question you may have.
As it has done to me, I think that it will bless your study of Ernie Knoll’s revelations, and other
“SDA Prophets”, mainly by helping you see them in their fullest and actual present truth light.

God Bless,
Ronald

Web Link References



*http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/03/fuller-understanding-of-mark-of-beast.html

** http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2012/05/testing-spirits-1-cor-1210.html

*** http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/10/1888-message-for-today.html

**** This broken covenant topic is fully discussed here:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/12/unrolling-of-scroll.html

October 4, 2012

By the way, I significantly forgot to explanatorily mention: Pharaoh’s revelation in Gen 41 of 7
fat and then years, was probably more specifically/technically a “vision of the night”.
Contextually, It was all just a part of God’s plan of fulfilling the prior revelation given to Joseph
in Gen 37 (= dream aspect) and God was here going to use a novel way to do this (hence the also
involved “vision” aspect of this revelation.) 

As I am seeing it, this distinction between dreams, visions of the night and (outright) visions, was
gradually understood by Biblical people, as begun to be later seen in Job’s episode (Job 33:15).
By, e.g., latter Bible times, it was evidently being distinctly understood.

I would similarly be seeing that the “visionary” methods used for your revelations in ca. 1986 vs.
Knoll’s dreams in 2008 was because God was beginning to indicate in your time that he was
going to soon work to bring about final events. Though these themselves have been known for a
long time by what was revealed to EGW, the fact that God was here indicating that these things
would soon be fulfilled, which is synonymous with prophetically revealing a ‘time for the end’, is
itself a new light/present truth. 

It is however thus that I am seeing that Knoll “dreams” in 2008 are confirming my own
revelations given starting back in 2008 that the opened “window of time” for SDAs to bring
about the end had come and by Knoll’s time, been judiciously confirmed to be gone. I.e., SDAs
had failed their testing and, as first century Jews, did not recognize the time of their visitation. -
Yet, with the 4 winds having been again held back, God’s great work will still go on. (Cf. 15MR
292.3-4).

Ronald

October 4, 2012

Ron, 
I agree it involves more than just the 7th day Sabbath. To me, it is just following Jesus
fully.

Ron,

http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/12/unrolling-of-scroll.html


Some SDA'S follow Jesus fully, & a lot of Sunday keepers do according to the light they
have.

October 4, 2012

Indeed Ernie, you are right in both of your emails statements as it Biblically is (cf. DA 825.4)
that “fully following Jesus” chiefly involves doing those sabbatical, vital needs-meeting works
(Matt 25:31-46). Jesus was crucified mainly because of the 7 (recorded) Sabbath day healings
(and probably much more) that He had done (Matt 12:12) and because the Jews were afraid of
what His “good works” (Acts 10:38) would do, as they wrongly supposed. (John 11:45-53)

The many Sundaykeepers who are faithful in ministering to the needy of the world and in their
communities (e.g, Joyce Meyer Ministries’ Hand of Hope Missions) are indeed walking in the
light of Christ’s Full Gospel, and thus are on track to avoid the present “Fuller Mark of the
Beast”. EGW’s statements on Isa 58 compiled in Welfare Ministry (WM) 23-62ff are a good
source material on this topic.

And as I have stated in this other person’s blog discussion*, in defence of Knoll, I find it most
interesting that it was shown in a dream that the understanding and acceptance of Ernie Knoll
was linked in a dream to him with how the poor & needy were treated. (See details in that link*)

Ronald

Web links
*
http://oursword.blogspot.com/2010/03/false-prophet-ernie-knoll-admits-he-was.html?showCom
ment=1345852948579#c1987724852357174570

October 5, 2012

Ronald,
              I have a lot to keep up with the moment, so real in depth Bible study is going to
prob be on Friday or Saturday days or night. Good to hear your input on things. I only got
about 6 mths backpay, which did  and did not make me that happy. I am glad for the
backpay I got, yet I still believe I deserve more. Yeah I know I have it "good" in ways,
"bad" in others. Others have it worse, much worse. Others have it really good. I don't have
time to fool with further legal action, if I do, I loose myu current monthly ss, so that would
just screw me even more. Maybe God wants me at this at stage. If not, if people have ripped
me off, God will deal with them, it will be oout of my hands. I have work to do on this new
laptop.  I got a new phone, new laptop (not the most expensive, but a pretty good one). I
bought a riding mower, since my yard needs mowed and since I live next door to "mom",
her's needs mowed to. I bought some insulation, need more of that, lots of supplies for the
house. I am looking into buyinga wood heat exchanger for my small cabin wood stove, and
before to long, buy a larger wood and coal stove, all Lord willing.  For 50 years I have lived



with mom and dad, and just here in the last two monthes have I started living in this house
in the "field", about 75 yards from "mom's". It is on her land and in her name, so it is
really hers. Good Lord willing, I get back in shape body, mind and spirit, and Lord
approves of me going back to work in the coal mines, that is exactly what I am going to do,
and come hell or high water, Good Lord willing, I will NEVER fool with SS again ! And I
have plans to buy my own land and house Good Lord willing. Anways.  You may ask why I
never left during those 50 years, I did move a time or two, once for about two years. For
some reason, I just did not know "what" to do. Now listen to this, this will sound weird. I
wanted to "forget" my past so bad subconsciencly, at times I would pray that I would have
no past, it was gone, and believe it or not, in ways in my mind it was gone. Didn't help
though, I kept on going on the cycle of  a "job" for two or three years (and then me
quitting or getting fired), and a girlfriend for a year or so (and then me leaving them or
them leaving me), then the cycle started all over again. During that time, I kept the gardens
plowed, yards mowed, firewood chopped up and coal brought in, yet still did not feel part
of the "family". Be honest bout it, don't think I will ever feel part of the "family", no
matter what. It wasn't until the judge ruled in my favor, that all of a sudden, I felt "free"
in a sense. I felt HUMAN, which I am. I regret those years from 18 to 50 of the jobs I
screwed up and the girls hearts I broke, I can't undo that, just go forward. That being said,
at 50, I am like a 50 year old adult, who is on his "own", who should have done that at 18. I
can't see me dating 18, or 20s or 30s or 40s year old women, yet I don't want to be alone,
yet I don't want to break any ladies hearts, cause I have a hard time trusting anyone totally
(cepting Jesus). Sides, right now, I have a house to fix, a truck to fix and get on the road,
get my drivers license back (dumb mistake on my part), and then maybe go into security
for a few days a week and then maybe the coal mines a few days a week and then who
knows maybe full time in the coal mines. The money is good in the coal mines, and it does
"get in your blood". Lord willing, will just let Him lead.
               I have work to do on my 1987 Toyota pickup truck, get my title for it, get my title
for my 1979 Honda 750, which got burned up in my mom's house fire, Feb 2012, not long
after my dad passed away. After the vision of 7/4/86, I prayed for mom a nice house with
green carpet in my room, and God delivered. During this time dad was invalid for about 15
years, and mom took care of him there. She is getting a new house built, and those
memories of taking care of him will not be a daily reminder. I have prayed and continue to
pray her house will be very good, well insulated, she will be "tickled" with it, and I believe
she will be. I have been and continue to pray my brother's trailer will be set up soon, and
he will be "tickled" with it as well. I hope so, at times he is about to drive me crazy. Course
maybe at times I am about to drive him crazy to, dunno. Anyways.
                I will be checking out your links,
                Ernie

October 5, 2012

Plus, I got bills to pay to.  I am still contemplating paying a tithe on the backpay and ss. It
is an increase. Yet EGW says that tithe funds may sometimes be used to have a place to
worship where things are "really bad". I am kina like that now, no running water or
sewer, 3/4 outside walls not insulated, mostly just partitioned, so u get the idea. Still



praying on it !

Ernie 

October 5, 2012

As I am sure you know and already believe Ernie: “God causes all things to work together for
good to those who love God, to those who are called according to His purpose.”
(Rom 8:28 NASB) As my studies into God’s “foreknowledge”* have shown to me, when God
“elects” a person to do something “according to His purpose”, it is because He, (like, currently
enough, in modern “elections”) see something He believes and can work with in a person and,
literally “casts His vote” with that person and place them on a road to reach His desired
“destination” (=“pre-destination”). As many Biblical/Church History examples have shown, this
electing does not guarantee that the person will surely deliver, but it however shows that that
person was being then seen by an all-knowing God as, literally ‘the best candidate for that task’.
And in your experience, the recent revelation you related about Jesus still smiling upon/with you
showed from Him that He does not fault you for not seeing His prophetic mandate through. In
fact, as the Bible reveals that God does get upset a people who (faithlessly) balk at His election
through excuses (e.g., Moses Exod 4:10-17) and does not “smile” at those who either miscarry
(King Saul, Solomon) it or reject it (e.g., Hazen Foss), then that revelation to you to, effectively,
the contrary, shows that He has/had fully understood just why you were not able to. And so, in all
of the present life/living difficulties you have cited, you can be confident that God will “work all
things out for the good.” Glad to hear that you are already seeing the answer to your prayers. God
will see it through to its full end. Just do keep staying “in touch” with Him, also in Bible study,
to learn His full Truth/Will, and as to what and where He would have you to do, and everything
should/will indeed turn out for the good. He can continue to “deliver” for you, and usually it is
our fervency in prayer which determines the difference (See EW 72.1-73.2).

Perhaps, in regards to the For My People perspective job, if you get to post your own similar
revelations on your blog, it would serve as a sort of “work resume” which would impress Knoll
to work with you, even at a later time.

Interestingly enough, we, at least relatively viewed, have many things in common in regards to
our present life/living situations. As I related in some areas on my blog and pointedly in my
bio** & calling*** blog post, I (37 years old), am technically/effectively still “living with my
parents”, though, (as related in this post on mortgages (Note #4)****), through God’s, even
revelatory, guidance, instructing (cf. EW 56.3) and providence, I am actually living in their
“spare” rental home (my early teenage years home) here in Quebec, Canada (they live in Florida),
but as they are presently fully supporting me financially, then I am effectively ‘still living, at
least, by, them’. From the start, as related in that bio-post, God gave my mom a dream that me
living in that home, as I was quitting my formal Theological Studies at Andrews University in
2000 to work on my ministry, writings and projects, was what they should be doing. So they have
been variously supporting me, even giving me a spare car that they had. (I recently went through
a miraculous repairing of it, where God led my mom, who was visiting me here, to find the



replacement parts I was needing to repair it, at a very low cost.) For 3 years, part of the house was
rented and my parents allowed me to keep the entire income (of course while also paying the
house expenses which actually only took ca. 40% of it, however due to various issues, which are
involved in ongoing/pending Complex Federal Lawsuit which I mentioned in passing to you
before, I could not deal with having a renter in the house, though my living area (downstairs) and
theirs (upper floor), were independent. I was surprised that my parents agreed to this as they, now
being partly retired (with my father working as a school bus driver and also as a lay pastor),
would have to financially support me while I still work to have complete my various, quite
involved/in depth, for profit writings and projects. But they are understandingly glad to do so,
understanding all of the issues as to why it is best to go this route. Only for a period of about 5
years was I somewhat financially independent when I was granted partial social aid income. They
accepted my writings and projects as valid prospective work, but halved my income as I
physically could work. (As my social aid was cut for actually a legally wrongful/invalid reasons, I
presently have an administrative court hearing pending to try to fully redress that issue.)
Relatedly I can understand your issues with your SS situation and as I know first hand, any legal
action undertaking is one way or the other “costly”, i.e., either in money (if lawyers are hired) or
in time (through self-representation).

All this to say, that I can understand, at least emotionally/psychologically what you are going
through in your life/living situation. I similarly have a constant angst to be in a position to be able
to provide for my parents instead of this being vice versa. I also have had to live life at bare
minimal expenses in order to not be too much of a financial burden. But God has been good and
has variously “multiplied” things for me. So I cannot complain here at all. I, and this may be my
greatest pain of all, have also similarly have to put off a prospective relationship, marital and
family life, not to mention a normal social life, but so is the cross I have to bear to try to get my
various works done and projects launched. 

Your tithing issue is a very interesting one. I found myself in a similar situation. As I
Biblically/Prophetically saw that the SDA Church was not properly doing God’s work, I have
long resolved to use the potential tithe from whatever income/increase money I had to fund my
ministry works and projects. Glad to hear of the confirming revelation on this given to Ernie
Knoll. EGW also saw that her tithe was used in some ministry work when she decided to support
the work towards neglected African-Americans, such as what her son was doing, instead of
sending it to her local church/conference. In regards to meeting your personal needs with your
tithe money, I would actually recommend to seek to instead help someone else who is in
greater/vital need than you with it and God’s promises to, even abundantly, take care of your own
needs should be your reward. Remember the widow who in faith took care of God’s servant
Elijah. (cf. Matt 10:42). God is faithful and also works in mysterious ways!

Wishing You God’s Guidance and Blessings as you do/follow His will.

Ronald

Web links



* http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/book-preview-god-all-mighty.html

** http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/12/my-first-vision.html

*** http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/12/my-first-vision.html#firstvision

**** http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/commentary-ed-reid-7-year-christian.html

October 6, 2012
Ronald,
                  Hey, "cool" (don't take that the wrong way, sometimes people misconstrue what
I am saying), that we are pretty much  on common  ground, even not common ground ! :)
                  The tithe I am talking about paying, would goto Ernie Knoll and For My People
Ministry, no  where else. I will NOT send any money to the SDA church. I may goto
potluck sometime, and take food with me for others and myself, so the church won't look it
as though I did not contribute anything. There are lots of good church members here in the
Beckley SDA church, I don't have a "beef" with them, it is the SDA organization.
                   Yes, I am aware of the "all things work for good". I just want to do the right ie,
correct thing with the funds I have. I know God can multiply money turned in as tithe and
love offering by a zillion, yet, obedience is greater than sacrifice. So, Ima still praying on it !
                    I am going to start a blog soon !
                    Ernie

Ronald,
              Glad you mentioned this:
               Remember the widow who in faith took care of God’s servant Elijah. (cf. Matt
10:42). God is faithful and also works in mysterious ways!
              I do know a widow, my sister, who could use the help. And I figure Ernie Knoll is
doing OK money wise (No put down, just stating), since he is now being paid a salary from
an unknown donor. So, more prayer, then maybe I will go this Sunday and buy her some
groceries and take them to her. :)
              Ernie

October 6, 2012

Hi Ernie,

I get your “cool” statement. Great that we can understand ‘where we are coming from’ on these
background things here.

Helping your sister out does indeed sound like the “right”/Biblical thing” to do with your tithe.
As you pointed out, God has evidently satisfactorily met the needs of Ernie Knoll, though,
seriously speaking, contrary to EGW who had to devote her time to full time book writing, let



alone Church/Member counselling, I would like to here how Ernie Knoll is using the would be
spare time that this salary payment is affording him? (I.e., since he now does/would not need to
work to support himself.) Just a thought as the Biblical model is that a prophet is not due a
salary, or even personal reward (e.g., Elisha and Gehazi story) simply for being a prophet, unless
in cases of emergency (Elijah and widow). Perhaps you know the answer about Knoll.

I hear you on your SDA organization vs. some members part. There are indeed faithful ones in
God’s Israel. It is so tragic to see how the base/wrong/selfish example of the leader, resulting in
their skewed “organization” and leadership of God’s Church and People, has affected so many,
even outwardly looking “good” people to variously operate on those same unrighteous principles.
EGW was right when she said that ‘(most) members will naturally follow the wrong examples of
their pastors/leaders’ (cf. 5T 379.3)

Blessed Sabbath!
Ronald

October 7, 2012

 Ronald,
                   Well, I definity have someone(s) tracking me on the net. Don't have the tools at
the moment to do a "back catch", yet I do know I am being watched, followed. This is no
"paranoria" type of thing, I know wht I am  talking about on this one.
                   As far as supporting the widow, there is more than one way to do that. And I
am not Elisha either. And we both know that God will open the windows of Heaven with
tithe and offerings, returning back more than was given. Where as if you hold back, you
loose even more than you hold back in paying. All of this is still in my prayers.
                   Ernie

October 7, 2012

Hi Ernie. I can actually understand your suspicions about being tracked on the internet as my
Complex Federal Case involves this type of invasion of privacy. During the filing and litigating
of it, I have been wrongly, and legally defamatorily, summarily/dismissively accused of being
fanciful, paranoid, and delusional by (judicial incompetent) judges. I too am trying to find a way
to produce hard, direct evidence of this beyond the ample and valid circumstantial evidence that I
presently have collected. If you specifically know of a tool which does this “back catch” (I was
unaware of this possibility), please let me know about it. It would come in handy for me also.

By the way, in case you misunderstood me, I had mentioned Elisha, and his right approach to not
taking a salary or reward, all in regards to Ernie Knoll receiving a salary. I.e. a prophet is God is
not due a salary simply because God is occasionally giving him vision and/or dreams. They
actually have to be doing some productive work in order to receive this salary. E.g. Ellen White
was a full time writer. I don’t read/see/hear of Ernie Knoll doing any full time tangible work, and
travelling weekends to (re)tell of his experiences is not “work”. His travelling expense are what
only need to be paid then. If he prepared a different sermon for each of those meetings, then that



would be “work”, as it is for a pastor or evangelist. But I don’t see that this is his case.

As you say, paying some form of tithe is the best way to go.

Ronald

October 10, 2012

course you have to consider the better to obey than sacrifice view, and you are right about
the widow and her not running out of  oil because of Elissha

I would be seeing here that the obey vs. sacrifice issue applies in: obeying God’s requirement to
help someone in need with, even, tithe money, vs. as King Saul thought, merely making a
ritualistic sacrifice (=paying the tithe to the Church). God is here interested in getting His Gospel
work fully done, by whatever avenue would actually be doing this. So if this not the organized
Church, then it would be through directly helping someone in need.

Then again/That said, if you can freely provide your services to someone in need to help them do
something which would help them save money, so that they can use that money to buy groceries,
then you can consider this to have been a “obey vs. sacrifice” application!!

Ronald

October 14, 2012

Ronald,
You wanted to know about the following:
********
If you don’t mind, I would like to hear the story of how you had come to your April 2011
Dubai tower crash claim, and also what Knoll said The Herald had said to correct you.
And as I had said/suggested, I think you should put all of your received visions in writing
and in detail. This can really only help Knoll’s cause, and as I said, pointedly with any
needed updating/amendment by God for the later dreams given to Knoll.
********
That was my imagination in overtime, a spur of the moment imagination, and had nothing
to do with anything except gas prices, which just aggrevated me, and also my
understanding (at that point, and I don't know if it/was true or not), that some of the Dubai
oil barons had used oil money to channel to Bin Laden. So, I know the difference between a
vision and imagination, and this was my imagination, and I should not have posted that.
Sorry about that.
********
Happy Sabbath !
Ernie



October 14, 2012

Ronald,
            I have also studied a variety of martial arts. I at one time was going to pass along a
lot of the "secrets" of the arts to my great nephews and great neices, I decieded not to do
that, and instead give them a book called "War with Empty Hands" (which does not teach
Zen Buddhism, just ways of self protection, much like police and the like get classes in) ,
and more importantly, tell them God has guardian angels that are more powerful than
man, and will protect us from the devil and his devils, and the best protection, is God's
protection. I have read the part in The Truth Book (Volume 2)  about martial arts and
agree. I do know there are means of self defense without all the Buddha stuff, and the
greatest self defense is relying on God.

From the Truth Book:
Martial arts: Here are some reasons why a true Christian would not be involved in this
practice:
o Originated with Zen Buddhism.
o A form of Eastern practices, especially the "internal styles" such as Tai
Chi and Kung Fu. This is especially dangerous, since evil spirits are
being invited in to help.
o Includes meditation and yoga breathing exercises, which provide a
false “inner peace” that may lead to demonic activity.
o Caters to human pride.
o Associated with violence.
o Includes competition.
o “Christian” karate is used by some to spread hate and intolerance
toward those who practice other religions and is justified by using it for
“evangelism.”
o There are plenty of good ways to exercise and learn self-discipline
rather than through martial arts.
o Our self-defense is to come from the Bible and praying for protection
from holy angels.

Ernie

October 14, 2012

Hi Ernie,

Thanks for the answer on the Dubai tower incident. It is always tricky to differentiate between
Divine vs. personal impressions and/or dreams. Glad to see that you can recognize this
difference. I have met with certain “SDA Prophets” who cannot make this difference and believe
everything that crosses their mind is from God. (Namely, e.g., James Tierney*) And worst, if
they are later proven to be exegetically wrong (i.e., their impressions led them to a incorrect



prophetic claim from the Bible, they still refuse to admit that they are wrong. They do not
understand that the prophetic gift does not mean one becomes inerrant or unfallible. (And many
make this wrong supposition for EGW. Cf. here in this post.**

That is some interesting info on martial arts. I did not realize that it was that insidious.
Comparatively, my sister had gotten her kids involved in it while they were doing a brief
“mission” trip in South Korea, [mainly teaching English to Koreans at the SDA Institute], It was
Tae Kwon Doh. Glad they did not continue it when they returned back to the US. I also had a
classmate while studying Theology at Andrews tell of his past experience/life in martial arts, so
this testimony here does confirm the warnings he gave us about it. Thanks. Praise God he help
you see the Light on this subtle deception. It indeed all comes down to a matter of Trust in God
and His delegated guardian angels, or in ourselves and/or the power behind this para-natural
“discipline”.

Ronald

* http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2012/05/testing-spirits-1-cor-1210.html#jtierney

** http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/proof-is-in-bible.html#EGWerrors

October 14, 2012

I just want to do what is "right" or more aptly said correct,
Ernie

Indeed Ernie, “Righteousness” (= as the SOP states is: “right-doing” (COL 312.2; SJ 61.1) and
defines as “doing the right thing and at the right time” (WM 28.2)) is the most valuable and
desirable goal... and you can’t go wrong by pursuing it (Mal 4:2; Matt 5:6)!!

Ronald

October 15, 2012

Ronald,
          Yeah, the  stuff I leanred in martial arts, the real deadly stuff,  are secrets I keep. The
chinese don't like for the info to get out. So, I am not giving it out. :). The book War With
Empty Hands is plenty for them, and I can show them things from that book and not cross
the line into the "forbidden" secret areas. And beyond all that, the best protectors are
God's guardian angels. :)
           Hey please keep my neices & nephews, and great neices and great nephews, my
family members and myself as well, in your prayers (as I do), that even though we have
made mistakes along the way, Jesus does forgive us, and He covers us with His robe of
Rightousness (with this on, it is as if we never sinned !) I know Jared, my great nephew, is
going in to automotive/mechanics/engineering and my great niece Brittany is going into



Denistry and then orthadontist college, and Matthew has still not decided yet, plus there
are more great nephews and great nieces I have going into different areas of life, that I am
praying they will have success in. Please keep Jared in your prayers that he will do in
automotive, mechanics, engineering, etc., (he is bright and skilled in many good areas) 
Brittany in your prayers that she can get into dentistry classes asap at high school, and that
she can get into orthadontist college as well asap,  (She is bright and skilled in many good
areas). I have 2 neices and 2 nephews who are bright and skilled in many areas, and their
kids as well (which would be my great nephews and great nieces). Heck I got all kinds of
relatives that excell in many different areas, as well as my own self (to God be the glory).
Oh, we all have made mistakes and sins along the way, yet Jesus forgives, and puts His
robe of rightousness on us, and we then carry on forward, in spite of our sins. 
I know that is not a license to sin, it does though provide for ways for us to cast our
burdens on Him, and go on forward. :), no matter the sins. Anyways.
    I am still working on getting a blog started !
    Ernie

October 15, 2012

Of course my great nephews and great nieces are educated enough to go into many
different fields.
Ernie

October 15, 2012

Ronald,
           I have started the process of getting a blog going, while I am fixing my home, and my
truck, and a bunch of other stuff. LOL
           Ernie

October 15, 2012

Hi Ernie,

-I have read your prayer request and have prayed on it and will continue to do so. The
combination of prayer and proper and right preparation/action, all in the will of God, is perfect
for yield good fruits. The grace and righteousness of Christ is indeed total and all-forgiven. Just
think of Mary Magdalene who Christ delivered 7 times from demon possession and then allowed
her to be the first herald of His resurrection.

-Interesting restriction on Chinese Martial arts. Indeed, don’t put yourself at risk!!

-I just noticed your registration on my WBSC Forum, and just activated your account. Thanks
and Welcome! If you have not done so already, you can find more introductory information here:
http://wbsc.proboards.com/index.cgi?board=general

http://wbsc.proboards.com/index.cgi?board=general


Just a heads up here, as the ultimate goal of this forum is to produce works which will be sold,
members may later have to use more straightforward usernames such as Full Name or First name
and First Initial of Last Name (e.g, Ronald M.) So I may be making this change later.

Also as the key to this Research Forum is in the targeted 400 contributing research participants,
all joining members are encourage to try to sign up 3 more people. If this is done in about 6 or 7
such steps the target of 400 will be reach.

Also, in case this is the case, this Research Forum itself is not the best venue for you to write
your blog. On this forum the productions, blogs and websites of other people (such as Ernie
Knoll) will be discussed. I recommend a dedicated blogging service such as blogger.com for your
blog as it will probably involve you writing long postings about your experiences. (Of course you
can see an example of this at my own blog: njkproject.blogspot.com ) From there what you have
written could be discussed with other members of this Forum in portions. So in case this is what
you thought, the registration on my research forum is not the same as starting the blogging
process. Trust me, using a dedicated blogging service will be much better for you, in e.g., easy
functionality and also your total control of your content. 

If your registration to the forum was mistaken (i.e., a misunderstanding) and you want me to
make any changes or cancel it, let me know. If not...welcome again and thanks for joining. By the
way research work on there will only begin when the target of 400 participants is reached. So
getting 3 other people  to also sign up is the only work that is presently involved in being a
member.

God Bless!
Ronald

October 16, 2012

Ronald,
                 Yeah, I am not going into depth into what type of marital arts that the Chinese
do not want out, I just to know first hand neogiations or talk is not the process they use to
keep it from being spread. They will just kill you. Thanks, praise, and all glory to God they
did not succeed when they was after me.I am not going to mention what types and styles I
studied, for safety sake. Jesus is the way to go my friend ! Ok, I will go for the goal of 3
people to sign up for the blogs.
     Ernie

October 16, 2012

Ernie, as the work that will be collaboratively done on my WBSC Research Forum (not my
“Theological Views” blog) will only interest people who are serious about doing involved Bible
study, even if not necessarily on a scholarly level, I recommend, to save your time and effort, to
suggest it to people you already know are diligent/serious Bible students.



Ronald

October 16, 2012

Ronald,
                 I have Jesus to thank for delivering me, in many ways, and I am not going to say
all, who, etc.,  for safety's sake.
                 Ernie

October 16, 2012

Ronald,
     And I trust in Jesus in going in the path He would have me to go, and deliverence from
harm/death, not only for my own self but for others as well., and more, not only for my
ownself, for family and relatives (& you and family are in my prayers), as well as others.
    Another reason I want to get back into coal mining, the 3 years I was on the strip, no one
got seriously hurt or injured, and praise and glory to God for that ! I want and pray to
extend that beyond the coal fields, as I have kept my family in prayers for many years, that
Jesus will be good to them and watch over and protect them, and myself as well.
         Ernie

October 16, 2012

Also, from what I have heard, since an earlier coal mining accident, the 2010 Upper Big Branch
disaster in West Virginia, the Obama administration has made coal mining even safer. So it
would be a worthwhile pursuit. 

Thanks for the prayers.

October 16, 2012

I believe there was my brothers Garry, Raydean, and my sister Loretta in on this deal. To
much "money" going around those 3 to make me not suspect all 3. I could be wrong, but I
am above the 90% amount.
Ernie

October 16, 2012

As they say in solving most cases... “follow the money”: which in this case is try to retrace the
payers, which would be the publishers. Those publishers may not know there is anything illegal
going on, so they would not have any problem giving you information about who really wrote the
book (thus the one(s) who would profit from its sales).

October 17, 2012



I may go with the other board you are talking about

October 17, 2012

For straightforward blogging, proboards.com is not the best option. Nor is my discussion
forum/board I currently am hosting on it. It is best for multiple input discussions rather than lone
author expositions. 

But Blogger.com is a good and free host. I have been using it since 2008 without any major
problems. Another blog hosting service is wordpress.com, but I have no personal experience or
knowledge about how good it is. Furthermore, since blogger is owned by Google, it seems to me
that they prioritize blogs hosted on it in their web searches. So that is a great advantage. Also
with blogger, you can monetize your blog buy allowing relevant ads to be displayed on it.

Ronald

October 22, 2012

Ronald,
                    There are dreams that deal with future events. Such as Daniel and the 7 fat
years and the 7  lean years. And also the dreams that Ernie Knoll has  had deal with future
events as well, such as the Sunday Law yet to be passed. 
                           Ernie

October 23, 2012

Hi Ernie, I had addressed the Joseph dream in a prior follow up email (perhaps you have not seen
it. Here it is again first, in bold, and I also add further comments after it:

Pharaoh’s revelation in Gen 41 of 7 fat and then years, was probably more
specifically/technically a “vision of the night”. Contextually, It was all just a part of God’s plan
of fulfilling the prior revelation given to Joseph in Gen 37 (= dream aspect) and God was here
going to use a novel way to do this (hence the also involved “vision” aspect of this revelation.) 

As I am seeing it, this distinction between dreams, visions of the night and (outright) visions, was
gradually understood by Biblical people, as begun to be later seen in Job’s episode (Job 33:15).
By, e.g., latter Bible times, it was evidently being distinctly understood.

I would similarly be seeing that the “visionary” methods used for your revelations in ca. 1986 vs.
Knoll’s dreams in 2008 was because God was beginning to indicate in your time that he was
going to soon work to bring about final events. Though these themselves have been known for a
long time by what was revealed to EGW, the fact that God was here indicating that these things
would soon be fulfilled, which is synonymous with prophetically revealing a ‘time for the end’, is
itself a new light/present truth. 



It is however thus that I am seeing that Knoll “dreams” in 2008 are confirming my own
revelations given starting back in 2008 that the opened “window of time” for SDAs to bring
about the end had come and by Knoll’s time, been judiciously confirmed to be gone. I.e., SDAs
had failed their testing and, as first century Jews, did not recognize the time of their visitation. -
Yet, with the 4 winds having been again held back, God’s great work will still go on. (Cf. 15MR
292.3-4).

In the case of the revelations in the book of Daniel, from those ones given in specifically Dan 2,
4, 7, 8 & 10-12, I am seeing that in Dan 2 & 4 Nebuchadnezzar himself (followed in some
instances by the author of the book), manifestly, uniformedly just termed his revelations as
simply “dreams” (e.g., Dan 2:3, 5, 6), However Daniel, upon having been given the revelation in
a “vision” (Dan 2:19), came to see that it involved both ‘a dream and visions’ (Dan 2:28). Indeed
as the revelation started of with what had already and presently occurred, namely Babylon being
a ruling world power, that first part was shown as a “dream”. However the future stages (cf. Dan
2:29) of the other world kingdoms, and then God’s own kingdom, were evidently shown through
“visions” (of the night). 

The Daniel 4 revelations were however, perhaps upon learning from Daniel’s distinguishing use
of the terms, yet still somewhat confusedly, termed both “visions” (Dan 4:5, 10, 13) but also a
dream (Dan 4:4, 6, 8, 18). But I am also now seeing that both Daniel (see Dan 4:19) and
Nechadnezzar actually understood that the revelation that had been given was: ‘a (single) dream
which contained (several) visions’ = Dan 4:9.

In Dan 7:1, the author of Daniel himself says that ‘Daniel had dreams and visions’ however
Daniel himself, in those first person accounts of his in Dan 7-12, actually only uses the term
“vision”/“vision of the night” for his, indeed, future-revealing revelations. (15+ times) (e.g,. Dan
7:2, 7, 13; 8:2, 15; 9:21; 10:7, 8, (14), 16).

So I am still seeing that visions and dreams, when rightly/knowingly, and not generically, applied
do present different types of content in their revelations.

In regards to Knoll, as I am chiefly seeing, his revelations are as dreams because they involve a
rehashing of already given SOP revelations, but in a more contemporary and specifying
depiction. So while they do deal with future events, because those events had already been
revealed to EGW, they are then said to be dreams. 

Indeed he has only been shown the partial (=EGW) understanding of the Mark of the Beast,
while the Isa 58 & Matt 25:31-46 present truth is that it ‘more fully’ involves much more than
‘observing the correct day and in the correct way’. (cf. EW 36.2) Even EGW understood that
there would be more to learn on the MoB 6T 17.1. See this post:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/03/fuller-understanding-of-mark-of-beast.html

Interestingly enough, in my ongoing reading/studies and testing analysis of Ernie Knoll’s dreams,
today I saw that his Amusement Park dream (#38) is a specifying of the subtle snare that EGW
was shown in EW 266-269 that Satan would specially set for SDAs, and all involves a subtle



“Spiritualism” deception (as is Satan’s snare for the rest of the world (EW 262-266). See my just
posted comments on it in Note #6 in this post:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/12/endtime-reality-check.html

Hope these explanations are clear and helpful.

Ronald

October 24, 2012

Ron,
               I just reread the amusement park dream to. Yes, it is a subtle snare for SDA's. 
There are many subtle snares set for SDA's, and those who are truely following God. I
know when before I had the vision of Christ on the cross in 1986,  I had went to an
amusement park with Larry Zirkle and his family (he is the one that was talking to me on
that Friday, and he is an SDA Christian). I had just met them and 2 other families in
Cicero a few days earlier or so, after attending the SDA church in Cicero. Anyhow, he had
asked if I wanted to go, and said after we got there (it was just a small amusement park, no
"big fancy" park), that he still did not feel comfortable going to these types of places, and
that he had not been to one in years, yet wanted to get out with family and enjoy some time
away from the regular pace of things, and since there was not a nature park or anything
like that nearby, he choose that one. I could tell by not only his words but his demeanor
that he really was not all that comfortable being there. I am not fond of them either, they
cater to much to the "non-reality" of life, and gets your mind,. body, spirit away from
Christ. There are many things that go along side that trap, and at times I find myself going
in a direction I shouldn't, a have to steer myself clear of that. On the other hand, we can be
so strict about things that we loose sight of Christ as well. I believe we have to have a
"balance" of things. Bottom line for me is still, I am not real fond of amusement parks now,
yet I believe the dream has a much deeper meaning than just amusement parks. I do
believe we should "enjoy" life, yet in the proper, responsible manner. 
                And on another point, we all have a different walk in life, where it is not right for
me or anyone to dictate where people should or should not go, I have found for me, is to
pray for them, and not only for them, my ownself as well. A lot of times people can draw
the wrong conclusion of where a person who is following Christ is at. So, I try to avoid
judging people because I do not know people's hearts, only God does. One of my reasons
for not being overly fond of amusement parks is the safety factor. Especially the carnivals
that travel here and there. And also, now the parks are getting huge, roller coasters that
are out of this world, etc. 
                I have as of yet to start a blog ! I have lots to do on my home, lots of work to do,
and sometimes I spend to much time on this computer. Yet it also helps me to keep my
sanity.
                  Ernie

October 24, 2012



Hi Ernie, 

Given the many interesting correlations between Knoll’s Amusement Park dream and EGW’s
Spiritualism/Rapid Train Vision, I am currently doing a more indepth study of them. Indeed
Knoll’s dreams typically are a contemporizing twist of EGW’s revelations. Thus far I am seeing
that the coming snare in EGW’s day went beyond mere religious aspects, to also temporal ones,
and involved the subtle snare that would come in the Western-led pursuits during the Second
Industrial Revolution (=that lightning speed train) which started in 1851, a year after EGW had
that August 24, 1850 vision. Indeed, as seen in especially Western countries, and as the whole
world now tries to do, people have literally sold their souls in order to make money and amass
great material wealth. So technological progress was the snare that has taken them captive.

In the case of SDAs, Knoll dream shows that they have instead become ensnare by the pursuits of
seemingly harmless/“family” pleasures and thrills as found in various amusements of the world,
beyond just theme parks. And as seen with the arch-template for the modern theme/amusement
park, Disney World, all of their amusements are derived from fantasy movies they had produced.
So while SDA would generally not get involved in the rat race of trying to amass great wealth,
they are instead led astray by the pursuit of seemingly harmless recreation and amusements. Yet
both still increasingly require having much invested or disposable income in order to be able to
afford them. And so SDA are similar involved in carving out a wealthy existence for themselves.
And that is why SDA Universities are no longer for their founding purpose of training
missionaries, but instead for pursuing a lucrative career, and of course finding a marriage partner,
all in order to achieve that “happy family life” as represented by the Amusement park theme.
Subtle but most deadly and indeed all fulfilling EGW “Covetousness” Vision in EW 266-269.

The safety factor you mentioned (which is also one of my concerns/qualms about
amusement/theme parks), is also significant because, in many of those high risk rides, one
literally puts their life of the line just for a personal thrill. That fundamentally goes against
Christ’s mandate for His followers to instead put their life on the line to come to the rescue of
someone else who is in need. Again, including the money spend there, just another subtle snare
of Satan to draw SDAs away from their true calling and work. There are much more fulfilling
“thrills” in mission and evangelistic work. 

Relatedly even many SDA mission efforts are effectively turning out to be mere vacational
endeavors. There is nothing more defeating to what one has just preached when people go to
poor countries to preach and live like vacationing kings while they are there, while the people
there are living in abject poverty.

From my own experience, I know that blogging, as any writing work, can be quite taxing. So it is
best to wait until you are fully disposed/ready to start. 

Ronald

October 24, 2012



Ronald,
                     I wrote to the publishing for the actual names, and have no response from
them. I have notieced a difference since that email in my oldest "brother" and oldest
"sister". I am now looking into the legal end of the matter. I have been doing some research
and digging to find answers.. My brother Garry could easily hire the person who is on the
Pelzer page to do seminars, etc. (and there would be money made from these seminars as
well). It is becoming more and more aggrevating to me, especially since I am still living in
"squalor" and they are living pretty daggon good. To make matters worse, SS said I was to
get a deposit close to 2 grand around the 17th, and have not seen a dime of it yet.
Aggrevating to be sure. At any rate, my digging continues.
                     Ernie

an example wouild be:
Laura Albert/JT Leroy 
look that up on google.

October 24, 2012

In such cases where you are suspecting collusion and/or a “conspiracy” (i.e., also involving the
publishers), I would recommend contacting the people directly (i.e., by phone) to obtain such
answers. Then they cannot hide, and you can tell much from their candid reactions.

The example of Laura Albert is indeed quite interesting for your situation. People will go to any
length to make a buck!! Ask God for patience as you deal with these adversities.

October 24, 2012

Ron,
          You put it in better words than I ever could. It is so very true that people are selling
their soul knowingly or unknowingly, to gain temporary wealth. While wealth in and of
itself is not bad, as you and I both know, it is how you get and use that wealth that matters.
The amusement park does something else to, not only does it distract from Christ, it takes
money out of a person's pockets (and at extremely ridicoulous prices), it also takes time
that could be spent in nature, visting with friends or other people (just to show company, if
nothing else), or Bible reading or prayer. The devil and his devils work day and night 24/7,
and have done so ever since they got kicked out of Heaven. None of us is a match against
them without Christ.
            And right you are on the vacation and the abject poverty. While I do understand the
need to get away from it all once in awhile, I see more clearly now that it is only fair, if not
more than fair, to consider the land and people you choose to vacation in. 
            BTW, what is the weather like up there ? Here in Beaver, WV, it has been high 50s
at night and right at 72 or so during the day. Not long before winter though. How do you
heat your home btw? I am using a cabin heater, which I am in the process of doing as much
retrofitting to get as much heat out of it as I can. These are meant to burn wood only, they
have no firebrick in them. While a small chunk of coal would not hurt it, a bucket full of



"hot" coal would melt the durn thing. LOL
                 Ernie

October 24, 2012

And the further fact of the matter Ernie, is that SDA’s are doubly ensnared by now the Devil. As
I had mentioned in passing, by greatly valuing the harmless and family fun entertainments, they
have had to also by into the Capitalistic snare which, like Spiritualism, teaches that a person can
disobey God, i.e., His Will/Word/Principles/Laws and still make it to Heaven (=dead love ones
teaching falsehood). Of course SDAs would never fall for that directly, since they know the truth
about the state of the dead, but just like many theme park rides focus on witchcraft and the
occult, even fantasy, but of course make it fun and seemingly benign, SDAs have thus generally
have no qualms of consumingly supporting that rebranding of Spiritualism, You’ll find more info
on all of this in that Note #6 in my blog post:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/12/endtime-reality-check.html

In regards to the indifferent opulence of SDA vacations, and even during mission trips, the
Biblical/Prophetic fact is that SDAs, as the tribe of Judah in God’s Israel, should, using all of the
various resources that God has blessed them with, be leading the way to the fulfilling of the
Promise to Abraham in Gen 12:2-3. But they two have been corrupted by the covetous desire for
material wealth. And their systematic using of all of those Ecclesiastical and Institutional
blessings by God for their own selfish gain and interest, is, as EGW put it herself: “robbing
God”.

Ahhh the weather here. At this time of the year here in Laval, Quebec, every advancing day is a
reminder that the cruel winter is just around the corner. Right now the daily weather is around the
low 50's during the day and can get around to freezing (32) during the night. I have thus far held
back from turning on the heaters, opting instead to dress more warmly and have extra layers for
covering at night, but soon I would have that option. When I first moved back here in 2000,
(from my studying at Andrews), I used to heat the house using its original central air heating
system. However that was way too expensive and inefficient. So a couple of winters later, my
parents switch to an individual electrical baseboard heater system for each room in the house. As
my mom’s brother is an Electrician, he did the job for her at a very low installation price. So with
that new system I can only heat the rooms I actually spend much time in or the rooms which have
main water pipes. I once had a pipe in the basement burst on me during the winter, luckily right
under a sink, and it almost caused a catastrophe. It was literally a miracle that I became (actually
God made me become) aware of it, at the very instance it burst, so there was no real flooding). So
with this individual room electrical system, I have been able to reduce my heating bill by ca.
45%, however I literally can see my breath when I (momentarily) go into rooms which are not
being heated. 

Of course in Quebec, Electricity is comparatively cheap since there are abundant Hydro-Electric
resources in the province, and I thus can understand why coal heating would similarly be cheaper
in your area of Virginia, given the coal mines nearby, but perhaps you may want to look into
other forms of heating, such as even electrical, as it may be more efficient. If cheaper, it should



be worth any conversion cost. Case in point, my prior Central Air system was also Electrical, but
it is not as efficient and versatile as the present baseboard system. I was against the switch,
thinking it would be a waste of money, but it certainly has not been in the long run. It gets me
through the typical 0-10 degree winter days here, so it should do well in your, assumedly milder
area.

Take Care,
Ronald

October 24, 2012

Ronald,
              While I may get elusive answers with obvious tones of their voices that they know
something is going on, the words of truth will not be forthcoming. They will look you in the
eye and lie like there is no tomorrow. I can't say that I have never told a lie before, that
would be a lie in of itself! Yet I do my best to be honest as I can, sometimes a white lie is
acceptable (someone sick, etc.). At any rate, I have started my quest for a lawyer to see if
any are willing to dig into the mess. On the one hand I could just let it go, on the other, I
am in dire straits for cash, have been for almost 6 years, and after finding this all out just
starts to peeve me off. I am not what you would call "money" hungry, yet decency is a nice
thing to have. 
                I know I told you I got my SS, and during the process over the 5 years was a
learning process. "Freedom" came when the judge approved my case, in the sense I had a
means of monetary support, where I could look at things in a different view. It has taken
me awhile to get where I am at now. I realize there are other children that have been
abused, I am just one of them (no pity or nothing like that from that statement, just an
observation). And also, after I got my award, I had time to really reflect even more on alot
of things. One of them being US soldiers who have been deployed 4, 5, 6, 7 times, and have
seen combat (maybe not all, but probably quite a few), and have been to hell and back, and
maybe they are trying to get disability to for PTSD, etc., while others they can handle it and
not need it, or others not need it for a long time. 
               When the coal mine explosion happened on April 5, 2010, at around 3:27 pm, I felt
a huge loss in my heart, soul, mind and body. I can't explain it. I did not know at the time,
when I had this rush of emptyiness, that the explosion had occurred. I just knew something
was wrong. I then found out later in the evening that the mine had exploded. I had worked
security there years before, doing what is called "roaming"  in a security truck, that is
roaming the entire property for a 12 hour shift. A few years later I worked on a strip mine
about 10 miles or so away from there. You develop a "kinship" among fellow mineres,
whether you know them personally or not. Don't know quite how to explain it. I am of the
firm belief though, if you don't know God before you start working on a strip mine or
underground mine, in about 5 minutes in a big truck or underground, and you will develop
a believe in the All Mighty One. It shook me up bad (even though I keep alot of stuff in, I
have just learned to become that way, untill I am alone, and I mean really alone, just me
and God <reminds me of the song by Josh Turner, Me and God, which I love that song>). I
went down there to see if I could help in some sort of way. Anyways, long story short, with



no vehicle, I started walking to Whitesville. It was over a 30 mile trek. I walked about 30
miles straight, starting around noon, in the high heat (not a good idea for a person with
congestive heart failure, that kinda didn't enter my mind). Anyways, after walking to
almost midnight, with blisters on my feet like there was no yesterday, lol, a state trooper
stopped on the interstate and asked me what in the heck was I doing walking on the
interstate (illegal to do that, yet it was the quickest way there). After I explained, and a
search of my person, he said he would take me to Pax (which was about 2 miles away, and I
didn't know if I could make it or not, my feet, legs, and pelvis was screaming IDIOT), and
drop me off there. He said if he caught me on the interstate again he would take me to jail.
Well, didn't want to go there, just more trouble and more money out of my pocket. And to
be honest I don't think I could have walked to the interstate on ramp at the time, my body
was wore out. I was thirsty as all get out, couldn't make it down to the creek, the big one,
and found a small creek and drank till my thirst was gone. Since everything was closed up,
and I didn't have any money when I left anyhow, I slept outside on the rocks by a store.
Next day I called a buddy to come and get me, who lived in Whitesville, I started to walk
the rest of the way, which would have been about 30 more miles. After viewing the huge
blisters, I just gave Don a call and asked him to come and get me, which he did. We have
been buddies for about 12 years now. Anyhow, he, his wife and child Preston came and
picked me up at Pax. I spent the weekend there, and slept in his camper, which was a clean
and decent place to stay for a few days. I helped him work on his mother in laws car, and
he was going to take me home on Monday evening, since both he and his wife had to work
that Monday day. After about 15 minutes of them leaving, I couildn't take setting still, and
started walking towards Beckley, since I realized there was nothing I could do. I walked
about 10 or 15 miles or so, and along the way, my hips started to bother me bad, and I
stuck my thumb out a time or two to catch a ride (even though I didn't like doing that), and
a few cars just passed on by. I can't say that I blame them, since you never know about
people these days. I just finally had a silent prayer and said, "Lord, if you want someone to
stop and give me a ride to Beckley, I leave that up to You, and if not, that is up to You,
Amen" A few minutes later a Mr. Williams stopped in a pick up truck, and said, "Hey,
bud, where you headed, and do you need a ride?" I said, "I am headed to Beckley/Beaver,
and I don't have a dime to give you for gas money". He said "don't worry bout that, just
climb on in, I am going to Beckley anyways, I just have to pick up my wife and baby in
Glen Daniel, and while I go get them, I will drop you off, and if you go the Eccles way, I
will stop and pick you up and give you a ride the rest of the way to Beckley, you will just
have to ride in the back, since my wife and child will be upfront" I said "OK, I really
appreciate it, I am bout wore out". Anyhow, before he stopped and offered me a ride, I was
walking and thinking, ya know, I don't have any money or car, yet I am "free" here in
America, because men and women are overseas laying their life on the line, and they could
be walking a stretch of road like I am, yet have to worry about snipers, and all kinds of
crazy stuff. I may be tired, yet I am thankful for what I have, and for the sacrifice (s) they
are making, and those before them. Anyways, I did get to Beckley, he had picked up his
wife and child, and dropped me off near my cousins house, who gave me a ride home to my
mom's.
        Long story short, I look at what little disabilities I have, and while I am grateful that I
am getting SS at the moment (I don't know what I would do without it, homeless is all I can



think of), I am doing  my best to get the "home" (which my mom owns), done, a vehicle on
the road, and go back to work, start out part time, maybe even full time, and stick with it..
It took me about 40 years or so, but I finally came to accept the fact I am adopted, and to
quit "lying" to myself otherwise, and the foster child part. There are years in my life I can't
remember, I don't know why, it is just that way. Anyhow, I do believe that is the reason for
me not being able to hold onto a job for no longer than 2 or three years, or a girlfriend
longer than a year or so. My mind was in a state of  "confusion", subconscience wise, even
though I did not remember why. It took me the discovery of Ernie Knoll's website, several
reading of the dreams, to remember the visions I had, and several readings of the book, "A
child called IT", to recall my childhood, at least some parts of it, both good and bad..
Anyhow, time to move forward. 
       I appreciate you taking the time to read all of this, which is a load off of my shoulders.
It is hard for me to talk about stuff. I need to print this out and see a counselor as well, and
take this with me. Otherwise, I just clam up.
       One more thing, I do believe that all the coal miners hearts was right with God, and all
of them had accepted them as their Lord and Saviour, and their case's are on the good side
of Heaven. I know that is loss to the families, community, the whole state and more, thier
absence, yet I also know that EGW says that God will lay His saints to rest at the proper
time, so that their souls will not be lost. I sincerely believe this is the case for the UBB
miners. I know also that Ernie Knoll says God is laying Saints and Sinners to rest. I do
believe my dad, my brother in laws, Richard Green and Curtis Saunders, and the UBB
miners, were of the saints of saints team. Even though in the book "A child called IT", 
talks of my dad letting me down, that was not me writing that. I can remember a variety of
things. One was him sitting on the porch swing playing the guitar singing, "What a Friend
we have in Jesus", "The Old Rugged Cross", "Shall we gather at the river", and more
memories of the happy sort.
         Anyhow, I have much work to do to get this home ready for winter, a vehicle on the
road, my drivers license back, work on my health so that I can get healthier, and do all I
can do to go back to work, and stick with it, get off SS, buy a place of my own after getting
this house done, and going back to work means in the coal fields. It is in my blood,
figureatively and literally. The best job I had was at AT Massey, and the best boss I had
was Don Blankenship, even though I never got to talk to him in person. . I just see things in
a different light now I can't explain. I might just be scooping up coal at the belt line for the
rest of my years, yet it will be something to keep me occupied, and let me earn the money to
pay back my student loan, and still have money to spare, and pay into SS more, and 
hopefully these vets will get the help (if they are not now) (I know there will be future
ones), that they deserve. Ok, I think I have probably wore your eyes out. LOL.
          Yours in Christ,
           Ernie

October 24, 2012

Wow Ernie, you are living through quite a life experience. Good thing there are still “Good
Samaritans” out there. I think you’ll agree that it is a blessing of God in itself that you are both
surviving it and also holding on to your faith in him. Upon hearing your wish to go see a



counsellor, I was going to recommend you seeing someone who you know has a Christian
background and perspective, even for their counselling work. Because, as far as I know, secular
counsellors will only try to find a solution in yourself rather than looking to God. Or worse,
they’ll recommend that you take some medicinal drugs to help you cope. Of course, for you, the
counsels of EGW can be a great source of counselling. Just reading how she speaks about various
people in the Bible who went through great trials is quite enlightening as it is a reminder that our
true source of hope and healing is in God. (I personally like what she interspersely adds through
God’s spirit on the trials of Elijah in e.g., PK 155-176 when he became even “suicidally”
despondent.). Faith in God through all things is the only true remedy.

I also would recommend to you the ministry of Joyce Meyer; Life in the Word/Enjoying
Everyday Life. If you get a Christian TV signal in your area, you should find her half-hour daily
broadcast on it. Or you can do like me and watch or download them from her website:
http://www.joycemeyer.org/ You’ll also find many broadcasts on her by doing a Youtube (or
Google) search of her name.

I like to think she is the EGW of non-SDAs. Anyway, through her faith and study of God’s word,
and practising of the various Life principles she learned from there, she was able to overcome a
very traumatic early life of various abuse and hardship. So you may be able to glean some
valuable advice from her experience and the Bible solutions she has found.

I didn’t know you were associated with the mine that blew up in Virginia. The fact that, as you
said, mining is inherently so risky, and the cavernous surroundings sure make it seem constantly
ominous of death, that is probably why this kinship is naturally created with fellow miners.
While doing colporteuring in Sudbury, Ontario, in the summer of 1998, my friend and I stayed
with an SDA family where the husband/father worked in a nickle mine. He also spoke of his
work and his co-workers in quite familial ways and expression.

In regards to your case, like I has suggested before, I think your first legal move should be, using
the info you presently have collected, is to have a private investigator look into it. The typical
lawyer will only take the case once he has tangible evidence to work with. Trust me, I have been
down that path, and unless you meet a really generous lawyer, they are all just looking out for the
bottom line. In fact, even if a lawyer takes your case, he will then immediately delegate the fat
finding to his private investigator (PI). The problem is that, unless he is conscientious and honest,
on top of charging you for those PI costs, he will also be charging you for lawyer fees. So it is
best to go that PI route on your own and first. 

Godspeed,
Ronald

October 24, 2012

I may do some electrical in my bedroom, already am using my brothers electric blanket. I
just like wood or coal heat though, it provides a different type of heat. I have a small heater
my sister let me use, and it does a good job. I have skipped a few nites of using the wood

http://www.joycemeyer.org/


stove, and instead just bundled up more and went to bed.

Yeah, I know the SDA system is misusing alot of money. Nothing wrong with haveing some
money, I know what it is like to have none, and I know you have been down that route to. I
don't think I would be happy though living in a big mansion like you see on TV, I would
get bored real quick, and I wasn't raised that way. LOL

October 24, 2012

Having money, per se, is not wrong, especially for meeting the basic necessities of life, but it is
just that the present money system is so whimsical and skewed that it literally enslaves people
into trying to have it. That is all against God’s will and SDA should be leading the way in
establishing God’s Biblical Economic system. So personally I see that the present western system
of Capitalism, even and actually especially Mixed Economy Capitalism is another sly deception
of the Devil. Just looking at the net results of many have to die of preventable, curable, and/or
intentional causes so that a relative few can have more than enough, it is seen how evil such a
system is. It is most telling that obesity is a major health issue in America while hundreds of
million are underfed. Indeed, the only Biblical economic model is the one taught throughout the
Bible where resources are distributed according to actual need and people freely help each other
out according to their ability. My present NJK new Christian Country Project
(www.njkproject.info) work is towards establishing such a system. It is not surprising to see that
the Mark of the Beast also includes going along with this (US-led) spurious economic system of
Capitalism. Indeed it stands against God’s Isa 58 Sabbatical mandate.

The actual fact of my present situation is that I am refusing to go along with the present
Capitalistic or Mixed Economic system. And thus far God has long provided more than enough,
including him convincing my parents to support me as I do my various work towards launching
this Project. Like e.g., Abraham, Moses and Joseph, I know that I could literally be “living it up”
if I just went along with the system. In my experience, when, while studying at Andrews, I saw
that I was merely buying a diploma and what I was being taught was not the actual or concrete
truth, then I also went against their money controlled system and quit school to best study out
those things for myself. And I have not regretted that for one moment for those discovered actual
truths are worth every penny I have not pursued. And the various projects that I am pursuing will
be quite lucrative enterprises when launch, and not solely for me, but also for those who will be
served by them. But my problem is that people, including SDA, have a capitalistic mindset where
they do not think far ahead, and only want instant gratifications. So such projects which would
require an initial sacrifice and also are geared towards helping others, are not at all popular. But
that is not my problem. My ultimate reward is with God. I just have to be faithful in seeing these
projects through, even if I’ll have to do all of the work myself. It is just that it is frustrating to see
how I could be otherwise living, if only I would give up on these projects...but I know much
better than that. As EGW says:

 “Christ's ambassadors have nothing to do with consequences. They must perform their duty and
leave results with God.”  {GC 609.1} 

http://www.njkproject.info)


and

“We should rather dispense with selfish gratifications than neglect communion with God. The
deepest poverty, the greatest self-denial, with His approval, is better than riches, honors, ease,
and friendship without it.”  {GC 622.2}  

So as long as I can afford to do so, and as related on my blog, by God’s economic leading of my
parents and me, it should be for the rest of my life, I will work towards establishing that righteous
Biblical model.

Ronald

October 24, 2012

Ronald,
              Well, life is what it is. Like I said sometime earlier, if I told you more you would be
like ok this is just not possible. With God though, He sees us through countless trials and
blessings.
               Thanks for the nfo on the PI. I am not at the point of though having the extra cash
though to hire a lawyer or PI. I did not get what I wanted out of SS, my lawyer, a female
lawyer (pretty to, and sexy ! uh oh lol), anyways, she would have argued the case more if I
had wanted her to, she requested a break from the proceedings and the judge granted it. I
was just so weary of the crap taking so long that I was leary if we went back in there and
argued more, it would just drag out more, and I had reached my limit. So, to make real
progress on this house and life there is no choice but go to work in the coal fields. Oh, btw,
I am in West Virginia, not Virginia. Lots of people get them confused, I do believe there is
more coal mining going on here in WV than in Virginia.
                If the economy here in the US is going to grow and get better, whether people like
it or not, coal is going to have to be mined more and used more here in the US and sold
overseas as well. It is a renewable resource to ! I loved it when I realized that. People take
of sun and wind being renewable, since the sun does shine everyday and wind blows
everyday (somewhere around the world), there is plenty of coal, and when more is needed,
just dig more! LOL. What really gets me is when people are mislead in thinking that solar
or wind power does not cause "pollution". They are wrong on that account. I have also
come to the conclusion that "pollution", is another form (s) of energy or good material, that
just needs some good true scientists to use the by products in an economical, and sensibal
way. 
                I had a lady tell me at one doctors office that strip mining was the cause of one of
the recent bad storms, that struck several states, and WV got a good dose of it. I told her
(politely), that we didn't have these type of problems until they put in the big wind farm
generators. I used the illustration of an airplane propellar, if you stand behind it you get a
torque draft, or more aptly said, a torqued wind. In other words, the propeller is making a
mini tornado. So, then you have these huge wind generators............you get the idea I am
sure. Of course, I also realize God is in control of the weather, and permits things to



happen, even tornados and hurricanes. It is rare for God Himself to use such methods,
what is really going on He is allowing people to see the destruction the devil causes. 
                  At any rate, I get bored as heck, no license, no vehicle, ah you know what I
mean. Course I could do like I have done before and ride a bicycle for 20 or 30 miles. I have
done that. Don't mind it, just takes so long to get there and back !
                  Ernie  

October 24, 2012

It is unfortunate Ernie that your SS case required you to hire a lawyer and still not get all that you
were looking for from them. So is the judicial system. Indeed it can get annoying. I similarly
walked out on a judge when I saw that he just was not going to give me a fair and unbiased
hearing, but of course he wanted to appear to be fair. It is just that he clearly was not going to be.
So rather than giving him any more info or arguing my case, I just packed up and left. I’ll resume
my prosecution later, at another court level than that Small Claims attempt and/or in a different
applicable jurisdiction.

I hear your case for coal, but because Greenhouse emission are so much more severe, and that
globally, than the local disturbance of Wind Generators, I would say that it would have to be
“clean coal” for it to be a net good, including a net economical good, as dealing with the effects
of Global Warming on the other hand will be most costly. So I personally am more in favor of
energy technologies which do not produce emission pollutions.

When God removes His protection from the Earth, He will actually be allowing the Devil to
directly effectuate natural disasters.

For a couple of years, until my parents gave me a spare car they had (they drove it down from
Florida for me), I too got around mainly on a bike. It was a major step up (speed and effort wise
than walking. Didn’t go on outings more than 7 miles.) So, if you just have no other choice,
using a bike is a much better option than walking.

Ronald

October 25, 2012

I agree that the American system is not the best, it is what it is. I agree with the EGW
statements to. I have to figure out a way to go back to work, and make more than I am
getting. At 1150.00 per month, that is not going to get this house fixed, me a vehicle, and on.
Of all the people who could have helped my mom pick up trash behind her house where
they are doing construction, I was the one that helped. Of course I am dirty and need a
bath, course I don't have a bathtub, nor toilet, sewer, etc. Ok, I am just going to shut up
about it because I know you are tired of hearing it and I am tired of typing it. I have to
make changes.
Ernie



October 25, 2012

The key in all of this Ernie is to have patience to see those changes through as your income
gradually allows you to make, (I myself am currently operating on ca. $300/month, but my
parents are paying the house (which is their house) taxes and insurance), and also to have faith in
God, that He will guide and lead you to the best needed/possible outcome.

By the way, the “sewer” issue sounds like a municipal/city issue. Although, as my parent have for
their Florida home, they have a septic tank and also get their water from groundwater, through an
electrically pump well system.

In regards to the US/Capitalist Economic system, what it Biblically/Prophetically is, as discussed
throughout my blog, is the Socio-Economic (on top of Religious) part of the Mark of the Beast
(Rev 13:13-17) a system of Babylon which similarly has also worked to “banish righteousness”
(cf. PP 123.1), Indeed, also Christ’s own Righteousness. See this post:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/10/1888-message-for-today.html

Ronald

October 25, 2012

Yea I know patience. No, the sewer end is on my end, I just don't have the funds till the
first of the month.
Ernie

October 25, 2012

Ronald,
God has alerted me to emergencies and other situations as well, to Him be the glory.
One thing I really realized, is that the devil is attacking everything on all fronts, sides,
every which way, 24/7. 
I hope I didn't give you the idea I think there are better govts. with the best economic
system, I am of the belief that America's is the best there is on the planet, & I agree the
Biblacal model is the ultimate to follow. 
I will write more later.
Ernie

October 25, 2012 

Though it may surfacely seem acceptable to say that Capitalism is presently the “best”, one has to
set their mind as to what the truth is here. Indeed when studied in Biblical/Gospel/Sabbatical
Light America’s Capitalist system can not at all be even passingly considered the “best” system
on this planet. (Nor, of course, is Soviet-Styled communism at the other end). The making of
profits and money should not begin to determine what is the right/best economic system, because
as America’s economy and Global Capitalism in general shows, this livelihood, profit and wealth



can only done by either neglecting or effectively oppressing the poor and/or by just letting them
die of preventable, curable and/or preventable causes so that some can continue to “live large”
and “make money”. This is all completely contrary to God’s ideal and Capitalism, in even its
diluted form, is a crafty snare of Satan and part of the Eschatological Mark of the Beast
deception. 

Nothing that is inherently sinful can be considered by the God & Bible Believer as good, and
certainly not best, in any way. Only God’s Biblical model is the best, and as I said,
SDAs/Sabbath Believers should leading the way in establishing and modelling it to the world.
We are not here to live like, or according to the policies of, the world, and those who do so will
most naturally accept the Mark of the Beast, as it is “fully” (=socio-economically) is, in their
hand or in their forehead, rather than endure, suffer, let alone die, for God’s Sabbatical Truth.
(LDE 173.6). As with any other Biblical Truth, our efforts should ever onwards be towards
preaching and establishing God’s ideals, including, and especially for, this most pivotal and
determinative socio-economic issue. Indeed take away Capitalism from this world and replace it
with God’s System and you would have literally solved most of the world’s problems. 

So I myself cannot, especially by now, knowing what I know from the Bible, give any degree of
even relative approval or deference to Capitalism. It is way too deadly, both Physically and
Spiritually. (cf. e.g., Luke 12:15; Eph 5:3; Col 3:5)

October 26, 2012

Ronald,
Like I said, the devil is attacking & will continue to do so. The idea that coal is the cause of
global warming is another part of the devils war against humans, which Jesus came to save
humans, not the planet. As stated in Genesis, the seasons will remain as long as the earth
stands (paraphrase), & you & I know God's word is sure. 
The fallacy that solar/wind is "non-polluting" is also a slick lie I believe comes from the
devil himself. The devil is stated as the prince of this world, he is still ruled by King Jesus,
God the Father and the Holy Ghost. So the devil  is limited in power by God, which we
both know. The lie of a "new ice age" also comes from the devil, among many of his
deceptions (there never was a fist Ice age) I have come to the conclusion that the protesters
at coal sites are paid to do that from the owners of solar and wind factories.

October 25, 2012

Ernie, seriously stated, in forming and expressing your views here on this issue, I see that you are
working from an exegetically wrong foundations, leading to wrong Theological conclusions. So
it is important to get those facts correct in order to avoid incorrect views.

First of all, dealing with those exegetical issues, while the Gen 1:14 does mention what we call
and understand as “seasons” (i.e., drastically different weather times during the year), the actual
meaning of that word is “appointed time”. It does not necessarily regulate weather, and as found
in that verse of Gen 1:14, the Sun and the Moon regulate those appointed times. So it does not



necessarily implicate ‘drastic weather change’, which, as I state later is a product/result of sin.
Indeed, as EGW relates, Adam and Eve became greatly sorrowful when the began to experience
the sin-resulting change from mild and comfortable temperature and also they saw the leaves fall.
(PP 61.5-62.1) So God certainly did not create either a “Fall”, and especially not Winter season,
as we know them, nor for that matter the extremely hot weather during our summer “season.” So
our “season” vs. the ‘appointed times’ of Gen 1:14 are not one and the same things.

Furthermore, we have winter and summer and the other intermediate “seasons” in between
because of how unevenly the Sun shines upon the earth as it rotates around the sun during the
year, and that uneveness is due to the ca. 15 degree shift in the earth axis. Succinctly said here,
because of the way in which, as EGW states in 1SG 73.1 the world was disproportionately
destroyed depending on whether or not many of those wicked people lived there (3SG 78.2). So
with the majority of people then living in the present Middle East and North Africa area, it is not
surprising to see how literally desertified and barren they are and also why they have the largest
oil reserves, for, as EGW also explains, it was the Flood which caused these reserves, with oil
being a further step from coal. (3SG 79.1).

All this to say, that it was sin, and God’s judgement on sin, that caused both coal and oil. And so
they cannot now be considered as God’s ideal for this planet. Indeed all of those dead trees and
vegetation were never intended by God to be burned up and released as gases into the perfect
atmosphere and eco-system that He had created. Like post flood meat eating, God did not intend
for man to have to use vegetation as a means of energy. So their use today is solely for a sinful
context, and like meat eating, it is actually detrimental, in this case, to this Planet’s eco-system. 

So conversely, I see that it is actually Satan’s desire to try to as quickly as possible make this
planet as uninhabitable as possible, even vitally so, so as to doom sinful man as much as possible
before God’s redemptive work can be properly finish, as God plans for it to be done, So the,
actually profits and greed driven disregard for the caring of this planet is what I see as being the
Devil’s grand scheme, because it is that which will cause people to be lost. It is not for no reason
that, in what many have see linearly is the center section of the book of Revelation, God
intervenes to “destroy those who destroy the Earth” (Rev 11:18). And it indeed is towards the
end of the (British-led) First Industrial Revolution (1750-1850) and just before the start of the
(American-led) Second Industrial Revolution (1851-1918) (a.k.a. the Technological Revolution),
when such pollution and non-renewable abusing of the Earth would become the Capitalist
imperative and the enduring norm that the passages around Rev 11:19 were first applicably
fulfilled. (thus then in ca. 1844).

As I had stated, I myself did not say that sun and wind energy means were non-polluting, just that
they do not cause “greenhouse emissions” which are more immediate and dangerous than the
local wind disturbances that may be caused by wind turbines. And in regards to solar energy,
except for taking up space, which some may preferentially classify as “space or esthetic
pollution”, I do not see how is actually would be detrimental. Furthermore much of that space or
sight pollution issue is resolved by that fact that solar panels can be located, out of the way and
also out of sight, on rooftops, and even solar farms are typically located in barren and inhabitable
desert area, where there indeed is an extreme abundance of heat and sunlight.



I do not believe in a prior Ice Age, though I can scientifically see how a now damaged eco system
can eventually cause most extreme weather conditions, both heat and cold wise.

It would not be abnormal for the protestors of coal mines to be the activist work of people who
would prefer to use renewable and non-emission polluting energy sources, but of course, if the
main motive is in order to increase their business and revenue, then that is perverse. But the
converse is also true that the owners in the oil and gas industry variously try to impeded the
progress/development of renewable energy. Both sides here would be driven by money, and that
is not a righteous cause. The Christ-like Christian should here be praying that nothing will come
to interfere with God full work of evangelizing and cultivating people on this planet before God
can usher in the end. And working to prevent ecological detriment and damage which does this,
and also makes the life of people more miserable and more costly, is actively akin to praying for
God to withhold the Four Winds until all of His servants can be sealed with His Sabbatical Truth.

October 26, 2012

You & I know in the NT there is a calling for a variety of leaders, I don't believe all are
listed. If you note both in the OT & NT God Himself slew people, as well as ordering His
people to do as well when it was called for. So I believe a person can be a Christian and be
a soldier or police, etc., & if necessary slay another or more than one human in defense of
innocent humans, I will leave it at that. No, I am not thinking of hurting anyone, yet I am of
the belief if killing in self defense of another person or or defense of myself, then it would
not bother me to do so. I also have adopted preemptive strikes into my belief as well. I have
come to this conclusion after incidences I will not relay for a variety of reasons, and I also
believe my guardian angels, and other people I have asked to protect, will not hesitate to
kill human(s) if necessary. Remember not all are called to be apostles, etc., and people have
the mistaken belief that all Christians will turn the other cheek, some may after the first
blow, but will destroy the offender if a second is even less than a nanosecond in the
offenders brain. Remember the tribe of Levi who stood with Moses after the golden calf, &
was ordered by Moses to destroy those who would not stand on God's side, and did so
immediately.. On the other hand, there are those who like Christ will not destroy, yet will
allow the persecution, even though we both know Christ could have used His Divinity
(which was still present, He did not use it in any form, instead relied on the Holy Spirit to
overcome) to instantaneously obliterate the devil and his devils and his ardent followers. I
know what is in the Truth Book, yet there are sections that are for the 144K, which it may
take years for them to get at the level Christ was, and others very quickly.
Ernie

October 26, 2012

I am not seeing precisely why, from where, in our discussions you are stating this view on a right
to kill, even pre-emptively in self defense, and while all of this is true, there is something that
must be kept in mind here. 



Jesus actually said in Matt 5:38: “Do not resist an evil person”. As I see it, the key word is “evil”
here. I.e., do not stand against someone who has an evil intent. It is not saying to never stand
against someone. Throughout his ministry, Jesus would not hesitate to verbally contend with
people who were challenging him, but when these became lawless and of evil intent, He did not
confront them, as that would overall be detrimental to His cause. For if He as one man, would
stand against a mob trying to stone him and he would manage to slay all of them, people would
be then drawn to him out of fear and even for having seen this most miraculous sign, and not out
of faith. Instead, he trusted in the deliverance of God and God brought about the most subtle type
of deliverance, until, as both Jesus and He knew, it came time for Jesus to be captured and be put
to death by lawless and Satan-controlled (=evil) men. Similarly, we are counselled to continue to
proportionally fight all legal battles to avoid being subject to oppressive measures, but God has
also clearly stated that there will come a time when His People, like Jesus, will not fight back
against mobs intending to kill them. In fact, without the power of God, we will be powerful to
successfully fight back against those lawless people, who, contemporarily think about it, may
choose to use tactical nukes in order to kill God’s people hiding in the remote refuge of caves
and mountains. But the Bible/SOP is also clear that God will not allow the 144,000 to be put to
death, but it is rather some people who will seal their faith with persecutive death before the
close of the world’s probation, all, like the martyrs through Church History, to God’s glory and
wise plans. 

So one has to trust in God that his will be done, while doing whatever is possible to oppose
unjust actions. However when dealing with evil people, unless God clearly tells you so, it is best
to not effectively take matters into your own hands.

Having said all of this, it is uncanny to me how our situations are similar in many ways. In
regards to my ongoing, major federal case, I similarly have pondered to evoke a most tangibly
applicable pre-emptive, self-defence reason to eliminate the threat upon my physical life done by
the criminal tortfeasors in my case. However, I have chosen to instead trust my fate into God’s
hand, moreover seeing that not doing so would only cause them and their inspiring devil to
triumph. So I instead continue to do God’s work, and leave those issue of justice and even
vengeance in his perfect will, time and way, for I have too many times seen that this will be the
very best way that they can ever be resolved. When I walked out of that bias judge’s courtroom in
September 2011, it has momentarily suspended my then 3+ year efforts to fight back against the
wrongs that were, and still are, being done to me, for these people, including the callously silent
defendant sitting across from me, had most definitely crossed into that “evil person” territory,
and, as I have since concretely seen, continuing to fight them from that point on would only be
detrimental to me, including me endeavoring to (justifiably) take the law into my own hands and
avenge myself. If I had not done so, as there is no Capital Punishment in Canada, I would be just
rotting away in a jail cell today.

October 26, 2012

I also mean to say Jesus relied on God the Father through the Holy Spirit to overcome. My
goof.



Ernie

October 26, 2012

I meant to say that in the Truth book there are sections that only apply to the 144,00, a few
sections, I may be wrong on that, but that is the understanding that I get so far. A person
learns more every day. :)

October 26, 2012

Ronald,
                You know another thing interesting about the internet was when it first came out,
everybody said, don't use your real name, address, etc, etc, yada and so on.
Now it is use your real name.
                 Another thing, practically every person is tracked by some government, one way
or another. Of course, this is not new, when America was founded, you know that people
talked and talked and talked and talked and so-called privacy is not there, and if you think
and realize the big picture, it never was or is or will be there, simply because God has his
recording angels on every human being 24/7, ever since the earth Adam was created.
                Ernie

October 26, 2012

Interesting. I guess by now people have realized that not much can be done simply with one’s
real name and address or else they should have long banned phone books. The actual issue is
whether or not one wants to be anonymous or not while interacting on the internet. If you do, and
most do, then they do not use their real info, despite the request of some websites. Those
websites only want to make their service more credible, as this will improve their business.

Indeed since 9/11, Western government have even more deeply invaded the private lives and
activities of people, even offline. 

I actually don’t use my actual name on my website or blog because, as many things I state, and
will state on there are variously controversial to some and mindlessly offensive for others, I do
not want to facilitate them in finding out who I am or where I live etc. However that information
is ultimately easily findable online.

I have come to Biblically, Theologically see that prior to sin, Adam and Eve had complete
privacy, including thought-privacy from God. That is why God had to candidly and genuinely
question them to find out about their sinful act when He first visited them after that act (Gen 3:8-
13ff). And, interestingly enough, just like after 9/11, man’s total privacy was removing so that in
the future, God could immediately know and if needed intervene if/when things would go wrong
on the Earth. See my full Bible and SOP-based view here:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/book-preview-god-all-mighty.html#nonrhetorical



Adam and Eve evidently also had complete space privacy from angels. I.e., they were not
assigned constantly present angels as we need to be today, both for record keeping reasons and
also for our constant protection. And angels are of course doing their post-sin 24/7 record
keeping for reason of ful justice. I.e., so that all the facts will be accurately present for our final
judgement and thus the decisions that will be rendered will transparently and objectively be just.

October 26, 2012

Ronald,
                    I invited you to join me in prayer, as I will be praying, that God will cause the
storm to move away from the East coast, and disapate harmlessly into the ocean.
http://news.yahoo.com/noaa-east-beware-coming-frankenstorm-171317994.html
Ernie

October 26, 2012

That is a harrowing sight indeed, but I actually pray that God’s will be done in such things,
whatever it is, , either way. So I trust that God will do or allow what needs to be done in this
case.

October 26, 2012

A Thought...

Ernie, 
I was thinking about your situation and how you can, at the very least, psychologically cope with
it and I came to see, that just as it is for my case, I only make any sense in the relative suffering
and adversity that I am dealing with by knowing that it is all due because I am trying to help
others in greater need than I. So that keeps me centered, stable and balance, even -“sane”. 

I was thinking how you can most likely similarly benefit from such a view, and though you may
not be financially capable of helping someone else who is in greater need than you, as I similarly
am not financially, as I had suggested before and you said you would do in regards to your sister,
there are indeed other ways to tangibly help others. And also in your case, I would see that
sharing your experiences of your visions as in the blog you plan to write would also be this type
of helping others. 

In fact, and not to pass any judgement on you, I am seeing that God may have “pre-emptively”
given you this prophetic calling in order to avoid you coming to have to deal with the present
hardships that you are dealing with. Consider this reality. As you began having the same
revelations that Ernie Knoll is having, you would most likely have continue to receive all the
ones that he has had. Therefore you would literally be doing the work of Ernie Knoll today. Just
as would have been the case of William Foy and Hazen Foss. And so, (and again, without
passing any judgement, and as you have related, Jesus has shown that he has accepted how things
have turned out with you and your resisted calling), despite the hardship that Ernie Knoll has had



in communicating his revelations, he still has, and that despite his fall, a substantial following,
with even people providing him a salary. So while you certainly cannot do anything to change
how things have turned out, I think that by using whatever is in your power to help someone else,
again, such a writing that Knoll-corroborating blog, you can in certain ways redeem some lost
opportunities. E.g., A Financially capable person ho believes in Ernie Knoll’s ministry  may
similarly see it as necessary to come to your aid an financially help/support you.

All to say that “seek ye first” (Matt 6:25-34) variously/relatively applies to everyone, and God
accordingly adequately blesses such dedication and efforts.

Ronald

October 26, 2012

I just realized I had not completely state a prior point, about the flood and seasons. It was because
God unevenly destroyed the Earth, causing the flood to do more destruction where more people
had lived, evidently by causing large accumulations and outburst of ground water there than
merely just rainfall as for other areas, along with the great earthquakes that were caused by all of
this commotion that caused, as still seen today after major earthquakes, the earth axis to shift this
ca. 15 degrees from its straight position, and thus causing us to have our distinct weather seasons.
So seasons are a direct product/result of sin and thus not part of God’s ideal plan for optimal life
on this Earth.

October 26, 2012

There are times where I will jump from subject to subject.. No, I was not thinking of taking
the law into my own hands. You are quite right, God's way of dealing with things is the
best way. And, one does not want people to be drawn to them out of fear, the drawing
needs to be done through the love of Christ in one's life, since love will draw them to Jesus,
fear will drive them away from Jesus. 
Yes, it is very uncanny how our situations are very similar.

And there will be times I will get onto a topic (such as the one below), from a
"auto-response" perspective.

That being said, I once again agree that it is best to let God handle things in His way. And,
I want people to be drawn to me from a Jesus love stand point, not from a fear stand point. 

We all, every human being, (except Jesus), are in the same boat, that is the boat of sin. And
the deliverance is through Jesus. Jesus also gives us more than one or 2 chances at victory.
If he did not, then none of us I don't think would make it, or it would be very few. Case in
point when Peter denied Jesus three times, Peter was given more than 2 chances at
following Jesus.

I get extremely aggrevated (at my ownself at times to), when they, or myself, hold ourselves



up as "better than that person". We are no better than the other when it comes to
salvation, since all of us have sinned (Jesus is the exception). I do my best not to come
across as better than the next or any other person. I have found that asking that Jesus to be
the best He would have me to be through Him is a good way of being successful, yet not
"holier" than thou type of deal.

I will do my best to stay on topic, lol, from now on.

Ernie

October 26, 2012

[By the way you may accidentally receive emails from my other email account
ronmnstm@hotmail.com]

Hi Ernie,

The reason why I was confused and misunderstood your statement is that, as I said, I did not see
where, and that in any of our discussion it was referring to. I assumed it was in regards to those
who had stolen your story to make money off of it, but from what I see you have said in response,
here, manifestly that is not the actual circumstance for your statement. In fact, I actually still have
no idea what you were/are referring to. Anyway, if you do not want to specify, as you agree with:
Let God do the “venging and repaying” (Deut 32:35; Rom 12:19; Heb 10:30).

In regards to Second Chance, I once preached a sermon on that topic, and indeed cited Peter as
the prime example. I see that your Ernie Knoll-corroborating blog work is such a “second”
chance. Similarly Foy and Foss redeemed their loss opportunity of the pass, particularly with
Foss, by publicly supporting what Ellen White was similarly saying she had seen in vision.

We all indeed have fallen short of God’s glory (Rom 3:23), yet we still have the responsibility to
keep advancing in God’s Truths in order to return to that glory (cf. Pro 4:18). And that is chiefly
done by being diligent students of Scripture so that we are not, to our great detriment, ‘tossed
about by every wind of false doctrine/teaching/belief/theory.’ (Eph 4:11-15)

I hope you do not think that I am being hard on you by effectively implying in my responses that
properly, i.e., exegetically, studying the Bible, is very important, because, experientially knowing
how important this indeed is (see my blog), me not communicating this to you would actually not
be the brotherly thing. As it has been my experience, much of our problems and issues are
resolved by such a proper/exegetical study and understand of the Bible, and also SOP.

Ronald

October 27, 2012

Ronald,



            And right once again you are, the Biblical principal is the best. 
            I get real aggrevated at America's system of the Sunday deal, on a variety of levels.
It doesn't take a genius to know that the Sabbath is Saturday, and it is also the Lord's day
(every day is the Lord's, we both know that). One of the reasons that America will get into
trouble is following the lie of Sunday being the day of worship, and it will go beyond just
Sunday, it will be a total rejection of Christ, and that will be when the mark of the beast
comes about. . We both know that following Jesus is the primary thing, and many do not
know the real deal on the Sunday keeping. When one follows Jesus, walking in the truth,  it
is not "keeping" or "observing" the Sabbath, I view it as a day of seeing the goodness of
the love that God has for mankind, and it goes beyond the 4th, includes all 10, and then
some. And it is not out of "working" ones way to Heaven, it is out of love for Jesus. I know
that it is lawful  to do well on the Sabbath, yet, when we can have the time to enjoy it, we
should do so. I say "when we can have the time",  there have been times where I worked on
the Sabbath, and knew it fell within the proper guidelines. At any rate, no matter how you
look at it, you can not "work" your way to Heaven, or "observe" (by keeping all 10) of the
commandments, and leave Jesus out of the whole 9 yards.
       
            As far as privacy goes, to me it is a joke. My emails, phone, land mail, all of that and
more, people in the city, county, state and nation have thier nose so far up my ass on stuff
they know what type of fart I am going to let before I let it. I will just leave that at that. 
            Ernie

October 27, 2012

Sunday Keeping is just one, and first half, part, the religious part/half, of the Mark of the Beast.
Bible study, as provided on my blog shows that Capitalism is the other part, the socio-economic
part. Both parts oppose God’s Sabbath as also fully revealed in Isa 58. So the Mark of the Beast
involves much more than merely religious aspects (cf. 6T 17.1), including “religiously”
following Jesus. The crux of the Gospel of Christ all revolves around the tangible application of
God’s Law which is seen in loving others as ourselves, by doing good to them according to their,
especially vital, need. (=Matt 25:31-46). In fact, in EW 36.2 EGW was shown that many will be
lost who had “faithfully” preached both the Sabbath and the Second Coming, and because they
fulfilled Ezek 34 False believers and Shepherd. And studies show that Jesus based his teaching
on the Sheep and the Goats of Matt 25:31ff directly on Ezek 34. As I show on my blog, adhere to
Capitalism itself, even more than Sunday Keeping, it what tangibly comes to break all 10 of
God’s Commandments. See:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/sealing-of-gods-people-part-2-ezekiel-9.html

I agree that we do not have the privacy we think we have. But it was crucially important to
Biblically understand that God Himself is not like that and will once again give man total
privacy, including thought-privacy when we are redeemed.

October 27, 2012

Ronald,



                 The primary offenders of "those who destroy the Earth", are of course the devil
and his devils.
                  As far as coal mining goes, since it is in my blood, I will stand by it. And coal
mine operators have come along way in reclaiming the land once it has been strip mined or
deep mined. So, my hat is off to them for being stewards of the earth the best they can.
Even if all coal mines, all fossil fuels (gas, oil, etc), was not used at all, the earth will still be
destroyed by Jesus after His second coming, and after the thousand years are up. So, in
other words, there is nothing anyone can do to stop that from happening.
 I know that we are to be good stewards of what we have, and of the earth. 
                   I have read somewhere in EGW's writings where God's people will be saved, in
"spite" of their sins. No, this is not a license to sin and do whatever, it is simply saying that
the covering of Jesus rightousness over us.

                   And on another point, when America does pass the Sunday law, it will be the
end of all nations, not just America. While I do love America, it is not perfect, no piece of
land on earth is, since sin has marred the entire planet. So, there is a better land coming at
some point. :)
                   Ernie

October 27, 2012

The historical context of the Rev 11:18 prophecy is crucial here, as it shows that it began to be
fulfilled in ca. 1844, so those who destroy the earth are also chiefly humans. In fact, the devil
works through humans to destroy the earth and also has no authority to do so himself unless God
allows him.

It is important not to be biased for a issue, simply because it is “in one’s blood”. People give this
reason for various issues to not objectively view something. E.g., Sunday keepers many times
reject the Sabbath because “they had been keeping Sunday since their childhood”, etc. Only the
actual truth on a matter should be determinative here. As I stated, the problem with coal mining
and fossil fuel is in the non-natural, and thus detrimental, polluting emissions they produce. Jesus
will of course destroy this planet, it is just that Satan wants to precipitate this Earth not being
habitable so that he will cause more people to be doomed before they have had a chance to
properly here God’s Sabbatical message. God wants to avoid this at all costs. (See Rev 7:1-3).
So as indeed God’s stewards of this Planet, we are to oppose anything which causes its
destruction. And we can do so by not polluting the atmosphere by using unclean energy.

Jesus’ righteousness however cannot cover us up if we are mentally clinging to sin. And that
includes sins of omission, I.e., knowing what is right and choosing not to do it. (James 4:17) And
that is pointedly seen in people who are variously capable not helping others who are in,
especially vital needs.

As the Mark of the Beast is more extensive than just Sunday Keeping or Religious adherences,
the Law enforcing it will also involve more than just a Sunday Law. With the socio-economic
aspect of the Mark of the Beast being found in Capitalism, any type of law barring someone from



buying or selling unless they adhere to Capitalistic principles is part of the Mark of the Beast
Enforcing Law. And as seen today, any country which is not Economically Capitalistic (e.g,
Cuba, North Korea, (Socialist) Venezuela), is shunned by especially America. And perfect case
in point that “democracy” is actually not the problem here, China is not democratic, but because
their economy is Capitalistic, America has absolutely no problem trading with them.

October 27, 2012

Ok, you and I differ on views obviously, that is part of following Christ. What came to my
mind when I saw that picture, was this:

King James Bible (Cambridge Ed.)
1 Kings 17:1
And Elijah the Tishbite, who was of the inhabitants of Gilead, said unto Ahab, As the
LORD God of Israel liveth, before whom I stand, there shall not be dew nor rain these
years, but according to my word.

Jamess_5:17  Elias was a man subject to like passions as we are, and he prayed earnestly
that it might not rain: and it rained not on the earth by the space of three years and six
months.. 
God also told him He would send rain, and Elijah went and prayed for rain, and God did
send it.

1 Kings 18: 42-45

As far as paying tithe goes, I have decided that it is in my best interest to not send any
money anywhere, since my funds are very low, and I had also previoiusly stated that EGW
says there are times when tithe money can be used to provide a decent place of worship, in
my case where I live.

And you had also pointed out that Elijah did not pay tithe, yet God was with him in a
mighty way.
Ernie.

October 27, 2012

The problem with so citing that Elijah example, as discussed also on my blog*, is that Elijah was
actually praying and making an oath (as EGW adds) based upon the already revealed will of God.
God had said in the Law that if Israel should go into idolatry, then rain will be withheld. So
Elijah was just praying/speaking according to that stated will. 

* http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/12/unrolling-of-scroll.html#oathmaking

Also Elijah praying for Rain in 1 Kgs 18:42-45 was clearly also “according to God’s revealed
will”. So since I personally believe that God will enter into personal judgement against especially



nations which are most hypocritically shaming His name on the Earth, then in the face of here a
Frankenstorm approaching America, I can only deferentially pray that it is God’s will that is
being done here. And, tellingly enough, no country has more natural disasters than the one
country which claims to be ‘a Nation Under God’ yet who ways are by now an abomination to
Him, His Name, His Gospel Cause, and His Truth!!

In regards to your statements on tithing, I would need to see exactly where EGW says what you
are saying she said here. Also I do not see one home being a place of worship, per se, and thus
acceptable of tithe money unless you are operating a home church, where people are gathering
and also the tithe money is being used to meet actual expenses related to that home church.

In my case, I use my would-be tithe money to fund the expense related to my Biblical Research
Ministry and other Biblical Projects, and not for personal issues.

I did not say that Elijah did not pay tithe. That never came to my mind before. If you thought so
from something I had said, please do quote my statement so that I can correct or explain it, if
necessary.

October 27, 2012

Ronald,
                    In my case, I will use my real name, since I will be relating first hand of what I
saw, unless I am convinced otherwise. If I use an alias, I might put a footnote at the bottom
of each page. I am not sure on all of this, I don't want to get into the "oh, this person, is not
this person listed on this website, since we tracked via IP address, etc., and then it turn out
to be a detriment". 
                     Your case is different than mine, so we are using different approaches.
                      Ernie

October 27, 2012

Indeed Ernie, for your subject-matter and purposes, using your real name is ideal. Alias can
indeed make people think that you are trying to hide something. God Bless your work.
Ronald

October 27, 2012

By the way Ernie, in regards to the statement you had made, as discussed in this post on Rev 17
& 18* the Bible actually “fully” presents a scenario where the United States will receive its
punishment/judgement before and without the other nations who will indeed be then standing
afar from it while, like Rome, this Babylon is burning to the ground. (Rev 18:9-11ff; = Rev
16:10-11) And that all spiritually revolves around a economic debacle scenario.

* http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/10/biblical-prophetic-babylon-loud-cry.html



Also relatedly, in the GC writing, EGW was actually given by God a fast-tracked view of the
end, which was actually supposed to be fulfilled around the 9/11 Events, time was prolonged
then with the Four Wind being held back, as God has revealed to an SDA in vision. (See in my
“Testing the Spirits”* post, under James Tierney). 

* http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2012/05/testing-spirits-1-cor-1210.html

Originally, EGW was shown that a period of Jubilee would take place on this Earth prior to the
Saints being taken to Heaven (EW 35.1/286.1). That is when God Sabbatical Laws will be
modelled on the Earth.

October 27, 2012

I will elaborate further later. It had nothing to do with SS. That I am grateful for, the SS I
have.
Ernie

October 27, 2012

Actually, I thought it was all about the Dave Pelzer book affair.

October 27, 2012

No, it was just some pics from Afghanistan and their attacks on USA soldiers brought this
to mind. 

My desire on the books by
Dave Pelzer is to recover money and expose the charade, however, I leave that in God's
hands to.

October 27, 2012

Ahhhh... Now I see. I would have never figured that out by myself.

God’s way and timing is indeed best. Perhaps he will confuse your adversaries and cause them to
betray themselves, thus providing you with enough hard, actionable evidence to back up your
claim and then any lawyer will be glad to take it.

October 27, 2012

I was just thinking about the apostles, as well as Elijah, about tithe. Paul supported himself
by tentmaking, and helped others as well. I don't believe he "recieved" a tithe, yet he was a
great worker for the gospel. He was not robbing God, the way I understand it, since he was
called by God to follow Jesus. I am thinking it would be like an apostle or pastor paying a
tithe, and then turning around and using his tithe and other tithe giving to him, to support



himself (and family if he has one, or others as he is lead to). Kinda of just don't make no
sense. LOL. I fall back onto the part where EGW says that at times, in severe cases, tithe
can be used to have a suitable place to worship. A person can worship Christ outside or
inside, where two or more are gathered in His name, He is also present when we ask Him to
be. So, while my house would not be called an official place of worship, it is where I read
my Bible, pray in "secret", etc. 
Anyways, I had thought about all of that before I sent in a tithe on my SS reward money. It
kinda aggrevated me in away that I did not get a receipt back from EK, and I had also
asked for another copy of the message books, yet they never arrived, though I can and have
downloaded them. Not paying tithe at this time is not a way to be mad at EK or anything, it
is just looking at my situation as a whole, and accessing it from there. Another thing, even
if a person was a billionaire, and gave all the money to God's representative, that still does
not buy a ticket to Heaven. We both know the "ticket" to Heaven is accepting and
following Jesus.
Ernie

October 28, 2012

It is dangerous Ernie to establish and hold a belief merely on assumptions, and especially to act
upon that assumed belief. There is nothing which says that Elijah, the Apostles nor Paul did not
pay tithe. Paul made money from tentmaking, but that does not consequently mean that he did
not pay a tithes They all most likely did. And the Apostles and Paul would contribute to
collections to help others in need. Of course Pastor return a tithe just for the principle of doing
so. In fact, when I was studying Theology, my teacher would tell us that even if we didn’t have a
tithe to return one week, if we were seated up front and everyone was watching us, it was better
to drop an empty tithe envelop in the collection bin when it came by. 

In any case, my view is that if you are not going to use the tithe money for explicit/clear ministry
work, then it is best to return it to a ministry and/or use it to help someone in need. God will
bless this act of faith and trust much more than holding on to it. And if you are giving your tithe
to Knoll to merely support his ministry, I do not see that you should be expecting something
tangibly additional in return. You then would be actually purchasing something from them and
not paying a tithe to their ministry, which they will actually be using to operate the ministry.

And I do not see that any less than an actual home church, with tangible related expenses can
qualify as an actual house of worship. It is not recommended to play semantics with God.

Of course we cannot buy our way into Heaven, but as the rich young ruler learned (Luke 18:18-
27) , if we put money/wealth/material things before obeying God, then it can, and will keep us
out of Heaven.

Ronald

October 29, 2012



Ronald, 
I had asked for a second copy of the books months before I sent in my ss tithe. I didn't send
in any request when I sent in the ss tithe. 
As far as Elijah, I don't recall God telling him before hand to tell people it was not going to
rain, being filled with the Holy Spirit he was inspired to make the declaration, and God
honored it, correct me if I am wrong scripture wise.
Ernie

October 29, 2012

Hi Ernie,
About the books, I misunderstood what you had said by that statement having been made in the 
context (and same sentence) of ‘paying tithe to the Knoll ministry and not getting a receipt’. I get
the difference here though.

About the Elijah issue, all of the Scripture and SOP documentation is found in that link I gave
you.* It is best presented there. Elijah was holding God at His already declared word in His Law.

* http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/12/unrolling-of-scroll.html#oathmaking

Ronald

October 29, 2012

Ronald, 
You r rite on this 4 sure: It is dangerous Ernie to establish and hold a belief merely on
assumptions, and especially to act upon that assumed belief. 
As always, my desire is to continuing walking with Jesus on Earth for many years, and I
hope I am one of the 144,000, not to be just one of the elect to be one, to be one of the elect
because I have been molded to reflect the character of Jesus. 
And on another point, while we are to walk with Jesus because He is our Saviour, we are
also to respect Him, for it is He that can destroy both body and soul, the devil can not do
that. So we follow Him because of His great sacrifice, and also bear in mind Jesus has the
keys to Heaven and hell, not the devil. We serve a Mighty Redemeer, Who is omnipotent
and omnipresent. 
Ernie

October 29, 2012

Interesting comments here Ernie. My various studies (posted on my blog*) have shown me that
the 144,000 will, as stated in Rev 7:1-3 have been sealed into the Truth, especially God’s
Sabbatical Truth, and that includes the proper understanding of the Isa 58 “fuller Sabbath” (=EW
33.2|85.2) mandate. As pointedly discussed in this post** it is that full Sabbath message which
leads the receiver to fully follow after Jesus by most deliberately helping those in especially vital,
physical need (cf. DA 825.4), which results in on having the character of Christ. (cf. DA 641.3)



* E.g.: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/06/coming-of-sealing-angel.html
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/sealing-of-gods-people-part-2-ezekiel-9.html

** http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/10/1888-message-for-today.html

I get your other point and Jesus actually says in Matt 10:28 that, if all else should fail, at the very
least we are to “fear God” for what He will be doing in Hell’s judgement. But of course it would
be best if we ultimately obey God strictly out of genuine love.

Ronald

October 29, 2012

Ronald,
     
       Going to have to go over  your blog more, lots to read. Nice and cold here, bout 32
degrees outside. I have been praying for the Hurricane to go out to sea and disapte, yet I
end it with God's will be done, not mine. 

         Yes, once again I agree following Jesus out of Love for His Sacrifice is really following
Him, yet it still inspires awe and fear at the same time of the power of Jesus, who holds the
keys to he Pearly Gates, and also has to power to destroy the devil and his devils once and
for all, after the 2nd resurrection, the 1000 years of Investigative Judgement (we will not be
doing the judging, that will have been decided by those who have or not followed Jesus, we
will just go over the books to see why people are not there, yet could have been or should
be. The way is open to all to follow Jesus who lives today, and as well as those future ones
to come along, as far as I understand. There may be cases in the SDA church where some
have already chosen the "other" or "dark" side, as in the case of the dream of Ernie Knoll .
          From what I have read, there will not be as many sabbath followers until the Sunday
law gets into motion. And sadly to say, yes, the US will lead the way. When this occurs we
do not know, yet we do know that time is short. I had the vision of Jesus on the cross in
1986, so 26 years have passed since then.. At times it seems if it was only yesterday, that I
saw Him on the cross.  
          So, I have been doing some research and studying and praying, much praying, it
might not seem that way to others, yet I pray constantly, least I do my best to. Can't
sometimes, talking to people, working that requires extreme concentration, yet at times I
do, even while walking, etc. Anyways. 

          I went and reread this dream, I have posted part of it, and my comments are in the
brackets: <>

From the dream:

JUSTICE AND MERCY
February 5, 2011



By Ernie Knoll

The following has already occured, and I know that judgement will begin (has already begun and
is on going)  at the House of God (the SDA church), which Martha was:

On the morning of December 18, 2010, God allowed Martha to slip
and fall. Her bones were “crushed into the earth,” just as God
promised if she did not repent.6 Even though she fell only a short
distance, her bone below the knee her bone below the knee was shattered.

<I had to reread to make sure that it had already occured, I thought it did, yet I was not
sure.>

The Herald tells me to hold to my faith and trust in Him who stands as
the King of the Universe. God calls upon all to come to Him and
repent now! Martha was given an opportunity just as everyone else is.

<Repentance and change is important in following Jesus. I have a long ways to go, and
faults to correct, and stay on the correct path>

All who make comments against the messages will have to give an account to God. Continue
to be faithful. Give counsel and comfort when and where needed as
you are instructed to. Prepare His people for the time that lies before
them. Know that they will be few. As Martha has done, many walk the
path of unrepentance.

<Please note, I have no problems with any of Ernie Knoll's dreams. I believe they are from
God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Ghost, and the Herald is his guide, and
Ernie Knoll is the messenger God has called in my stead <I am grateful to Jesus for His for
picking Ernie Knoll and Becky Knoll and the For My People Ministry team{which God
picks, not me}  , the good job they have done and are doing{which God picks, not me}.  I
look back on the web pages I have created and said to myself, "This is not real
professional, like it could be", and then I think, of the mess I probably would have made
making the web pages that God wanted/needed and needs to be made still. >

Notice what Luke 19:8-10
states: “And Zacchaeus stood, and said unto the Lord; Behold, Lord,
the half of my goods I give to the poor; and if I have taken any thing
from any man by false accusation, I restore him fourfold. And Jesus
said unto him, This day is salvation come to this house, forsomuch as
he also is a son of Abraham. For the Son of man is come
to save that which was lost.”

<What a sacrafice Zacchaeus made ! I don't want to "rob" God, yet I don't want to be like
the "religious" people of Jesus time, who went through motions, but did not love Jesus. So,



that is my motivation on tithe, to do what the loving things and ways Jesus would have me
to do, not my ways.>

The Review and Herald, November 19, 1908
So long as the people of God preserve their fidelity to him, so long
as they cling by living faith to Jesus, they are under the protection of
heavenly angels, and Satan will not be permitted to exercise his
hellish arts upon them to their destruction. But those who separate
themselves from Christ by sin are in great peril. If they continue to
disregard the requirements of God, they know not how soon he may
give them over to Satan, and permit him to do to them according to
his will. There is, therefore, the greatest necessity of keeping the
soul free from defilement, and the eye single to the glory of God; of
thinking soberly and watching unto prayer continually.

<There are definite areas I need to change, and have been changing them. Change
continues to occur. I certainly do not want to be following Satan when the loving way is to
follow Jesus, so I continue to make changes, and hope they are in a more than timely
manner>

Jesus has told His
disciples to "watch," but not for definite time. His followers are to
be in the position of those who are listening for the orders of their
Captain; they are to watch, wait, pray, and work, as they approach
the time for the coming of the Lord; but no one will be able to
predict just when that time will come; for "of that day and hour knoweth no man."

<This I know of a surety>

You will not be able to say that He will come in
one, two, or five years, neither are you to put off His coming by
stating that it may not be for ten or twenty years. . . . We are not to
know the definite time either for the outpouring of the Holy Spirit or
for the coming of Christ.

<This was good for me to reread this. It sunk in this time. I have been guilty of saying
almost the same, yet include that we are to be ready everyday. I now believe the best
approach is just to say, "Be ready everyday".  When I say that, I want to say it in ways or
actions that we are to rely on Jesus for overcoming sin, and when we get into a "rut" or off
the path {by habit, wrong choosing}, to still ask Jesus to be with us, and guide us back on
the right path, forgive our sins where we have strayed, and ask that He lead us in His ways,
not ours. None of us have a license to sin, myself included. I make changes daily, and at
times I stray, and at times I could "kick myself" for going in that direction. Yet I also know
that I could do all the "right" things, but didn't  have the love of Jesus in my heart for
myself and others, it would be for nought, for it would be self rightousness then. I ask for



His gold, His garments, His eyesalve,  every day {Rev 3:18}, before I ask that, I have the
Lord's prayer. In it is the phrase, "Thy will be done". So, when I get off on a tangent and
am doing my way, His garments are a covering for my goofs. And His gold and eyesalve
lead me (among other agape ways), leads me back onto the loving path of Jesus>

Ephesians 4:28-32 Let him that stole steal no more: but rather let
him labour, working with his hands the thing which is good, that he
may have to give to him that needeth. Let no corrupt communication
proceed out of your mouth, but that which is good to the use of
edifying, that it may minister grace unto the hearers. And grieve not
the holy Spirit of God, whereby ye are sealed unto the day of
redemption. Let all bitterness, and wrath, and anger, and clamour,
and evil speaking, be put away from you, with all malice: And be ye
kind one to another, tenderhearted, forgiving one another, even as
God for Christ's sake hath forgiven you.

<Many ways to "steal",  one way is not paying tithe, another is if led by the Holy Spirit to
help someone in need,. and not do it by paying tithe where the gospel would be furthered
by the use of money for those in need. As you can tell, this is a struggle on my part, and
prayer is a daily thing with me. I trust God will guide me in the right path. Another way of
stealing would be to help someone who is on the boarder line, yet if we do help them, we are
robbing God, our selves, and them, and others of God's blessings when we do pay tithe. I
know God opens the windows of Heaven when we pay tithe and offerings, not only for our
ownselves, for others also. Others is where I am mainly concerned, what is the best course
of action for THEM in the light of Jesus that He would have me to go>

Last Day Events, pp. 35-36
I plainly stated at the Jackson camp meeting to these fanatical
parties that they were doing the work of the adversary of souls; they
were in darkness. They claimed to have great light that probation
would close in October, 1884. I there stated in public that the Lord
had been pleased to show me that there would be no definite time in
the message given of God since 1844.

<Another note on "it could be ten years or more or less, along those lines". Better to just
say, be prepared every day and night (asking for angels of protection, forgiveness of sin,
etc.>

The Herald now shows me something that everyone needs to
understand. I am taken back to the dream, “The End,” where I see
personal family members during the second resurrection. They were
given the truth, but because pride entered in, they lied or condemned
the messages I have been given by God. It must be asked: When



does Satan lead people to truly repent and give their hearts and lives
to Jesus? Now instead of receiving a crown of life, these family
members receive a condemnation sentence of eternal death. My
heart aches because they are held accountable for leading others
astray. They thought they lived as true Christians, but instead they
are hearing Christ say, “I know you not.” They stand motionless as
they wait to receive their punishment.

<I do not know my brother Garry's heart in following God, or anyone of that matter. I do
know by their fruits we shall know them. So, a person loading up a buggy in a grocery
store every day and not paying for them, well something is wrong there {just an example}.
Where as someone else is trying to help others, those you are led to believe are following
God. So, there may be areas Garry questions, yet does not mean he is not following God,
just he can't figure things out yet. I guess some or all of us have been at that point at some
time or another,  Garry is helpful in many ways.)

The Herald explains that all who acknowledge their sins by
confessing and repenting through the blood of Jesus will stand on the
walls of the New Jerusalem. As they look down at the unsaved and
perhaps see previous friends or family members, their hearts will be
breaking. However, they will understand that it is through God’s
mercy that He shows justice. The entire universe will know that God
shows justice and mercy in ending the awfulness of sin.7 God will
destroy. Sin and sinners will be no more.
7 Psalm 89:14 Justice and judgment are the habitation of thy throne:
mercy and truth shall go before thy face.

<It will be only by confessing and repenting (which also means changing as we go, we
might not reach the state of not sinning at all, but mighty close to it. I do know the 144,000
will reflect the character of Christ, so those elect will have attained the point of not sinning,
from my understanding> 

Before He came to this earth, He was
omnipotent (all powerful), omniscient (all knowing), and omnipresent
(having the ability to be everywhere at the same time).

<I left out the part of omnipresent part, I forgot about that, my goof>

Matthew 24:36 But of that day and hour knoweth no man, no, not
the angels of heaven, but my Father only.

<once again, we don't know, so my future reply should be that, and just say, be ready
everyday by following Jesus.  I kind of look at following Jesus in these simple terms: When
we start following Jesus, it is like riding a bicycle, when we first start to learn, we have a bit
of difficulty in staying on two wheels, and may occasionally take a spill. As we progress in



riding, those go away and we learn to become better riders daily. Now, Jesus might have
for us to ride perfectly on a straight line, give correct hand signals, etc., yet we might fall
short of a few of those things. That is where His robe of rightousness comes in, making up
for our "goofs". I use the bicycle view since that is what I have been using for a bit.>

Oh, and btw, I got a thank you email from Ernie & Becky Knoll for the tithe money. :)  I
know it was not "big money", yet it was great to recieve the thank you, and to know they
had gotten the funds, and they had my correct email address.

I had asked for a second copy monthes earlier, and may ask again (before I do, I will ask
how much woiuld cover the messages and the Truth book, I know it takes money to print
them). I could print them out, yet it would not look as well, etc.) Then again, I may not. I
don't know. I have the first copy still around here somewhere I do believe.)

Lengthy email this time, I know,.
          Ernie

Romans 7 is an interesting Chapter. Apostle Paul speaking of (doing the things he would
rather he didn't, yet he does, and the things he would like to do, he doesn't). I think this is a
"transitory" view, or in other words, at times he was doing carnal (sns) and not having
victory in Christ, and then at times victory in Christ and not sinning. Yet he is stated as an
Apostle, and, a great warrior for God. So, in other words, sometimes the phrase "I am only
human" I guess serves it's purpose, in the sense we get off the Christ path.

October 30, 2012

Hello Ernie,

I do not mean to overwhelm you by references to my blog, it is just that my views/answers are
more detailedly and contextually stated there, and are also much easier to read and see references
and links on the blog. I presently cannot afford to fully restate what I have already taken the time
to state on my blog. I did notice from my blog’s visitors log that you visited several pages their,
however I also see that you evidently did not go to the referenced link where I discussed Elijah
issue. That link is: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/12/unrolling-of-scroll.html#oathmaking

(It may be helpful for you to know that a web link of mine with a #????? reference at the very
end takes you to the specific part of the blog post where something is discussed. So you don’t
have to read through the entire post to find that point.)

Here are some answers to certain statements you made in your email:

-We will actually be doing, pointedly, judging in Heaven. Of course the decision as to who is
saved or not will have already been made by God, and we will only be reviewing them, but as



stated in the Bible (Rev 20:11-13; 1 Cor 6:3; cf. Matt 19:28) and the SOP (EW 54.1; 290.3; GC
660.4-661.1), the redeem will, with Jesus, be doing judgement work by determining just how
long each person should burn in Hell’s Fire (=Rev 20:14-15). So while God will take it entirely
upon Himself, through the intercession and advocating of Christ (John 5:22), to make the final
decide as to who is saved or lost, He will allow the redeemed, through thorough judgement, to
determining the punishment sentences.

-As a general statement, which was triggered by your “time is short” comment and view, I have
actually long been stating what my view on this, and also on the actual purpose of Ernie Knoll’s
ministry is, in our discussion. Indeed this is fully discussed throughout my blog, particularly with
Knoll. ( http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2012/05/testing-spirits-1-cor-1210.html#ernieknoll  ).
Form the light that God has shown me starting in June 1999 (and you can read about this in my
“First Vision” blog post which I see you have visited), I Biblically and Experentially know and
see that, as also included in EGW’s prophecies (e.g, LDE 59-61), God has entered into
judgement with the SDA Church for its persisted failures, indeed on their border of Canaan, and
as a consequence, He has been working to establish a superceding Church, His Glorious Church
Triumphant. Indeed this Shaking episode has been more thorough than most thought it would be
(=Ezek 9). 

As I have relatedly been saying, God, as He typically does, will judge all according to the light
that they have had, and HE has been doing this through the surfacely seemingly straightforward
revelations of Ernie Knoll, which do not substantively differ that much for the prior revelations
given to EGW. To the point where many dismiss him by claiming that he is merely copying
EGW. However God is here testing to see what is in the heart of SDAs and they have thus far
proven that they did not really want to see their Lord appearing despite their grandiose
professions of this.

When the revelations of Ernie Knoll are more deeply studied out, way beyond the mere surface
imagery, (indeed just like understanding the books of Daniel and Revelation require an
hermeneutic interpretation/application of the concealing imagery used), it reveals the deeper
plans of God, of indeed mainly testing and judging the SDA Church according to their light. So
all this to say, that I (as you may have seen in my “Coming of the Sealing Angel” post, Biblically
do not have a “time is short” view but rather a “that time has passed” understanding/view. I.e.,
the SDA Church has actually allowed its most opportune window to have final events fulfilled
passed, and whatever may occur which would seem to them that Final Events are about to
unravel, such as their spurious belief that Final Events will be caused by a Economic crash, will
actually now only serve to seal them in their self-chosen deception. The same thing happened to
the Jews after 31 A.D. ending up in their 70 A.D. destruction of Jerusalem catastrophy.

As seen in my God Almighty post (
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/book-preview-god-all-mighty.html ) my view, succinctly
summarized here is that, based on Isa 46:9-11, as it actually reads, God does not actually “know”
the future but actually “plans” what it will be and declare these plans in advance. Then when the
time comes, if all conditions are met, He then acts to execute that plan just as He said he would.
However if/when conditions are not met, then He refrains from executing those plans. (=Jer 18:1-



10) That is how several prophecies, including some made by EGW, did not have a fulfilment as
she clearly was shown and expected, i.e,. In her lifetime. The same thing applies to the
revelations made to Ernie Knoll. They are similarly presented as soon to occur, as they indeed
could have, and at the very least, in order to see how people will then react to that promise of
God. The SDA Church has failed that test, and so like many unfulfilled and postponed OT
prophecies, many, indeed most of the prophecies given to Knoll will either have a spiritual
fulfilment, as I discuss on my blog, or be postponed to apply, whenever pertinent/possible, to
another generation. That certainly does not make Knoll a false prophet. The fault is with the
unresponding and failing people.

I actually find it most interesting that since June 25, 2011 Knoll Dreams have involved explicit
condemnation of the SDA Church starting in that “THE HOURGLASS” dream (#55) which
speaks of the end of probation for the SDA Church. I further find it interesting that Knoll last
dream was on April 7, 2012 (#63 - The Other Sheep) which spiritually involves God gathering up
a people from the other 11 tribes of Israel outside of Judah (the SDA Church) = John 10:16. This
all harmonizes with the prior light given to me in June 1999 that the SDA Church had reached its
end of probation time and were next to be judged. They have by now utterly failed that testing,
sifting and judging, and are now literally working on gas fumes, with God not giving them any
new light, but letting them figure things out according to the old/passing light which they prefer
to remain under, and all, justly enough, because they refuse to fulfill Christ Full Gospel
Commission.

Anyway, I could say much more on this, and indeed much more is stated on my blog. At least
you here know where I stand in regards to Final Events, “time” and Knoll. That is the tested and
proven framework from which I operate from. God’s plan for this prolonged time for His distinct
Church Triumphant (actually officially prolonged since the holding of the 4 winds during the
9/11 events), are indeed glorious. (=15MR 292.3-4). I welcome any question you may have on
this.

In regards to you thinking that ‘you probably would not have done a good job as Knoll’, I think
you are making the same error as did Moses when God called Him (Exod 4:10-17). God Himself
does not make mistakes and when He elects and calls someone it is because it is the best choice.
As He relatedly told Paul, ‘His strength is made perfect in those present weaknesses.’ (2 Cor
12:8-10). Like God did with Ernie Knoll, (as He also did with William Miller) I am sure he
would have brought people to you who would have taken care of all of those presentation
professionalism issues. In fact with your first vision given in 1986, that was ca. 10 years before
the internet became anything practical. So your burden then would have been to share those
revelations in person. I.e., doing as Knoll is also doing, and visiting SDA Churches to present
them and also writing them out in a book. It is interesting to me that just when God was trying to
start a prophetic ministry with you in ca. 1986, I see that He was also trying to start a parallel
prophetic ministry in 1985 with Ron Bealieu who I see his main burden has been to denouncing
the “Shaking” sins of the Church as they relate to Ezek 8 & 9. 

My own prophetic burden has been since my calling in 1997 to work to establish the Church
Triumphant movement which will supercede this failing SDA Church Militant. (=LDE 61-62)



You can read much more on all of these interworking, valid SDA prophetic ministries in this
post: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2012/05/testing-spirits-1-cor-1210.html

-In regards to the proper use of tithing, as you say, the right thing to do is the most loving thing,
and not the merely religious thing. So if, as revealed to Knoll, the tithe is being misused by the
formal Church/storehouse then those who know better should instead be sending or using it
where God’s will and work will actually be done. So helping others in need, which the SDA
Church is systematically failing to do as it could, is indeed the better, and loving way to use one’s
tithe money and God will bless.

-In regards to the 144,000 and their state of ‘not (knowingly) sinning’, this will also involve sins
of omission. I.e., knowing to do what is right but choosing to not do it. (James 4:17) And in the
SDA Church choosing to close their eyes to people who are in physical need, they are pointedly
guilty of such sins of omission. And Jesus especially won’t let this sin slide (LDE 218-219; Matt
25:40-46; DA 825.4) And as I discuss in my 1888 Message post, it is this “right-doing” which
fastens our robe of Christ Righteousness on us (=Rev 19:8) helping the 144,000 to be sealed
during the Shaking (Rev 3:3-5) and successfully go through the Final Conflict (Rev 16:15).
These passages are discussed in my discussion of Revelation in:

http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/10/primer-on-plagues-rev-8-15.html
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/10/primer-on-plagues-rev-8-15-part-2.html

-On your statement on Paul’s dilemma expressed in Rom 7, ad 8, I think you will find my
comment on this and “Loving God”, on my blog interesting:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/01/sacrifice-of-christ.html#loveGod

Relatedly, and also in response to a comment you made on “fearing God” and our sanctification,
we are also encouraged by Paul to “energetically work out our salvation with fear and trembling”
(Phil 2:12-13) And as a song by Christian singer Steven Curtis Chapman rightly expressed:
‘With the Spirit of the Living God alive in us, we do not have to be...only natural [=human]!!’ (1
Cor 2:6-16). Indeed, as I present on that blog post comment, it is God’s Spirit which directly
gives victory over the flesh.

God Bless!
Ronald

October 31, 2012

I have never read where the saved will decide how long the lost will be saved. In the EW
book I found online, it was labeled as Chapter 52 and below it is:
****
Early Writings : Page 52
The Last Plagues and the
Judgment
At the general conference of believers in the present truth, held at Sutton, Vermont,



September, 1850, I was shown that the seven last plagues will be poured out after Jesus
leaves the sanctuary. Said the angel, "It is the wrath of God and the Lamb that causes the
destruction or death of the wicked. At the voice of God the saints will be mighty and
terrible as an army with banners, but they will not then execute the judgment written. The
execution of the judgment will be at the close of the one thousand years."
 
After the saints are changed to immortality and caught up together with Jesus, after they
receive their harps, their robes, and their crowns, and enter the city, Jesus and the saints sit
in judgment. The books are opened--the book of life and the book of death. The book of life
contains the good deeds of the saints; and the book of death contains the evil deeds of the
wicked. These books are compared with the statute book, the Bible, and according to that
men are judged. The saints, in unison with Jesus, pass their judgment upon the wicked
dead. "Behold ye," said the angel, "the saints, in unison with Jesus, sit in judgment, and
mete
 
 
53
 
out to the wicked according to the deeds done in the body, and that which they must receive
at the execution of the judgment is set off against their names." This, I saw, was the work
of the saints with Jesus through the one thousand years in the Holy City before it descends
to the earth. 

****
So, from that sentence where the angel states.............."in unison with Jesus"...............
I am glad that it will be in unison.
If it was me, or I have this  kind of input:
The only human I can think of who I believe will be lost is Hitler. IMHO, he should burn
the following years calculation: (every person he put to death, times the age of the persons
death). So, that wouild be like millions of years.
The rest, in a nanosecond, and they are done with their  puniushnment
The real punishment is loosing out on eternal life, no sickness, pain, death, no sorrow,
beautiful weather all the time, those type of things are a super reward, and it cost Jesus His
life on the cross to bring those opportunities to all humans.
Now, for the devil and his devils, millions of years does not begin the punishment for him
and his devils. 
Here is a beginning sample of hellfire for the devil and his devils (for the 6000 years plus
that this earth has been plauged by him and his devils, one second (represents 12 million
years, times the days (each equals 12 million years) <times: 1 week 12 million years, one
month 12 million years, each season 12 millioon years>  (each year equals 12 million years),
times another 1000 years (making it a total of 7000 years plus<all 7000 years, each year
equals 12 million years as well), times 144,000 then times the dimensions of Jerusalem then
to the 12th power of each of the aforementioned numerical inputs, then the sum of that
raised again to the 24th power. That might be a beginning for the devil and  his devils
know the real punishment is the loss of eternal life, for those zillions of years will end, and



he and his devils will be gone.

So, it is good that Jesus is in "unison", for He will be the one to make sure the sentence(s)
are just. 
That is the way I see it.
You know when EGW was alive, her writings did not get tampered with, or if they where,
they got straightend out in a hurry. jjj
Since her death, you and I know her writings, as well as church doctrine, has been
tampered with, changed, etc.
Notice in this dream by Ernie Knoll.
http://www.formypeople.org/En/54_the_journey_home.shtml

How the name of the orginal name was:
The Second Advent Review and Sabbath Herald

and now I think it is the
Adventisty Review

Decepotions are there in plain sight in the church.
Ernie

October 31, 2012

Hi Ernie,

I am not sure if it was a miswriting on your part but, if not, you have misread and misunderstood
what I had written in regards to the Bible and SOP statement on the redeemed. I did not say, as
you wrote, that: 

“the saved will decide how long the lost will be saved.”

I had instead said:

“-We will actually be doing, pointedly, judging in Heaven. Of course the decision as to who is
saved or not will have already been made by God, and we will only be reviewing them, but as
stated in the Bible (Rev 20:11-13; 1 Cor 6:3; cf. Matt 19:28) and the SOP (EW 54.1; 290.3; GC
660.4-661.1), the redeem will, with Jesus, be doing judgement work by determining just how
long each person should burn in Hell’s Fire (=Rev 20:14-15). So while God will take it entirely
upon Himself, through the intercession and advocating of Christ (John 5:22), to make the final
decide as to who is saved or lost, He will allow the redeemed, through thorough judgement, to
determining the punishment sentences.”

And as stated there I had also emphasized that this will be “with Jesus” =my paraphrasing of
EW’s: “in unison with Jesus”



In regards to my page numbering. The EW 54.1 reference is exactly the page (not chapter) where
you quoted from. (I am using the EGW CD 2008 by the way. -It only costs $20 from the ABC).
The book they used there has this quote on page 54 and as it is in the first new paragraph on that
page they mark it as 54.1. You can see this paging and numbering online at:

http://egwtext.whiteestate.org/publication.php?pubtype=Book&bookCode=EW&lang=en&pagen
umber=54

(Though the additional paragraph numbering done there evidently has some bugs (=the have
more than one 54.1 markings)

In regards to the determination of the length of the hell fire judgement of the wicked, I wrote
about it in my blog in response to an SDA pastor who claimed that people will not actually suffer
in hell, but will already be dead. See:

http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/01/sacrifice-of-christ.html#helltorment

I also discuss the purpose of God in this type of judgement. It is too, as in the torture (=torment)
to extract a genuine admission of guilt from each of those then still unrepentant wicked. And as
any single sin is capable of causing the death of a person, I see that their torment will last as long
as a single hell fire death for each of those sins. So the more sins, and especially high handed sins
a person has, the more “deaths” they will have to experience in Hell fire for each. So e.g. if it
naturally takes a person 1 minute to die in the flames of a fire, a person with who had averaged
e.g, 10 sins per hour; = 7,012,800 over 80 years, will burn for a total of 7,012,800 minutes =
4870 days = or 13 years in Hell. Because God is just, the reckoned time will not be whimsical
nor arbitrary (e.g, ‘times the dimensions of the New Jerusalem’ and ‘raised to the 24  power’),th

but indeed factual, righteous and just. (Rev 15:3-4)

And just as all of the sins of the camp were all placed on the head of the scapegoat in Israel, I see
that it is the exact total of all of the sins of the world which will be placed and Satan and, in
addition to his own sins, he will burn for that sum total time.

As I discussed in that blog post section referenced above, the entire purpose of Hell is for the
wicked to confess/admit their guilt, but as they will not willfully do so, God then will have to
regrettably torture them into doing this. The wicked will actually still be blaming God and, as
depicted in the Day of Atonement Ceremony, He needs this admission from them to rightly place
the guilt of sin back on them and out of His Throne room and thus forever Cleanse the Heavenly
Sanctuary.

In regards to EGW Writings: I have had several discussion with people who say that they were
tampered with. I actually see that much of the changes made did not substantively change her
message and also that they were in accordance to the Estate authority that she herself had agreed
to in order to always and best present her writings. It also follows some of her own example.
E.g., as the 1884 (=4SP), 1888, 1911 Great Controversy books were to be presented to a wider
and non-SDA audience, she completely left out the episode of the Shaking (EW 270-273) in



them. I do see that the EGW Estate have a duty to make her writings relatable to the
generation/audience they are trying to reach, but it must not come at the cost of a watering down
the message. I agree with the Knoll revelation that the renaming of publications for SDA’s is
itself wrong. Indeed it would be as illogical as changing the church name Seventh-Day Adventist
to a generic Church of God. 

To that latter point, I had planned, and may still, write a blog post on how SDA logos are
increasingly waterdowned. E.g., the Church Logo previously had three angels but now it has only
three lines. Same thing for 3ABN where not its previous 3 angels have been replaced by 3
arrows. You now have to read way between the lines to understand what those logos represent.

This is all the result of a Church that is ashamed of its message and all because it actually does
not understand, and thus properly presents, it.

Ronald

October 31, 2012

Ronald,

I notieced this:

My own prophetic burden has been since my calling in 1997 to work to establish the
Church Triumphant movement which will supercede this failing SDA Church Militant.
(=LDE 61-62)

I noticed the militant part. Was Jesus militant, in the traditional sense? No. Neither should
the church be. While Jesus stood His ground, He did so in a non-violent way, He stood His
ground based upon Love without end.

Who is of the militant type ? The devil and his devils, when it comes to meaness. He has
invaded the SDA church so much, the name is branded "Militant". Ok that is crazy right
there.

Ernie

October 31, 2012

Ernie, have you never read the expression “Church Militant” in the SOP?? EGW uses it over 50
times, indeed 4 times in just the LDE 61-62 reference I had supplied for you.

Looking into the 1828 Webster’s Dictionary supplied with the 2008 EGW CD ROM, thus the
dictionary that was used when EGW was writing, I can see where she gets her “Church Militant”
term and understanding for it (and not SDAs) secondarily defines the word “militant” as:



“2. The church militant, is the christian church on earth, which is supposed to be engaged in a
constant warfare against its enemies; thus distinguished from the church triumphant, or in
heaven.”

From what I further read in the SOP, the Church Triumphant will be made up of the 144,000 and
will provide the Final Warning and Living Testimony to the world, before the Second Coming
(e.g, Rev 14:1-5; 15:1-2). So, as documented on my blog, that indeed is my prophetic
commission and burden. And it will take terrible spiritual “militant” warfare against to foe of
Truth to get there. (See e.g., Matt 11:12; Ev 707.2; cf. EW 211-213 = EW 270.4-271.2). 

As the SOP says several times, the Church Triumphant will be “as terrible as an army with many
banners”. (e.g., PK 725.1)
Winning these spiritual wars will be the greatest task of those who form the 144,000.

Ronald

October 31, 2012

I did not mean to say that, that was my goof.

October 31, 2012

Ok, I see what you mean. I may have read it, just didn't remember. EGW is stating a true
militant church, that is warring against spiritual darkness, not a church bearing literal
firearms, it is a church (people) "armed" with the love of Jesus going forth. 

I am also aware of the "global warming" in the sense that, yes, the earth has warmed a few
degrees over the last 2 hundred years. That being said, all people are at this table, whether
they like it or not and acknowledge it or not. Bear with me!!!! I am guilty of warning the
earth a minute amount, simply by using a wood stove, being alive ( body heat) etc.  Now I
ask you to step back and look at a much larger picture. There is a multitude of factors that
contribute to this. Coal usage, here in the USA, is one of the least contributing factors.
Consider this: population has increased, oil usage has increased (emissions are strictly
limited in the USA). There is much more than this, I am using my fone typing this, so takes
me longer to type this out. What country has expanded at a rapid rate and has slack or no
em missions control? China!!!! There is more to it than just that. Consider the city growth
and their heat footprint. Another is highway growth, and the non replacement of trees (in
the meridians on super highways) which would offset the heat dissipation level caused by
the heat absorption of concrete, asphalt. Long story short, there are simple low cost
methods to "offset" such things. While a "partial" "ice age" is possible, the scenario of
total earth encrusted in Ice is a lie propagated by the devil. Ever seen the movie "The Day
After"? The pics from space of hurricane Sandy reminded me of that. I also disagree so
called "green technologies" are non "polluting". While the ideal would be no emissions,
that is unrealistic. As far as fossil fuel (all kinds) are concerned, they are strictly regulated



here in the USA. That being said, it has been found time after time that "pollution
emissions" can be turned into usefull products. Consider this: there are 6000 commercial
flights per day just in the USA. Commercial flights are worldwide. Have these been taken
into account in scientists global warming models? I doubt it.. Forestry growth in the USA is
greater now than when America was 1st founded, so that is a counter balance to heat
emissions. Heat emissions come from many sources; people, animals, man made stuff, etc..
Now consider this: the devil paints the lie of a futuristic society where all is peachy, and we
both know that is not going to happen. 
Ernie

October 31, 2012

Ernie, as you have said “coal is in your blood” but it is important to unbiasedly and objectively
proper consider the pertinent facts here, and also to get all of those facts in proper perspective
before making Theological claims “i.e., what or what is not the actual plan of the devil.’

To address the oil-coal defending issues you raised:

It is a fact that CO2 emissions is the most environmentally dangerous kind of emissions. Having
it belched into the atmosphere causes more immediate and significant damage than any other
types of “pollution”. Burning anything up indeed causes harmful emissions and if a car was made
to run on burning wood, (e.g., old locomotives), as your heating stove, then the emissions would
be just a voluminous as presently are oil/gas/coal emissions.

There has been a quite a crackdown to have vehicles have cleaner emissions, particularly because
of the great volume of emissions that was produced by vehicles, including airplanes. The same
thing is now attempted with coal power plants. I.e., “clean coal”. As far as I see, it is just that this
is more costly with coal than with oil so it has been put off. And now government is trying to
give those companies some economical incentive to do this.

-The China argument is really mootly irrelevant since both China and the US and any other
country that is not using non-emission-polluting technologies still need to do so. So the argument
that ‘since China is doing it, so can we’ is not right. In fact it is the basis of the economic reasons
given for the continued use of those polluting technologies. Money is not to determine what is
right or wrong.

I did see the movie The Day After Tomorrow (2006) if tha tis what you are referring to. (The
movie “The Day After” was the 1985 movie about the likely results of a Nuclear War with the
USSR. That movie made Ronald Reagan shake in his boots and seek to reduce both arms and
tensions with the Soviets.) I cannot make any pronouncement on the scenario they presented
since I do not personally understand how global warming would produce such severe cold
temperatures, but it scientifically just might. And in regards to the oceans rising, I find that funny
in itself because the melting ice that is in the waters is already displacing water. So when it melts,
there is no change in water being displaced. It is like having ice cubes melt in a full glass of
water. It actually won’t spill over. 



I rather see that the main problem with Global Warming will pointedly be in the extreme heat
that will be produced. That will cause severe droughts and famines. It seems to me that the recent
summers have produced more and more great heat spells. And that is most noticeable to me
since, as I do not have Air Conditioning, when it gets that hot, I have to move to my basement, at
times for a whole week, as it is naturally much cooler there. And I do see this extreme heat
scenario as being part of God’s literal (vs. spiritual) prophetic scenario. See Rev 7:16; cf. 16:8
(Fourth Plague). In a spiritual fulfilment of these prophetic scenarios only the 144,000 and Great
Multitude (see Rev 7:9ff & 15:1-2ff) will be able to escape these global problems. (I also discuss
all this in my blog posts:

http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/10/primer-on-plagues-rev-8-15.html
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/10/primer-on-plagues-rev-8-15-part-2.html

You still need to show how green technologies are polluting, i.e. in terms of emissions. I don’t
see it. Nor, as I said, do I see that solar technologies pollute in any applicable way. With wind,
wave, solar, marine and responsible hydro type of technologies, no emission technologies is
factually feasible. 

Commercial flight are just as world wide as other oil burning vehicles/plants, so they are no more
a cause than anything else. In fact, all things considered, commercial flights are much more
efficient in terms energy usage for moving people than an automobile. So commercial flights are
certainly not a bigger problem.

While forest growth may be larger now than before in America, it logically is because forest
eradication is also greater. So that facts cancels the actual replacement work that is being done. Is
there actually forestry work being done to counter the emissions from coal and oil usage?? I
don’t see so. And if that was actually being done, it certainly is not at a 100% off-setting rate.
And with emissions mainly occurring in metropolitan areas, where there hardly any trees and
certainly not “forests”, and with these emissions being directly sent into the atmosphere, into the
Ozone layer, beyond the reach of forests, and with these emission thus doing damage to the
Ozone layer before they can ever be processed by any forest, then that does not at all seem to be a
valid countering/off-setting solution.

Heat emissions is an entirely different issue. As stated here
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heat_emission#Observed_temperature_changes :

“The urban heat island effect is very small, estimated to account for less than 0.002 °C of
warming per decade since 1900.”

And as explained here: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Urban_heat_island

The actual effect of the Urban Heat Island of Metropolitan areas, is making those urban areas
hotter than rural areas. 

The actual devil’s lie in this issue is the belief that we can continue mistreating this planet and its



environment to no effect at all. And not coincidentally enough, I see that this lie is being spread
and promulgated by staunch Capitalists (e.g., US Republicans) who are solely interested in
making money and profits and do not want to be slowed down by environmental regulations. As I
said before, the devil wants as many people as possible to die without knowing Christ or being
ready for the Final Test and making this planet as inhabitable and unsupportable of life is his best
way of achieving that end. Furthermore critical problems such a crop/food production and water
shortage will only result in more survival-of-the-richest bloodshed, including the justifying of
more abortions. And also, instead of merely wars over oil, you’ll then see most deadly wars for
the control of freshwater resources. Causing this senseless chaos, all so that people can continue
to make a buck is what is the devil’s master plan. But God would let him or them doom this
planet before the Gospel Work is Done as it needs to be done and Finished (Rev 11:18).

As I said before, it is dangerous to jump and act on conclusion which are not rooted in actuality
and facts. It is the devil who likes this deceptive non-truthful approach!!

Ronald

October 31, 2012

Ronald, 
You way beyond me on this stuff. This I know for sure, as long as any of us human beings
are following Jesus, we are on the right track. 
Ernie

October 31, 2012

You can actually “catch up” with what I have Biblically discovered by reading those posted Bible
studies on my blog. And Jesus way is in doing all that we can to help those in need. (=Isa 58;
Matt 25:31-46; WM 23-62ff). Hence my NJK Project. It is only by systematically and lovingly
doing this work that we will come to reflect the character of Christ. The (Capitalist) Mark of the
Beast deception today is much more subtle and pervasive than you evidently think or know....

October 31, 2012

By the way, just to be accurate here, you had said:

“EGW is stating a true militant church, that is warring against spiritual darkness, not a
church bearing literal firearms, it is a church (people) "armed" with the love of Jesus going
forth.”

But EGW is actually stating a spiritual militant Church, and not a “true one” for that can only
literally involve taking up literal arms. The Catholic Church in the middle ages was an example
of a true/literal militant church.

Also the arm and armor for the spiritual Church militant, so that its members can be ‘fully



clothed in it “from their head to their feet”’ (EW 270.4), is the one stated in Eph 6:10-17. This is
all what produces that end result of the love of Jesus.

October 31, 2012

I would actually like to know Ernie... 
How exactly would replacing technologies which produce CO2 emissions with e.g., wind, solar,
marine, wave, hydro ones be a plan of the devil. 
I.e., what does he gain by that?? 
How is he and his cause/goal aided and advantage by a “Green Revolution”?

October 31, 2012

If this merry go round goes any faster it is going to take off and go into outer space. I have
worked on strip mines, and they DO replace the trees, and reclaim the land. I know, I have
done some reclaiming myself.

Now, until you figure out how so called "green non-polluting" technologies "pollute", I am
going to let you ride the merry go round by yourself.

As far as the question what would the devil gain by promoting such things as wind, solar,
etc., , that are in large part funded by govt funds, I will let you figure that one out on your
own (while you are on the merry go round, I am off of it, I have other things to do).

I mentioned the "Day After Tomorrow",  just to get you to recall the size of the hurricane,
verses the ones in the movies.

Yes, we are to be good stewards of the planet, coal mines are very regulated, I know 1st
hand on that one, and I am sure there is a bunch of regulations I don't know about that are
there, I had a buddy who worked for strip/deep mines and was on an environmental board,
and he said the list is a long one to meet. So, I believe the coal industry is doing the best it
can do with what there is to work with. Can they do better? Maybe or maybe not. Can
other sources of emmissions do better? Maybe or maybe not.

Jesus didn't come to save the earth, this rotating ball of dirt, trees, plants and animals.
Jesus came to save Human Beings. 

As I have stated before, Genesis gurantees that the seasons will remain, so the push behind
all the green stuff is to "save the planet", when it has already been stated by the All Mighty
One that the seasons will be here, and the focus should be on HUMAN BEINGS.

Once again, I am off the merry go round, and out of the carnival.

Once again I state as long as us human beings are following Jesus, we are on the right path. 



When we stray (and we all do, at some point, and I know at some point the 144,000 will
reflect Jesus perfectly, how that comes about and what all it involves, I do not understand
completely, I just know that following Jesus is the correct thing, and we all have strayed (as
Biblical quoted: King James Bible (Cambridge Ed.)

Isaiah 53:6
All we like sheep have gone astray; we have turned every one to his own way; and the
LORD hath laid on him the iniquity of us all.. 

I have a long way to go before I reflect Jesus like He would have me to do, and I would say
there is millions or billions in the same boat.
Ernie

October 31, 2012

Ernie, I am wondering now if you are even reading what take my time to write. I have already
addressed several of your points in prior responses, but you are choosing to just ignore these
answers and restate your point as if that makes it true. It does not. That is the cause of your so-
called “merry-go-round” problem and I have seen this before in other discussion with people.
They, like you are doing, prefer to ignore what I have said and just restate their initial argument.
Engage what I have said and there will indeed not be this going in circles in the discussion

Coal mines and Trees
You are completely mixing the arguments here. Why do they “replace” trees when strip mining.
Isn’t it because they had cut them down in the first place. It is not to help process the CO2
emissions that they mined coal will produce when used. The reasons for planting trees here are
completely different.

Green Technologies
I don’t get your answer there. Perhaps it is sarcasm. I am saying that they do not produce CO2
emission and very little else “pollution” and definitely not at the dangerous extent of coal and oil.
Your ‘wind disturbance’ claim is not conclusive nor globally threatening and damaging as CO2
pollution. And as I had asked you before how does solar energy pollute. Marine Turbines and
Wave power also do not produce harmful pollution. And hydro dams such as the Hoover Dam
built in the middle of a desert did not damage the environment let alone pollute. I am concerned
with the permanent damages of CO2 emissions and not negligible environmental disturbances by
Green Technologies. 

Which all reminds me, shale gas mining through “fracking” is also environmentally damaging
and dangerous, as well as producing emissions.

Devil’s Plan
Actually I cannot figure out what your issue is with Green Technologies. And if Government
banned all CO2 Emitting technologies, almost literally the next day private companies would be
providing Green alternatives, including Gas Companies. 



And how does it affect the work of the Church if people who are not even preaching the Three
Angels message should now busy themselves with producing green energy instead of the
polluting ones that they have been. It does not. So that is a red-herring claim.

The Day After Tomorrow Movie Mention
Well that movie did involve a sudden ice age, which you had just mentioned before citing it. But
I now get, from you specification, that it was exclusively in regards to Hurricane Sandy. Now if
we start getting annual megastorms like that then one can say that that depiction in the movie
could be right in regards to Global Warming producing such megastorms.

Stewards of the Earth
As instructed to Adam and Eve we are to take care of God’s creation Gen 1:28; 2:5, 15. From the
beginning this is for our own good and survival.

There is more than especially the coal industry could do, and that is create more cleaner burning
technologies. Hence the “clean goal” push today. And oil can be replaced by electricity from
green technologies in most transportation vehicles. More research is needed for a more
performant alternative. And all cars should at least be hybrid cars by now.

Jesus and The Earth
My argument has never been that ‘Jesus came to save this planet.’ That is a straw-man argument.
I instead say, as Rev 7:1-3 involves, we are to do our part to prevent this planet from becoming
inhabitable or devolve into chaos so that all may have a chance to here the Gospel and be
prepared for Final Events so that Jesus can save them. It is the Devil who wants just the dooming
opposite. The true Christians objective in going Green is to preserve life on this planet as long as
possible, and also to help make the life of others less burdensome as possible as it can be done
with more use of renewable energy.

Genesis and Seasons
I know what you have said on this and have fully answered it. Did you read my response?? If so,
then the ball is in your court to disprove, if applicable, my response. Just restating your initial
claim does not now make it true. Those facts are the facts on this matter and just can’t be
obliviously/indifferently ignored.

Following Jesus
Billions are following Jesus today and also e.g,. Believe in homosexuality, abortion, Capitalism,
Sunday Sacredness, etc. It is only by accurately understanding all of the teachings of Jesus that
we are then capable of truly following Jesus. For it is actually only then that He can cover us with
His righteous. The parable of Matt 22:1-14 which EGW shows is represented in the Investigative
Judgement (COL 307-319) shows what happens when someone wants to follow Jesus but
according to their own/preferred understanding and conditions.

(KJV)
By the way, I think the NASB is the most accurate translation, though, as shown in the Knoll
dream, the KJV is probably determinative, but I actually see this only in regards to inconclusive



manuscript issues. The KJV translation is factually atrocious. At best it is ca. 60-65% accurate.
(NASB = 90-95%). Interestingly enough, in the Truth book, the Knoll ministry does not even
fully endorse the KJV despite the dream and the Angel never explicitly endorses the KJV either,
He just points to it and then does not directly answer the question of Knoll as to what that means.

Ronald

October 31, 2012

Ronald,
    I am aware of the full armour, which involves defensive and offensive armour. This is
spiritual kind, not like you goto Walmart and buy a suit of armour and sword and start
walking around. I ask for that daily, spiritual armour, among other things, and prayers for
others and myself are offered daily.
Ernie

October 31, 2012

Of course, and I didn’t question that you did not think it was not spiritual, especially as we
cannot by an armor made of: faith, righteousness, truth, salvation, the Gospel, or the Spirit/Word
of God!!

My actual point was that a “true” militant church would be a literal one. So EGW was not
speaking of a true one, but a spiritual one. The whole focus is on the word “true”. My other point
was that that spiritual armour tangibly involves much more than the love of Jesus. That love is
only/truly attained in the victory that is gain by the protection and weapons from that
multifaceted armour.

October 31, 2012

By the way Ernie, and this is just a brotherly advice, though billions, in fact all, are not perfect
and fall short of God’s glory, what is even more dangerous is not wanting to do what is necessary
to make the required changes. Billions, including in the SDA Church, will be lost because of
such indifferent obstinacy. (=Isa 5:13; Hos 4:6)

...And as I tell others with whom I have such internet/email discussions, you can take as much
time as necessary to answer my posts/emails. I am not actually looking for a fast reply.

Ronald

November 1, 2012

Ronald,
            Yes, I am reading your letters, the last two or three I had to "skip" through and I
am going back to read them. There is a multitude of questions/answers/ and more



revelations from me.

             Hold on to your seat:

             You asked if I had noticed that there was no more dreams posted after the "Other
Sheep" dream. I am of the belief, I may be mistaken, that Ernie Knoll has passed on, and
the office assistant they are looking for is me, and they take the helm of the ministry, and
that is not how it works, for "them" to take the helm, if God is calling me again.  I could be
wrong on this.

              Next. Take a real good hold of your seat and hold on tight. First, I ask you to pray
for the Holy Spirit before reading further. Then, after reading what I have to say, pray and
ask Jesus if what I am telling you is true or not.

              Ok, here goes. I was inspired to pray that the movie "The Day After Tomorrow"
would be made. The first hurricane has hit. I believe there will be two more, one right after
the other, one for Eurasia, and the other either for Russia or China or both. I could be
wrong on the last two hurricanes, that is the impression I get. There is a long list of movies
that I was inspired to pray about to be made, and they where made. The list is over 200
movies. Sounds incredible, I know, yet I am not seeking money or anything of that sort,
publicity (no no no), on those things, it is something I mention because those movies have a
bearing on what I have lived through, and what I do believe some is yet to come. Some of
the movies was pulled out of my subconscience, deep inside, and a few made me "sick to my
stomach or of the mind set of, "what is this I am praying about?""

               Ok, hold onto your seat even tighter. I believe God is calling me once again to the
ministry, if what I believe is true, that Ernie Knoll has passed on. If that is the case, I have
more major changes to make, and I know it, and others do to.

                I also believe that my given name is really Earnest. Why? and not David? Well, it
has taken me awhile. Ernie Knoll emailed me and asked me what my whole name was. I
told him what was on my birth certificate, which is Ernie Ralph Bennett. He preceded to
tell me some called him Ernie and others Earnest (I think I spelled that correct), I do
believe he usually goes by Ernie and prefers that. And just recently, I got an email, that
stated my name as "Earnest", in a matter of fact way, and it was from the publishers of the
book, "A Child Called It". I am also under the conviction that the Holy Spirit pulled this
out of me to pray for that very book, and it's subsequent ones, to be written. 

                 Ok, now, to address a few of the issues about coal and green technologies:

                 Coal, I have already gone over.

                 Green Technologies: There is "pollution" in making them! Is that not obvious ?
They are (quite a few), highly inefficient. Solar, wind, and hydro, all take up land
resources, so it is an "inverse pollution" of taking land away from people who could grow



crops, etc. There is the maintainence factor, especially on the wind turbines. And yes, I do
believe that the wind turbines create a reverse "wind tunnel" effect on the backside of the
props when they are turning. That can cause global changes, including warming, by
shifting wind currents from where they should be to where they should not be. The same
can be said of solar. Huge areas taking in the sun, whereas before the earth was taking it
in, and the solar panels are very inefficient. Then there is the wind/water/sun supply. They
do not always show up at the same place all the time, maybe most of the time, not all. 
                  Now, here is the huge question. Are any of them perfect, coal or green
technologies. No. God The Father, Son, and Holy Ghost is perfect, but all this stuff
including us humans are not perfect.
                  Ok, so, what if we use all of the above methods to generate electricity? There is
huge demand now, and growing (whether one wants it to or whatever, it is still growing).
The thing with coal is, you can use it 24/7, without batteries for backups. Even hydro is
prone to need backups if the river dries up. Yes, we could run out of coal at some point, or
the demand is so great for electricity, that without the "green technologies", the economy
will not grow. Ok, enough on that, that is not my concern, my growth in Christ, and being a
drawing factor to Christ is my desire.
                   Ok, now I am going back to reading your letters I have not went alll the way
through yet. I have not went to all the links yet, that you have posted.
                   Ernie

November 1, 2012

Glad to hear that you are reading my emails Ernie. It would be more constructive if you were
more responsive to my points. I.e., just saying “I have already gone over that” and moving on
does not address the points which I had made which disproved the ones you had made. For your
convenience, I’ll restate them later where applicable.

Knoll’s Dreams Hiatus
I am keeping a log of Knoll’s dreams and it is not abnormal for him to have such a long time
between dreams.  So far there is ca. 208 days since that last dream on April 7, 2012. But that is
only the 3  highest hiatus. E.g., There was ca. 629 days between dream #2 and dream #3; andrd

304 days between #34 & #35 (but that hiatus was during the Candace debacle); and there was
181 days between #35 and #36.

So the present hiatus does not mean that he is dead. As I instead substantively see it, God
presently does not have much more to say to “His People” the SDA Church, and the Other Sheep
dream indicated that He was now going to focus on reaching the “other sheep” of His Israel
(=Global Christian Church), i.e., those outside the tribe of Judah (=SDA Church).

And I do not see that your derived belief is proper. Again it is not safe to jump to conclusions
like that without first ascertain all of the facts, especially when working on merely assumptions
and also by claiming in anyway that this is the will of God. If the Knoll ministry was is “looking
for you” then why have they not contacted you?? And also, why did they refuse you application.
Surely the word would have been given at the ministry to contact you or accept your application.



Due to the lack of both facts and basic logic here, I actually see that you are wrong on that belief.

Prayers for Movies
I am not at all getting your view here. Since the movie “The Day After Tomorrow” preaches a
new/future total ice age, caused by Global Warming no less, and you believe that is a lie of the
devil, then how is that a fulfilment of your dream. Just the similitude between the size of Sandy
and the fictional storm in the movie is not a proof. And if, as you say, “those movies have a
bearing on what I have lived through”, then you could not have lived through the 2012 Sandy
back in November 2002, when filming began on that movie!?? 

Furthermore, as far as I heard, Sandy did not significantly affect, if at all, West Virginia.
Certainly not like it did NYC and New Jersey. So you did not personally/specifically “live
through” that storm.

Just for the record, I would like to hear of the top 20 movies from you list of 200 movies that you
say you had prayed about and also, the year when you had prayed about them, including for “The
Day After Tomorrow”.

Not every thought or impression we have is from God. That is why we are told to Biblically test
them (1 Thess 5:19-22). And also saying on one hand that “I believe....” and then punctuating
that belief by saying “I could be wrong”. Completely cancels it out, and that as mere speculation
and guesswork. That is not how actual inspiration/guiding/instruction/revelation from God
works. As much as possible do only relate verifiable facts and not mere speculation because it is
really a waste of time. I personally don’t believe everything people tell me, nor do I want people
to have the false belief that I do. And will take the time to address them if such belief are actually
quite dangerous/detrimental for them.

God’s Calling
You cannot claim that God is calling you back to the ministry simply based on your assumption
about Knoll. First find out the facts. Call the Knoll ministry and ask to speak to him. And, as it is
a felony to not report a death, there was many official and legal ways to find out if someone has
passed away or not, starting with public record obituaries. 

By the way, I got the following email from Becky Knoll on August 17, 2012

Thank you for your patience in waiting for an answer.
 
With traveling to share our presentations, we are still trying to catch up on emails.
 
Ernie did not notice how many steps, and he believes that it was not significant to
know…Becky

Sounds clear that Ernie is alive and well and still travelling and sharing his experience. So either
you are right, or they are complete liars, -which would totally discredit their ministry.



And when God calls someone to a prophetic office, he clearly/explicitly does so, starting with a
direct revelation in a dream or vision. So unless you have clearly received this for a calling again,
then I don’t see your impressions or belief as being Biblically valid.

And whether or not God is calling us to a prophetic office, we still have to make those changes.
God wouldn’t call someone to be his spokesperson who is “knowingly”, and especially
“publicly”, not living up to His will. If you don’t think so, then name one prophet in the Bible.
And the criteria is “knowingly not doing God’s will” versus, as it was the case for Saul/Paul,
unknowingly going against His will.

Birth Name
It seems legally clear to me that what is on your birth certificate is your given name. It just does
not go any earlier than that in name given. Since birth certificate are issue soon after birth, and
typically by one’s birth parents. In fact, there probably is the distinct issue date on the birth
certificate. So I can only see that the name there is your given name.

Book Publisher Email
Interesting email from the book publishers. Perhaps they assumed that Earnest what the full name
of Ernie, and used it for what I presume was a formal communication. E.g., someone may fully
write back Samuel in response to a name given as Sammy; or Robert for Bob, Richard for Dick,
etc. 

Also, if you are claiming that the book A Child Called it is a fraud and criminal conspiracy,
which is causing you much detriment then I do not see how or why the Holy Spirit would lead
you to pray for its publishing, as well as other books. Something is quite discordant here with
your story. And that typically is the fruit of just going by mere assumptions.

Coal Usage
You did not address nor answer what I had said in response to the various points for your 
defense/justification of the use of coal (and oil/fossil fuel), but at best, variously skirted the
issues. I am restating them here, and to actually move on, you need to state why I would be
wrong on those countering points:

-the pre-sin Genesis seasons are not the ones we are experiencing today, which are a result of sin
and the flood. Certainly Adam and Eve would not have to hunker down for snowfall and winter.
If they had not sinned. In fact winter only occurred after the flood. (And “seasons” would/does
not mean the extreme storms and weather conditions we are experiencing. God certainly did not
create this.)

-the main problem with coal is not land striping but CO2 emissions

-the land reclamation trees are not being planted to deal with the CO2 Emissions that its use will
produce

-the related spiritual/prophetic issue is not ‘saving the earth instead of people’ but working to



prevent this earth from becoming inhabitable/unproductive so as to not hinder the preaching of
the Gospel.

-coal and oil usage is THE major CO2 polluters which are THE most dangerous contributors to
Global Warming

-using green technologies instead will end those harmful CO2 Emissions

-being actual stewards of the earth also involves not polluting and damaging it.

-as EGW states, coal and oil are a product of the flood destruction, so it was not God’s ideal or
plan, as the destruction of all of that vegetation was not.

-commercial flights are much more efficient in oil consumption than automobiles

-the forestry growth in the US has nothing to do with CO2 emissions counterbalancing

-“The urban heat island effect is very small, estimated to account for less than 0.002 °C of
warming per decade since 1900”

-The actual effect of the Urban Heat Island of Metropolitan areas, is making those urban areas
hotter than rural areas. 

-The actual devil’s lie in this issue is the belief that we can continue mistreating this planet and
its environment to no effect at all.

Also, still the following unanswered questions, which would have theological/prophetic
implications:

-How exactly would replacing technologies which produce CO2 emissions with e.g., wind, solar,
marine, wave, hydro ones be a plan of the devil. 
I.e., what does he gain by that?? 

-How is he and his cause/goal aided and advantage by a “Green Revolution”?

-How would that affect the work of the Church?

-If God does not want even any blade of grass or tree to be harmed before the end (Rev 7:1-3),
why should we?

And given all of the money behind coal and oil, it is a wonder that they have not been able to
“produce” a scientist which proves that the pollution from Coal and Oil is good and useful as you
claim. And I would like to see what “useful products” came from CO2 pollution emissions.

Green Technologies



Solar
In regards to your claims of pollution of green energies, the only reason why they take up
usable/viable land resources is because people want to do the cheapest thing. Solar farms could
easily be placed in the deserts of the world, e.g,. the Sahara Desert, and thus would not be taking
up good land, but only barren land. Wind turbine farms are actually more potent efficient when
located in coastal waters, where they do not take up land. And, by being a single pilon, the
ground footprint of a turbine is quite small, to the point where they can easily be placed in e.g.,
an agriculture farmland and cause no detriment to the growth of crops.

And solar panels can easily be place on rooftops and thus not take up any land space.

Wind & Disturbance
Your claim of a widespread damaging reverse wind tunnel for turbines is actually not scientific.
E.g., it is known that turbines do swirl the air that passes through it. That is why adequate
spacing is required between two consecutively lined up wind turbines. but that air mass soon
finds its original wind pattern. If not then it would not be possible to have two consecutive
turbines, with both producing maximum power from the air as the second turbine would be
dealing with a swirling air mass which would just damage it. So the air from a turbine soon
becomes stable again.

That is also seen with a jet aircraft powerplant, which is much more powerful than a wind
turbine. Air traffic controllers have to wait until the “wind wake turbulence”* from a previous
takeoff is return to normal stability before allowing another plane to take of in the same runway
and direction. Or else the second airplane will violent shake and come apart. It is believed that
this occurred in the November 2001 crash in Jamaica Bay NY**

* http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wake_turbulence

** http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Airlines_Flight_587#NTSB_findings

So if these wind turbulence did not return to normal at some point, then it would be impossible to
have successive takeoffs at an airport.

Also, in regards to your claim that wind turbulences shift wind currents and cause warming, I
think that if that was scientific case, it would be offset by cold masses being similarly shifted.
But mathematically, the power of a single turbine, or a wind farm just cannot match the power of
an air mass. It cannot shift it in any actual way. So that is just mere speculation and assumption
on your part. Case in point, not even the swirling Hurricane Sandy winds could overcome the
Arctic Air Mass which collided with it, but instead became trapped by it and that is why Sandy
was shifted towards the North East US instead of dissipating into the Atlantic as it should have.

Hydro
The major controversy with hydro plants is when they destroy valuable land, but, as with the
Hoover Dam, they can be located in literal wastelands.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wake_turbulence


Production Supply, Distribution and Efficiency
Just like e.g., American needs to import much of its oil need from other countries, including from
Canada’s Oil Sands (another environmental damager), the world can easilly enter into
international cooperations and trade agreements to both place green technologies such as wind
and solar farms and hydro plants where they would not cause environmental/land damge and also
will have maximum potential, (e.g., the coasts for wind farms and deserts for solar farms) and
through distribution networks (just as pipelines doe) send the produced energy to wherever it is
needed on the globe. In that case, there would not be need of energy storage as there would
always be a place that would be using the energy produced and also with those farms being all
over the world, there would always be a place where there is ample natural resources being
supplied for energy production.

Of course renewable energies require more space, but there actually is enough free and non-vital
space to accommodate them, including the many wave and marine technologies that can be
placed in the worlds ocean space (=70% of the world’s space). They would not be any worst than
a cruise ships wake, especially if located on ocean floors.

God’s Perfection:
Making this claim: “Now, here is the huge question. Are any of them perfect, coal or green
technologies. No. God The Father, Son, and Holy Ghost is perfect, but all this stuff
including us humans are not perfect.”

It is of no sequitur or spiritual pertinence as the perfection of the Godhead has nothing to do with
whether or not energy technologies are perfect or if we should use them are not. In fact, to the
contrary, we are told by Christ to ‘be as perfect as our Heavenly Father is’ (Matt 5:48) and if God
does not want this planet to be abused and destroyed before hand (Rev 7:1-3; cf. Rev 11:18) and
has told man to “keep it” then we should be doing whatever is best to achieve this mandated
preservation, especially in the end times. 

We are to in all things strive to be as perfect as God is and not, as it is clear in such defending of
polluting and damaging technologies not seek to do what is best for “Mammon” (i.e., the
economy, money, wealth, profits, greedy gain etc). That is all the Capitalist’s spirit which is the
mentality which gladly accepts the “Fuller Mark of the Beast”. 

You may believe, as you stated, that there is a dichotomy between you supporting of CO2
polluting energies such as coal and fossil fuel and your “growth in Christ, and being a drawing
factor to Christ” but the two are actually inextricably intertwined. If you want to fulfill Christ’s
gospel commission as He intends to, then you will see and understand the Biblical imperative to
do all that is possible to preserve habitable life on this planet. And that chiefly involves stopping
the use of CO2 emitters. It is the devil who wants a rapid doom. Also, since coming to the rescue
of people in various vital need, including providing a living for infants who would otherwise be
aborted, the chief enabler of such a ministry is, as discussed on my NJK Project website
(www.njkproject.info) found in having abundant (and clean/green/renewable) energy, for then
much more can be done to meet the various needs for providing an adequate sustenance for these
people. (E.g., intensive farming, freshwater production/desalination and distribution; clean



travel/transport, etc). People who do not care to help such people in vital need, only are actually
caring to make a buck for themselves, according to the Capitalist “live and let die” and “survival
of the richest” mentality. It is no wonder that this is in total opposition to Christ Sabbatarian
Gospel, and thus part of the Seal of God.

Ronald

November 1, 2012

Ronald,
        Correct, we do need to make changes ! It involves more than accepting, and then that
is it. We are to grow in Christ! I don't understand how the perfection of the 144,000 is
going to actually be, other than they will perfectly reflect the character of Christ. What I
take from that statement, is they have through faith overcome sin, and, are showing, and
living the true Christ like life. I have just wondered, do the 144,000, at even that point,
make just one mistake, at is covered by God's robe of rightousness? I mean, I make
bunches a day, and I can see improvements in my life to. From what I understand so far,
the 144,000, they love Jesus so much, they are totally overcoming sin, and are totally
reflecting the love of Christ in their lives, and sharing that agape love to others. Correct me
on this if I goof on that.
Ernie

November 1, 2012

To indeed “correct” you here, but, as I have said several times before, if you need to understand
the perfection of the 144,000 and Christ’s righteousness, I strongly recommend you read my
“1888 Message For Today” post* and also listen to the posted supporting sermons. We are not
only called to abstain from sins of commission but also sins of omission as well as banish all
traces of selfishness in us. I can’t do this crucial studying out for you. It is all available to learn
and understand in that post. I welcome any question you may have.

* http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/10/1888-message-for-today.html

November 1, 2012

Ronald,
         What I was trying to say on Paul's account, that he not only followed Christ, and
carried the gospel to others, he supported himself, and supported other churches to. It has
been (and this could be wrong !), that Paul was doing so much for Christ, the money he
made from tent making, he used a small portion for himself (a self appointed tithe?), and
then used the rest to help other churches. I need to find out more on that !
           My case in point on the use of tithe for my needs is, that I am on the poverty level.
This IS where I worship at. I don't goto a SDA church, have not been for quite awhile, like
I said earlier, I was dissapointed the SDA church banned Ernie from speaking, so I just



quit going. So, to have a decent "worship" place, water, sewer, etc, is a necessity. I leave it
at that, prayer I continue on this regard. Yours to is appreciated.
           Ernie

November 1, 2012
                    
Your rationalizing/proofing/conclusion is indeed “wrong” in regards to Paul. The money he
made in tentmaking was his own personal income. He did not actually have to use more than
10% of it to fund his ministry, but he more than likely used all that was disposable after he met
his basic needs. What he used on himself was not a tithe, it was part of the 90% that inherently
rightly belonged him to use however he wanted to. He only was required to pay 10% of that
income as a tithe.

As you say, you are not worshipping at home because you are in poverty, but because you have
chosen not to worship at your local SDA Church. That does not necessarily make your home a
house of worship. Even if you did not worship at home, you would still need to expend your
personal money to get water, sewers, electricity, heat, etc. So getting these is not a Church related 
expense, but your own personal expenses. If you had 10-15 people over as part of a cell/home
church movement, and had to use more electricity and heat, as well as getting furniture to
accommodate every, and also any related cleaning up, then that would qualify as a Church
expense and thus be a proper use of tithe money. 

So I do not see that you have a justified reason for thus using your tithe money. However it is
your call, just don’t expect God to bless that unbiblical choice.

November 2, 2012

Ronald,
                May God's agape love be outpoured to you, to all human beings, and myself, and
may we all grow in Christ daily to reflect Him more.
                Ernie

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: For My People Ministry <fmpm@earthlink.net>
To: 'Ernie Bennett' <bennetternie@ymail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, November 1, 2012 2:48 PM
Subject: Latest dream

Hi Ernie,
 
The latest dream has been postponed due to other more pressing projects. We hope to have it
posted soon. Thanks for your patience. ; )
 
From: Ernie Bennett [mailto:bennetternie@ymail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 11:12 PM



To: fmpm@earthlink.net
Subject: Re: Thank you
 
Ernie & Becky,
          Why have there no more dreams been posted? I am of the impression something is of
amiss, to say the least.
           Ernie
 
From: For My People Ministry <fmpm@earthlink.net>
To: 'Ernie Bennett' <bennetternie@ymail.com> 
Sent: Monday, October 29, 2012 9:59 PM
Subject: Thank you
 
Hi Ernie,
 
Thank you so much for your recent donation to our ministry. May the Lord continue to sustain
you in the days ahead.
 
Maranatha…Becky (& Ernie)

November 2, 2012

Thanks for the updated/recent info Ernie. I find it interesting that they see a prerogative to
postpone communicating a dream (which I gather is indeed only on dream since the last posted
one). It would be interesting to see what it focuses on when it is posted.

By the way, Hurricane Sandy (2  most costly in US History) made another “outspoken/activist”nd

convert to the climate change fight: NYC (former long Republican) Mayor Michael Bloomberg.
Perhaps that was all God’s “subtle” way of ‘influencing/swaying’ the upcoming U.S.
election...towards a Democratic vote...we’ll see.

Ronald

November 4, 2012

I am on God's team, not a political one. The key pivotal word said by Dennis Quaid in the
movie "The Day After Tomorrow" was PRAY. If Michael Bloomburg is for burning coal
then I congratulate him. If not, he is joining forces with those who want to keep on running
the USA economy in the ground. I can go on, but why try to explain to you what is plain as
day.
Ernie

November 4, 2012

Ernie, 



I don’t know why you keep claiming for me that “it is plain as day” since it is not at all to me. I
hope you do not think I am lying here. It simply looks only to me that you just can’t properly
prove that view of yours. If you really want to convince me then Biblically answer all of the
opposing points I have made....so do “go on”. Only proven and/or demonstrable facts convince
me.

I think your problem here, like with most SDAs, is that you fear the US economy much more
than you fear the Creator God (Rev 14:7). That fear leads to such thinking which do not care for
the destruction of God’s creation and/or human life. That is all part of ‘receiving the
Full/Eschatological Mark of the Beast on the hand. I.e., Though, as you (supposedly) have
professed, are against capitalism, you still do not oppose it out of a felt need to live by it. The
Capitalistic US Economy is inherently and necessarily evil, systematically violating and void all
Ten of God’s Commandments*, and as such it absolutely must be ‘burned to the ground’. (Luke
12:15).

* http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/sealing-of-gods-people-part-2-ezekiel-9.html

Says the SOP:

“Men in their blindness boast of wonderful progress and enlightenment; but to the eye of
Omniscience are revealed the inward guilt and depravity. The heavenly watchers see the
earth filled with violence and crime. Wealth is obtained by every species of robbery, not
robbery of men only, but of God. Men are using His means to gratify their selfishness.
Everything they can grasp is made to minister to their greed. Avarice and sensuality
prevail. Men cherish the attributes of the first great deceiver. They have accepted him as
God, and have become imbued with his spirit.  {6T 14.4}  
     But the cloud of judicial wrath hangs over them, containing the elements that destroyed
Sodom.” {6T 15.1} 

You should really read my warning* against the inevitable “pseudo-echatology” of people who
so “fear the US economy” and thus think that it will be the end of the world and start of SOP
Final Events if it crashes. That is a snareful lie and delusion from the hellish boardroom of Satan
himself (EW 266-269). 

* http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/12/endtime-reality-check.html#sdapseudosop

As I have said before, Rev 18, when rightly interpreted and understood,* specifically speaks of
the demise of the Socio-Economic Babylon, i.e., the Capitalistic U.S. both apart from other
priorly economically associated countries and before the utter end.

* http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/10/biblical-prophetic-babylon-loud-cry.html

As far as I see/hear Bloomberg is for the policies of Obama in regards to doing something to stop
climate change such as developing green technologies, including “clean coal”. He was implicitly,
publicly endorsing Obama, even going against his prior stance to never openly endores any



presidential candidate.

“God’s Team” does not work to “destroy the Earth” or propel it towards a premature inhabitable
and productivity demise and chaos. (Rev 7:1-3 & 11:18) God is not on the Babylonian,
Capitalistic (=, economically-wise US Republican) team in any way. So endorsing the US
Capitalistic economy automatically pits you against God’s Sabbatical will and plans.

And we are not to “pray” but then destroy/pollute/“live and let die”. We are to act in accordance
to our prayer, and as the SOP tells us to pray so that God will hold back the 4 winds so that
nothing on this earth will be ruined or destroyed before its time, we are also to do our earth/life-
preserving part.

Ronald

November 4, 2012

No, I love and fear God more than the USA economy, I know that America is going to reap
the whirlwind it has sown. Now, point to me where Capitilism is wrong from the SOP. And
where is Obama at saying he supports clean coal technology? I know before you even quote
any SOP has it's flaws, especially the way it is now, with CEO's making 5 to 6 hundred
times more than the average worker. The main reason America will fall first is because she
is trampling on God's laws, especially the fourth, rendering the other nine mute, since by
teaching (the mainline churches) that you don't have to keep those old laws, your saved by
grace. True, we are saved by grace from God's love, that did not void the ten
commandments. They (mainline churches) get around this by saying to keep Sunday since
Jesus rose on Sunday. The first thing Jesus did when He arose on Sunday is to go to work! 

Now, DO NOT TELL ME MY NAME. While it says Ernie Ralph Bennett on my birth
certificate, that does not mean it is my biological name. Why don't you use your real name?
That is a falsehood right there.

One of the movies God inspired me to pray to be made was The Book of Eli. There are
many more. Once again, the pivotal word in the movie The Day After Tomorrow was
PRAY. 

Interesting to break down your last faux name to this: Money is Time. If you trust God so
much use your real name, I do, at least what it says on my current birth certificate. The
quote you use is accurate in the sense mankind as a whole has made money their God. If
you read the "Go Forth" dream, you will see that there are evil angels on the SDA church
board. Where else is there evil angels in the form of humans in the world? 

There are many reasons for global warning. "scientists", who 99.9% believe in the lie of
evolution, do not tell the whole thing. What about all the animals raised for food instead of
crops (mankind was created to be vegetarian). They raise the temperature. You are kidding
yourself if you think that all the commercial flights don't raise the temperature. You must



not like coal because it is black and being burned? How naive. 
At any rate, which is the best to do, follow God or man? The answer from my heart is
follow God. 
Ernie (my true name on my both certificate, what is yours)

November 4, 2012

America’s Judgement
The core of America’s coming judgement is targeting its perverse and ruthless socio-economic
ways (Rev 18:9ff)

Rev. 18 is clear that the Babylonian woman riding that beast, i.e., American Protestantism, won’t
be judge first because it is violating God’s Sabbath. Out of 2.1 billion Christians in the world
only 1% = 20,000,000 keep the 7  day Sabbath and most (17+ million) are SDAs. There are atth

the most, ca.  240-270,000,000 Sundaykeeping Christians in America, therefore up to ca. 1.84
billion Sundaykeeping Christians in the rest of the world. And Sundaykeeping was imported into
America from European settlers (and also Mexican Spanish immigrant). SO why would God
judge the US first for Sundaykeeping. It did not originate with them. 

Instead Rev 18 speaks of the detrimental socio-economics which is rooted in and derived from
Protestant Capitalism which America both championed and literally exported, even by guiseful
military force, to the rest of the world. So that is why they will be judged first. Indeed Canada
qualifies as a Capitalistic country (as do all western countries), yet just judging by the fact that
the US is the last of those western countries to have socialized healthcare for all shows how
much more ruthlessly Capitalistic America is compared to any of those other countries. That is
why they will, though affectedly saddened, ‘stand off and watch America burn at the hands of
God’s “strong” judgements’ Rev 18:8-10ff) That almost unravelled/occurred during 9/11 which
could have resulted in World War III. See here:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2012/05/testing-spirits-1-cor-1210.html#911ww3

So the advancing/fuller light of Bible prophecy shows that God will justly judge nations for
violating His Isa 58 Sabbatical requirements. The “Sunday-sacredness/keeping” aspect of the
Mark of the Beast is only half of the issue. The Spirit of that Law is much more significant. See
EW 36.2 = Ezek 34:17-19 = Matt 25:31-46 = Isa 58

Biblical Teaching on Capitalism
I actually go by what the Bible Teaches first and then the SOP if it agrees with the Bible. I
personally do not see the SOP explicitly speaking against Capitalism but she most soundly and
roundly decries every single trait which is most essential to make Capitalism work. (Namely
greed, selfishness, sanctioned thievery (e.g., compounding, and even (among fellow Christians)
simple interest),  indifference, love of money, etc). Try having Capitalism without these base
traits. And I believed that God warned EGW about the coming abhorrence (=the Devil’s
perversion) in Soviet Style Communism (i.e,. Marxism, Leninism, Stalinism). And that is indeed
not what God calls for. The Bible instead presents a willful Socialism to help people in need, and
when actually properly done, it will only lead to Biblical Communism, as exhorted and modelled



by Paul and the Apostles.

I actually think the SOP has incomplete knowledge and/or misunderstandings, and actually from
the pen of EGW herself (She was not all-knowing and infallible.) This was not just a present
truth for her then, but now, as time has been prolonged to our day, and there are more urgent vital
needs to deal with, that teaching of God’s expected Biblical Socialism has become the Present
Truth.

Obama and Clean Coal (June 6, 2012)
http://energy.gov/articles/obama-administration-announces-clean-coal-research-awards-universiti
es-across-country

Names
First of all, your angered comparison with the citing of my name on my blog is totally irrelevant
and I did not even claim that you are lying. That is just a “Freudian” defensive reaction on your
part. And I already told you that I explicitly don’t use my real name on my blog post for security
reasons. That is not a false hood and Jesus did a similar thing for similar personal security
reasons (e.g., Matt 16:20). When I privately communicate with someone, I use my real name,
indeed in ca. 15,000 emails that I have sent out as announcements (mainly to SDAs) about my
blog and its posts.

Also, you are the one who brought up your name issue, and that merely as speculation and
conjecture. I just told you why I did not think that that was the likely case. Until you can provide
concrete proof otherwise I don’t see how you can fault me for not simply believing this. I already
told you that I don’t believe everything, no matter how sentimentally they are couched. I am not
cold just real, and that stance has help me arrive at concrete and more advanced Biblical Truths.
Like I said before, check the issue date on your birth certificate and seeing how close it probably
is to your actual date of birth may be a good enough indication of what your initial name is. And
if God needs you to have a certain name so that He can begin to work with you (which is not at
all the Biblical case), he’ll just change it. In fact, reading from Knoll dream, since Earnest means
Truth (if I recall exactly), and seriously stated, since, in communicating thus far with you, I have
not personally seen that you, yourself are “earnest to arriving at the truth in all matters” but allow
emotions and circumstances to get in the way, I can see why your name could neither be Earnest,
and also why God did not make such a name change. God’s naming and/or name changing
actually are to reflect one’s actual “character”. So focus on attaining that character first.

Movies and Prayer
What exactly are you meaning by “God told you to pray for a movie”?
How did he impress you (i.e., what was the instructions)? 
And also when did he impress you about the Book of Eli movie.

I already responded to you “PRAY” claim about the Day After Tomorrow movie.
I won’t be repeating myself. It is wasting my time. So if you don’t address my latest responses,
then I just sequiturly see that you just don’t have a valid reply. You can continue believing and
acting upon whatever you like, that then is no longer of my brotherly concern.



My Last Name
Funny. My father had someone joke like that about his last name at his work ca. 14 years ago.
You are actually the second person I hear make such a quip. I now begin to see that you think
that this is actually a “faux” name. That’s kind of scarily paranoid, if you must really know. Suit
yourself. I actually don’t and won’t have to prove that to you, especially since you’ll obviously
believe whatever you want.

And in french, which my Family Name is: It means “My Esteem” and, just for your information,
If you simply mentioned that last name in my father’s country during a period of time when he
was a young adult, you would have been arrested until you revealed the location of all of those
people who had that last name. The dictator in charge then had made that family his public
enemy and my father barely (=miraculously) escape the political persecution and slaughter that
came upon most others who had that last name.

Global Warming
As I already said in a similar case. ‘one wrong does not make something else right.’ Satan is a
master of mixing/diluting truth in error and vice-versa, so just because some global warming
scientist believe in evolution that does not mean they are always wrong.

There are indeed many contributions to global warming, but the burning of coal and fossil fuel is
a most nakedly visible and abundant source. When cattle begin to belch out black smoke and
cause smog in the country sides, then I also begin to urgently focus on them!! What you glibly
dismiss as naiveism is actually non-defensive realism.

I follow God and His Truth and do let man conveniently decide what I should or should not
believe as the Truth. Even EGW had to comb through the writings of Sundaykeepers to find
hidden ‘nuggets of the/God’s truth’. I suggest you also begin to judiciously do so, becasue thus
far I am only seeing that you claim/believe/do whatever is fancifully or practically convenient for
you!

Ronald (That’s my name... deal with that fact! Seriously?!! Ever done a “whois” lookup on the
internet...it is a easy as a google search and, as far as I know, they don’t fake name for website
registrations, especially since you need to use an actual credit card! LOL!)

And as you yourself said before, and I see that this is really the issue with your name that we are
discussing. The problem is not if your is Ernie, but whether or not it is Earnest (=Knoll’s name). I
believe it was said to Knoll in his dream that Ernie can also come from the other distinct name
Ernest.

November 5, 2012

Not all who are in the capitalistic system, are evil. It is the only system they know and have
to work with. Most are decent people. There is no doubt the system is flawed. If you notice
in Daniel that America is a lamb with two horns, that makes an image to the first beast. So
even if the president of the USA opposes the Sunday law, it is going to be passed by  the



House and Senate majority. While there may be a few to resist, the majority will prevail. 
Also the name of your project is interesting, Switch the j and k around, and you have
NJKproject. Watch the movie the book of Eli
Ernie

November 5, 2012

Just like: not all who are Sundaykeepers are evil. That is all they know... yet it is by now plain to
see that Capitalism is detrimental and the curse of the Earth. I see that many countries like
Canada and major Political Parties such a US Democrats are increasingly seeing and stating this
and are implementing more and more just socialistic measures to help people who are in need by
no fault of their own. If it was up to actual Capitalism (vs. the present Mixed Economy
Capitalism), thus ca. 1930's,  you would not be receive any Social Security or Income Insurance,
and they, Capitalists jeered President Roosevelt as a “Commi” when he was trying to implement
such safety net measures. (As they are now doing with Obama). In Canada, the pastor-turned-
politician, Tommy Douglas, who first implemented Socialized Healthcare was also jeerred as a
“red-Faced Commi”

Like the religious Mark of the Beast aspect (Sunday-keeping), the socio-economic part of it
(Capitalism) becomes evil when one’s know the Biblical truth about it but still continue to adhere
to it. (cf. 6T 17.1)

I actually discuss in detail the Rev 13:11ff Second beast in my Rev 18 Blog post and it is actually
speaking of a beast which has “two” horns of kingless powers like the 7-kingless horned Little
Lamb (Rev 5:6). So it is trying to pass as that Little Lamb power but actually speaks like a
Dragon. And, as also explained in that post, the USA “2 horns” are its Legislative and Judicary
Powers which are literally and symbolically “headed” by its Executive (=Presidential) power.
Initially the US was simply to have Legislative and Judiciary Branches for its government (=two
powers), but they then saw it best to have a “Head of State” power, and thus created the POTUS
office/branch. As I also discuss on my blog post, only the US President can make a law final. He
can veto any law the Congress proposes and then a supermajority vote in congress is needed to
override his veto. And it is easier to sway one man (the president), than several, and likely
opposing party, representatives/senators. So the key to any Sunday law really lies with the
president, who moreover has Executive Order powers.

I don’t at all get your quip/joke on, now, my project name since it is already NJK Project!!?
I started watching the Book of Eli movie, but only got part way. Didn’t make much sense to and
thus was wasting my time. Why exactly do you think I should watch it??

Ronald

November 5, 2012

Ronald,
The movie didn't make much sense to me either first time, even though the Holy Spirit



prompted me to have it made. It was only after my second viewing, at my sisters, did I
watch it all the way through. It will make sense as you watch it to the end, it may not be
overnight you get it. 
Ernie

November 5, 2012

Interesting Ernie. Though you did not answer my actual question. Let me rephrase it: Why
exactly did you find to be worthwhile and what made sense? I know the book is about a post-
apocalyptic future, but that does not make it special to me. (Don’t worry about “spoilers”. For
such movies which have not struck me as “worth-my-time”, I actually like to find out about the
whole point. I’ll also be able to follow the story/plot line better that way.)

I am beginning to sense a pattern here in the movies you say (if I understand you correctly) the
Holy Spirit prompted you to pray so that they would be made) Book of Eli, The Day After
Tomorrow - both disaster/apocalyptic types. Was the movie 2012 also prompted to you?? It
would seem that they Holy Spirit wants the world to be warned of what self-caused global chaos
they are headed to if they do not change their ways. I similarly have been prompted to write a
screenplay for that 9/11-WW III scenario I shared with you before. And I have thus far done a 23-
page plot synopsis and have presented that detailed outline to several screenplay agencies and
movie producers, including the ones who made the 5-part docu-drama movie “The Path to 9/11".
Most found it interesting, but not within their present budget, interest, work genre. And they were
actually looking for a completed manuscript, but as the writing will take much technical research,
I have to put it off to a later time for dedicated work, though I presently work on it a little
whenever I have some spare time.

Which then makes it strange that you still do not believe the premise for the movie The Day
After Tomorrow which is that abusive CO2 emissions from human fossil fuel and coal
consuming will cause all that climatic chaos. 

Also if the Holy Spirit prompted you in advance to have those movies done, did you share that
request with anyone who could do this??

Perhaps you misread the impression of the Holy Spirit, and He was impressing you, yourself, to
write the screenplay for such movies, and sell them to Hollywood producers. As I had asked
before, the actual date/year when the Holy Spirit prompted you (as well as a listing of the top 20
movies) would be interesting to both “test” (1 Thess 5:19-22 and, if valid figure out the purpose.)

Ronald

November 5, 2012

The question of my name comes of my own desire to know my actual genetic parents.

So, at noon today let's say all fossil fuel ceases to be used, and just "green technologies" are



used. 
All will be peachy then won't it? Capitilism will then all be equal then won't it, and all will
be peachy won't it? 

Did I say I was making fun of your name, or you? I did not. 

Get your head out of the SDA sand and wake up.

The Bible does not support Bible communism. 

Capitalism is not perfect, but the true American way  beats any system of economics, other
than the Bible, which is more along the lines of a just Capitalism. 

You sound more like a politician running for President of the USA than an Adventist.
Knowing and following Jesus, Adventist or not (I am no longer an official SDA, I tore up
my certificate), 

Sabbath keeper or not, knowing and following Jesus is THE CORRECT WAY. 

So "green technologies" are not capitalistic?

Let me put it to you this way. Under the current Obama plan, the Sunday laws will get here
a lot quicker by the way he is running things.

You are so wrapped up in your own views you are as confused as all get out.

Ernie Ralph Bennett (as shown on my birth certificate)..

November 5, 2012

Birth Parents
There should be obtainable public record information about who your genetic parents were. Even
some free adopted children services. Try doing an internet search on “How to find you birth
parents” and you should get much info and resources.

CO2 Evolution
I don’t see what is so hard to objectively understand here. When people would stop burning fossil
 fuels, what will naturally and sequiturly occur, as my understanding and view actually is, is that
man-made CO2 emissions which are currently (2012) ca. 32.5 million metric tonnes per year (cf.
here: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_carbon_dioxide_emissions) would drop
to close to zero, or actually zero. And the ecology of the planet will be much better for this. And
the atmosphere, including the Ozone layer, will be able to gradually repair itself, and reverse the
global warming trend.



And just going by what a coal minor similar said in a TV interview that “coal is in my blood” and
also, as we discussed before the natural brotherhood kinship that develops with (coal) miners. I
can actually psycho-analytically see a sort of vengeful spirit which is due to miners knowing that
they have to do a risky, highly hazardous, (including their own health), hard, not glamorous, in
darkness and dirty job, and that for not abundant pay. And so that they don’t mind variously
“sticking it” to others, as seen in the typical dismissive indifferent to the CO2 pollution caused by
their product.

Green Tech and Capitalism
It will not have an effect on the system of Capitalism. I don’t recall ever claiming that. And I
never said that green technologies are not capitalistic. That all seems to be just a straw-man claim
on your part. In fact, the former oil, gas, coal companies will immediately venture out into the
green energy sector and try to corner its market. So Capitalistic ways will actually just continue
by just being transferred into another sector. That is just the nature of that beast. It goes wherever
the money is.

My Name
Just reread all that you sarcastically and dismissive, even accusatorily said about my ‘supposed
“faux” name’ and you should be able to see why I did not appreciate it. Do you really think I
should accept you accusing me of making up an ‘ironically symbolic’ last name’???

My head in SDA sand???
That claim/phrase: “Get your head out of the SDA sand and wake up” makes no sense if you
knew the actual facts (as found on my blog). SDA are predominantly staunch, and worshipfully
so, Capitalists, and certainly not Communists. So my head certainly cannot be in their sand. And
if you had read my blog post, including my bio-post, you would have seen that I am not anywhere
near SDA sandboxes. I have not regularly gone to an SDA Church since 1999!! So my name has
surely been dropped for my former Church’s membership [or, since SDA do a poor job of
keeping accurate records, maybe not.] What I present are not SDA teachings, but what the Bible
and SOP teaches. You think you can handle at least that?? You actually need to know and obey
what Jesus taught to actually be “following Him” instead of what you want Him to selectively be.
Start with Matt 25:31-46.

Biblical Communism
The Bible does not support Bible communism. 
Of course the Bible supports Bible communism. In both the OT and NT. That is why it is termed
“Bible Communism”. Just read e.g., Acts 2:43-45; 4:32-35; 2 Cor 8:5-17. That is what is known
as ‘having things in common’ = sharing. And also see my many blog, website and discussion
forum comments comprehensively detailing this teaching. If you are thinking that this is the same
as Soviet Communism, then you need to get your head out of world history and into God’s word. 

The Sabbatical Way of God
And suit yourself if you want to basely/conveniently only go “by the true American” instead of
God’s Biblical way. That how you, even as a Sabbath keeper, will still end up with the (Full)
Mark of the Beast. (=EW 36.2).



My Actual “Political” Endeavor
I am running for the Head of State of my New Christian Country, the NJK, and it is all about
Jesus, His Full Gospel and His Righteousness. Just faithfully doing what God has called me to
do. (And you actually couldn’t pay me to run for office in the U.S., or Canada, or any other
existing country in the world. They are all inherently flawed, especially the USA - Revelation’s
Babylon.)

The Long Dead “True American Way”
And if you want the true way of America, which would actually be Laissez-Faire Capitalism and
not the present 60-40% Mixed Capitalism and Socialism, then lock back to the early 1900 and
before, when there were economic crisis/panics every 5-10 years, chidlren working, and for
barely nothing, no minimum wages, no social safety nets at all, no antitrust regulation, in fact
very little corporate regulations at all, etc. That is the Capitalistic Utopia, and Capitalism, as it
undilutedly should be, actually failed long before even Soviet Communism, in the 1930's ca. 60
years before the fall of Soviet Communism, and just in the “self-eating” way that Karl Marx had
predicted about Capitalism!! So much for “the best system”. It does not even actually exist
anymore. And 16+ trillion dollars in debt is certainly not a system that is working.

Obama and Sunday Laws
You always make claims without any valid proof or substantiation, if any at all, or even basic
common sense. Just how will Obama plan bring about Sunday Laws faster than the Political
Right who think that prayer should be mandated in school, the Ten Commandments should be in
every government building, God is directly sending natural disasters on the US because it is
wicked (such as Obama acceptance of gay marriage, etc), etc. All what the SOP presents as being
the basis for Sunday Laws??

When I find a Biblical Truth, I do not let circumstances pull me away from upholding, following
and proclaiming it. So I do not at all mind being “all wrapped up in my own view”. I am not
going to dumb myself down to old/passer and inaccurate views to please anyone. Never have,
won’t begin now, and certainly have not regretted it. It is just not my loss. You are the one who
is, as factually easily demonstrable “confused”, and that Babylonian so (=Isa 5:20), as also SDAs
are and most of the rest of the world. That is just the grand “sorcerous” deception of Revelation’s
Babylon (Rev 18:23) I deal with reality and truth. I suggest you do the same for, as Jesus said,
‘only the Truth will set you free.’ You relatedly need to read what the SOP says on Advancing
and New Light. See my blog post by that title.

Ronald

November 5, 2012

I was not joking on the name of your project. Watch the entire movie The Book of Eli and
maybe you will figure it out.

November 5, 2012



As I said before, you’ll need to tell me exactly why (and again, I don’t mind any spoiler),
especially as, as I see so far, we can both look at the same thing and not begin to see the same
thing at all. Also you had said in your quip that the resulting name was “NJKproject” which is
indeed what the name of my project is. So do explain what you mean. And your explanation here
can save me much wasted time, if you claim here is based an uniformed or erroneous assumption
of yours about my project and it goal.

November 5, 2012

Your project is in your hands, and God is overseeing it as He does all of man kinds works. 
The end of the movie highlights the words "The New King James", on a Bible cover
standing upright on a shelf, after being recited by wrote memory from the character Eli. I
don't know if he was quoting the KJV or not, he was the last person on earth to have
complete memory of the book, which the Bible he used was written in Braille, since he was
blind. The Bible was taken from him by a man who wanted to use it for selfish gain, and
once he got it, and Eli had escaped, the man found the key to unlock it, only to find it was
written in Braille, and he could not understand it, so it did him no good. 
That was just my take on your project name, just found it interesting, I have a lot to do. 
Ernie

November 5, 2012

Thanks for the explanation. Glad you told me this, as it indeed has nothing substantive to do with
my project. So for the same reasons as before, I won’t be watching the rest of the movie for now,
if ever.

My project is indeed in my hands to see it through. Just like Early SDA Pioneers had to
implement the SDA Church and SDA Institution. However, and as with my project, as detailed
on my blog and its website, its mandate and establishing principles, even its organizational
template, are all rooted in Scripture. I speak of what I know...

Ronald

November 5, 2012

Another Hollywood Travesty

Ernie,

The problem I would be seeing with, as I understand it, you being prompted that Hollywood
make prophetically/Biblically/Apocalyptically significant films is that, as seen with an upcoming
2014 epic movie on Noah*, they then throw in all kinds of rubbish in it. So as I said, I am rather
seeing that the Holy Spirit was prompting you to actually undertake those, at least book and/or
screenplay writing tasks, especially if those promptings came long before those movie were being
planned.



* http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noah_(film)

Ronald

November 5, 2012

Ronald, 
You are living in more "comfort" than I am, and there is more to you than you are telling
me. I will send you pictures of my home, I believe my situation are worlds apart. 

You might learn something by watching the movie, pray about it. I think you are in the
"rut" of "I'm right, and that's the way it is"

I could tell you the list of movies, as well a lot about my life, and more than likely, you will
be an unbeliever. 
Let me tell you this much, the Chinese govt or from the Shaolin temple have already sent
several over to have me killed. They have succeeded on more than one occasion, and Jesus
saw fit to restore my life, and all praise and glory to Him for doing so (of course, you may
not believe that either).
The movie "The Book of Eli" is based on my life in ways. 
As far as I have been able to figure out (I can not "nail" all this down, my "family" will lie
to ya or just not tell what really is).
From what I know, I have been physically blind since about 3rd grade, and that was from a
rattlesnake bite (s? as in more than one).
As always, get on your knees and ask Jesus what I say is true or not. If I am wrong, may He
see fit to correct me. 
Yours in Jesus Christ my Lord and Saviour and King of my life,
Ernie

November 8, 2012

Hi Ernie,
Thanks for all the pictures. It does help to contextualize things. Nice to see your personal picture.
The interior of your house is pretty much how I had pictured it in my mind based on your prior
prediction. If you can eventually afford it, I see that a dedicated day of drywalling, as I see you
have done/are doing in some rooms, would be quite beneficial. It all kinds of reminds me the first
house I lived in (when I was a child). It too was a work in progress. I tell about its story in Note
#4 in this post: 

http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/commentary-ed-reid-7-year-christian.html

I actually have referred you to many places where you would have learned much about me, i.e.,
in my bio-post, including an online document which as 330 various photos, (including photos of
my present home), and documents about me. I cannot, time-wise, afford to write again, what I
have already stated there. So if/since you had not read it, I could only assume that you were not



interested in knowing those info/details. It is all there, if you want to know. By the way, I never
said I didn’t live in relative comfort (thanks all to the generosity of my parents -since they could
easily rent this house for over $1500/month and given all of my living expenses that they have
agreed to pay for me, I figure I cost them about $22,000 per year. (As I may have already said),
and as my parent have recognized, them being in a position to be easily able to do this for me is
all according to God’s leading in their investment affairs, and all so that I can have the needed
time to work full time on my various Biblical Research, NJK, and Humanitarian Projects. Like I
said, I do (limit myself to) operate on ca. $300 and if my parents did not insist to buy certain
many things for me, I would probably still not have many of the relative “amenities” that I have. 
I was just fine, since I return here from Andrews University, to sleep on my flimsy mattress, cook
on my 2 element table top stove, have my bar size fridge, not have a car, and literally not
furniture, but my parents purchased and provided all of these things for me. Tomorrow I have to
set up a winter car tent which my mom bought for me, so that I would not have to spend so much
time and effort digging my car out during the winter. So I may indeed be living in comfort, but it
is all due to my parents goodwill. And the most valuable resource that I consequently do have is
time...which I use to study and work on my projects. (And I also found many good things just by
at times doing the round in my somewhat well off neighborhood during garbage days. I would
say easily $3000 worth of good/working things.) Anyway, you’ll read and see much more in my
bio-post.

I don’t think you can fault me if I cannot say I belief that what you are telling me here about you
life experience is the truth. Thus far, when I have probed what you have claimed, they have
turned out to be mere unfounded assumptions on your part. Like I said before, I am only
convinced by either facts or demonstrable claims, nothing less. And the issue of basic/sequitur
logic is important to me. E.g., why would God “impress” you about hollywood movies and why
do you still not believe some of them. E.g, the global warming premise for The Day After
Tomorrow. That does not add up.

I am not sure I understood you about you being blind. Are you still blind??

The ‘get on your knees and ask Jesus’ thing does not work for me because that is not a Biblical
approach. That is what the Mormons say to do about their claims and teachings. The Bible
instead tells us to “test” things, and against the word of God and if they do not agree, then the
claim is not valid. Thus far I e.g., do not see any light (Isa 8:20) in your Hollywood movie claims
except if God was giving you ideas to help you make money while also given the world a certain
message. But I see that that is not at all how you are seeing this. We are to make the word of God
our guide in all things (which includes the SOP), as the devil is not beyond using strong
delusions to deceive people and keep them in deception. Like I said, only the Truth will set you
free. So it should be most expedient for you to concretely find out that truth before
believing/acting on any impression.

The only rut I am in is the rut of truth, so until proven otherwise, I indeed see and know that I am
right, and what is keeping me in that belief is that I can prove what I claim and believe with the
Bible and SOP. So there is not reason at all to draw back and abandon to findings. The rut of not
caring to find out the full truth is what is most dangerous here, and I see that you are preferring to



be there instead.

Ronald

November 8, 2012

I at this time do not recall praying about said movie, other than a faint impression of doing
so. There was no "screenplay", contact with anyone about any of the movies. The Holy
Spirit moved upon me so fast and strong the praying about them being made only lasted
for seconds, if that long (maybe a few, where a few more seconds and maybe a few, a few
less seconds, I was prompted to pray about the basics on most, some where in more detail)
A few:
The Island
Predator (s)
Terminator 2 & 3
The One (with Jet Li)
The Titantic (the one that is about 3 hours long)
Orphan or The Orphan (I think it is Orphan with Angelina Jolie)
Fifty First Dates
I am cold at 4 am, going to get back under the electric blanket.
It says it is 28 degrees here.
Ernie

November 8, 2012

I was not actually asking if you had had an impression about that 2014 Noah movie. It was just
an example of how Hollywood messes up the Biblical accounts. Like I said, I don’t Biblically see
why the Holy Spirit would be prompting you to pray for any of those movies, especially for
unconverted people to make them and various mar any good lesson they may convey. (Perhaps
you can explain why you think the Holy Spirit would have impressed you with these movies [as
you went on to do with ‘Saving Private Ryan’) My spiritual objections to them:

The Island - Interesting story, though not sure how cloning is an imminent or even remote threat
Predator(s) - pure Sci-fi nonsense (have not seen them)
Terminator 2 & 3 - also Sci-fi non-sense and thus a waste of one’s time, merely saw them in
passing
The One - haven’t see it. Seems like martial-arts sci-fi nonsense.
The Titanic (1997) - Good depiction of that history, but really marred by the sex and nudity.
The Orphan (actually, with Vera Farminga) not seen it, as it was too psycho-twisted for my taste
and time
Fifty First Dates - other than the troubles of trauma-caused, severe memory loss, don’t see a
spiritual point here.

I would say this in general: Like I have been saying, it is important to test all spirits/impressions
according to the Word of God, for if this all the sly work of the Devil, as it easily can be (cf. e.g.,



Matt 16:22-23) , in impressing you with those type of movies, which I glean would be speaking
to some things that you believe about your past/life, the devil may be trying to convince you that
this is the truth, when it actually is not, all to keep you in his imposed prison and prevent you
from being all that you can actually be in Christ. So again throughly test before believing. That’s
the Biblical imperative.

I do not have an electric blanket (kinds of scares me to sleep under something that is plugged in),
but I do sleep under 3 think blankets, to save on my heating bill. Its (also) 28.4F (-2 Celsius) here
right now...and daily dropping....Thanks again for the pictures.

By the way, can’t say I agree with your caption: “Jesus shining His Love through USA Flag?”.
As purely a Canadian, I know Canada is a much better country. And as a Bible Student, as my
studies have shown me, the USA is pointedly Rev 17's and 18's Babylon. So I am not at all under
any impression that God has anything to do with America. I has, from its founding, always been
the country through which Satan would actively work for His final assault (Rev 13:11). Just
mantrically saying “God Bless America” does not make it a God Blessed country. It actually is
blaspheming (=slandering) God’s name (Rev 16:10-11). You can read more of my view on “The
American Fantasy” in this blog post (under that so titled section):
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/11/neo-historical-moronisms.html

Take Care,
Ronald

November 8, 2012

Another one, and this movie I was impressed to pray very strongly about and in detail. The
Holy Spirit impressed upon me, to pray that the people who was actually there and had
lived through it (this movie is based on real life), would come out of the theaters, with the
ones who had lived through it, would be in tears or "shook up" and their families could
then "grasp" the hell they lived through and the tremendous (and that is a vast
understatement) for freedoms for American's and the world. The movie title is, "Saving
Private Ryan" I don't know if there was an actual case of the "Ryan" character, yet I was
moved to pray for the movie to be that way. Special emphasis was on D-Day, the decision
from the man in charge to rescue Ryan, the grief of the mother, the arguments of the troops
sent after Ryan as to (what made him so "special"), the discovery of the true Ryan, his
ponderance on (why rescue me, what about the rest?), his refusal to leave the up coming
battle, and his argument with the team leader that he was not going to leave until this
crucial battle was over. Also, the opening scenes, where Ryan is looking at the tombstone of
the rescue team troop leader, his emotional state (you could tell he was moved, reliving,
etc.)

Also the movie "The Green Mile"
"Armagedden"
"Charlottes Web" the new version, now several years old and "Ralph" and the sequel. I
had read both books when I was in 5th or 6th grade. I don't know of there was a second



book about Ralph or not or if I read it or not
"Next" with Jessica Beil and another movie with her in it about a baseball team of sorts. I
was impressed to pray that she would be beautiful inside and out, and you could see the
true beauty of her in her eyes, which are captivating, reflecting the true beauty of her, her
CHARACTER (which is molded by Christ.
Ernie

November 8, 2012

Again Ernie, I do not see the actual Biblical/Spiritual veracity in such a prompting. Praying for
American as if it had some special place in the will of God is actually a deception. America is
Revelations Babylon, the agent-state of Satan himself. So that would be a sly deception of the
Devil. American should instead care about the thousands of innocent civilians it slaughters
during their spurious, greed-based, fictiously-trumped up wars.

By the way, knowing the exact year date of your promptings would be significant to know.

The Green Mile - I personally LOL when I hear people gush about that movie. It was such a
comical farce.
Armageddon - My non-SDA uncle called me to watch this movie when it came on TV, which
annoyed me because I could tell he really believe that this is what the Bible’s Har-Megiddon was
all about. Another Hollywood-facilitated deception of Satan.
"Charlottes Web" - like Harry Potter, just fantasies to occupy and ensnare chidlren’s minds.
“Next” - It is just like the Devil’s trap to get entranced by a woman’s “beauty” and get suckered
into his deceptions. That was Samson’s “kryptonite”. Jessica Biel, no matter how nice or
wholesome she may be, is not at all reflecting Christ’s actual Character, either in real life or in
her acted out parts. You’ll need to learn what reflecting Christ Character is all about. It is way
beyond skin/eye deep! You can start on this blog post of my:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/10/1888-message-for-today.html 
Seriously Ernie, studying this instead will be much more worthwhile to your time than any of
Biel’s depictions.

Ronald

November 8, 2012

In " Saving Private Ryan", the scene where the sniper on the rescue team shoots a sniper
that has them penned down, by catching the glint of light off the opposing sniper's sights,
and shooting through the enemy's scope, killing him. I saw a segment on myth busters that
said it could not be done, well, guess what, myth busters is full of shit, cause it can and has
been done.
Also the movies, "The Matrix" and it's sequels.
Ernie

November 8, 2012



Watch the language Ernie!!! Seriously!?? What’s up with that??? (James 1:26)

And where have you seen/heard that reflection thing done... other than in that movie of course..

The Matrix was a pure waste of time. All Satan’s Babylonian sorcerous “honey-traps” (Rev
18:23).

November 8, 2012

Ronald, 
The only reason I asked you to get on your knees and ask Jesus, is the only way I know of
for you to get an answer from God if what I say is true or not. You may or not be in a rut, I
don't know for sure, I was just saying so because it
seem (s or ed) that way. 

It is not that I am not interested in your blog or posts, it is just that I have so much to take
care of. 

If you are on the correct path, then I say Amen to that. If you are off "kilter <please do not
take that as a mean statement>, then I pray Jesus guides you on the right one. Since I have
not read all of your blogs, it was wrong for me to say you was in a rut, and I apologize and
am sorry for saying so. Now that I have said that, let me explain one of the reasons I said
you was in a rut (please bare with me, I will try to get to the global warming thing as soon
as I can. I will say this, I still back coal, even though I am not working at a coal mine, and I
will get to the reasons why as soon as possible) When I first joined the SDA church, my
pastor, qouted EGW a few times, saying (she says the same thing) that she was the lessor
light pointing to the greater light, the KJV Bible. You and I both know the KJV Bible is the
greater light (that was the standard when I joined the church for in depth Bible study)

You realize you have a huge advantage over me, I have to work on my house, cut wood,
gather wood, help my mom next door, and I am a bit stressed over my living conditions.

I do not expect you to repeat what you have stated in your blogs. 

I find it interesting that people have no trouble believing Samson or Moses, yet when I have
mentioned it to Ernie Knoll, and that I see by the use of my ears, he quickly told me to quit
saying I had "super powers" .

Let me make this short.
1. There are parts of my life I do not understand, and there are gaps (years) of my life gone
that I can not explain (that is to say, I don't know where they went to or what happened)

2. There are parts of my life I have pieced together. When I was in the 3rd grade (I think or
last part of second). I can remember going to my dads home place, and seeing a rattler
snake on the other side of the fence, and dad saying don't cross the fence and go over there.



Last I remember was climbing the fence. Then, the next thing I remember was standing at
the kitchen table, and (tuttles <Anyhony Miller> a friend) coming in and I said hi tuttles.
He said how did you know it was me, I said easy I saw you. He said your crazy, you got bite
by a rattler and have been in a coma for months, and your retinas or eyesight is gone. I said
your the crazy one, I can see just fine. He said ok, read me the ingredients from this Vanilla
cookie box. I said ok, and proceeded to do so. I could see his countanence  change, and said
something like ima outta here and stay away from me. Also, when watching the movie "The
book of Eli" at my sisters, I could hear her and her husband whispering in their bedroom,
saying that I was blind..... then she came out a bit later and saying did you all hear of the
bank teller in Beckley a few years ago that was blind and could count like a sited person?  I
worked at a bank several years before that night. My trainer 
Margaret Lilly layed out various denominations and asked me what they where like I was
stupid or something. I blazed through and named them all correct, and she looked at me
with amazement and asked how I did that, I said simple, I can see them. She said you can
SEE them, like she didn't believe me. I said yea, I was bored already then and there!

3. One summer day as a kid my dad and I was going over to my uncles at Bennett
Mountain (called Pluto) during the summer, and a voice came in my head and said roll up
your window. I asked dad if he had said that and he was agitated and said no. The voice
said it again, sharper, louder and more urgent. I rolled up my window. A few seconds later,
a car came on our side of the road on a blind curve, and to avoid a head on collision, my
dad had to go over the mountain. The car was leaning heavily on my side, I could have
been hurt or killed had I not rolled up my window.

4. There is more, I am tired of telling this more than once.
I see you won the election President Obama, you still need to take a huge step back and
look at things without the Chinese paying you off or threatening you or without your
lopsided views of global warming. 

Yes, your at the White House with 400,000 per year per life, I am sitting in a house with
pictures you have already seen. We don't have much in common, go read some more Ivy
Leauge or Harvard books, while you are putting me down and looking down your nose at
me, I have matters to attend to, while you have servants at your beck and call.

The Holy Spirit told me who you are. Advice to you: the more you brown nose green
technology and have the EPA restrict coal, the sooner the Sunday laws will get here. So pat
yourself on the back and tell yourself what a good job you are doing. And, btw, it was a
disgrace what happened to the two Seals who died (and you watched them real time
perish), and from what I understand and comprehend so far, you goofed when you fired
that Rear Admiral and General. 

I am also aware that you have sent several orders to have me killed. Please, do not bother
me anymore and do not email me if you are so afraid to use your real name.

Yours in Jesus Christ, THE KING OF THE UNIVERSE and my Lord and Saviour.



P.S. I also know you have blocked my social security and are itching to get your hands on
more 100% pure gold.

No disrespect to the office of the president, but if I was you, I would hang my head in
shame and do a lot of apololigizing and making amends.

You actually make me sick by your actions.

November 9, 2012

I have known for quite a while who you really are. 
I just got sick and tired of your condescending "better than thou" attitude.
Do not email me back, 
Ernie

November 9, 2012

Are you serious Ernie...and do you actually think I am Barack Obama. Do you really believe
Obama has time to personally email you everyday???? Wow...Just to think it is all because you
are not reading my blog. (Where I actually speak against many things that Obama believes in
such as abortion and the gay lifestyle. 

And the problem is not with me “looking down” at you. You just want someone who will agree
with everything you say and claim. That’s is not me, never has been, never will be, so I certainly
won’t here begin. The problem is you cannot handle the truth. Perhaps if you had been more
responsive to the prophetic call of God on your life like I was to his call on mine, He would also
have been supply your needs like my parents are doing for me, and also like it is being done for
Ernie Knoll. Learn to have more faith in God rahter than looking at any of your circumstances. It
will be best for you. God does not make mistakes when He calls someone. It is only people who
fail him who do so.

If you are serious about not email you anymore than good bye and good luck. From what I have
seen about your unbiblical take on various things, you’ll need it. I certainly won’t mind since I
have a ton of study and writing work to do and answering your email takes a lot of my time
which lately has been a total waste. Believe whatever fanciful fantasy you want. (And you’d
actually be surprise how close our situations are, but of course you only can see the material side
of things). I believe God made me crossed paths with you so that I can share my solutions for our
similar issues, but those solutions obviously only offend you. So I won’t be able to be of any help
to you. Not my problem!)

And I really think you should see professional help for your paranoia before you allow your
various imaginary ideas to cause serious harm to yourself, as you won’t do the simpler thing of
finding out the facts before acting on things.

Ronald (not Barack!! LOL) 



-I wish I made his $400,000 per year (and is not that total for life...get the facts first!)

November 9, 2012

And since I am not Barack Obama, it is clearly not “the Holy Spirit” who told you that lie...And
if it was actually anything outside of your own I head, that suggestion/thought then came from
the Devil or a demon of his. The sooner you realize that fact that not every thought or impression
that crosses your mind is from the Holy Spirit, the better it will be for you. Actual and Biblical
Facts an Truths is your only hope in such cases of thought discernment.

Ronald

November 9, 2012

Email me all you like, just don't expect a prompt reply. When you use your real name then
I may have the time to read your stuff. Check your thoughts while you are at it. 
Ernie

November 9, 2012

Don’t flatter yourself Ernie. I was not even expecting you to read my latest emails. Like I said
your recent emails have been wasting my time. Good Luck!!

So you really think I am Barack Obama??! He does not even write his own speeches...

Ronald

November 9, 2012

You have never heard the word shit before? I don't have the need to prove to you, you need
to prove your own ideas and step back, way back, and examine things in the whole context
and not be buried up and worshiping EGW. While I believe she was a messenger of God
the Father, Jesus, and the Holy Spirit, she was human and made mistakes like we all have.
And the very fact you are so flippant to my statements raises a lot of questions. 
You should spend some time on your knees asking for God the Father, Jesus, and the Holy
Spirit instead of just doing what you wanna.
Ernie

November 9, 2012

Yes I have, just don’t expect it from a fellow Christian. Have you never read James 1:26?? (You
remind me of a former SDA, Vietnam vet I used to email, who also had the same issue with me
for him using that word in his email. Indeed I can see the similar situations between you to and
why you want to defend the usage of that vulgar word.) You keep saying that you want to be like
Jesus and like the 144,000 but obviously can’t tame your tongue from using vulgar language. The



144,000 won’t be doing that, so start practising now. (Cf. Rev 14:5) The sooner the better.

I factually substantiate and prove all my ideas that I advance. You wouldn’t know most of this
since you won’t read my blog post. EGW, if you had read my post on the SOP you would have
seen that I do not have the infallible and inerrant view of EGW that you whimsically assume I
have. And you need to stop worshipping Ernie Knoll. You leaving the Church just because of
him is a perfect demonstration of that.

I am flippant about your statement because they do not begin to make any basic and/or spiritual
sense. That is the Isa 8:20 testing principle as your claims don’t even have that “light of dawn”.
They are just your imaginations and not impressions of the Holy Spirit. God’s Spirit does not
make such base and spiritual vacuous claims.

I don’t read from you that you are in any position to give sound Spiritual advice. E.g., While you
were busy rebelling to and fleeing from God’s calling, I was on my face daily before God,
increasingly sacrificing my life to do the increasingly demanding work that His calling on my life
entailed. You would have gotten a clue about that if you had read my blog. I do what God has
called me to do, which are obviously many things that you just don’t begin to understand. So
when you begin to do anything which honors the (supposed) prophetic calling that God had
extended to you, you’ll begin to be in any position to make any statement on my ministry work.
And like I said I am not a Mormon. Your claims are to be tested by the Word of God (including
the SOP). And any Biblically verified personal revelation that I have had about you from God has
not been a favoring one, e.g., the dream I had on your case last night.

Ronald

November 9, 2012

Don't flatter yourself either. 
Step one towards credibility
is use your own name. Do you think I was trying to flatter myself by saying you was
Obama? Please. Hr is the same as you and I, and the rest of the human race, made from
dust. 
When are you going to take the first step? Lame excuse if you say security issues, from you
posts you seem to know God quite well, and we both know during the time of trouble it will
be God protecting us, so why not start now by using your real name, whole name. If non
Adventists found out you was not using your real identity, then you could loose a large
following.
If you walked a mile in my shoes I seriously doubt your quips, slanders, and more, would
not come so easily, if at all.
And don't flatter yourself on Canada being the greatest, America has all countries beat
hands down, despite the few faults, which all countries have. God raised up America, not
Canada. See the book of Daniel. 
Ernie



November 10, 2012

I don’t have to flatter myself since I only deal with reality. I don’t have to post my actual name
on the internet and won’t do it just to please you and appease you paranoia. It certainly is not
worth it for me, My ministry’s name is perfect. Like I said, anyone who wants to find the name of
a website holder, which I do also have in relation to my blog, can easily and with certainty do so.
If you can’t or won’t do that that is your problem.

If you think Obama is personally writing you, and that at e.g., 3 A.M. or even when he is live on
TV while I am emailing you, then you are most definitely flattering yourself. And do make up
your mind, because now it is evident that you no longer believe that I am Obama. Why not... just
because I said I was not!!

Security issues: Read your Bible. People who trust in God do not unnecessarily put Him to the
test (Matt 4:5-7) and He fully understands this (1 Sam 16:1-2). My reasons, which I myself fully
know and perfectly understand are quite valid to me, and that is all that matters to me. Not your
preferences. I already have enough security leaks to deal with and certainly do not need any
more.

Whatever following I do have (all non-sDA thus far, see my blog section) do not mind at all that
I only use my ministry’s name. So clearly that rationale is only your own subjective concern and
opinion.

You may find so solace in those fictional, sci-fi and fantasaical Hollywood movies, and even in
cute Hollywood starlets like Jessica Biel, and try to justify this by claiming to see divine things in
them and/or that it was God spirit who led you to such conclusions, but my Biblical view on this
is that this is all a crafty deception of Satan, tailored to indeed perfectly find agreeing chords
from your life and experience. The answer to your troubles and issues is not in the Satan-
controlled Hollywood but in the word of God. So focus more on finding solace in Scripture and
the SOP and other worthy Christian programming and ministry instead of the Devil’s tube. As he
did with Eve, he will always present his deadly deceptions as something that is good for you and
that you certainly need to get by.

According to objective facts, Canada is much better than the U.S., including Economically with
Canada now having a higher value per household than the US (ie., $363,000 to $319,000). The
US has never made it at the top of the UN’s annual detailed world country rankings. Canada had
priorly made it to the top for 7 out of 9 years, thus also several times in a row. So I’ll go by those
objective facts that your American-typical, personal, circular and oblivious opinions. 

God did not raise up the US. The book of Daniel says nothing of the sort. Revelation is clear that
the US is Satan’s pawn as his finally achieved perfectly deceptive, unrighteous Babylon kingdom
that he has relentlessly been seeking to achieve since Nimrod and the Tower of Babel. Study that
out!

Ronald



November 10, 2012

Luck? God decides things, not luck. Even the toss of the coin.
Ernie

November 10, 2012

You still need to fully seek after Him for this Almighty Sovereignty of his to apply to your life.
Start with James 1:26.

November 10, 2012

Ronald?,
I can use the word horse manure. The words ass, pissed, and breasts are in the Bible. I
have read the greater light from cover to coverlet than once. And I don not worship Ernie
Knoll, he is a fallible human being just like all of us humans. Go ahead and relate your
dream to me, and how do you know I have not been on my knees or not? Or even prostrate. 
And since you don't even use your real name, how much credibility does that give to your
dream? 
And, btw, not all dreams are from God. Yours may very well be, and if it is, then good. 
No disrespect to you, one has to line up their priorities. 
1 prayer and Bible reading.
2. SOP when called for
3 Ernie Knolls dreams
4 continue on in a season of prayer.

And once again, I am not reading your blogs and following you and your rankings, since to
begin with you must not trust God if you are not going to use  your real name.
Remember, the servant is not greater than His Master, whose mine is Jesus. Jesus didn't
hide his name, or anything. He was also persecuted, crucified, and rose victoriously. 
How do you even know that I am or not following Gods plan for my life. 
God wanted Moses to do the talking, yet he didn't want to because of his poor speech, and
God,s anger waxed hot because of this. So, how do you know or not know whether I am
doing God's will or not. How He wanted to use me then and how He is using me now is 2
different things. 
So, whatever your name is, you seem awful anxious for me to read your blogs and just
WORSHIP YOU and YOUR teachings, and ignore God.
God the Father, God the Son (Jesus), and the Holy Spirit are my teachers, and those truly
led by him.
Ernie Ralph Bennett

November 10, 2012

How red-herringly defensive and comical...reread the context of your sniper’s capabilities
statement and if you really can’t think of any substantively pertinent word to use there, then you



are just proving the common knowledge that people use swear and curse words because they
have a poor vocabulary and don’t know anything else to intelligently say. Suit yourself.. But do
spare me the insult to intelligence as well as the spiritual obscenity. If you can’t spiritually
understand and accept that then your are quite far gone and are then doing the advocating work
for the devil! 

And just for the factual record
“ass” in the bible means nothing else than donkey
“pissed” is not in the Bible (i.e., KJV which I presume you only use as per Knoll’s dream)
and “breasts” is an anatomical/technical term, not a vulgar one.

I am not going to relate my dream to you for the same reason that I don’t with anyone else who
manifests such poor spiritual discernment as you are (Matt 7:6)

And don’t try to turn that prayer thing on me. You are the one who first wanted to claim some
fault with my relationship with God and I am responding by saying: don’t judge me. I could care
less what you do for your prayer and devotions. The actual proof of any achieved benefit still lie
in what you say and claim. And then you indeed won’t be judged by the same measure. (Matt
7:1-2)

As much as you want to asininely believe it, whether or not you believe that I am using my real
name or think that I should be using my name has nothing to do with my revelations from God.
And I am not even posting it online, so this is further irrelevant. You want to blow up your
discredit bubble with that ridiculous name issue, then go ahead. That is not my concern. And how
clever of you to try to make it seem that the problem now solely is that I won’t post my name
only. Whereas before that was a fake name and I was Barack Obama LOL. I hope you can
understand why I don’t jump at you eery whim.

As shown on my “Testing” blog post, I know how to Biblically test claims of dream and visions
from God so, I first hand know that “not all dreams are from God”. And you do not disrespect me
at all by not including me in you list of priorities. The simple fallout is that I know what I know
and you do not. So since those revelations and studies have proven to be valid, that does not
begin to be a loss to me. It is most telling, especially in the light that you profess to not worship
Ernie Knoll that you qualify the SOP as “when called for” but clearly outrightly accept Ernie
Knoll. And by the way, technically, Bible reading comes before prayer because if it was not for
the Bible, you would not even begin to know how to pray, or even who to pray to. Freshly
praying God’s word back to him is a preferred way of communicating with him.

So since you are not “following me”, and have no interest in my Biblical research and ministry
work, I can delete your created account on my Forum?? Drop the name quibble. It, at the very
least, only show that you are just ignorant of the actual issue. You do realize that I can post my
name on my blog and then proceed to write a bunk of lies. So, LOL, clearly/logically/rationally
whether what I say is true/credible or not solely depends on the substantive content of my post
and not what name I sign those post with.



Good reference to Jesus: Unbiasedly, or outrightly read the gospels (again?), Jesus concealed that
He was the “Christ” and instructed his disciples and many other people who came to understand
this, (even demons), not to reveal that fact, all because he did not want to have to deal with the
backlash from opposing me. And he pointedly did all this so that he would not die before his
time. So since I am not greater than him, and do live in a much more humanly dangerous world
where people can now do harm to you remotely, then I indeed will follow his course here and not
reveal of me what is more likely to attract personal harm to me.

From what you told me, you refused God’s calling for you to continue having and relating those
Ernie Knoll like revelations. So from that fact I see that you have chosen to not follow God’s
plan for your life just like Hazen Foss did at his great peril.

You are “twisting” the Scriptures, not recommended. I suggest you start learning to do proper
Biblical exegesis which most basically starts with viewing thing in their full pertinent context.
Look at Moses story, He finally did exactly what God had known that He could do and Moses
actually did all the talking before Pharaoh and with Aaron simply doing the acts that Moses told
him to do. So he managed to gather than confidence in God sometime during his journey back to
Egypt. You should do the same and at least get around to publically posting your visions from
God which were ‘for His people’. If you believe that Ernie Knolls is now doing your work, and
that for you, as God had allowed for Aaron to do for Moses, then you are deceiving yourself
unless you are telling Knoll what to write. In fact, unlike what God had said to Moses, from the
fact that Ernie Knoll is having his own revelations from God and not from you, God is not
speaking to Ernie Knoll through you. So, quite unlike Moses, you were not factored in that
substituting prophetic equation.

How God wanted to use me then and how He is using me now is indeed two  different things, as
I see no objective or valid evidence of him publicly/prophetically using you now. The nature of
Moses’s mission did not change at all.

You clearly just mindlessly say any irrelevant thing just to justify yourself. Asking you to read
my blog post instead of me writing everything out for you again, and that just to be of help to
you, is certainly not seeking for you to worship me. And I never said anything about ignoring
God. You can’t be ignoring God when you are actually study his word. You want to dismissively
see it that way, than fine. I then won’t waste my time even referencing my blog or its content to
you from now on. That’s quite perfect for me. I’ll focus those efforts on other people who need
these resources like, potentially the actively Christian opposing Jews I am preparing a response
for and not non-SDA Christians. 

The member of the Godhead all encourage in depth study of His word. (E.g., 1 Thess 5:19-22;
Acts 17:11) You instead want to do this through Mormon-like osmosis, and since God does not
do for you what you can do for yourself, your most manifest, indifferent and self-sufficient,
disobedient insistence for Him to do so clearly only warrants that the devil can step in and
through a demonstrated “unholy influence” pretend to be God answering you. (=EW 54-56) In
this Shaking time, it is only by diligently searching and studying the Scriptures that you ever
understand how to fulfill that command of Christ to “keep your garments spotless” (=Rev 3:1-6)



Ronald

November 10, 2012

Relate the dream you had of me and my case, if you have the courage to do so.

November 10, 2012

I don’t need any courage, I just won’t. I am not seeking, nor need for you to validate it. You can
egg me on all you want. Never has worked with  me since I factually know where I stand, and am
to stand with you. And that is all I care about.

November 10, 2012

The word sh*t used by the Vietnam vet was minor compared to the hell he probably went
through, yet you probably could not see beyond that and was already judging him.

November 10, 2012

Uhhh no, in fact I told him that that was probably the psychological reason why he resorted to
such language. So you are the one who is doing the judging here, and completely uniformed
judging. That is doubly not recommmended as it does not begin to be, the allowed “righteous
judgement.” (John 7:24)

November 10, 2012

So, tell me, what does Jesus tell you about this picture in relation to my life? Ask Him to
reveal ALL the details about this (some I have never relayed to anyone)

November 10, 2012

I don’t know since, theologically knowing how infinitely valuable His time and energy is, I am
not going to waste these to ask for something that I could ask from you instead. I don’t play
games with God and “test” him. Perhaps you do, therefore Satan can variously toy with you. If
you don’t want to freely share then that your problem. I don’t care. I am not in competition with
you.

November 10, 2012

That is exactly right, not ever thought or suggestion comes from God for anyone.

So it is exactly right that: “it is clearly not “the Holy Spirit” who told you that [I am Barack
Obama] lie...” Physician heal thyself!!

November 10, 2012



Tell you what, why don't you send me pictures of the inside of your home? I bet ours are
world's apart. 
And I will tell you another thing, if I get my house pretty decent and liveable, I will go and
read your blog and go over the "global warming", the whole ball of beeswax, so you can
better understand my view. 
You may be on track more than me and maybe not, I don't know. 
I know I am pretty aggregated on my situation, and if you was in my shoes you would be to.
And one more thing, when I worked on the strip mine, most if not all, used the "foulest"
language it would make a sailor blush (and so did I at times), when it came time to look out
for me (and vice versa), they was there, and many, if not all, would put their life on the line
to watch out for each other and me (and vice versa).
Reminds me of the thief on the cross, Jesus didn't say if you hadn't stolen you wouldn't be
here, yet after the thief knew and said Jesus was innocent, and asked to be remembered
when Jesus came into his Kingdom, Jesus promised him a place in His Kingdom.
Ernie

November 10, 2012

I don’t want to waste my time to do this. You can get a good clue of what the inside of my house
looks like from just the picture accessible from my blog of how it looks outside. And like I said,
before, this house could easily be rented for ca. $1500 per month, and this in the Quebec market
which is lower than most other markets. So from that you can get a further idea of what it looks
like. Just seeing your pictures, we are indeed worlds apart. And I never said that I lived in squalor
conditions and that is actually totally irrelevant to anything. 

Clearly, by your own statements here, you are using you living condition as a reason for not
doing Bible studies and seeking to advance in God’s truths, that is your issue not mine. It is just a
lame excuse. The facts clearly/objectively show that your views are foundationally fatally flawed
so I don’t see how you’ll ever begin to better claim them. Indeed people who have dedicated
more effort than you to uphold the same views still just cannot in the light of actual facts. Facts
are facts, can’t get around that. (And don’t let the airheads on Fox news who also believe and
spew these nonsense fool you. I recommend MSNBC for factualities.)

How about this (again): until you know something for sure, how about refraining from
expressing vacuous opinions and claims?!! Seems like the logical thing to do. 
I doubt that even if I was in your shoes, that I would share your mindset because I do not let
unproven things control my life. I certainly would not have let “coal get in my blood”. That will
certainly warp one’s mind and thinking.

So you also use foul language because those minors were good to you??? Does take much to
“buy” your integrity! (Psa 39:1)

And if the thief on the cross resume his actually, swearing/cursing/blaspheming at Jesus as he
also was after he had professed that faith and Jesus had given him the promise and hope of
salvation, they you would have there a perfect example for your chosen conduct!! (James 1:26;



3:10-12)

Ronald

November 10, 2012

I don't "answer" to the SDA church, EGW, Ernie Knoll or you or to any man when all is
said and done, I answer to God.
Ernie

November 10, 2012

Great!...Whatever that was about... And for my case, then just don’t make, as you patently do,
“questionable claims”!!

November 10, 2012

LOL. Even my email program knows there is something wrong with the vulgar words you use in
your email it therefore red-flagged and Cc'ed this message of yours due to its objectionable
content! (Luke 16:8)

November 11, 2012

Ronald, 
Enough. I don't know what "red herring" means without looking it up.
I am not going to argue with you one way or another, the devil loves division.
My prayers are with you, and I am doing my best and more by asking God that I will be
reflecting the character of Jesus. 
The Bible is my primary source, not EGW nor Ernie Knoll.
And yes, the blog of my experiences will be on the scene shortly.
And there are times when you talk way over my head, such as exegesis and ecastologically
(I guess I spelled that right) speaking.
1st Kings 14:10 says pisseth.
I thought it said pissed, my goof. 
Breasts is used in a manner of a man being with his wife and appreciating, enjoying her
(part of) her beauty. 
I am tired of quibbling, you or I neither one have time for that.
Ernip

November 11, 2012

“Enough” what??/ I am unalienably free to speak. I am not responsible for your indifferences and
non-comprehensions. Indeed the main problem I have with you Ernie all stems from a lack of
diligence on your part to be factual, which all results in you making all kinds of false accusations
towards, and lying claims about, me. And knowing, me I certainly will not let that stand (=Prov



26:4-5)

You don’t want to hear my correcting/dis-impeaching facts in response, then don’t make those
false/factless statements to me. Simple as that.

-If you don’t know what Red-herring means, and won’t look it up since you obviously don’t care,
then that is not my problem. I know what it means and it perfectly reflects your
diversionary/deflective behavior.

I am not seeking for an argument, just for factual and constructive discussion. You are the one
who keeps insisting on make vacuous and asinine claims and want me to just accept these as the
Gospel truth...not going to ever happen. It is the devil and his spirit who wants lies and untruths
to be indifferently accepted as the truth. (John 8:44)

It takes much, much more than will power to reflect the character of Jesus. But you would have
already read that Biblical teaching if you had read the related study on my blog.

I saw that the Bible was your primary source... that was not my point so don’t ignore what I said
and/or twist things around to make me seem as if that is what I said or meant. I pointed out that
you, probably “freudianly”, at least tacitly, gave more deference to Ernie Knoll than to EGW.
Address that manifested facts.

What do you even begin to know about my intellect???? If you had read my bio post where my
academic education and achievements are relatedly related and transparently documented, you
actually factually know something to the complete contrary here. The last 15 years of my life
have been exclusively dedicated to Scholarly and Factual: Biblical, Religious, Spiritual, Geo-
Political, Social, Cultural, Historical, Economical, Scientific, Engineering and Technological,
Military/Para-Military, among several other sectors. So I know of all that I talk about. Your
head/knowledge and thoughts are neither my own, nor the barometer by which my knowledge is
to be assessed!! (cf. Isa 55:8)... and you “guessed” wrong about your spelling.

The total opposite extreme between your use of these words and what is found in the Bible is
that, they do not use it out of its technical context (thus vulgarly/cursingly) as you do. That is the
definition of a swear word. Case in point, where I live, Quebec is, or historically was, a Catholic
bastion. Well their choice swear words are various implements of the Catholic liturgy used out of
context e.g,. “chalice”, “osti” (the communion waver), “tabernacle”, “crucifix”, etc. And the
original Hebrew of 1 Kgs 14:10 technically says “urinate”. The 17  century authors of the KJVth

were not “inspired”, nor was that word probably a swear word then or else it surely would not
have been included in their Bible.

Songs of Solomon description of the woman is also not vulgar, indeed/especially within a marital
context. Your mention of it here, out of the blue is what is “obscene”/offensive.

I indeed do not have time to quibble, and that is not what I am doing. I am defending myself
against your various untruths...and that I self-sacrificingly will take the time for. (Prov 26:4-5)



Ronald

November 11, 2012

Oh brother, judging is not what I wanted to get across or if I did do that.
I was just trying to point out his mindset was of "in the trenches) of actual combat and his
mindset was still there.
Ernie

November 11, 2012

LOL. You really have no qualm nor shame to make such lies I the face of clear and present fact..
that you yourself said/wrote. Just recall and/or re-read your statement. You can first do that, can’t
you???? Blindly and ignorantly claiming that “I was already judging him” is itself a judgement
from you, on top of your baseless and false accusation therein that I was judging him. I already
told you that trying to fault me with your problems will not begin to stand!!

November 11, 2012

Hmmm, wonder what Jesus had to listen to, and did He turn a deaf ear or laugh at the
individual's? 
You and I and all humans may never hear a "vulger" word, yet people can use the nicest
language and still be vulger in content and meaning. And, we will see and hear such things
whether we want to or not. And, btw, I have been sharing before sharing with you in a
variety of ways.
Btw, this house belongs to my parents, is on their land, and has been passed down through
generations. 
I helped to cut the logs, load them on a flatbed with a caning hook, took them to and from
the sawmill, stacked, planed, and help put up some of their home and mine. Some of the
materials I bought, a lot they bought. 
Once again, we are worlds apart, yet on the same "boat" with all humanity, and the only
difference is those who are following Jesus is the ones who have on His life jacket. 
It you have accepted Jesus, as you have said you did, then you have on His life jacket. Just
as I have accepted Jesus, I also have on His life jacket, along with millions around the
world who have accepted Jesus, they also have on His life jacket.
And again, I am tired of the bickering back and forth, so I call truce and we both go forth
in Jesus. 
Tonight, or later on this evening, the blog will begin. I am going to notify For My People
Ministry of my dong so.
Ernie
P.S.
BTW, a voice came into my head a few days ago, while I was smoking a ciggerattes, which I
had not done in weeks or about a month, and said, "If you don't put down the ciggeratte, I
will not stop the cancer this time". I did put it down and out, thing is, I never knew I had
cancer the first time. 



Like I said, I have years "missing" in my life I can not account for.
Yours in Christ,
Ernie

November 11, 2012

And all you can do is fancifully “wonder”. Just read some Biblical Historical Background works
and you’ll see and understand that the culture in which Jesus lived was not an openly
sinful/vulgar culture. Sure they hypocritically did their sins in private, but outwardly, the sought
to maintain pious appearances, both the priests and the people.

I am not addressing the “human race”. Just you as a Christian. I don’t expect to and don’t want to
hear such vulgar/cursing language from you, and that just because I do not want to read it. Swear
all you want, just not in communications to me. (Eph 5:1-14). Like I said, if you cannot
understand that then you are in serious spiritual trouble. Don’t only religiously “read” your Bible,
practice what it is calling you to do and be.

So I guess we both live in our parents house....I had already heard that from you. And you
worked in logging...I work in Biblical, et. al. Research, different occupations both valid work! I
wish I could just forego all of my work and externally work an even minimum wage job. I would
easily pay at least $20,000 more than what my present work is. But that is not what God has
called me to do. Like Elisha, He has called me away from the plow.

Christians actually do not need a life jacket from Christ because he had taken us out of the waters
of the world and placed us on a sure and solid foundation in this world, even right on top of those
waters, and with Jesus you do not even need boat. So all we have to do not is to obtain, wear and
keep spotless the robe of righteousness he has given us. If you think you are in the same waters as
the world, then you need to find Christ and let him lead you out. That is what the Gospel of the
Kingdom of God is all about. (John 17:15-17) Like Peter, it is only when you take your eyes of
Jesus that you begin to sink back into those waters.

There is no “truce” to even begin to effectuate from you here since your statements are never
true, factual or valid. You yourself need to “surrender” those unbiblical and lying claims and
views and there won’t be no due response from me. It is “truthfully” simple as that!!

Since smoking is indeed dangerous and violates the letter and spirit of God’s commandment
against killing onself, then that was probably God’s voice. Thou Satan, as attempted with Jesus,
does even quote the Bible to deceive people and since this has led you to continue to make
speculative claims about yourself and the life that you have supposedly forgotten, then it may hve
all been a slick lie/deception of Satan, to psychologically keep you in that hampering state of
mind. My suggestion, don’t worry think/about such things that you can’t know as a fact.

Ronald 

November 11, 2012



It was not to test God, who am I to test Him? I believe it is the other way 
around, He tests us. The only reason I asked about the picture was not to
test God, it was to see if your dream was from God or not. You say 
It was, I will leave it at that. And, I confess, was not fair to you to ask that,
since now I think about it, it was things I did at a creek that I didn't tell anyone,
yet we both know the devil has evil angels keeping track of what we do, and 
could then somehow give you the idea of what I did at that creek, by 
a commercial on tv or a billboard as you drove down the road.
I'll just tell ya. The pic reminds me of a creek at my old home place, where
I used to go and walk alongside and pray silently as I walked. Also I used to
walk barefoot in it. I also  built a little dam of sticks for the heck of it.
Ernie

November 11, 2012

Do you even basically know your Bible??? Matt 4:4-6 is clear. Asking God to do unnecessary
things and/or something that you can do or avoid doing for yourself is ‘sinfully putting him to the
test.’ (cf. DA 125.3-126.3ff) You asked me to: ‘ask God to reveal to me something that you
could have told me all so that you could, indeed “supernaturally “test” whether or not what I had
been shown was from God.’ That is the classic definition of this sinful testing of God.

God does “test” us, but not in the way that that word is presently being used in our discussion.
“Test” here clearly means “tempt” so no need to “play dumb” and slyly try to disculpatingly
change the subject. That too is just one of your patent “red-herrings”.

Since I will not be sharing that dream with you, you’ll have no other choice but to leave it at that
and take my word for it if you want to. No other offered option here.

How interesting about you r confession about what sinfully took place at such a creek because it
explains the communications I subsequently got from God, and that in order for me not to bother
asking him about your picture and testing request that: ‘nothing spiritually important took place
there’ contrary to what your were, at least tacitly, implying in you prior email. In response to that
voice, I was asking God why He then would even bother bring this up if it wasn’t important, and
now I see why with your confession here! Typical of my God, always keeping me at least a step
ahead of any evil influence. You need to double and triple check your words/motives/spirit!

Ronald

November 11, 2012

Yes America was raised out of the wilderness. I called a truce on senseless talk, not on Bible
fact.
America IS like a lamb. It is Satan with his evil that causes the two horns act evil.

November 11, 2012



There is also here not even any opportunity for any “truce” here as you are still expressing
falsehoods, Sure American was raised in a “wilderness”, -in an unpopulated region of North
American. Yet God only sent his faithful people there as a relief from Roman Catholic
persecutions (=Rev 12:15-16). It was Satan who deceivingly raised up his Babylonian Empire
under a guise of well-doing to the point that when John later was shown that woman (=Protestant
Church priorly made up the faithful people) he was astonished and shocked to see a harlotrous
and drunkening woman riding a beast, which had literally socio/politico-economically had sold
its soul to the dragon (Rev 17:1-7 = Rev 13:11ff). 

America is a “beast” that merely has multiple (2) horns, just like the little lamb which itself
betterly has 7 (Rev 5:6). That beast itself (not actually its horns as they easily could have if they
too were said to have mouths (Dan 7:8, 11, 20, 25) like the First Beast (Rev 13:1-10)) allows
itself to speak like a dragon

All just factual and accurate Biblical truth. You need to better study Bible prophecies and get up
to speed on these more accurate prophetic facts/truths.

November 11, 2012

Yes God raised up America

November 11, 2012

No He did not. He just sent his faithful people to that land. Satan/The Dragon raised up America,
His greatest (i.e., deceptive and thus most ensnaringly successful) Babylonian establishment!!
Just blindly repeating something does not make it so. The only temporal kingdom that God ever
raised up is His Israel. Contrary to American belief America is not God’s Chosen nation/people.
That is just what the devil wants and needs the world to think/believe. Looks like he is quite
successful with you and as usual he achieves this by causing you to ignore properly studying the
Bible and Bible prophecy.

November 11, 2012

I do study myBible everyday, was not a lame excuse. 
We are not even on the ame page

November 11, 2012

You may do so, even beyond just going through the motions but you quite demonstratedly need
to do a better job including application-wise (Matt 13:3-23|COL 33-61); -and using, even
scholarly, study helps is not a sin nor harmful to Bible study.

And of course we are not on the same page, on most issues were are not even using/reading
and/or properly studying the same “textbook(s)”



November 11, 2012

https://plus.google.com/114326904047673464920/posts?hl=en

I have to pick a different blog, like a maze that is crazy.

November 11, 2012

Interesting blog post. I would personally recommend Blogger.com for blogging (which is on by
Google) since it is much more populated and established than Google+ Blogging. And thus
you’ll attract much more traffic. Google Blogging is at best merely experential, In fact that is the
first Google Blog that I have ever come across. 

Just an advice!

November 13, 2012

Ok, I have already tried blogger.com, and I think it sucks. Maybe just me, and not for me, I
just am not going to use it at this time and for this purpose. I am shying away from
blogging, and looking to have a website that is in a domain name I choose and have control
over.
If you have facebook, you can find me there under Ernie Ralph Bennett
https://www.facebook.com/ernie..bennett.313

or just read what I posted online:

*************
Ok now time to clear up some things, such as half-truths and full truths. I am not
ATTACKING the religion or people, I am exposing the LIE (s) of the religions, so I am not
attacking the PEOPLE of the religions saying they are all evil, I am pointing out the LIES
in the religions. There ARE good things written down into religions (I can't quote, and I
am not going to look them up, let me give you an example. Let's say all religions have this
saying, "Do unto others as you would have them to do you, as a brother or sister <brother
or sister is one who is either and/or kin and/or same religion>, in pure (agape) love."
#1. Karma- half truth/half lie. Karma says you reap what you so, and it is associated with
Buddhism. Many Western cultures have notions similar to karma, as demonstrated in the
phrase "what goes around comes around" It is a "half-truth". If it was a FULL truth, then
"what goes around comes around" and you "reap what you sow", then not a single person
would be in Heaven, cepting Jesus, and maybe Enoch (I don't know the whole story of
Enoch's life, I do know that He walked with God closer and closer every day, until one day,
God took him straight from earth to Heaven, and he did not die.) And in Jesus case, He was
born as a human (with HIS divinity residing in Him, yet He did not rely on HIS divinity to
overcome or heal, etc., He relied on the Holy Spirit to carry the "instructions" to and fro
from God the Father, and God the Father provided the power to overcome, heal, etc. We
ALL have sinned, so if Karma was absolute, mankind would have no chance to enter the



pearly gates of Heaven. Now, it is true, for a basic example, you or I plant a row of corn,
and you know or your mentor or your instructions say do not water every day, yet every
day, even after it has rained, you are out there with a water hose drenching that row of
corn expecting the corn to grow 10 feet tall and having beautiful crops. Eh, wrong. You or I
might get one plant to grow and yield a few years of corn, and I say MIGHT. Wanna know
how to "break" that karma stuff, and this is where the lie is exposed and the truth is here?
You know, the real bad kind of "karma", where you are led to believe that because you
have sinned or the like, you are "doomed", and you have no chance of salvation no matter
what you do? This page sums it up nicely (in quotes after this sentence),  and I will shorten
what the page has to say on Step 6 after you read it, or even before you read it, just jump
down to where the space is, and you will find my version.
<http://www.wikihow.com/Accept-Jesus-Into-Your-Life>
Now I believe this is correct, if anyone wants to point out any discrepencies, feel free to do
so, This is the simple step, as I see it, to "break the karma". Just do this as the real good
starter. Have this prayer:

Our Heavenly Father, 
Forgive me of my sins. I accept Jesus as my Lord and Saviour. Jesus come into my heart
and abide with me.
In Jesus Most Wonderful Loving and Precious Name,
Amen.

Now, you go can go back if you jumped to my version and read what the page has to say.
The page itself (I did NOT follow any links from that page, so I can not say I agree or
disagree with any links from the page I posted), I agree with what it has to say. :)

Now, in closing all of this, if one lives in the Buddism life or other life of religion other than
Christianity,  and does the very best they can, choosing the good over the bad, (and God
WILL impress on people even in those religions, what is GOOD and what is BAD), God
will hold them accountable for the light they have followed. For example, a Buddhist man
is told by his mentor or he reads (I don't know if it is in their writings, I am just using an
example), it is ok to go and steal from your neighbor a few miles down the road because he
is living in a 100 million dollar mansion and yours is only worth 1 million, so go ahead and
steal his 500 grand car. Uh, NO. And the Holy Spirit will impress on this individual this is
wrong. God is shining His light to ALL mankind as never before right now, and it is
continuing to be poured out. So, the man does not steal the car. He is doing the best he can
with what he knows. God looks at those things and does what man and Satan can not do,
and look at the heart. I believe there will be millions saved from all walks of religions and
some who do not even know what 
religion is, simply because they have followed the good Shepard, even though they don't
know they have been doing so. And I quote: King James 2000 Bible (©2003)
John 10:16
And other sheep I have, which are not of this fold: them also I must bring, and they shall
hear my voice; and there shall be one fold, and one shepherd.
So, some or alot of people think, well, ok, all these sheep of these other folds (that are alive



today, will join the true church and we will all walk together. Uh, no I don't see it that way.
Here is the way I see it. The people who are following the good Shepard, and don't even
know it, WILL ALL TOGETHER WITH THE OTHER FOLDS THAT FOLLOW THE
GOOD SHEPARD, AND THEN WE WILL BE ONE FOLD.

#2. Islam. Islam is another half truth/half lie. Oh boy, here we go! A lot of people know
what that word is, and the religion of it. I have a few things to say about that, so bear with
me. in 1985, while I was at Concord college, I was in one of those "bluesy" situations. I was
sitting alone at llunch time, a few individuals came to me (I stuck to myself, maybe that is
why they singled me out, either for good or bad, I don't know their heart). And struck up a
conversation, and said would you like to join Islam. I said,  "What, what is Islam?" They
said Islam is a religion, we will treat you as a brother, we will sit with you talk with you
study college books together if you need help, we will even protect you if you need it, we
will take on the whole football team if they come attack you for no reason, no how matter
how big they are, to defend you. We believe in Allah. I said, "Who is Allah?" They said
Allah is God, while Christians call him God, we call him Allah. He is all powerful, etc. He
said if you became a Muslim, you can never go back, you will always be a Muslim, you can
not go back to Christianity. I was like wow, what really amazed me was the fact that they
said they would take on the whole football team, and there was like three of them. And they
was serious, and I knew they was serious. They said you will pray three times a day, facing
East, and read the Quran every day, and follow it's teachings. So, ok, I said, Ok, I will join
Islam and become a Muslim. They said are you sure, since you can never be a Christian
again. I said I am sure. They said ok, we will bring you a Quran tomorrow, and that was
the last I saw of them. Well, it dwelled on me a few days, and I kept on praying to Jesus.
Then in 1985 or early 86, I left the Seventh Day Adventist Church, which I had joined
around 80 or 81. To make this part of this #2 short, on July 4th, 1986, at about 9 AM in the
morning, as I was talking to a SDA Christian, in his front yard with some friends gathered
around, while he was sawing some wood between two saw horses, he was telling me of how
he had left the SDA church, and his dad had talked to him a few years later after him
leaving, while he was in his dad's house, and as his dad was talking to him about Jesus and
the love of Jesus, he said he saw a vision of Jesus over the mantle of the fireplace. Now, I
don't recall if it was a Heavenly Vision or a picture of Jesus that he had focused his eyes on.
When he said he had a vision of Jesus, immediately above his left should, a vision of Jesus
on the cross, about 8" x 10", appeared, with tears streaming of his eyes, and the vision had
a green background, and you could see "shapes" of people moving in the background, and
I knew that version was a personal for me, that He had died on the cross for my sins, and to
look to Him (Jesus). I also knew and know that Jesus arose after being crucified and lives
now. I gave my heart to Jesus. A few days before this, on a Wednesday, I had read the little
booklet called "The Guide", and in it was a true story called a 1000 ways (June 1985, I do
believe, was the issue).  In it was a true story of a man who had given his life to Jesus after
he had seen Jesus in a vision as well. At the end of that true story, I had a silent prayer, and
prayed, "Jesus, I will be Your servant if You will give me a similar experience". Low and
behold 2 days later on that Friday, I recieved that vision. I will not put on here I have
walked a "line" so good you would think I was the "good two shoes" of the whole
neighborhood, cuz that would be a lie. No, I, like all His sheep, have gone astray. King



James 2000 Bible (©2003)
Isaiah 53:6
All we like sheep have gone astray; we have turned everyone to his own way; and the
LORD has laid on him the iniquity of us all.
Sometimes, quite a few times, willingly, and other times I suppose I was trying to do right
and could have done more, and other times I went astray and didn't even know it.
I do know this, I am the HAPPIEST when I am abiding with Jesus.

So, here is the lie of Islam: Let me give you an example. I give a buddy 10 bux for a little
work he did for me, and he goes to the store, and buys a soda and a bag of chips (fresh,
good for human consumption). Now, for some reason, the clerk says, you know, once you
buy those chips, walk out that door, and eat those chips and drink that soda, you can not
come back in here and ask for a refund, that is not going to happen. It's not like you can
jump back in time, and pay for them and get a refund, or lay them on the counter and
change your mind, you understand, right?  You can't come back and ask for your money
back, do you understand. My buddy says yes. So, there goes the chips and soda. Well, there
goes the chips and soda, and he can't jump back in time (there goes the time travel theory)
and get his money back. Next day he comes back and I give him another 10 bux for a little
work he did for me, and low and behold, while he can't travel back in time, he CAN go and
buy the same type of soda and chips, and eat them. Which he did. 

SO, the LIE that you can become a Muslim and NOT become a Christian again is a LIE.
Why, I am a Christian (again), and goodbye Islam. (That is another lie that Satan has
slipped into this half truth/half lie religion, once you became a Muslim, you can't become a
Christian again. Why does Satan say that? He does not want you to get to know Jesus
again, and keep you in his snare of the half truth/half lie Islam, because he knows his snare
there is no escape for him or his devils, and wants to take as many humans he can with
him.

Now, you want an absolute truth? Want to goto Heaven? Follow Jesus. :) Now when I say
follow Jesus, it is more than just the repentance and acceptance prayer, the steps outlined
in the link is a real good example of FOLLOWING Jesus.

Now, I say once again, those who are in Buddhism and Islam and have never (or never did
if they are deceased), and have done the very best they could (and God the Father has been
streaming His love to mankind ever since He created Adam, and made Eve from his rib,
and has been streaming His Love through every church, to every human being, ever since),
will be in Heaven. This does not mean the whackos that claim Jihad against the USA or any
other country, that goes against the wholesome teachings of Islam and Buddhism, who
know ONLY that religion, and nothing of Christ, will be judged upon the light they have
recieved and are living on, doing the very best they can from the very best from those
religions. Both Islam, Buddhism, and other religions have truth mixed in with lies and
falsehoods, these religions are from Satan himself (I said RELIGIONS, not people). Those
who are following the good Shepard (even though they don't know they are), will see the
good, and ignore the bad. I do believe that those who are following these religions, are



doing the best they can from the Heavenly lLight from above, will goto Heaven, per chance
they die before they have not heard about Jesus and the cross (this does NOT mean the
WHACKOS who proclaim Jihad and twist the Quran and Buddism (which both, btw, have
a "Shalt not Kill", commandment in them". Once anyone finds about Jesus and the cross
in the proper loving light, it is time for them to make a SWITCH from those half
truths/half lies religions, into the correct "religion <I say that in the terms of the religion
Jesus talked about, a vast difference than what most people think religion is>, and do the
simple prayer I listed and/or the steps given in the link I provided.

And in summary:

King James 2000 Bible (©2003)
John 14:6
Jesus said unto him, I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man comes unto the Father,
but by me.
 
So, just in case none of this  has sunk in or you have any doubts, I have repented of my sins
(and I still do nightly cuz I have not made it to the point where I can walk like Enoch did or
better example Jesus did), and have accepted Him into my heart. :)

I have a few more posts of "Jesus" natue, and by that time I can have a website of my own
that I can put what I want, free of advertising, and I have sole control of content (led by the
Holy Spirit).

And another few paragraphs, and through with this post:

After doing the short version of accepting Jesus or the long one, and the instructions in the
long version, please do the following:

Pray the Lord's prayer daily, and pray for the following below, and for the sake of brevity,
I will give the scriptural references, and you can look them up (btw, the KJV is my
standard for Bible Study, for an easier read version you might select a more modern
language, for the Lord's prayer and for what is I list below, please use the KJV:

Lord's Prayer: Matthew 6:9-13 
Put on the whole armour of God: Ephesians 6:11-17
Revelation 3:18 Ask for God's gold, His garments, and His eyesalve.
Proverbs 4:7 and Proverbs 7:4
Wisdom and understanding, and all those qualities of a good and wise servant, and I will
be this for others, for You, and for myself.

Ok, if you have endured this long on this long post, I congratulate you. :)
*********



November 14, 2012

Hi Ernie,
Interesting post. I skimmed through it but will read it more carefully later. 

I actually did not see it on your Facebook page. If you have a direct link to that post, let me
know. It may be that only your Facebook friends may be able to read it, so that may greatly affect
your viewership. (In case you didn’t notice yet, I sent you a friend request from my Facebook
page.)

Blogger is probably the best blogging service out there> I don’t see why you would be having
trouble with. And you actually can control all of your content. I do. And the major plus is that
blogs on blogger get great rankings on google. As far as I know, Facebook does not allow for
searches on all of the content posted there. So the public, such as the Buddhists and Muslims yo
address in that post, may not actually, at least easily, find what you post there. Such evangelistic
posting depends on getting good random and public traffic to be beneficial to those who you are
trying to reach.

You can also go complete ad free in Blogger. I do.

Also, the one advantage of blogger is that your content will never go offline, whereas it can with
a personally own website if, e.g., cannot afford to renew your domain name.
 Anyway, it is indeed up to you and what you see is best, but I would seriously recommend
blogger for this type of posting. And it “visually seems/sounds more formal and serious than
Facebook which is more personal, especially on a personal account vs. a dedicated ministry
acount.

One comment on the content of your post: The Bible does say that ‘one reaps what they sow’
(Gal 6:7-8; 2 Cor 9:6; Pro 22:8; Hos 8:7; 10:12). The reason why we do not get what we reap is
because of God’s Grace in Jesus Christ. So that is why the redeemed will not reap Hell Fire’s
Judgement. And Moses and Elijah, a ‘man with a like nature as ours’, were taken to Heaven. Of
Course Moses died because of his capital sin, but by God’s grace, he did not fully reap what he
had sown.

Ronald

November 14, 2012

Yes, I know we reap what we sow. What I was trying to get across, was that if we reaped all
that we sowed, we would, no human being would make it to Heaven, without the saving
grace of Christ. Sometimes I mean to put things in there and I guess I get side tracked or
ahead of myself and it doesn't get there. I may try blogger again, and see if I can figure
more about it. How did you go ad free? Pay a fee? I would say that is the only way you got
to go ad free.

I had also contacted an attourney via the web, who was based in Chicago, IL. He



returned my call, and I had 15 minutes of free time to explain things. His advice was to
contact my state bar association, which I did, which led me to a paralegal, and she took the
information down that I had given her, and this is about the book, "A child called IT".
        I am still in prayer as to whether or not to pursue it or not, in spite of the fact my
brothers and sisters (except for one, she has been given "the short end" of the stick most of
her life), are living "high on the hog", while I am not. 
        I am still wanting to go back into coal mining, I have a Toyota Truck I am working on
for a start to get back and forth, I have to get it fixed (which I will do the mechanics),
among other things.

            In any case, Happy Sabbath,
            Yours in Christ,
            Ernie Ralph Bennett

November 18, 2012

Hi Ernie, 
I also have to rework my blog post to add things which I had meant to say but did not. The good
this with Blogger, unlike Facebook, (I am assuming), is that you can edit what you have posted
later.

As “too good to be true” as it indeed does seem/sound, you can go completely ad free in blogger
by choosing that option in the blog’s settings. Based on your blog’s traffic/popularity, they keep
track of what revenues you would be making if you had ads.

You’ll find that lawyers will always give you fifteen minutes for free. I’ve been through that.
And I am guessing that the paralegal will come back with an answer to have a private
investigator look into it to get the facts (or she will refer it to one herself. Because the legal
workers can only do their job when actionable facts are in.)

Pray for God’s will and guidance in your work pursuits. He can assist you in getting things
rolling again, even do more than you may expect! I.e., my view still is that God is against activity
which is detrimental to one’s health and to this planet’s ecosystem. So He may lead you to a
better work opportunity.)

Take Care,
Ronald

November 18, 2012

Ronald,
Thank you for your input. I sent an email to Ernie and Becky about starting a blog in
support of their ministry, of their approval or not (as well as a domain name), and they
replied they would prefer I did not. This is fine by me, since I know at times I say things



and people take what I say the wrong way, so, my goal is to be a servant of King Jesus, and
to what is best to serve Him.
Yours in Christ,
Ernie Ralph Bennett

November 18, 2012

I can understand that response from the Knolls, but the question really is, is that God’s own will.
(E.g., The prophet Nathan 2 Sam 7:2-4ff). I was of the understanding that your blog would
consist of posting the visions which God had given you. And like Hazen Foss and William Foy
in comparison to EGW, even if there are differences between your visions and Ernie Knoll’s
dream, they can actually be quite indicative of what is spiritually going on here in regards to the
SDA Church. So I would not see a problem for such a blog based on that content.

As for a blog in which you state your religious views as the one you posted on Facebook, or even
in regards to Ernie Knoll’s ministry, then that is something else. But if you are merely going to
relate the (similar) visions you say God had priorly given you, then I think that it would be
beneficial to have that “publication” done. Unless Jesus Himself tells you not to relate what He
had shown you, then I think that would be of great service to Him to do this revelations relating.

Ronald

November 18, 2012

you are right on just relating the visions, and that only and not my own views, on a blog, if
it is Jesus will. Prayer will be the key. Interesting part of all of this is that all the emails I
have been getting are signed Becky with Ernie in parenthesis (Ernie). Also the email
twoknolls@earthlink.net I no longer get any emails back from that, it may just be a
coincidence, I don't know. I asked Becky about it and she said the new email reflects the
For My People Ministry, which that email is fmpm@earthlink.net.
So, prayer will have to be done on that. Yes I had thought of Foss and Foy after you
mentioned it. I did share the "Treasure Box" dream on Facebook, stating I had seen it in
vision.  Here is the post in case you missed it:

Happy Sabbath Everyone ! I urge all of you to go and read this. Pray for the Holy Spirit
before you do. I saw this in vision around 1986 or 1987 there abouts, Ernie Knoll has seen
the same thing in a dream.http://www.formypeople.org/En/37_the_treasure_box.shtml

November 19, 2012

Gotcha, stick to the visions only, no bias on my part. On the Facebook post about the
treasure box it was I had the vision, Ernie Knoll had the dream. I added the comment
about the treasure box being your mind, after Ernie Knoll emailed me and told me the
meaning of it. In this vision, I could not understand anything, and told my attending angel
so, and I was overwhelmed, fearful of what people would think or just completely



overwhelmed and maybe shocked at the Love shown? I don't know what all it was going on
in my mind, my attending angel asked me to share and I said no I don't understand all of
this, and he said your heart will grow colder, I said I don't care I just don't understand. I
did and do care yet it was mind boggling to say the least.

Ernie

November 19, 2012

Thanks for the Facebook link Ernie. Hope you will be posting the details of your own
revelations, including such interactions and experiences with your attending angel as you cited in
this email. (Interesting to hear). As the Bible says, in the testimony of 2 or 3 witnesses is a matter
settled. So this corroboration should only help Ernie Knoll.

The other problem I am seeing with posting these thing on Facebook is that they are getting lost
in your private conversations there. It is best to have a dedicated blog for them. And like I said,
on a blog, you can edit them at anytime afterwards, whereas with Facebook you can’t. And the
most important thing is that Facebook postings are not that easily findable by people who are not
subscribed or you FB Friends. And just a brotherly counsel, going through your Facebook page
i.e., the “like” and “interests” is kinda of Babylonian-ish, i.e., a mixture of truth and (sly/subtle)
deceptions of the Devil. So that is actually destroying your credibility in regards to your claims of
visions from God. So I recommend a dedicated blog free of those worldly likes and interests.

I wouldn’t make to much of how Becky is signing those emails. I got a similar signature from her
in her August 2012 response to me and I gather that she is implying in this ways that she is
answering for Ernie Knoll. That does not mean he dead, but that she is the one who is responding
to all his emails.

In regards to your reluctance to share your visions because you did not understand them. Daniel
and John the Revelator did not understand much of what they were shown in vision, yet we can
read of them because they were obedient to God and faithful in accurately written them and
sharing them. The same also occurs with EGW. (And Hazen Foss quit because he was fearful of
what people would say/think). I also do not understand many of the clear significant dreams or
visions (=from God) that I get, and for that reason, don’t think they are important to write down,
but I still do, and it is only later that I see their meaning and fulfilment. God only requires us to
do what He asks and he’ll take care of the rest. Perhaps he would have sent someone later to
explain those visions to you. As shows with Joseph and Daniels, there is a distinct gift of ‘the
interpreting of prophecy’. (cf. 1 Cor 12:10)

The reason why I see that God, especially at first, gives such quasi-dubious revelations, is that He
needs these, especially foundational, revelations to be accepted by faith (so that Satan will not cry
“foul” and be permitted to similarly give quite clear revelations, but to evil people.) So it
all/always takes and involves faith.

Ronald



November 19, 2012

Ronald,
               I will go and take the time asap to figure out and do the blogging, ad free also.
When I had the first vision of Jesus, and I related it to Larry Zirkle and the few guys out in
the front yard where he was cutting boards on saw horses, he said really. I said yes, and
explained it some. There, at his house, was true agape love, and in that neighbourhood at
that time. I went from his house, to my brothers house, and saw him standing in the yard.
A voice came inside my head, and said, "Mat_11:29  Take my yoke upon you, and learn of
me; for I am meek and lowly in heart: and ye shall find rest unto your souls." I said "OK"
inside of my mind. My brother and I got into an argument, which I do believe was a
continuation of an argument a day or so before, which I had started, why, I don't know, my
mind, body, soul was crying out for answers. Anyways, I knew when I was walking into the
his yard his heart was swelling up with anger or something, and knew he was ready to fight
fight, as in physical fight. The argument started again, I do believe I started it, I don't
know,  it got to the point to where he got mad and took a swing at me and I dodged, and
took off running, avoiding him. A few days later or maybe that day I called and asked my
mom to come and get me, where she was at in Beckley, WV, and I was  in Cicero, Indiana.
She said OK. There was a terrible storm brewing outside at the time, I just remember
praying all would be ok. So, at 24, I came back home, and continued to live there until I
turned 50 in Feb 5th, 2012, and on up until shortly after my dads death at the end of Feb.
2012. Her house caught fire not long after his death, attributed to faulty wiring. I have
moved here in my uncompleted house. Right now my mind is in turmoil, my sister passed
away last night. She was also neglected out of the family, I had spent time with her over the
last few years to keep her company and talk, and laugh, and share how we grew up and
some of those things, like riding bicycles, etc. Louella was about 54 I do believe, and would
have been 55 on December the 8th. Her physical heart was weak, her spiritual heart was
golden. :) Anyways, I have a lot to do, get wood in, stack wood, wash some clothes, bound
and determined to go back to work in the coal industry (good Lord willing), since I am now
going crazy out of my mind after all of this journey, it took me 5 years to figure out my
cycles of ups and downs, and, also, to trust God, Pro_3:5  Trust in the LORD with all thine
heart; and lean not unto thine own understanding. And, also, 1Co_13:12  For now we see
through a glass, darkly; but then face to face: now I know in part; but then shall I know
even as also I am known. 
Also, not to be concerned with eartlhy riches, but to lay up in store the heavenly ones.
Mat_6:20  But lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor rust doth
corrupt, and where thieves do not break through nor steal.

               Another thing, I believe Obama and his team have the best intentions at heart for
all they are doing, doing the green thing. However, if the whole planet went green, and not
a bit of firewood or coal or oil was burned, in the end, Jesus is still going to destroy this
earth with fire and brimstone. That means also all the birds and animals, as well as the
devil and his devils, and those who have rejected Jesus. We do not live in a perfect world,
and we can not make it perfect. One of the the things that is also going to bring about the
Sunday laws is economic calamity. God has stayed the 4 winds of destruction, and I pray



for economic recovery, all the while, that people will keep in mind to lay up their treasures
in heaven, not earthly. The way I see it, another way to bring woe, misery, hurt, anguish, is
through economic loss as well. 
I am all for building more coal plants and using more coal. That is the way I see it.
                I urge you to read the Treasure Box dream again, and of course ask for the Holy
Spirit before you do, and notice EGW where she says a life of "...toil, etc. (paraphrase)...to
develop the CARACHTER, which is what God wants. 
                Last night I shed quit a few tears when I was alone at home, I loved and still love
my sister. I prayed for her for years, and I know she knew Jesus, and walked with Him,
and I consider her to be a saint of saints. I did not goto my dad's funeral due to family
conflicts, and to keep the peace, I stayed away. Her funeral, I intend to goto, all goes well.
                I am off here for now, I have stuff to do.
                Yours in Christ,
                 Ernie

November 20, 2012

Hi Ernie,
My condolences for the loss of your sister. I am sure it is indeed a great loss. I can imagine how
this would feel if that happened to me and my (only) sister. Sorry to hear of that sad news. Hope
you do make it to her funeral. [By the way, you have the same birthday as my sister (Feb. 5)].

In regards to the Obama and Green Energy thing, you keep on making, what is known as a “straw
man” argument/claim, that going green somehow involves that Jesus will not destroy this earth as
stated in the Bible and SOP. That is not at all my view, nor basis for encouraging this going
green endeavors. As I have been clearly saying, it is all in order that life of this earth will not
become inhabitable and unmanageable, e.g., a Sandy-like mega-storm every 2 weeks, which will
cause millions of people to suffer and die and will prevent the due proper preaching of the
Gospel and the Three Angels Message. Which leads me to my next point, which you also make.
You have the typical SDA Capitalist mentality and belief that ‘the Economic is God’ and
therefore, it will determine when final events will begin to unravel. I fully discuss that “Pseudo-
SDA Eschatology” on my blog. Indeed it is rooted out of the ‘special SDA-ensnaring deception’
of Satan spoken of in EW 266-269. And that is all because neither the Bible nor the SOP say
anythign about an economic crash and crisis causing final events and the Mark of the Beast to
unravel. That is all just purely made up ‘Mammon-worshipping prophecies, lit from Hell’ as the
SOP actually puts it. Along the lines of what is actually said in the SOP about the Mark of the
Beast movement, it is instead the freakish storms and their calamitous destructions, that can and
surely will occur as global warming becomes worst, which will make people believe that God is
judging them. Case in point: People spoke of Sandy and the ensuing Tropical Storm in terms of
the Plagues which God had sent on Egypt. And these people will then seek to have the Ten
Commandments and Sunday Keeping passed as a Law to prevent any further calamities. The
Economy has nothing to do with final events. As the SOP puts it (TM 409.2-3; COL 294.1-2ff),
only people who are choosing the thief and murder-agecent Barabbas (which are traits which are
perfectly reproduced in Capitalism) over Christ and His Full Gospel who will think, believe and
preach from pulpits that this is so. And if you do not believe so, then produce a Scripture or SOP



quote which says, as you believe that: “One of the things that is also going to bring about the
Sunday laws is economic calamity.” And the SOP is clear that te Four Winds blow after the Mark
of the Beast is already set up and all have already taken their stand for or against it. (GC 613.2 &
614.1; cf. LDE 228-229; 7BC 976; RH 23 Sep 1873). So, in order to make any valid counter-
claim here, do engage what my view actually is here and not ‘raise up false claims in order to
easily shoot them down’ (=straw man arguments). CO2 polluting is what will precipitate the
Mark of the Beast, before the Three Angels warning can be properly given, and is what God is
working to prevent (Rev 7:1-3) and so His professed people should seek to do the same unless
they be found as being facilitators of the Mark of the Beast, which will not stand well at all for
them in their investigative judgement.

And any rational thinking shows that people will not be seeing either Sunday violation nor SDAs
(as many SDAs fancifully believe)  as responsible for an Economic Collapse and any resulting
violence and chaos will a similarly not be rationally seen as because of Sunday violation. As the
SOP clearly presents (and if you and other SDAs actually believe that God showed EGW exactly
what will happen, then you cannot truthfully claim anything else), only supernatural acts of
nature will be seen as judgements from God, and that for not observing his Ten Commandments
and that is what will lead to movements to enforce them and Sunday Keeping. SDAs are in no
socio-economic position at all to be even remotely held responsible for any economy downturn.

And “laying up treasure in heaven” involves working to help people in need and also to work in
evangelism” (Matt 19:21 & Luke 12:33-34). And this is not down by precipitating the ruin of this
planet, and the lives of millions in the process, especially the poor, all  in order to prop up the
man-made dictates and dogmas of the spurious and evil Capitalistic economy, which actually
wantonly and unnecessarily, even systematically, causes the death of millions in non-emergency
times. How much more when the disastrous effects of global warming (e.g., floods, droughts,
hurricanes, severe cold, etc) are being felt.

So based on all of this, I do see God encouraging any of his people to work in industries which
are indeed “(prematurely) destroying the earth”. (Rev 11:18). And it is only because of
Capitalism-fostered competition/strife that there is not a global green solution (e.g., solar farms
in the deserts of the world) to prevent the need and use of CO2 emitting fuels. So, ‘if you have an
ear, hear’: you are ‘seeing things’ here quite wrong as it is a completely non-biblical view! Fear
and Trust in God and not in ‘the gold of the Economy’. (LOL, even gold can subjectively lose all
of its present, man-deemed, high market value)

I actually have seen that the Treasure Box dream of Knoll is based on the imagery and theme of
the New Temple populating vision of Ezek 47:4. In Knoll’s limited view, it involves the
selection of people who will be fit to be part of that New Temple of God and fulfill its Earth
transforming mission to the world (Ezek 47:8-12 = Rev 21:1-2's “River of Life”)

In regards to EGW and work/toil, as already discussed on my blog, I fully understand that she
sees work as being foundationally necessary and beneficial for man. And my view is that God
cannot do this work on the Earth for man. Some SDA (e.g., David Gates) believe otherwise:
“God will do all our work for us throughout eternity. Work was given in perfect Eden and is art



of God’s ideal plan for man. As also discussed on my blog, EGW even says that it was helpful in
keeping Jesus from engaging in sinful activity (DA 72.1-73.2). So I have absolutely nothing
against work. However I do have something against “toil” as this is part of the curse of God for
sin on the Earth (Gen 3:17-19). [Which all reminds me of the present work I am dealing with of
Orthodox Jews having the belief that God deliberately permitted evil and Satan for the good of
Man!!]. Work was then made more hard. So that is why I am against the individualistic and
competitive model of Capitalism as much more is more easily and more faster down through
Socialistic cooperations. So Capitalism only compounds and complicates the “toil” curse of Man.
And the necessity and benefits of work does not mean that we are to do whatever work is
available. Followers of God are only do to work which is not in opposition/contradiction to His
will, ideals and way.

Once again, condolences for your Sister’s passing and hope that all goes well. And with you
stating that her death was caused by a weak heart, it personally reminds me that I have to get on
my treadmill more often because my “work” of Biblical Research and writing keeps me pinned
down at my desk for quite literally ca. 16 hours per day. I had actually bought that treadmill to do
more exercising back in 2009 at the breaking of the news of Michael Jackson’s death which was
initially taught to be a heart attack as I was getting quite troubling symptoms of me about to faint
when my heart rate would drop while trying to sleep. So I certainly do poignantly feel the news
of people passing because of heart trouble. Thank God I do not gain weight fast, for I really
should be 300 pounds given my, work-forced, sedentary lifestyle, -though I was shocked to
recently find out that I weighed 175lbs. I always thought I was around 140 lbs.

Take Care and May God help you in your period of grief.
Ronald

November 20, 2012

Ronald,
Now I have to think up a name for my blog, and a url.
My sister's funeral will not be until after Thanksgiving.

Last night I went to my brother's house Ray Dean and took a shower down there, first time
in a week or so since I have had one. He lives right over the hill from me, him and his wife
are so finicky over their "fine house and lawn" and all of that, I don't go down there unless
I have to. While I was inside, which had been awhile, I could tell there had been quite a bit
of money spent remodling. While he got his back broke in the coal mines, and SS and a
pension or something of the sorts from the coal mines or a disability check, it just made me
wonder where the money comes from for all their endeavors. My brother Garry lives in a
trailor, he paid for mom's double wide out of the money mom said he gets from his wife's
death, which I don't believe that one. Because when she died, which it was from a sulfer
drug that she was given and she died withen days after she had taken the medicine, and
they knew she was alegeric to it, yet she was given it out of mistake. Anyways, he said he
was not going to sue, and mom said he was not going to sue. Then I find out he gets a 30
grand check every five years (it could be more, I don't know),  I am of the belief though my



brothers Garry and Ray Dean and more than likely my sister to Loretta was all in the deal
on those books. Since then she has boiught a house, Ray Dean lives in a brick home, huge
garages, tool sheds, white carpet in the living room, cabinets that are all nice and shiney
and waxed wood floor in the kitchen, fancy washer and dryer, two cub cadet lawn mowers,
a tractor to plow gardens with, big screen tv, full cable, nice car, and also can't forget about
the 6 grand he paid to have her have breast implants. So, I am wondering do I go down the
road and bring all three into a lawsuit, along with the publishers (they should have checked
this stuff out!), or just forgive and go on.

Right now I am working on a 1987 Toyota truck I am having troubles getting a title to, and
working to get it running. I don't mind going back to work, in spite of the danger and the
health things, I believe I can make production increase 4 fold, with safety and health first,
then production and then measurement, good Lord willing, along with improving the
quality of life for certain ones of my family, who have also gotten the short end of the deal.

I don't know. I am aggrevated and dissapointed and more from family.   I went to Garry's
trailer to take a shower, and I just got an impression that he had more money than the
check he claims to every month (SS). When I told him just recently that I had a vision of
Jesus on the cross in Cicero Indiana his reply was that I was crazy and didn't know what I
was talking about, and when I told him I had some visions of the dreams Ernie Knoll had,
he said he didn't believe in him, and had trouble with EGW, listing things of doubt and all
that. 

I have no trouble with EGW or Ernie Knoll, the Bible is my main road map, my main
guide. EGW was a human being, and Ernie Knoll is a human being, just like the "hero's"
of the Bible, who where human beings, yet made mistakes or sins if you will, and yet was
forgiven and still used by God. So, I pay no attention to those who attack either one, I just
tell them I believe that both (EGW was a messenger of God), and Ernie Knoll is a
messenger of God. 

So, last night when I was at my sister Danita's house, where Louella was living and passed
away, I just simply said, "This is a wake up call. Drugs, pills, alcholol (and who knows
what else, I didn't say that), and that Jared, Brittany and Matthew are now smoking pot
(which I believe came from her husband Danny, he is big into it, along with more). Danita
said this is not the time. May not have been the time I said it anyways. I felt it was the time.
As far as I know Danny is out driving without a license (and because of some special
privalage or some shit, like an undercover cop or something, which he may be trying to
help in ways, yet in others setting bad examples, and I don't care if he is an undercover cop
or whatever, that does not give one the right to be a bad example, maybe he got pulled into
the stuff over time, maybe Danita was the one who had the drug problems first, then
Danny, or vice versa, either way it is a mess),  he is getting by with it. Then there is my
mom letting Brittany drive with no license at all, and Jared has driving to with no license at
all, just like it was no big deal. Both Danita and Danny are setting bad examples, as well as
my mom. No, mom does not offer to let me drive (I don't have my license back), and I don't
want to drive without one, unless it was an emergency, then that would be a different story.



To me, Mom, Danita, and Danny are teaching them to be lawless, and just go about your
merry way and get by with it.  And all the while my sister Louella was up there getting the
short end of the deal, mom would often go up to Danita's former house and bypass
Louella's, and not think twice about it. Am I saying to much, revealing to much here? I
don't know. I want them to all straighten up, and live good decent moral lives, and be good
examples. 
Brittany has lost interest in school (which I blame it on the pot, I don't know), and doesn't
want to graduate, instead get a GED. I want to see her graduate, and become an
orthadontist.  Jared, Brittany and Matthew all know Jesus, and when you accept Him, you
become a new creation in Christ, so it is like stepping on fresh ground, spotless with His
robe of rightousness on, and then keep on walking with Jesus. 

I helped raise Jared, Brittany, Matthew, and to some extent Makayla, 4 of her 7 kids, and
that stuff did not go on while I was helping to raise them at mom's. When Jared was in
about the 3rd grade or so, Danita quit letting them come down to moms (I don't know the
whole story on that deal), and they was brought into the drug scene up there, and it has
been one thing after another. I don't know the answers, I just keep praying for all of them,
all of my family and relatives, to follow Jesus. 

I am no saint, that is for sure. I have changed over the last 5 years while seeking my SS,
and still have lots of changes for Christ to work in my life. I have come to realize I have to
live for me, and not for others, well, let me say, to become more like Christ. Don't know
how to exactly say it. I do pray to be one of the elect, to reflect the character of Christ, not
to be just one of those who are the "elect", it is the character of Christ I am seeking to be
changed to reflect, since He showed absolute agape love to all humans, and overcame sin
(which the 144,000 will do, to be able to go through the Time of Trouble without the
intercession of Jesus, since probation will have closed by that time)

I am aggrevated right now, probably saying more than I should, and then again maybe I
should say even more, I don't know. You might not want to hear all of this.

I am sure you have family problems to in your family that you wish was otherwise.

Maybe one of the things about the Treasure Box vision was seeing the lettering going from
black to gold, and I was haviing a conflict in my mind (and/or Lucifer and/or his evil angels
realizing I was having a vision and was on full attack, I don't know), about the gold. I
understand now that it was not gold like here on earth, it was the precious gold of God's
words being absorbed by our minds. That is a huge difference.

Anyways,  I have so much to do, and this money I am getting per month will not cut it, and
beyond that, I have figured out what kept me going in the loops over the last 50 years (well
40 to 45 or so),  and see and know trusting in God is the way to go, and not my own way,
and coming to grips with my past, etc.

If you have any ideas on a blog name or url, then please share with me. I am thinking along



the lines of, In Support of For My People Ministry.

Yours in Christ,
Ernie

November 20, 2012

First of all Ernie,
Like I said before, do censor your emails to me of swear/curse/vulgar words and terms. Like I
said before, I do not want to “deal” with this in email communications with you. I hope you can
respect and honor that request among fellow Christians. 

Family Issues
In regards to your family problems, and we all do have some to certain degree, I would say, in
regards to your book conspiracy suspicions, to first work to get the facts before making and/or
acting on any assumption. It will save you much psychological worries. So I wouldn’t jump to
any conclusion about the finances of your relatives until you have actual facts. That won’t change
anything nor be helpful to you.

In regards to wanting your family and relatives to live better lives, then the only thing that you
can do is to be a better reflector of Christ to them. If as you say, they know you are not living up
to what you profess to believe, then do not be surprised if they do not heed any of your
exhortations. In fact, if you are struggling with cigarette smoking, you are actually not in a
position to reprimand them on even pot smoking for, moreover now, as of the November 2012
election, two U.S. States have voted to de-criminalize marijuana. (And alcohol consumption is
actually a bigger and more detrimental drug problem than marijuana.)

Treasure Box’s gold
And in regards to EGW and dealing with her critics, you can find much helpful online
presentations and helps on my blog post about her. See the listing at the bottom of this post:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/proof-is-in-bible.html

Becoming part of the 144,000 actually take tangible effort beyond mere prayer. For only those
who will be intellectually and spiritually sealed in the Full Sabbath True will be part of that
group. (LDE 219.4)

About the meaning of “gold” in the Treasure Box dream, I see it is related to the gold that is
recommended to the comfortable Lukewarm Laodiceans, and as I discuss in this blog post:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/11/shaking-in-it-biblical-context.html EGW was shown
what the gold represented:

“The gold mentioned by Christ, the True Witness, which all must have, has been shown me to be
faith and love combined, and love takes the precedence of faith. Satan is constantly at work to
remove these precious gifts from the hearts of God's people. All are engaged in playing the game
of life. Satan is well aware that if he can remove love and faith, and supply their place with

http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/proof-is-in-bible.html


selfishness and unbelief, all the remaining precious traits will soon be skillfully removed by his
deceitful hand, and the game will be lost.” (2T 36-37)

            -“The gold here recommended as having been tried in the fire is faith and love. It makes
the heart rich; for it has been purged until it is pure, and the more it is tested the more brilliant is
its luster.” (4T 88.2)

            -“The gold tried in the fire is faith that works by love. Only this can bring us into
harmony with God. We may be active, we may do much work; but without love, such love as
dwelt in the heart of Christ, we can never be numbered with the family of heaven.” (COL 158.2)

I have seen that the symbols in the Bible, EGW and Knoll are all the same. And Like I
said in my prior email, the Heavenly treasure we should be amassing is related to helping people
who are in physical and spiritual need (see DA 825.4). So the contrasting black involves not
having this Character quality, which is indeed obtained by heeding the many Bible and SOP
passages which exhorts us to develop and actively practice such Godly traits.

Blog Naming
I actually do not have any specific name suggestion for your blog. You’ll really should pray and
decide that for yourself. And in blogger you can actually change the Blog’s name later. The one
suggestion that I may give you is to have a generic name for the url. Such as “visionsfromJesus”
and have a more specific name for the Blog Title since you can easily change that later. I did
something like that with my blog by having njkproject as the url and “Theological Views” as the
actual name of my blog.

And I would not recommend specifically naming it in relation to Knoll’s ministry as they had
asked you not to start a website in such direct relation to them.

Hope this all is helpful,

Ronald

November 21, 2012

Ronald,
          I am just going to ask Jesus to handle the situation (s),  and let Him handle these
things in my life and the lives of others. I surely don't know the answers, He does. :)
          Yours in Christ,
           Ernie

November 21, 2012

That indeed is the best start Ernie...for situations which one has absolutely no authority or
possible influence into and/or control over, but for things that are in your personal power to
affect and change, then God expects us to do whatever is necessary to put us in a situation where



God can act if later absolutely necessary. God does not do for us what we can do for ourselves.
(Eccl 9:10a; Col 3:23)

God Speed,
Ronald

November 22, 2012

Ronald,
Correct, we have our part to do as well. I know I had sat down with my sister (who passed
away Sunday night), and talked to her on many occasions. I am sure there where times I
could have done better. She was bad for awhile to drink a whole bottle of vodka and two
packs of Ciggs per day. Yet I sat down with her and smoked a few Ciggs with her, cutting
mine down as I went along, hoping she would to. I also sat down and drank a medium size
glass of vodka with her, and her the same, and making sure that was it, hoping she would
cut down. So, I am not guilt free as far as being (100% "pure"), yet I was trying to help her
and myself slowly but surely. Her boyfriend "Calvin Hatfield", if that is his real name,
drank some with her and smoked some ciggerattes to, quitting for awhile in hopes to get
her to quit. He had bought her some to overtime, I had bought one or two beers or so with
her, yet I stayed with her to make sure she cut down on the drinking, hoping to get her
away from such things. I am also quite sure he slipped some pills to the kids, so he is not
guilt free on this mess, none of us are. Yet we all also tried to get her to a healthier lifestyle,
as well as our own. At any rate, God knows our hearts, all hearts. 
There needs to be some straightening up in their lifestyle, and mine as well no doubt.
I have come to the conclusion that if people where truly neighborly to each other around
the world, and followed Jesus, life would be better for all. 
Once again, I "leave" the situation in God's hands, yet when I say that, it also means that I
know I have my part to do, a very large part, to do as well, the "leaving" or "putting" in
God's hands I am saying that I am counting on God to show me my part(s) to do, so that I
do them faithfully. 
None of us humans can raise our hands and say we have not sinned (except Jesus), yet that
is not an excuse or license to do whatever.

In sharing my personal views on Facebook, I urge you to read the book, The Truth, The
Whole Truth, and nothing but the Truth on 

November 22, 2012

Hi Ernie,
(Happy Thanksgiving, btw - Canada had its Thanksgiving back on the first Monday of October.
Funny thing though. Having personally experienced Thanksgiving in the US for ca. 10 years
while living there, I still cannot shake the notion of it being a holiday even when here in Canada.
Indeed unlike other purely US holidays, such as July 4 and Memorial Day. Must be because I
used to enjoy US Thanksgiving at first because it meant mid-week Football! Anyway. That’s my
past life.)



Given that cigarettes and alcohol are extremely addictive substances, the last method to try to
quit them is by taking any amount of them again. That is why any amount of drinking  is known
as a “relapse” for AA people and is viewed as extremely dangerous.

Jesus’ Full Gospel message calls us to be neighborly to others, (-that is what my NJK Proect is
all about), however it is important to indeed understand, as I gather you now do, that this is not a
call for us to engage in their sinful ways or facilitating them. God does know our heart, but we
are to clearly know that God does not use sinful things to help or save people. (And ir is only in
genuine and viable self-defense circumstances that God allows for His Law to be violated. E.g.,
Israel going to War and killing peoples, Samuel not telling the whole truth, David pretending to
be crazy, etc.)

I somewhat understand your point of view, however God has made his will clearly known in the
Bible and in the SOP. So it is really up to us to do our obedient part and follow it. He has nothing
more/else to “show” us. It is up to us to trust that those revealed ways of his are the best ways. I
think of Solomon who thought he could converted pagan by marrying their women, and that only
served to lead him and all Israel into great and lasting apostasy!! God’s wisdom is unsurpassable.

Ronald

November 22, 2012

In sharing my personal views on Facebook, I urge you to read the book, The Truth, The
Whole Truth, and nothing but the Truth on www.formypeople.org, you will notice that
Buddism, Islam and more, as being pointed out to their errors of teaching. While there are
many good people in those and other teachings (and some very bad people to!), the
teachings don't lead to Jesus, and you and I both know Jesus is the One to follow.
In summary, what I am trying to say is I want the best for all of us humans in Jesus, and I
want my part to do what ever that may be.
Time to go forth and pray and do better, I know I have a lot of areas to improve in Jesus
love, give up sin, help others and myself in doing what is correct. 
I am just relying on Jesus to lead me in the correct path, so that I improve my life, and
those around me by doing what is correct.
Yours in Christ,
Ernie Ralph Bennett

November 22, 2012

I hear you on this point Ernie. I am similarly currently trying to answer the many relatively valid
claims against Christ and Christianity made by the Jews for Judaism (Counter-Christian-
Missionary) Organization. I have listened to ca. 26 hours of their seminar presentations thus far.

http://www.youtube.com/user/JewsforJudaismCanada
http://www.jewsforjudaism.ca/multimedia/audio
http://www.youtube.com/user/Jews4Judaism



Ronald

November 22, 2012

You  are right, Ronald, God's  God’s wisdom is unsurpassable., that I 100% agree.

November 23, 2012

Glad you also fully understand/agree with this. Btw here is the explicit wise law of God that
Solomon was knowingly disobeying: Deut 17:17a. See Prophets and Kings 52.2-55.2.

November 23, 2012

The law of not worshipping other God's, correct? That is what I take from it. That he was
woshipping Gold, etc,. and letting the gold, the pools, the wine, women and song, and the
ease of life, and not sharing the true riches, both spiritually and fiancially, to those in need,
is what I see.
Ernie

November 23, 2012

No, that was not that law.

November 23, 2012

Ronald,
                Jesus is the wood being talked about in the dream he had right after the
www.4hispeople.com website, I couild see in the future he was looking on the internet and
ran across an ad about an escort service or something, and that caught his eye and he was
wondering about the girl and her salvation? or something like that. 
                 They have escort services in Charleston, used to, I don't know about now. 
                 Ernie

November 23, 2012

Who, and what, are you talking about?? I don’t understand the context, nor point, of anything
you’ve said here.

November 23, 2012

The greatest gift of all to share was Jesus and He wasn't doing it.

November 23, 2012

Again Ernie, who are you talking about here?? If Solomon, -he could not be “sharing Jesus” per



se since he lived ca. 900 years before the advent of Christ. He was to carefully live according to
all of God’s Law, and share that knowledge with others. (Deut 17:18-20)

November 24, 2012

Ronald,
                I have a copy of this printed from http://www.formypeople.org.

http://www.formypeople.org/the_truth/en/appendix_V2_D.shtml

Ernie

November 24, 2012

Okay, now I gather that you are talking about Ernie Knoll. I still don’t see your point here. I don’t
see how your vision (if I understand that right) of an escort service relates to Knoll’s dream here.
As your “something like that” caveat indicates, you may have mixed things up here and/or
assumed a wrong conclusion.

That is why I have been encouraging to write out all of your visions on a blog. 

Ronald

November 24, 2012

Ronald,
            Ok, I am missing the explicit law, please explain or point out the main passage. I will
go and read and see if I can figure it out.
                Ernie

November 24, 2012

Go back and read my prior email, before your first response and you’ll find those references, in
the Bible and SOP. It was always there. I don’t see how you “missed it”.

November 24, 2012

ok, I will go back and read again. A few I had "preused" because of time considerations, so
now I will go and look more closely. Trying to do many things at "once" here.
You know my dad had a vision of a snow white dove before.
My aunt had a vision or dream (My dads sister) of her son Bennie joining the military, and
he of course did not tell them before doing so, and she saw he was going to do this and
there was nothing she could do about it, she said OK just bring Him back alive to me. And
he did come back alive, wounded in action, (I have told you before I do believe of my cousin
Bennie), and recieved a purple heart and an Honourable Discharge.



Happy Sabbath,
Yours in Christ,
Ernie

November 26, 2012

Hi Ernie,
Interesting dreams. What was the context of your dad’s snow white dove vision? And what do
you think it represents/mean. 

Relatedly, EGW says in DA 694.5 that when suffering mental anguish in Gethsemane ‘a dovelike
form overshadowed Him’, just like it had at his Baptism in the Jordan (Luke 3:22), thus showing
that Christ’s experience in Gethsemane was indeed a”baptism” (=Luke 12:50)

I did not understand what you meant by “(I have told you before I do believe of my cousin
Bennie)”. In fact, you actually have not mentioned him, nor his experience, to me before. Sorry
to hear of his physical war-loss.

How did the funeral of your sister go? Once again, my condolences.

Ronald

November 26, 2012

Ronald,
I do know people love to hear about Jesus and His Agape Love and His plan of salvation
for people. :)
Yours in Christ,
Ernie

November 28, 2012

What are you referring/responding to?

November 28, 2012

Ronald,
Many ways to "talk" about Jesus and His Agape Love and plan of Salvation, for others
and our self, the best way is "actions speak louder than words" as my niece reminded me
(of the saying), and glad she did.:)
Ernie

November 28, 2012



Ahhh.... I (contextually) see... Actions do indeed speak volumes than mere words. And children
are good at variously  reminding grown ups of that. 

Relatedly, I repeatedly see this divergence with SDA’s who claim that ‘they believe Jesus is
coming back very soon’ but their lackadaisical, indifferent and indolent actions say volumes to
the complete contrary. Case in point, they are now planning to work large cities as stated in the
SOP so that the Work can be finished, and plan to do so in 300+ cities. But have taken over 3
years just to begin to do so in New York City. At that pace, they therefore are planning to be here
for at least the next 1000 years!!

Ronald

December 14, 2012

Hey Ernie. Just read through your draft blog post (if you actually meant to sent it to me). Very
interesting. Looking forward to more.

Ronald

December 14, 2012

Ronald,
             A new dream has been posted.
             http://www.formypeople.org/En/64_final_events_and_the_first_supper.shtml
             Ernie

December 14, 2012

Thanks Ernie. I just finished reading through it. It was quite long, but quite interesting. As stated
it is a symbolic representation of literal things. It repeatedly corroborated the spiritual
understandings in my “Prolonged Time” view of things. I made many notes and annotations, as I
do with all of Knoll Dreams which I have studied thus far.

I found it interesting that Knoll was shown that the prophetic statement to EGW of an “earnest
prophet being raised up before the end” was about him, a prophet who God would raise in the
SDA Church in the future.

Ronald

December 14, 2012

Ronald,
I noted that to, that it was about him, so the Lord knows the end from the beginning. I have
been sharing what I have been shown, which is a good thing. I did have my blog posted for
a bit for anyone who wanted to see, and then reverted it back to draft, so I can decide what



to post or not. I don't want to make a direct reference to the current For My People
Ministry, out of respect to Ernie & Becky Knoll and For My People Ministry Team.
        I have been reading some more of your posts, they are quiet lengthy (which is fine, just
takes me a bit to read, and I get sidetracked at times on any lengthy reading of any kind, I
have to take a break and then read more).
         My new email I will be using is bennetternie1@yahoo.com.
          Also the vision I had of Jesus on the cross, Jesus was white in color. Bear with me
here. You asked me what was my top 20 movies were that I had prayed about (once again,
the power of the Holy Spirit came upon me faster than a flash, and the actual prayer lasted
mere seconds, and it was not something I had thought of, these were pulled from my
subconscious). One was Bruce, and another was Bruce Almighty. In those, if you have seen
them, God the Father was played by Morgan Freeman, who is black. I was prompted to
pray the character God the Father would be black. I see no problem with this, since His
character is "white" or more appropriately, "pure", and it is the character of a person that
The Lord looks at and molds, not the skin color. I do believe God the Father is white, which
reflects a pure Lord shining outward. Which, btw, I really like the actors in both of those
movies. I believe Morgan Freeman is a suburb gentleman in real life, as well as the other
people in real life. Also, I am sure you have noted that the unfallen angels are pure white,
since they have not been defiled from within, and the evil angels are dark or black, and that
is because of the defilement of their character within ( that is the way I see it). I always
wondered where the different races came from, and I figured and said they came from the
tower of Babel, where the Lord confused the languages, and even though the Bible does not
say so, I believe the different races came about to (could be wrong on that though). The last
dream of Ernie Knolls did answer where the black race came from, and that is Ham).
While none of us can change our skin color, our characters can be changed by the Lord,
and that is what really needs to be changed. I am reminded of the verse of the Ethiopian
and the Leopard if they can change their outer coats, and the answer is no. The Lord can
change our characters, which is the main thing, and reminds me of the famous speech by
Dr. Martin Luther King where he looks forward to the time we will be known by our
characters, and that is so true, and I look forward to that day as well. The Lord molds our
character, which is the only thing we own, everything else we are just stewards of. It's our
hearts that the Lord sees, and not our exteriors, which is good! 
Yours in Christ,
Ernie

December 15, 2012

Hi Ernie,

In response to your various comments:

The name “earnest”
From what I Biblically/Theology know and understand about God and the Future (see my God
Almighty Post), I myself would actually not say/believe that God “knew” 120+ years in advance
that Ernie Knoll himself was going to be that future prophet. Instead I see that when the time



came for that prophet to be raised, (which with you having the same name Ernie, and receiving
similar vision, I see it could have been you starting back in 1986), God then worked to have the
family he chose from where that prophet would come from, name their child “Ernie”, which
could be associated with the word/name Earnest. I see the EGW statement involving more a play
on words (earnest) than a prophecy about the specific name of that prophet. It is just that God
worked it out so that that future prophet would have a name that is closely associated with that
prophetic plan. The Bible is clear that God Plans and declares (not “knows”) the Future, and
when the time comes for that plan to be realized, He then acts to fulfill it, if, when applicable, he
gets the necessary human cooperation. (=Isa 46:9-11; cf. Jer 18:1-10).

Reference to Knoll Ministry
As long as you endeavor to post the truth, I personally do not see that it would be a problem if
you referenced Knoll’s ministry. Like I said before, I should only serve to corroborate/validate
him.

My Blog Posts
I can see from my web visitor log that most people who make it through an posting usually do so
in chunks. Some I see return to a post once every week until they finish reading it. So it is quite
appropriate to read them in sections. I actually also have to write them in chunks for that reason
of time. In fact my Primer on the Plagues post(s), (which I see you visited), took me from late
September 2011 to February 2012 to write. Interestingly enough, it was initially only meant to
provide an interpretation of the 7 Trumpets of Revelation, but, as you can read there, then I had
to do an entire exposition on all of the Series of 7 in Revelation (i.e., the Lampstands/Churches,
(Horns), Seals, Thunders, Plagues). All this to say that I find it interesting that in Knolls dream it
is said that: ‘the messages in this dream of Knoll which has as it chief theme, the 7 Trumpets,
began months ago, in February of 2012’, which coincides with the time when I published that
message on the 7 Trumpets, and which inherently also involve the prolonged time understanding
of “Final Events”. As you can read in those Primer Posts, those understandings actually do not
contradict the prior understandings but rather build upon them in order to provide their secondary
application for this prolonged time.

Your Bruce Almighty “revelation”
The Bible is clear that any spiritual insight when claim to have must be thoroughly tested to see
from who it is from. As I stated/discussed before, I have not seen that your claims of spiritual
revelation concerning Hollywood movies are from God as they do not actually provide anything
of Biblical soundness/substance. I rather see that all they do is make you have a superficial
affinity for Hollywood and those who work therein. E.g., if Jessica Biel was so “pure of
character”, then why would she go on to play sinful character roles. I do not see anything of vital
significance in your claims about Morgan Freeman and the Bruce All Mighty “revelation”. One
Hollywood character portrayal does not make the character of that actor for, in Freeman’s case,
he later went on to play a ruthless Mob boss in the movie Lucky Number Slevin (2006). So I
would be leery of those spiritual feelings and revelations in regards to any Hollywood movies.
Judge these thing rather by the clear Word of God rather than those experiences. Hollywood
actors will be the first to tell you that they experience something almost supernatural when they
portray an actor. Hollywood is Satan’s Global propaganda machine, and of course, to fool most,



he mixes in as much good as necessary so that they false and evil can be also gobbled up!!

And as I said before, the actual date when you have those “inspiration” would be helpful here as I
am presuming that you are receiving them sometime after the film/screenplay has been written
planned, or even filmed. In such a case, it would not be a prophetic revelation at all, but just an
informing of already existing information.

Testing a Prophet (1 Thess 5:19-21)
It is very important to keep this Biblical requirement in 1 Thess 5:19-21 in mind when dealing
with any claims of prophetic revelation. As many examples show, as I detail in my blog (
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/proof-is-in-bible.html ) EGW herself was not inerrant. It
is interesting to hear that it is said that she had over 2000 visions/revelations, and while most
people treat every word she word as part of those revelations, that was not the case. I would say
that 85% of what she wrote was entirely based on her on Biblical and Theological understandings
which is not surprising that several things have since then been shown to be not what the Bible
actually says. Perfect case in point, she claims that Jesus raised Himself from the dead, but the
Bible clearly states over 30 times that it was God the Father who resurrected Jesus through the
Holy Spirit. 

All this to say that I have some problems with some things in that latest dream of Knoll. I am
actually seeing/thinking that he has mixed in his own views/understandings in the dreams. In
other words, not everything he states were actually said by Divine revelation. For one thing, I
keep on finding it quite amazing that he could remember his quite lengthy dreams in such details.
I have not seen such lengthy and details recordings of visions and dreams in the Bible or SOP. In
fact Daniel merely wrote out summaries of certain of his dreams (Dan 7:1). I see EGW did so
many times, especially in “I was shown...” statements where she does not give the details of what
she was shown, but just the application. Perhaps you also can attest to this, but in my own
experience, I have found that if I do not write out a dream or vision immediately, that, except for
very impressive ones, I have a hard time recalling all of the details. However I have experienced
God’s power in recalling details several times, and this is also done in the Bible, and so I do see
it as a possibility that God can supernaturally help Ernie Knoll vividly remember his dreams.

That said, I still have this question about Knoll dream. It has the date of December 12, 2012. I
don’t think that this is the date when he actually received the dream, but only when he posted it.
(It would be better if he (also) posted the date when he had received it). If that is not the case then
he has quite a professional, efficient and fast graphics and web team who can produce those 5
graphics for the dream in just a couple of days. I only see that with high end TV production.

On more substantive issues, I find his statement that Women Pastoral Ordination is against God’s
will to be troubling since, as discussed here:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/01/theological-views-commentary.html#ordination that the
Biblical teaching is that God no longer makes a gender distinction in the New Covenant. Perfect
case in point, his choosing and inspiring of EGW as a prophet, to the point where she was
considered as ordained for a while.



SDA Church and Homosexuality
Also he says that the SDA Church will be endorsing homosexuality. Well the General
Conference recently released a statement clearly stating that they are against homosexuality.
While this does not mean that they will never change their mind on this in the future, I do not see
it as the “slippery slope” result of women ordination (WO) that Knoll claims it is. That is all like
the common spurious argument of those who are against WO in the SDA Church. 

Ham and Black People
Similarly when Knoll claims that it was Black people who were cursed with slavery because
“Ham was cursed”, it was actually Ham’s son, Canaan who was cursed (Gen 10:25-27), and as I
discussed in an SDA Forum (see starting here:
http://www.maritime-sda-online.com/forums/ubbthreads.php?ubb=showflat&Number=135047#
Post135047 ), the SOP itself says that it applied to the people who lived in Canaan, and was
fulfilled when the Israelites conquered that land. It was only 19  century Americans who claimedth

that it was Black people who were cursed in order to justify their slave trade. So here Knolls is
clearly expressing his own warped and non-Biblical views on the topic and I do not see at all that
it was the Herald stating this. 

In this regard, because of Knoll’s past demonstration of bold lying, he has very little benefit of
the doubt on such dubious matters, and he could have easily been making up such claims here.
That is not to say that all that he says is fabricated, but I see that he thinks he has a license to pass
on his own counsels and views as if God Himself was stating them. The Bible (and the validated
statements of EGW), are the final arbitrator here. So on those issues I see that Knoll fails his test.

Transparency Required
It would be much better if Knoll had a public forum where his dreams can be openly discussed
with him. He prefers to do this questioning through emails, but a forum would be better as he
would not have to answer the same questions several times and also would be more transparent.
As e.g., he has not answered a questioning email I had sent him, he could easily ignore
emails/questions which he does not want to answer. He needs to make himself fully and
transparently available for questioning.

Origin of Races
In regards to the origins of races (actually skin colors), my own view on this, see here:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/theological-musings.html#skincolors
involves in part your Tower of Babel view. In summary here, I see that skin colors are caused by
exposure to the sun which causes, like in a sun tan, a biological affectation, which can become
permanently coded if prolonged. So initially everybody was evenly tanned but after the Flood
when extreme seasons came, and specifically after Babel, people who were moved to very hot
climates became darker in color by more skin pigmentation being produced by their constant
exposure to the sun, and people who moved to extremely cold places and who built shelters and
stayed indoors, and prolonged in the dark loss skin pigmentation and became whiter. This can
still be done today through tanning or non-tanning. People who remained in that middle east
region maintained their naturally tanned color. (See my post and its links for more details). And
then we have all shades of colors in between those two extremes. And the necessary reason why



people would choose to live in harsh/extreme climates is that they wanted to have peace from all
the strife that the confusing of the languages had produced.

Skin Color and Character
It is also commonly thought and taught that skin color has something to do with ones character. I
see no Biblical evidence of this. In fact, Jesus was sinless and as a Jew living in the Middle East,
he likely was not pure white. That all stems from a fabricated moronic and ignorant claim to also
justify the enslaving of Black people in a belief that they were black because they had been
cursed. In fact EGW saw Satan (EW 145, 152-153) and does not at all say that he was now black
in skin color. Instead she only says that his physical facial traits had changed given the long time
he had been scheming evil. That is indeed something that can physically happen to people
depending on what they spend most of their time pondering.

MLK’s Dream
I think that by now, in the twice election of Barack Hussein Obama, that Martin Luther King’s
dream of people being judged on their “character” and not their skin color, has long since been
fulfilled. In fact it is the SDA Church in the United States which is still living in the segregated
and racist past with its preserved institutionally Racially Separated Churches/Conferences. See
this post: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/12/sda-racially-divided-conference.html

Ronald

December 19, 2012

Ernie, you may be interested to read my posted lastest observations/understandings on Knoll’s
latest dream (#64 Final Events). 

They start just a little before this section here:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2012/05/testing-spirits-1-cor-1210.html#ernieknoll_theactualheral
d

Ronald

January 2, 2013

Hi Ernie. In case you have not noticed yet, Ernie Knoll has posted a couple of videos about him
sharing his dreams on his website.

Youtube:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=km0Mk6ByZ9I
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iCjURwYN0MM

It is particularly interesting for me because I have always wanted to see what his public
presentations were all about and also I had never heard him (or his wife) speak! 

http://www.formypeople.org/En/index.shtml


My latest view and understanding about the source and purpose of his dreams still holds though
given the most evident non-biblical claims in his latest dream (#64). Namely:

Source: The Herald = a God-commandeered lying/deceiving spirit
Purpose: Ezek 14:1-8

Ronald

January 2, 2013

Ronald,
I disagree, and stand supporting Ernie Knoll and the For My People Ministry 100%
Ernie

January 2, 2013

That is your right of course. I go by what the Bible and SOP actually teach and as those claims do
not at all agree with either of these authoritative sources then, following Paul’s inspired counsel,
I ‘reject’ those claims as not being from God (1 Thess 5:19-21). Yet I still can believe that
Knoll’s ministry is from God understanding the wider Ezek 14:1-8 purpose. Gos and the Bible is
the final authority, not Ernie Knoll!!

January 2, 2013

Ronald,
I state again I support For My People Ministry and Ernie & Becky Knoll 100%, and the
FMPM is being led by The Lord, that is, God the Father, God the Son, & God the Holy
Ghost. The angel is not a deceiving spirit, He is the Herald, who is the angel Gabriel. The
Bible is the final authority true. We then have the SOP, a lessor light shining on the Bible,
and FMPM shining a light upon both. 

January 2, 2013

Ernie, just 'stating something again' does not then make it so. You first need to prove the
unbiblical claims that Knoll reported in his dream are taught in either the Bible or SOP. (That
should be easy if it were so, wouldn't you agree??).  That is what is determinative for me and not
whatever someone may subjectively/biasedly choose to belief. The Biblical facts are crystal clear,
those statements are not Biblical ergo that spirit is not speaking there for the God of Truth who
cannot lie ergo that is either in whole or in partially appearing part a deceiving/lying spirit, as
God is known to have judicially made use of in the Bible to pointedly deal with His rebellious
people. 

Again Knoll is neither at fault, nor deliberately deceiving/lying here. He is just the
instrument/messenger through which God is accomplishing this judgement by relating this to the
SDA Church, and all for a Ezek 9 destruction purpose (cf. Isa 28:13; 42:14-25). And all/only



those who choose to make, as usual with them, anything else but the Bible the final authority will
fall, either way, in this otherwise incontrovertible judgement of God. No use fighting God/the
Bible (or even the SOP) here!

Ronald

January 2, 2013

The Herald is a messenger just like Ernie Knoll. We are to worship Jesus, not the
messengers, just like the Herald and Ernie Knoll says. Your claim that the Herald, who is
Gabriel, is a lying angel sent from The Lord does not line up properly. The Herald,
Gabriel, is an unfallen angel and can not lie, nor sin, since the unfallen angels and unfallen
beings, who also can not sin, made their decision to stand with The Lord when there was
war in Heaven, so they are sealed in The Trinity. 
Ernie

January 2, 2013

You are not properly understanding what I am saying, nor what the Biblical testing method is
here Ernie.

First of all using the circular argument that: ‘the Herald cannot lie because (he says) he is Gabriel
is not a logically valid testing method. The Bible does not show us to do this circular testing and
test a prophetic revelation based on what that revelation itself is saying about itself, but by what
the Bible teaches. 

The Bible also clearly says, as Knoll already experienced, that Satan can disguise himself as an
angel of light. We are to test what is said in those revelations by the Bible (and SOP) Even Jesus
could not at first tell that it was Satan who had appeared to him in the wilderness until He began
to compare what Satan was saying and what the Bible actually said (Matt 4:1-11|Luke 4:1-13|DA
118.2-3ff). So you still need to test those specific claims of Knoll with the Bible and SOP and not
by Knoll himself, nor also your own experiences. They do not check out to Biblical light, as do
several other key statements that I now more clearly see in better understanding retrospect. And
all of those statements typically are merely echoes of what SDA’s either belief and/or practice.
(=Ezek 14:4-5)

And it is telling to me that the Herald is always roundabout/equivocatingly identified as Gabriel
in Knoll’s dream (even in Dream #55), and not explicitly said to be Gabriel. I.e., “the Herald is
Gabriel”. So I see that, as with the KJV statement, Knoll is merely allowed, even led, to believe
this about the Herald, but it is not the concrete truth. And God can use a lying angel to do this in
judgement just as he allowed a lying angel to tell King Ahab that he would be successful in battle
(1 Kgs 22:19-23). 

So foundationally, what determines if this is a lying angel or not is testing all that is said by that
angel, and this “Herald” does not pass the test at 100%. Therefore it is, at least not always, an



angel of God. I say not always because that angel strangely comes and goes/leaves in Knoll
dreams. I see that this is where a ‘change of Heralds’ may concretely take place. I.e., at one
instance it may be an angel of God, but at other (returning) instances it may instead be a lying
angel, all depending on what needs to be said then.

(And, not actually theologically relevant here, all of God’s beings always have a freedom of will,
so they could, even now, sin if they chose/wanted to. They do not sin only because they do not
want to and not because ‘they can’t’. God’s beings will never become androids.).

Ronald

January 2, 2013

The Herald is not lying in any of Ernie Knolls dreams. Nor did  He lie to me.
Little did I know that I would, and have shared, The Treasure Box vision, and my heart
has grown hotter for the cause of Jesus.
Ernie

January 2, 2013

Again, your experience and how you reacted to it, is not defaultly the determinative factor in
testing that angel and the content of Knoll’s revelations. The Bible and SOP are. And then
whatever fully agrees with that standard. That said, I do not see that you Treasure Box revelation
was unbiblical, nor Knoll’s. I just have a problem with specific and key, and clearly unbiblical
statements, in Knoll’s dreams, particularly in this latest one. Again, they are no better/different
than what many SDAs, through poor and deficient exegesis as well as ill-will and unrighteous
actions, also believe, but that certainly does not prove these are God’s Truths and right . They are
contrary to what the Bible teach. So try to substantively prove that they are not if they are
genuinely from God.

Ronald

January 2, 2013

I knew the Herald was Gabriel from The Treasure Box vision. Ernie Knoll is correct on the
Herald being Gabriel. Once again, the name that should be on everyone's lips is Jesus, He
is the One who is our Saviour.
Ernie

January 2, 2013

Ernie,

(A) It would be interesting to hear the specific details of how exactly you would know that. From
what you have told me thus far, you never said that the angel had identified himself as such in



your vision. (And no angel actually is part of Knoll’s Treasure Box dream). Also you had said
that you were having a conflict in your mind then which you believed could have been involving
Satan and/or his evil angels. So it may be, as in some of Knoll’s dream that God was allowing
you to be tested then. So that angel may not have been a good angel at all.

And your experiences still would not be the proof, either way, for Knoll, as your
revelations/experiences is not the Word of God, the final arbitrator in such matters.

(B) All you need to simply do to begin to prove me wrong on my understanding on Knoll’s angel
is to show where/how the Bible and SOP state that the curse on Ham was fulfilled upon black
people. 

Why do you keep avoiding this substantive proofing and rather make circular claims with either
you or Ernie Knoll?? If you want to ignore the Bible and SOP in order to believe whatever you
want to, then as with all others who do this, you are on a path to ultimate deception. 

It is most telling and ironic that your Treasure Box revelation involve you making proper use
(=gold) of the Bible and SOP, fortifying your mind with them, but here you are refusing to allow
them to be the final arbitrator in these prophetic testing matters. That’s another way how this
gold turns (back to) to black!

Ronald

January 2, 2013

Ronald,
Proving you, or anyone else "wrong" is not my intention. 
Leading people to Jesus is my desire.
I don't remember if I asked the Herald who he was, or I just knew without a shadow of
doubt that He was Gabriel.

The case of Ham. First, let me say I do not like the idea of slavery one bit, be it of the
Hebrews having Hebrew slaves or Egyptian slaves having Hebrew slaves, or any race
having their own race or another race as slaves. To me it is demeaning to say the least.

Here is the verse,:

King James 2000 Bible (©2003)
And he said, Cursed be Canaan; a servant of servants shall he be unto his brethren.
The explanation that this the start of the race of black people I gather from EK's latest
dream..

Having servants I do not believe was in the Lord's plan in the garden of Eden.

The greatest servant of all was Jesus, who willingly went to the cross as a lamb.



When Jesus comes back, all of us who follow Him will be His servants, better still, He will
be our friend, and we will be friends to Him.

To me, it would take a lot of intestional fortitude to be a servant of servants, and yet Jesus
went beyond that and was a servant for all us human beings.

Ernie

January 2, 2013

Proving the Truth
The actual “proving” necessity here Ernie, is in you proving that what you and Knoll are
claiming is biblical.(1 Pet 3:15) If you really believe that this claim and message to Knoll must
be shared with others, then you would be diligent to be able to properly prove that it is God’s
Truth to anyone who is disputing it, for the Bible says that you will be held responsible for not
properly doing this (Ezek 33:1-20). God would not be giving you or Knoll those revelations just
to either keep to yourself or not properly share them. So if you really want to lead people to
Jesus, you’ll make such proofings a priority.

Your contradictory Herald-Gabriel claim
You say here that: 

“I don't remember if I asked the Herald who he was, or I just knew without a shadow of
doubt that He was Gabriel” 

but then later you completely contrarily claim that: 

“The Herald was in my vision of The Treasure Box. I asked him his name, He said who I
am is not important, Jesus is the name that is important, I insisted he tell me his name, and
he said  Gabriel. I was groveling at Gabriells feet when I insisted that he tell me. ”

I think you can understand that I do not at all know what to believe here!! To me that invalidates
your testimony/claim here. Seems obvious to me that you are fancifully making things up here!!

Slavery and the Bible
It is interesting to hear people express their hatred of slavery, but it is actually in God’s wise will
that it exists. However it is not the profiteering aberration that Americans did when enslaving
black/African people, but what is known as indentured servitude. God justly allows slavery when
someone owes someone else a debt that they cannot repay, and the period of servitude is limited
to 7 years. Frankly that should still be practiced today as much debt, including National Debt,
would then not be incurred and there would also be a release of debts every 7 years. Instead
Capitalists prefer to enslave people for long periods of time by imposing interest (e.g.,
mortgages). So God’s slavery is out of due justice and is therefore not demeaning. That is the
necessary penalty in regards to unpaid debts in this Great Controversy. American/Western
slavery was out of greed, hatred and bigotry; and mal-justified through the same type of non-



biblical claims made in Knoll’s dream.

Relatedly enough, as I had cited before, in Deut 20:10-18 God also allowed slavery when the
only other option was death. And this is where the curse of Canaan (and not of Ham as you and
Knoll think/claim) stated in Gen 9:24-27 was fulfilled, as the SOP states in PP 118.1, when the
Israelites (descendants of Shem) came to either dispossess and enslave the Canaanites as
commanded by God in Deut 20:10-18.

See this discussion post:
http://www.maritime-sda-online.com/forums/ubbthreads.php?ubb=showflat&Number=135206#
Post135206

So Knoll’s claim is not at all supported by either the Bible or SOP, therefore it was not from
God, and therefore from a lying/deceiving Spirit. Simple as that. Try as you may, you cannot get
around that blatant fact.

Furthermore, I find it even more appalling that Knoll also claims that black skin color actually
reflects one’s character. Again that is just from the twisted mindset of American Slavery days to
uphold their Slave Trade and Usage. They needed that manufactured reason in order to justify
why black people should be enslaved, especially as black people did not owe Americans anything
so indentured servitude, and that for life, could not be claimed.

Jesus’s Servant Model and Command
-Jesus calls us to now be servants of each other (John 13:12-17). That is how we duly, truly take
part in Christ’s sufferings and that is all part of God’s foundational “Law of Life” for in heaven
we will also be servants of one another. (DA 20.3-21.3). It takes a truly loving heart to do that for
others (Matt 22:39) and such a level of Love is the only thing that kept Jesus on the Cross, not
“intestinal fortitude” nor even “will power” but Divine love.

Ronald

January 2, 2013

Ronald,
The Herald was in my vision of The Treasure Box. I asked him his name, He said who I am
is not important, Jesus is the name that is important, I insisted he tell me his name, and he
said  Gabriel. I was groveling at Gabriells feet when I insisted that he tell me. The Herald
in Ernie Knoll's dreams is Gabriel. The name that should be on all our lips is Jesus, Jesus
Christ, He is our  Redeemer, our King, our Saviour, and many more blessed names.
Ernie

January 2, 2013

(Addressed in prior Email as nullifyingly contradictory). 



In the Bible, Gabriel never had to be asked, nor “grovelled at”, for telling his name. He
forthcomingly did so. To me, as also seen in how any such equivocating association was delayed
and vaguely made in Knoll’s dreams, that shows that it was never God’s intention to state this,
and this was only done (in Knoll’s dream - not sure about your own contradictory claim) to avoid
further questioning or doubt here. But my studied out view here, as discussed in my blog, is that
the Herald is not really Gabriel, but just an angel that is permitted to pass a Gabriel.

January 2, 2013

Ronald,
As you and I both know not every detail is specified in the Bible, only what is sufficient for
our salvation. "Now we see through a glass......there face to face"
I always thought all races came about at the Tower of Babel, since we are told the
languages where confused, (and even though we are not this, I have always thought what
better way to cause more confusion, by changing skin color, stature, hair color, eyes, etc.)

The enlightenment of where the black race came from was explained in E.K.s latest dream.

As to whether I believe slavery is right, the answer is no, and I do not believe it was in the
garden of Eden plans.

The greatest servant of all was Jesus, our Redeemer and our Saviour, and many more
blessed names.

Jesus said, "I no longer call you servant, I call you friend" (paraphrase)

Ernie

January 2, 2013

As I had linked to before*, Biblical and Scientific analysis shows that races came not at the
Tower of Babel, but because of the dispersion caused at Babel as peoples moved away from each
other and into the post flood harsh and extreme climate regions. Skin colors are a genetic
reprogramming to adjust for either open air and extreme sun exposure in hot climates or
sheltered living and/or sparse sunlight in other areas. 

And as seen in todays multi-cultural countries, e.g., Canada, America, UK, people of different
races, skin colors, and other features do associate together if they speak the same language (e.g.,
English). It is when there is a language barrier that divisions occur.

Knoll claim about the black race is not at all Biblical and thus completely invalid here. It is no
“enlightment” at all but just darkness. (=Isa 8:20). You can blindly and indifferently believe it if
you want to, but that is only because you are worshipfully placing Ernie Knoll above both the
Bible and the SOP.



*http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/theological-musings.html#skincolors

-Like I said, much more dangerous than believing that ‘slavery is right’; for indentured servitude
is fully Biblical, is the, frankly, hellish/bigoted belief in Knoll’s dream that ‘black skin color is
because of sinful character’. It is that belief which made American slavery accepted.

Though Jesus calls us friend, like Paul and the other Apostles, I now willfully want to be a “slave
of God/Christ.” (e.g., Rom 1:1; Titus 1:1; Phil 1:1; Acts 4:29; 2 Pet 1:1; James 1:1; Jud 1:1; Rev
1:1)

Ronald

January 2, 2013

Ronald,
Correct, it is both EK'S and my responsibility to share and prove, which is my desire/goal
and more.

The first email you got on whether or not I knew or asked if he was Gabriel, was not meant
to be sent, I was praying to remember and send the correct things to you.

Let me change "groveling" to as a dead man, as John did in Revelation. I knew I was in the
presence of an angel that had power and pure ness beyond my comprehension.

I did not want to come out and say it as you have, that if slavery is part of the Lord's will,
then that is the way it is, and can't be changed. I believe though, in that sense, The Lord
expects slaves to be treated as servants, not as less than human beings.

Yes, I had thought of the verse also of Paul being a slave to Christ, which is a good thing.
And also that we will be servants in Heaven, and at the same time friends with one another.
And yes, we are to be slaves, or servants of Christ. At the same time Jesus, talking to the
apostles, said He no longer called them slaves, He then called them friends. Also in
Proverbs, (...there is a Friend that sticketh closer than a brother)

I do not worship Ernie Knoll, he is a human being, has sinned like all us humans except
Jesus (who was born in the flesh, tempted like we are, yet did not sin, Who Jesus was both
the Son of God and human, in other words, Jesus dwelt in the flesh, yet did not use His
Divinity to overcome sin, he relied on the Holy Spirit and God the Father to overcome sin,
as we are to do, with Jesus as our mediator) and the only one that deserves our worship, is
The Lord (The Trinity, made up of The Father, Jesus <Son> and Holy Ghost)

As far as the Tower of Babel, I am still of the belief that The Lord did more than just
confound their languages. Scientists also claim (the vast majority) we evolved (the lie and
religion of Satan). 



Ernie

January 3, 2013

Ronald,
I also remember as I was laying prostrate in the sand, facing the Herald, he asked if I
would share (I am remembering more now), if I would share the vision I had, and said no,
unless you tell me your name. The Herald said my name is not important, the name that is
important is Jesus. Will you share? I said no not unless you tell me your name, and by that
time I was pounding in the sand determined to know his name. He said again who my name
is is not important, the name that is important is Jesus Christ, if you do not share your
heart will grow colder. I said I do not care, I will not share unless you tell me your name!
The Herald said my name is Gabriel, will you share. That is when I said I would share. 
And what has happened previously about Gabriel sharing his name and my experience is
two different things. 
"His ways are not our ways (The Lord's)" (paraphrase)
"Lean not unto your own understanding..." (paraphrase)
Ernie

January 3, 2013

I appreciate the clarifications and corrections Ernie. Makes more “veritical” sense now. 

I personally can understand the questing for a clearer identification and I suspect that you wanted
this name knowledge to verify if this was a Divine Angel or, as you said you were afraid of,
Satan and/or his evil angels. As seen in my first vision experience (
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/12/my-first-vision.html#firstvision ), I also wanted to know
the (visual) identity of who was speaking to me in that vision, which I greatly suspected was the
Mighty Angel Gabriel. And I now understand the various joint reasons why that was never
confirmed to me, including my own instructions ‘not to yet share that vision with anyone’. 

Now the actual proof of something in a vision is, again, if the content agrees with the Bible. An
angel claiming to be Gabriel is not actually a proof in itself. My understanding of your
experience, in the light of all of the my other theological and prophetic understandings, combined
with the fact that this Herald has repeatedly said things which are not the actual/Biblical Truth, is
that, it was not actually Gabriel, but just said so. I am still of the understanding that it is a God-
commandeered deceiving/lying spirit which God is using so that certain non-truths can be related
to SDAs according to their heart idols (Ezek 14:1-8). Of course, that modus operandi by God is
fully attested in the Bible (1 Kgs 22:19ff). And evil spirits/angels can make great and grandiose
confessions about Jesus: see Mar 1:24; Luke 8:28; Acts 16:16-18. The real test with Knoll and
that Herald still revolves around those non-Biblical claims and you have not yet shown how they
harmonize with the Bible as you evidently still believe.

So my understanding about the “Herald” in your dream was that it was, and still is, that God-
commandeered lying/deceiving spirit and had been most strictly instructed by God not to reveal



that it was an evil angel. The aim here was getting that Ezek 14:1-8 testing message to SDAs.
However when you insisted to know that angel’s name, (and mind you, Jacob had a similar
experience, and Jesus did not want to tell him His name, and Jacob did not insist (Gen 32:29)),
he was caught off guard and had to stall in order not to tell the actual truth, and then lied and said
it was Gabriel, all so that you would be convinced to share the dream, which I understand you
still did not. Were you not being honest in that name requirement (i.e., you knew you were still
not going to share the dream) and did God sense that and thus gave the green light to that angel to
speak that lie??! 

Perhaps even, the statement: “my name is Gabriel, will you share” was merely intended as the
hypothetical question: “(If) my name is Gabriel, will you share??” You then would have
confusingly simply understood it, or are remember it, as a declaration, but it was actually, or
meant to be a question. I linguistically see that if it was a declaration, it would be two separate
sentences and not one: I.e., My name is Gabriel. Will you share? So as one joint
statement/sentence ending in a question, the whole statement is a questioning one. Many of these
ambiguous and double-entente statements occur in Knoll dreams where he and other SDAs just
see things merely according to what they believe. A perfect example is the KJV vision where the
angel never actually stated that the KJV should only be followed, but just showed a Bible with
KJV written on it. It may seem like the same thing, but it really is not. It all just reflects the
indifferent stance of SDAs in regards to having an accurate Bible translation and the many
uniformed KJV-only proponents in the Church. The exegetical fact is that the KJV is one of the
most linguistically inaccurate translations out there. The NASB 1995 is much accurately
translated form the Hebrew and Greek. As I document and detail in a blog post*, even EGW
reject the KJV translation on John 20:17. See DA 790.2. I.e., “Touch me not” (KJV) vs. “Do not
Detain Me”). Again, the accurately translated and understood Bible is the final arbitrator here.

* http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/proof-is-in-bible.html

Slavery is part of God’s will. Generally, it is a forced working to pay out a debt within 7 years.
And it can also be a better option than the necessary killing off of a conquered enemy which, if
left alive may cause Israel to apostatised. That is all what the Bible teaches so I have no problem
stating this as so. However it is certainly not the cruel and racist aberration seen in slavery
outside of God’s Israel, including the American Slavery. Israel probably had the best “regulations
and laws” for slavery and people from other countries would probably be glad to become slaves
in Israel instead. 

If you are continuing to hold on to the unbiblical belief from Knoll’s claims that slavery was a
curse on Black people, then I can see why you are having problem seeing that slavery is God’s
will. Going by what the Bible teaches removes such false notions, as well as it does not paint
God as a cruel and unjust taskmaster and tyrant, not to mention a bigoted racist!! I recommend to
you the actual/true Biblical teaching here (John 8:32-33)!! 

Slaves cannot technically be servants because servants are actually hired and normatively paid
for their services. It is like any employment just as a house-keeper is supposed to be normatively
paid today. Slaves were working out a debt or were to be Israel’s slaves if from foreign,



conquered countries, and so they were not normatively paid beyond being housed and fed. Paying
them as hired servants would invalidate the reason why they had to serve as slaves.

The Greek word that Paul, Peter, Jude, James, John, the Disciples used was the unmistakable
word for a slave (not a servant) 9= “doulos”). Bond-servant is also a proper translation. That is
all because they knew that they were going to serve Jesus with no expected reward in this life,
and the likelihood of suffering and death. And they were indeed all martyred for Jesus Christ.

When Jesus said He no longer called the disciples slaves, but friends, it was in regards to, as He
clearly says, not keeping them out of the loop in regards to what He was doing (John 15:15). And
a little later, Philip confirm this development in exclaiming that finally now, after ca. 3 years of
being with Him, Jesus was finally speaking plainly with them (John 16:29-30).. Obviously Jesus
had not been physically mistreating his disciples prior to that, nor was he making them work to
supply His daily needs. (Certain women were seeing to that. Luke 8:1-3). The issue was just that,
as a slave owner does not discuss his business management details with his slaves, Jesus, as seen
throughout the Gospels when the disciples were just confused, was not forthcoming about many
things He was doing, yet He was still requiring that these disciple follow and obey him. That
changed at that last supper talk.

Worship is demonstrated in what you value and attribute more worth to. By continuing to believe
Ernie Knoll and his non-biblical revelations over the Bible, you are effectively worshipping Ernie
Knoll and not God/Jesus. That is just the Spiritual  fact of the matter. People also do the same
with EGW in regards to certain errors she made. Yet she had recommended the Bible as the final
arbitrator. I suggest you do the same with Knoll. Again here, the Truth on this matter is much
more wonderful and eye-opening than those non-Biblical statements. But if you, as with most
SDAs, insist on improperly studying the Bible, then it is most natural that you fall for this
element of judgement of God incorporated in Knoll’s dreams. (=Ezek 14:1-8). Through also such
improper exegesis, most SDAs have fallen on the other side of the ditch and completely rejected
Ernie Knoll. The Biblical counsel of 1 Thess 5:19-22 is the only safeguard here and not one
idolatrous preferences. You are “leaning on your own (and Ernie Knoll’s) understandings” here
as these cannot be supported by the Bible and SOP (=Isa 8:20)

You need to substantiate your belief about the level of confusion at the Tower of Babel. The
Bible and SOP say it was just language. You have not spiritual revelation that shows anything
more. Your “personal belief” is not the same as Divine revelation/inspiration! I think/hope you
can readily understand that!! I’ll go by what the Bible and SOP say here, on top of the fact that,
as I said in my prior email, it also makes the most logical sense, as seen in the reasons for
Divisions today. In fact I just read a blog post which rightly is advocating that the only acceptable
congregational division in the SDA Church should be on language and not ethnicity or race:
http://adventistvoice.com/2013/01/03/segregation-in-gods-church

You misunderstood me about my “scientific” (and not “Scientist”) substantiation for my view on
the origin of skin color. The process by which once skin color becomes darker or lighter is rooted
in objective science: pigmentation, which has genetic coding and recoding potential. All that is
explained in the links I had given you. As far as I know, no scientist has yet to advance my own

http://adventistvoice.com/2013/01/03/segregation-in-gods-church


view here for skin colors, but it is most objectively proven, but one would actually also be a
Bible believer (i.e. that humans lived for up to 1000 years before the flood and up to ca. 200
years for a long time after it, and also that there was a flood and its damage to the earth has
caused our extreme seasons), to arrive at this scientific explanation/understanding. Indeed only
Biblical Scientist can make such concrete observations. (And that is not a dual given with SDAs
as some SDA Scientist are rejecting a 7-Day Divine Creation Belief to uphold a (Theistic)
Evolution view). So my view is supported by both the Bible and truthful Science, including
Genetic Science. It is not at all according to an evolutionary view.

Not sure I accurately understand what you meant by this:

“And what has happened previously about Gabriel sharing his name and my experience is
two different things. ”

Please do clarify/explain.

Ronald

January 4, 2013

Ronald,
The fact that you are calling the Herald, Gabriel, that I saw in vision and is the same EK has seen
in his dreams are lying and deceiving spirits tells me you have been deceived by the devil in
believing such nonsense.
And yes I have shared The Treasure Box vision with people other than you. If I did no sharing,
you and countless others would not know I had the vision, that is pretty obvious.
The Lord with different people in different ways, that is what I meant by the statement that you
questioned at the end of this letter. The fact that The Lord deals with people in different ways is
obvious to, from Bible reading.
Ernie

January 4, 2013

As you could see from my blog post section on Ernie Knoll, I defended, and actually still do
defend, the experiences and revelations of Knoll as directly from, or allowed by, God. However,
unlike you, I am not ignoring the things which are completely unreconcilable with the Word of
God. I follow God not Knoll and that is why I understand that Ezek 14:1-8 is being done in
regards to the SDA Church according to the 1 Kgs 22:19ff way. There are also several other
reasons Biblical and Prophetic reasons why I do not see that the Herald is Gabriel. Those are
God’s Biblical ways and his Truth. I suggest you do the same. Like I said, I see that it is because
you, and even Ernie Knoll are in Biblical exegesis ways, on the same deficient level as the rest of
the SDA Church, that you cannot begin to see the Biblical Light and Truth in these matters. And
thus God has indeed given SDAs a prophet ‘according to their heart idol.’

Like I said, and you just cannot do, if you want to prove me wrong (i.e., uphold what you believe



is truth), the show how those statements of Knoll are in harmony with the Bible and SOP. 1
Thess 5:19-22 is my infallible guide in such prophetic and experience matters.

Ronald

January 5, 2013

Ronald,
The verse in Thes you stated is a good verse to go by. The final authority in all matters is
The Bible and The Lord.
That being said, the vision of The Treasure Box that I had I was called by my Heavenly
name, not my earthly name. 
To be sure in the dreams Ernie Knoll has is The Herald named Gabriel and and the true
Gabriel is ask to be called by His Heavenly name, and ask him the test question of the one
listed in the dream Testing The Spirits (...about Jesus coming and dying in the flesh...).
I was also appalled at the issue of race brought up in the last dream.
I did not say the curse was pronounced upon Ham. The curse was pronounced upon the
descendants of Ham. Canaan was to be a servant of servants.  
 
Sent from my iPhoneKing James Bible (Cambridge Ed.)
"And he said, Cursed be Canaan; a servant of servants shall he be unto his brethren."

All of Hams descendants where to be servants, with Canaan being a servant to his
brethren, also being servants..

Now is this where the black race came from? I can only say that it is possible (as you said
there could be two Hearlds), and The Lord would have to convict me that is correct, for me
to be 100% convinced of so.

As I had said before, I had always thought the races came about at the Tower of Babel,
even though the Bible does not come out and say so. 

Neither does the Bible come out and say a day is 24 hours long, yet I accept by faith it is,
and that the Heavens and the Earth was created in six literal 24 hour days, and The Lord
rested the Seventh Day, the Sabbath.

Which brings up another topic, I have thought of, the Sabbath (Fri-Sat sundown), the 4th
commandment. The 4th is always highlighted in both EGW and EK,s visions/dreams. The
4th says remember, and what is included in the 4th, The Creator, Jesus. Who is our
Saviour, none but Jesus. Not the 10 commandments, not EGW or EK or the apostles, etc,
Jesus is. And following Jesus (and all that entails), is the "key" to being saved, not keeping
"the ten" till your blue in the face. You do what is lovingly correct because You love Jesus,
not because the ten will save you. And it is lawful to do well on the Sabbath, as exemplified
by Jesus.



One thing that has bothered me is that on my last email's only Becky would reply, as if EK
is now to good to email people? 

I still believe EK is a messenger of The Lord, and yet the devil could be slipping in and out
at times as you said, and EK being duped on occasions, as he was duped on more than once
"The Great Commission and Candace" deals when the 4hispeople.com was online. 

As far as the blog, I have not been "thrilled" to do so, since I do not want to start putting
myself above others, and all of a sudden they "worship" me and not Jesus, who He is the
one worthy of worship.

Ok enough for now.

Ernie

January 5, 2013

Some interesting points Ernie,

Curse of Ham/Canaan & Brothers
First of all, I had overlooked the possible point that the 3 other sons of Ham (Gen 10:6) were also
to be servants. However I am now also seeing/thinking that God was here generally cursing all of
the future generations of Ham even beyond his immediate sons, (=second generation) (cf. Exod
20: 5) (which is why the curse was applicable when Israel went to conquer Canaan some 1300
years (= ca. 65 generations) later), but as Gen 9:22 singled out Canaan as the son of Ham, I am
thinking here that this was because the other 3 immediate sons of Ham (Cush, Mizraim, Put)
were not yet born. And so, as Canaan was alive, and as the SOP suggests in PP 117.2 & 118.1, he
was manifesting evil characteristic (perhaps much more than his brother if they were all born
already), I see that God went ahead and doubly cursed him here so that he would be this servant
of servants.

Now in regards to black people, from a graphic in my study Bible which shows the origin of
races then (see attached file/photo), I see that Mizraim went on to form the Egyptian race, and the
descendants of Put settled in Northern Africa. People in Northern Africa are not of the black
race, at least today, but perhaps people in Southern Africa did comes from those who had settled
in Southern Africa, and with the climate being more torrid in Southern Africa, according to my
sun exposure and races theory, they gradually and eventually went on to become darker in skin
color. Yet there still is no justification to single out people of this black race for slavery. People
in northern Africa, as well as Egypt, current days Palestine (=former Philistines) and Asia Minor
(the Hittites), should also all have been enslaved as they were all descendants of Ham. That said,
I still don’t see how White Anglo-Saxon Americans taught that they were a non-cursed race.
They would at least have to be Semites (=descendants of Shem). For all they know, Americans
could actually be descendants of Ham, and just because they settled in cold climates, there skin
color gradually began lighter and less tan over centuries. So, as I scientifically view things here,
this enslavement curse cannot be based on skin color at all. 



And as Israel did not subjugate all Canaanites when they conquered Canaan (e.g., Josh 16:10;
17:13; Jdg 1:21, 28-33), people should be looking to the Middle East for peoples upon which the
(double) curse of Canaan applies, including amongst the Semitic race/Israeli people as they
intermarried with the inhabitants (cf. e.g., Ezra 10:1-3ff). I am certainly not advocating this
today, as these distinguishing racial lines have long since been blurred, and as I said above, skin
color is not at all related to these races, but to varying amounts of sun exposure, but also for the
Biblical reason that I understand this it was only righteous ethnic Israel who was allowed to
effectuate this. And it may very well be that God has managed to uphold that curse through
allowing all other people races except those living in the Middle East and also the whole
continent of Africa to economically thrive through scientific and technological knowledge (and
even ethnic Israel today has a much higher economic standard than other people in the Middle
East Egypt/Africa). So there was no need at all for any physical, racial enslavement as Americans
and other western countries (e.g., France) did for a time.

An interesting related point here, which vindicates God, the Fifth Commandment shows that God
did not at all tolerate a child dishonor their parent and the penalty was effectively dispossession
and/or a shortening of life (Exod 20:12), even immediate death (e.g. Exod 21:17|Lev 20:9), so
Ham (and also his posterity) should really have been immediately put to death for so grossly
dishonoring his father (and thus he would not have any (more) descendants at all), but instead
God let him lived, and so the other penalty of enslavement applied here,, as it would later be the
options in Deu 20:10-18. So God was being both fair and consistent according to his Eternally
existing law. Indeed, the last thing that God needed/wanted, especially right after the flood
judgement, which Ham had witnessed in person, was a new unrighteous posterity/people. 

So, in summary, it may all be that God directly/pointedly cursed Canaan because he was then the
only posterity of Ham alive then, and was already manifestly evil characteristic, hence a double
curse on him.

Heavenly Name
Your claim about hearing your Heavenly name, which if I understand correctly, you would not be
able to recall now, when not in vision, is actually not a independent/verifiable proof in itself as an
evil angel could really claim that it was anything. From what I just recently more clearly
understand about this heavenly name, which is related to Rev 2:17 name on a white stone, I see
that it has to do with a unique “character” (=name) trait that a person will have be given by God
and developed. But God does not now begin to reveal to us what that new name/character trait is
unless/until we begin to live uncompromisingly, as involved in Rev 2:13-17 (Third Church).
That is why people who hear it cannot be allowed to recall it. That all corresponds with my
studies on that Third Church/Era of Revelation’s Sevens (see:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/10/primer-on-plagues-rev-8-15.html)

So you really do not have anything to verify that the name you heard was really your new
heavenly name. Therefore it cannot be claimed as a proof of a genuine revelation/experience. 

“Come in the flesh” test
That test is a good one because Satan may want to deny that it was God who bodily was in Jesus,



and thus bodily died on the Cross (so was the Gnostics heresy in those days), but it is only one of
several tests, and was indeed given in the context of many Gnostics spirits/teachings then
claiming that Jesus did not come, nor die, in the flesh. So it must be understood in that contextual
light. The Devil can surely easily claim that Jesus did come and die in the flesh and still deceive
people by spreading other falsehoods, as seen today with Evangelical Christians who believe that
Jesus came and died in the flesh but also believe in Sunday Sacredness. So all of the Biblical
tests, include Isa 8:20's which teaches that new light will not contradict prior light, also need to
be applied here.

Two Heralds
I think, at least for me, that God’s revealed word should be sufficient to convince one on what is
or is not a Biblical understanding and that no need of a special indication/revelation from God
should be sought instead of this searching out of the Scriptures. From what I understand, God
actually does not give such additional light if the available given light is not studied and
applied/appreciated. As seen with our early SDA pioneers, it was only when they had genuinely
reached an impasse in their diligent and thorough Bible study on an issue that God gave them
some light through EGW about what the truth on a matter was. 

So, in regards to the Two Heralds, when you take into consideration all of the Biblical and SOP
elements that I have been citing, such as chiefly God’s modus operandi in Ezek 14:1-8 in the
light of the idols of SDA and their Lukewarm state, a prophet according to their heart idol, thus
one who receives visions which contain part truth and part errors (=their Lukewarmness and
indifferent to deficient exegesis leading to erroneous/deficient Biblical understanding), all
reflecting SDA belief or practices, including this view that black people were cursed by God,
then I can only see that God has indeed raised up this prophet according to their heart idols.
Indeed so that they could believe their lies and keep on further practicising their unrighteousness
(=2 Thess 2:11-12). God’s judgement always are first done with His most faithful people. (Ezek
9) Yet the ironic thing is that, as SDAs also believe and/or practices the falsehoods allowed by
God in those dreams, they really have not reason to reject Ernie Knoll, and if they actually put in
practiced the many Biblically things from God that he has related, as 1 Thess 5:21-22 advocates,
then they would have improved themselves, and a fulfilment of the Biblical things in Knoll
dream would have come to pass, and thus God would probably have increasingly stopped
allowing lying/deceiving angels to speak to “His People”. When the Law of God is not
obeyed/honored, as it is not in the SDA Church (i.e., regarding the spirit of the Law, including
the Sabbath and its full socio-economic implications, which as you say, Jesus came to
demonstrate (e.g, 7 Sabbath day healings), then God may indeed allow the lawless one to have
proportional influence right in the midst of those people. (=2 Thess 2:7-12)

So I recommend that you seek to find you confirmation from what is readily available in the
Bible and SOP on this topic and if you then reach a genuine impasse, God will provide the
necessary aid for you to understand the truth here. But God won’t do what you could do for
yourself, for if you are not doing what you could do, then it is because you actually do not really
want to know the Biblical Truth and the issue, and so God cannot honor, even violate that actual
preference/choice of yours.



Like I said, I suspect there are two Heralds involved here, but it could actually easily be an evil
angel who is required by God to relate things that are the Truth, and of course can and will gladly
relate the things which are not the truth. But I see the condition set forth by God being in those
lying cases that it must be in accordance to a falsehood that the SDA Church already
worshipfully believe and/or practice.

Races from Babel
As I said, the races themselves don’t come from Babel, but it actually when a group of people
band together and reproduce within themselves that distinct racial traits are genetically
developed. It actually is a sort of genetic degradation on various levels. So as people banded
together at Babel based on common languages, then it can be claimed that the races ultimately
effectively started at Babel, but not in a physical/genetic sense. Then, according to my sun
exposure view, which comes to further affect the coding of genes in people groups depending on
the sun climate where they live, the distinctions in those races became more accentuated.
Lifestyle also affects genes, as it can be seen in a slight physiological difference (at least to me),
between British people and Americans, though Americans were initially all British. The same
can be said from cultivate character/behavior, which to me accounts for a very slight perceptible
difference, at least character wise between white Canadians and White Americans. (White
Canadians are also lighter in skin color, as also seen between Northern and Southern living
Americans. (I recall when I returned to Florida from Canada for a visit after some years of
moving from there, how the thicker looking skin of Floridians struck me as I was comparing it
with Canadians. Of course that is attributable to the more radiant sunshine and sun exposure of
Floridians.)

24 Hour Days and Creation Days
Actually I think the Bible does indicate that a day should be reckoned according to 24 hours
-the Creation account says that days were composed of evenings (darkness) and mornings
(daylight). As this occurs every 24 hours, than that is when a day has transpired.
-In John 11:9 Jesus, who knew the Truth, said that there were 12 hours in a day, specifically the
part of the day when there is daylight. In the middle east all days are virtually equally divided
between daylight and darkness all year round, contrary to other places where, as in Montreal,
summer days can have ca. 16 hours of daylight. So Jesus would therefore be understanding that
there were also 12 hours of night time, indeed with one of 4 night watches occurring every 3
hours (Luke 12:35-40; Matt 14:25). So I see the Bible wholly teaches that a day has 24 (60
minute) hours, and thus the Creation days were also 24 hours days, as actually stated by God in
the 4  Commandment. Israelites surely knew to work for 6 literal 24 hour days and rest on theth

7th.

Jesus and the Sabbath
Jesus clearly said if we love him we will obey/keep his commandment. (John 14:15). According
to the Bible (=Jdg 2:1; Mal 3:1 Angel/Messenger of the Lord/Covenant) and SOP, He is the one
who gave the 10 Commandments at Sinai. Jesus came to uphold the letter of the law (Matt 5:17-
20) and also revive its downtrodden spirit, which, as you understand involves doing what is right
and good. So fully following Jesus does not take anything away from either the Letter or the
Spirit of God’s Eternal and Unchangeable Law. A person cannot actually be saved if they claim



to love Jesus but is knowingly violating either the letter or spirit of the 10 Commandments
because they will then have known and unforsaken, and thus unforgiven sin in their life.

Becky Knoll Responding
Perhaps it may simply be that Ernie Knoll was otherwise too busy to personally respond to you at
that time. That however does not me that Becky did not communicate your email to him and he
verbally said a response which she typed up and sent to you. I personally which I had a “wife-
secretary/help meet” to do such work for my various projects. 

Ernie Knoll’s Ministry
I also believe Ernie Knoll is a genuine messenger of God, it is just that since the message are for
‘God’s (professed) People’, and these people are currently living in cherished waywardness, then
those messages are specially crafted by God to justly involve this mixture of truth with
error/deception. So I actually don’t believe Ernie Knoll is being “duped” (nor even of himself
lying/deceptive). It is just that God has allowed the messages to be mixed. And Knoll is simply to
be faithful in being the instrument through which God can make those types of messages be
known to “His (wayward) People” according to Ezek 14:1-8. In fact, as added today on my blog
post on Ernie Knoll, I don’t even now see that Knoll was right in believe that the “tight and
revealing clothing to attract non-believers” message was not to be related, for, as I have
personally seen, many SDA women do were tight and revealing clothing, even for Church, and
they actually believe that they will be much better witnesses for God if they so dress like the
fashions and morals of the world.

And to be accurate here, from what I read, Knoll himself made up the Candace and Great
Commission Council claims. Perhaps after he had already self-embarked on that lying course that
evil angel were permitted to appear to him and keep him in his fabricated self-deceptions.

Your blog and message sharing work
My view is if/since you have received messages from God to share, then it is contrary to God’s
will not to do so. How you choose to “wrongly” behave towards others from that would entirely
be of your choosing. Sharing God’s messages does not mean that one automatically will act
wrongly or else there would not be any prophecy recorded nor shared in the Bible. The Biblical
antidote for such temptation is found in Rev 19:10; 22:8-9 and remembering who really is the
source of those revelations. Also making sure that anything you say/claim to others is actually
found or supported in the Bible, and that proper Biblical understanding will keep you from self-
elevating yourself. And if all else fails, God will have either already, as with Paul, even the
“weakest of the Weak” (through a 3  grade accident) EGW, provided ‘thorns in your flesh’rd

and/or will himself humble you. (2 Cor 12:7-10) Calling the blog “Visions from Jesus” was a
great start. Humbly (=obediently) keeping that Source in mind, and pointing people to him and
his (actual) word in the Bibl, and not your own Biblically unsupported claims and opinions
should help you stay humble here. I think if you more diligently searched out the Scriptures
before claiming something, you will indeed avoid effectively having people look to you instead
of what the Bible really teaches.

God guide and will bless if/as you do carefully study His word!! (Pro 3:5-7)



Ronald

January 6, 2013

Ronald,
Well, good grief! my memory is bad! And you are right on the 12 hours being said by
Jesus! 

King James Bible (Cambridge Ed.)
Jesus answered, Are there not twelve hours in the day? If any man walk in the day, he
stumbleth not, because he seeth the light of this world

Shows I need to read more than just Proverbs, even though I have done a cover to cover
reading, I sure did forget that! Which brings up another point you make, is that I need to
make sure that what I say lines up with the Bible and SOP before I say or write (even do)
before I put such things out there!

Thanks for the correction (s) where I most certainly made mistakes!

You know one of the commandments that really I want to observe is the 5th, btw. I just
know that it is correct to do that. 

I have begun to appreciate how Jesus handled things in the NT so more so over the years,
Jesus did things out of love and not religion, such a vast difference!

Ernie

January 6, 2013

Proverbs is good (devotional) reading indeed, but the entire Bible is great for tuning into God’s
Wisdom. (2 Tim 3:16)

It is interesting how in the 5  commandment God manifestly took into full consideration thatth

parents and children may have genuine differences and conflicting issues, yet His requirement is
that we are to still “honor” them.

It is a shame how OT Israel complete obscured the beauty of God’s revelation in the Old
Testament. All that He instructed there was entirely based on love and Jesus work was to
prominently bring out this downtrodden fact. God’s religion throughout the Bible is Love. (Deu
Deut 6:5|Lev 19:18 = Matt 22:34-40

Ronald

January 6, 2013



Ronald, 
On this issue:
****
So I recommend that you seek to find you confirmation from what is readily available in
the Bible and SOP on this topic and if you then reach a genuine impasse, God will provide
the necessary aid for you to understand the truth here. But God won’t do what you could
do for yourself, for if you are not doing what you could do, then it is because you actually
do not really want to know the Biblical Truth and the issue, and so God cannot honor, even
violate that actual preference/choice of yours.
*****

You are so right on the above!

Also on the part about the blog, visions from Jesus, you are right about that! 

On that part, I want to make sure I relate the correct stuff before I relate my experiences. 

The vision I had of Jesus on the cross with tears pouring out of His eyes I am sure of and
know what I saw, and has and continues to lead me more closer to Jesus, and that one is the
easiest one for me to share out of the visions I have seen. I have shared that vision several
times, and I seem to always ask myself or be convicted of, ok there is more I can do to be a
Christian.

When I had the vision of "The Treasure Box", and a few after that, I was attending church
every Sabbath. I have not been to the local SDA church in years, and I do miss the
fellowship. One of the things that has been brought to my mind, and I am thankful for, is
the pastors at the local SDA church have been solid Bible based, starting out with the first
SDA pastor, Herb Ingersoll, who did not mention EGW much, yet believed in her. Over the
years the pastors have shared EGW more, which I have come to appreciate that more. I do
believe I am still a member there. :)

As far as the clothing worn, I am thinking of the wheat and tares (not saying who is who
here), I would expect all manner of people in church, for the wheat and tares are to grow
together, as in the same time frame.

Ernie

January 6, 2013

From my logical/experiential and Biblical observations about crying, as recently related at the
end of in this post: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2008/07/trivia-paradigm-shifts.html which
reveals, and you may personally have observed this also, people, from babies to grown adults cry
as a last resort, when there is literally nothing else they can do of themselves to deal
with/cope/resolve a situation. So I am seeing the meaning of Jesus crying in your dream, as there
actually is no mention in the Bible or SOP that Jesus weepingly cried on the Cross, that He was



saying to you: “What else can I do for you that I have not already done??” indeed beyond that
ultimate sacrifice of dying on the cross for you.

I think your questioning of ‘what more can you do to be a Christian’ is therefore quite pertinent
here, showing that the onus in now on you and not on Jesus for He has done all that He could
have done.

Like I said to you before, I have been about 15 times to an SDA Church since November 1999.
Back then, I was at Andrews University and was attending up to 4 worship services every
Sabbath (and also going to 2 different prison ministries in the afternoon and evening). My own
main interest was in the word/messages and ministry, and not actually with the fellowship due to
a growing Amos 3:3 implication. But I certainly understand you interest in fellowship. For me, if
the internet had then been what it now is today, I would have stopped attending Church before
that. But I did not even have internet in my dorm room/apartment then, so I had to physically go
to Church. But when I did stop in Nov 1999, I listened to the Campus Church Sermons which
were broadcasted over the radio until I left the Campus in Feb. 2000. Now, with the internet
being much more developed and will several churches posting their services and sermons online,
(even SDA TV is accessible online), I get all my sermons from their and work on my projects for
ministry. Fellowship is good, but for me the Word is much more important. In fact by now,
knowing what I know about the Bible, I rarely agree with much of what I hear in SDA Sermons
as those teaching are not the full Truth.

You wheat tare understanding for clothing is applicable, however the problem is, and as I said is
related to people believing that they are better witnesses if they dress and adorn themselves like
the world, is that even people who you’d think are wheat, namely people enthusiastically leading
out and teaching in the Church also are doing this. You’d think that the tares here would be mere
silent pew warmers, but no, as Knoll was shown in his dream on Amazing Facts, they are decked
out and “scantily” (to say the least), clad women leading up front. As the parable teaches, the
tares/darnel to indeed look just like the wheat.

Ronald

January 6, 2013

Ronald,
I see what you are saying on the messages being "mixed", which very well could be. I want
to be careful here, and I know you are doing so also. What comes from The Lord needs to
be stated as such, and those things that come from the devil need to be stated as such, and
keep things lined up correctly. 
Ernie

January 6, 2013

My mixed view actually is that, as in 1 Kgs 22:19ff it all ultimately comes from God. As
involved in 2 Thess 2:7-12, God is allowing/sending the deceptive Spirit also...all to reflect the



worshipful “mixed” state of the Church. (=Ezek 14:1-8) Really God should not be sending the
Church any messages, so even these mixed messages are quite graceful from Him.

January 6, 2013

Ronald, 
I also see what you are saying as Ernie Knoll not being duped (or lying or deceptive), just
being faithful in presenting the things he is being shown. Much more studying and in depth
detail look for me in on this matter. 
Thank goodness Jesus is here for us, to forgive us when we stray, and to help us back on
the correct path. I like the dream "Field of Colors". For starters, I like the acceptance of
His righteousness, for mine are surely as "filthy rags". The whole dream is an inspiration
for me, for Jesus is the source of goodness. :)
Ernie

January 6, 2013

I just read that Field of Colors dream. Quite interesting indeed. I see that it is expounding on the
statement of EGW in COL 69.1 that when we fully reflect the character of Christ then will we be
ready for, and allow for, His Second Coming.

As that dream showed we need to have as part of our Character traits Christ’s:

Righteousness = White = Eagle

(Righteous) Courage & Boldness = Yellow = Lion

Love = Red = Man

Law = Blue = Ox/Cherub

As indicated above, as see that these Godly traits can each be pertinently obtained and developed
through the actual ministry of God’s Four Living Creatures. See my blog post:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/01/four-living-creatures-throughout-bible.html

Ronald

January 6, 2013

Ronald,

Read this:
*********
King James Bible (Cambridge Ed.)



1 John 4 1-3

1:
Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits whether they are of God: because many
false prophets are gone out into the world.

2:
Hereby know ye the Spirit of God: Every spirit that confesseth that Jesus Christ is come in
the flesh is of God:

3: And every spirit that confesseth not that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is not of God:
and this is that spirit of antichrist, 
whereof ye have heard that it should come; and even now already is it in the world.

*******
The come in the flesh test IS sound, and is correct. The devil WILL NOT confess that Jesus
came in the flesh !
I am sticking to the fact that Ernie Knoll is a messenger of the Lord, and is being led
correctly by the Lord, and the dreams are from the Lord, and not from the Devil. Nor is
the Herald an evil angel, He is a Holy unfallen angel. Nor are there two Heralds, only one,
the Heavenly unfallen angel, Gabriel.

Ernie

January 6, 2013

I did not say that it was not a sound test, just that it is not the only/full test for prophetic claims.
Indeed, like I have been saying Ernie, you need to develop proper Bible study methods. What you
are doing here is what people/non-SDA typically do to support their non-Biblical teachings such
as No Law, Sunday Sacredness, Immortality of the Soul, Hell etc. You, as they, based your
understanding on only one passage, and that, taken out of its Biblical and/or Historical context.
Like I said the historical context here was the teaching of Gnostism in the Church, and so that
was a ready and determinative test to see if that teaching was from God. But there are also
several other tests that need to be applied as seen in Isa 8:20. In the Gospels, the evil spirits Jesus
would cast out would confess that He was God incarnate. And I do not even see that in 1 John
the issue was Supernatural Spirits but merely false Human teachers. Satan can say just about
anything to deceive people. So the full test is in testing all that is said to see if they agree with the
Bible or not, and to reject what does not (1 Thess 5:19-22). 

Perhaps that incomplete testing was God’s tell sign in Knolls dream to reflect how SDA do
indeed poorly test the Spirits. Again SDA balk at such things in Knoll’s dreams, but they actually
effectively do the same thing, and even worst. In fact their spiritual discern view really is: ‘if it
can make money, they it must be from God.’

Like I said you need to more carefully, and more Biblically test Knoll’s revelations and not, as



done here, only go by one isolated and misconstrued “proof-text”. Of course you will be
convinced by whatever you Biblical understanding is, which is why it is important to first make
absolutely sure that it is on the fully developed level that it needs to be in order to make the
correct decisions on such spiritually subtle matters. (cf. 1 Cor 2:10-16)

I think you can realize for yourself that to accept all that Knoll has been teaching, however they
actually are, as discussed on my blog post, contrary to what the Bible itself actually teaches, does
not make Biblical/logical sense. Either the Bible and SOP are wrong or Ernie Knoll revelation is.
Given what the Bible actually teaches in contrast to some of Knoll’s claims, I still stand by my
understandings, and which involve that: Knoll was raised by God to be a prophet according to the
heart idols of SDA (Ezek 14:1-8 & 1 Kgs 22:19ff) and all that Knoll is doing, and blamelessly
has to do, is be faithful in relating those revelations exactly as they are being presented to him.
The pointed issue is with the SDA Church (“His People”) and not Ernie Knoll. Frankly if/since
you cannot understand that key reason here, it most likely is because you are on a similar level of
thinking, understanding and/or living/practice as these SDAs. (2 Cor 13:5)

It is ironic how if Knoll was being properly tested by SDA, they would actually become much
better Bible students as well as seen the Biblical things in his revelations which they do indeed
need to heed.

Ronald

January 8, 2013

Ronald,
As long as a person is following Jesus they will be honouring their mother and father. We
are to follow Jesus first, (that is worship Jesus) and then everything else will fall in line.
Ernie

January 8, 2013

And as seen in e.g., Matt 12:46-50; Luke 12:51-53; John 2:4 that may in certain situations
involve “radical” actions/decisions.

Ronald

January 8, 2013

Hi Ernie,

Firstly, some elucidating Biblical clarifications on the Curse of Ham’s descendants:
Jewish historian Josephus mentions something quite interesting, which can be
Theologically/Biblically supported about the Canaan curse:

“And when Noah was made sensible of what had been done, he prayed for prosperity to his



other sons; but for Ham, he did not curse him by reason of his nearness in blood, but
cursed his prosperity. And when the rest of them escaped that curse, God inflicted it on the
children of Canaan. But as to these matters, we shall speak more hereafter.”
(Antiquities 1:6.3 #142)

It very well may be that God did not inflict the curse on the other 3 sons of Ham, (who I see were
not even born yet), because they nor their descendants did not, relatively live evil/as evil lives as
did the descendants of Canaan who were the various “-ites” people groups (Hittites, Jebusites,
Amorites, etc -Gen 15:19) who were some of the most wicked people on Earth then (cf. Gen
15:16b). So since God does say that if people change then He too will change His mind on
something harmful that He had priorly pronounced on them (Jer 18:7-8), He may indeed have
done this for the other three sons of Ham who went on to form the following people groups as
detailed from Josephus writings below. (cf. Gen 10:1-20) According to Gen 10:19, the perverted
peoples of Sodom and Gomorrah manifestly were also descendants of Canaan. 

Notice how Josephus (at #139-#142) states that the calamities on these people came as a result on
the curse executed upon Canaan’s descendants. 

That all said upon re-reading Knoll’s statement more carefully, (which I presume he has not
changed since my first reading because it then seemed to me completely offensive by stating that
‘black skin color was a result of sinful character’), I may have read him wrong. I now see that
Knoll’s (=the “Herald’s”) statement:

“They [white conference leaders] fear being called culturally insensitive or racist. Sadly,
the black race has shown racial hypersensitivity since God pronounced a curse on the
descendants of Ham.”

Evidently simply/merely is reflecting that black people have been led to think that the curse on
the descendants of Ham applies to them, as it was believed during/for American Slavery.
And also the SOP quoted statement:

“In heaven there will be no color line; for all will be as white as Christ himself. Let us
thank God that we can be members of the royal family.” {The Gospel Herald, March 1,
1901}

may be speaking more about the whiteness of Christ’s own character versus merely skin color.
And with such a “white” character people will indeed not be racist, even if we still have the same
different skin colors. 

Also since, as I understand it from the Bible and SOP, Jesus maintained the bodily features from
his Earthly incarnation, including the nail holes in His hands, then, skin color wise, he has the
complexion of the typical Jewish person. See in the following blog post for the portrait of Jesus
which EGW said most closely resembled the one she saw in her visions. (Perhaps you can
compare that photo to how He looked like in your dream).



http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/jesus-was-black-man.html

So, if Knoll did not change anything in his dreams since I first read it, it was probably because
those statement initially struck me a complete offensive and bigoted that I misconstrued them.

That all said, I personally would, all things taken into consideration, still favor my God-
commandeered lying/deceptive spirit being made to pass as Gabriel given the many things which
the Herald ambiguously says which are actually not exegetically sound. As I said before, that may
all be to reflect the similar lukewarm mindset of SDAs (=Ezek 14:1-8), But as seen in EGW
vision of Jupiter’s moons which was not astronomically accurate, God (presumably) Himself,
may do such a thing, i.e. give someone a revelation according to their level of
knowledge/understandings. 

And while I can accept that the Herald is an Angel of God, for other reasons, including the way
he is most reluctant, and ambiguous at best about pointedly identifying himself as Gabriel, I see
that it may actually be another Angel other than Gabriel, i.e., an angel functioning in the role of
Gabriel while Gabriel is on His Sabbatical Sealing mission (Rev 7:1-3) see this post:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/06/coming-of-sealing-angel.html

Antiquities 1.6.2-3 #130-#142
#130 The children of Ham possessed the land from Syria and Amanus, and the mountains of
Libanus; settling all that was on its sea coasts, and as far as the ocean, and keeping it as their
own. Some indeed of its names are utterly vanished away; others of them, being changed, and
another sound given them, are hardly to be discovered; yet a few there are which have kept their
names entire. 

#131 For of the four sons of Ham, time has not at all hurt the name of Cush; for the Ethiopians,
over whom he reigned, are even at this day, both by themselves and by all men in Asia, called
Cushites. 

#132 The memory also of the Mesraites is preserved in their name, for all we who inhabit this
country [of Judea] called Egypt Mestre, and the Egyptians Mestreans. Phut also was the founder
of Libya, and called the inhabitants Phutites, from himself;

#133 there is also a river in the country of Moors which bears that name; where it is that we may
see the greatest part of the Greek historiographers mention that river and the adjoining country by
the appellation of Phut; but the name it has now, has been by change given it from one of the
sons of Mizraim, who was called Lybyos. We will inform you presently what has been the
occasion why it has been called Africa also. 

#134 Canaan, the fourth son of Ham, inhabited the country now called Judea, and called it from
his own name Canaan. The children of these [four] were these: Sabas, who founded the Sabeans;
Evilas, who founded the Evileans, who are called Getuli; Sabathes, founded the Sabathens--they
are now called by the Greeks, Astaborans; 



#135 Sabactas settled the Sabactens; and Ragmus the Ragmeans; and he had two sons, the one of
whom, Judadas, settled the Judadeans, a nation of the Western Ethiopians, and left them his
name; as did Sabas to the Sabeans. But Nimrod, the son of Cush, stayed and tyrannized at
Babylon, as we have already informed you. 

#136 Now all the children of Mizraim, being eight in number, possessed the country from Gaza
to Egypt, though it retained the name of one only, the Philistim; for the Greeks call part of that
country Palestine. 

#137 As for the rest, Ludicim, and Enemim, and Labim, who alone inhabited in Libya, and called
the country from himself, Nedim, and Phethrosim, and Chesloim, and Caphthorim; we know
nothing of them besides their names; for the Ethiopic war, {a} which we shall describe hereafter,
was the cause that those cities were overthrown. 

#138 The sons of Canaan were these: Sidonius, who also built a city of the same name--it is
called by the Greeks, Sidon; Amathus inhabited in Amathine, which is even now called Amathe
by the inhabitants, although the Macedonians named it Epiphania, from one of his posterity;
Arudeus possessed the island Aradus; Arucas possessed Arce, which is in Libanus; 

#139 but for the seven others, [Eueus,] Chetteus, Jebuseus, Amorreus, Gergesus, Eudeus, Sineus,
Samareus, we have nothing in the sacred books but their names, for the Hebrews overthrew their
cities; and their calamities came upon them on the occasion following. 

Gen 9:20-28; 10:1-20
#140 Noah, when, after the Deluge, the earth was resettled in its former condition, set about its
cultivation; and when he had planted it with vines, and when the fruit was ripe, and he had
gathered the grapes in their season, and the wine was ready for use, he offered sacrifice, and
feasted, 

#141 and being drunk, he fell asleep, and lay naked in an unseemly manner. When his youngest
son saw this, he came laughing, and showed him to his brethren; but they covered their father's
nakedness. 

#142 And when Noah was made sensible of what had been done, he prayed for prosperity to his
other sons; but for Ham, he did not curse him by reason of his nearness in blood, but cursed his
prosperity. And when the rest of them escaped that curse, God inflicted it on the children of
Canaan. But as to these matters, we shall speak more hereafter.

January 10, 2013

Ronald, 
Yes The Lord does do what you pointed out in Jer 18:7-8.
The vision I had of Jesus on the cross, He was white (He looked pale white) dark long hair,
dark beard and  mustach, even though His head was "nodded" down, (picture if you will of



someone sitting down, and nodding off to sleep, and your sitting down in a chair across
from them, still being able to still see their face). There are several things that stand out to
me in that vision, Jesus on the cross, tears flowing down from His eyes <this really stood
out>, His dark hair, beard and mustach, the cross He was on (dark in color),  the green
background with what appeared to be people moving around in the background, the
loincloth around His waist was clean white, His arms outstretched, a nail in each palm, His
legs where positioned so that one nail was driven through both feet. Once again, this was a
vision, not a dream, this occurred when I was completely awake. 

I have had to "correct myself", what I saw in vision of Jesus,  and what I have read
descriptions of Him, and relay what I saw, without letting what I have read about Him
influence my description.  I have stated a time or two His color was yellowish-whitish, and I
"knew" so since seeing Him in vision. Quick writing without proper time to recall and
convey correctly was wrong of me to do so, and I am sorry that I have ever done so. 

Jesus came to save every one of us human beings, no matter skin color or language, etc. 

I would be in trouble if Jesus only saw skin color or language, since even though I am
white, I tan when out in the summer sun, and my language/grammar is not "professor"
quality.

The reason for unfallen angels being pure white, is they have chosen to follow The Lord,
and this trait is reflected from pure ness from within, and shines outward. 

The darkness of evil angels comes from the evil (or "dark" as no "light" or "good" in
them). 

As far as people are concerned, their character is shaped by following Jesus or not, that
does not change their skin color, which character (reflecting Jesus character) is what Jesus
wants, no matter our race or language, etc. 

I do believe everyone saved will be pure white after being translated.  I have met many
people over the years, of different races  who where decent moral people, it is our heart,
our character The Lord looks at.

Yes, I know the devil and his devils can pass themselves off as angels of light, yet they are
pure dark inside because of their evil. The devil we are told will even pass Himself off as
Jesus, even to the point of even deceiving the elect if he could. 

To bring into focus a point or two, when Jesus appears:

King James Bible (Cambridge Ed.)



1 Thessalonians 4:16
For the Lord himself shall descend from heaven with a shout, with the voice of the
archangel, and with the trump of God: and the dead in Christ shall rise first:
King James Bible (Cambridge Ed.)

1 Thessalonians 4:17
Then we which are alive and remain shall be caught up together with them in the clouds, to
meet the Lord in the air: and so shall we ever be with the Lord.
(those who have fallen asleep in Christ, arise first, and then those who are remaining in
Christ still alive at His second coming)

King James Bible (Cambridge Ed.)
Matthew 24:27   For as lightning that comes from the east is visible even in the west, so will
be the coming of the Son of Man.  

and

King James Bible (Cambridge Ed.)
Revelation 1:7
Behold, he cometh with clouds; and every eye shall see him, and they also which pierced
him: and all kindreds of the earth shall wail because of him. Even so, Amen.

King James Bible (Cambridge Ed.)
Revelation 6:14-17

14And the heaven departed as a scroll when it is rolled together; and every mountain and
island were moved out of their places. 15And the kings of the earth, and the great men, and
the rich men, and the chief captains, and the mighty men, and every bondman, and every
free man, hid themselves in the dens and in the rocks of the mountains; 16And said to the
mountains and rocks, Fall on us, and hide us from the face of him that sitteth on the
throne, and from the wrath of the Lamb: 17For the great day of his wrath is come; and
who shall be able to stand?

You don't read about such things when the devil impersonates Jesus. 

Yes, the character of Christ is what I desire and pray to be reflected in my life, so others
can see and know I am following Jesus, and if they already know Him as their Lord and
Saviour, to get to know Him better, and for those who don't know Him will get to know
Him as their Lord and Saviour, and that I am following Him, and desire others to do so as
well, for family, relatives, in-laws, friends, neighbors to keep their eyes on Him as I am
doing, and if I should goof again along the way, to keep on looking at Him, as I endeavor to
get back on the path and keep on following Him as well.  I really don't know how else to
say what I just said at the moment, other than the way I said it. I know also, Jesus can keep



us on the correct path just as He did Paul, and others who follow Him.

Ernie

January 10, 2013

Hi Ernie,
Interesting details from your vision of Jesus. All things considered, I would not actually make a
“dogmatic” claim from the pale white color of Jesus which you saw. For starters that was a
vision, and it is subject to being symbolic, even if it looks naturalistic. That frequently occurred
with EGW and is also seen in Ernie Knoll’s dreams. In other words what is shown actually has
symbolic implications. Claiming something strictly literalistic (i.e., “pale white skin color”) is
not the surest/safest thing to do E.g., While at Andrews, I heard in a meeting seminarians
(conversely) wrongly claim that ‘Jesus was a Black person because Rev 1:15a He is said to have
feet that looked like burnished (=burned) bronze’!! See this post:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/jesus-was-black-man.html

So focusing on possible symbolic meanings, I, first of all see that a person with “pale white” skin
color is not normal. That is either the result of some sort of psychological trauma/fright and/or
severe illness. As you were seeing Jesus suffering on the Cross, and as the Bible and SOP are
clear about His pointed extreme psychological trauma then, (See this post:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/01/sacrifice-of-christ.html ), then I am assume that this
could be the reason why He would be so pale in color then. And with Isa 53:10a literally (i.e., in
the Hebrew) says that God then made Christ (physically sick), which, as discussed in that blog
post resulted in the physical damaging of Christ’s heart, -“a broken heart” as the SOP puts it,
then I am seeing that this skin color paleness was as a result of that ordeal and not His normative
skin color. 

Another symbolic implication here could be that Jesus was pale here because he was literally
drained of his blood. If you were seeing him as still being on the cross, then it can be
seen/understood that he had literally greatly bled out by then. And with the Bible saying that our
persisted sinning effectively crucified Christ afresh (Heb 6:4-6, context starts at Heb 5:11ff), then
that could symbolically be representative of this, and like I stated before in regards to the tears
manifested by Jesus, with Jesus here/thus demonstrating that ‘there is nothing else/more that He
could do.’ (Cf. Heb 10:26ff)

-By the way, I do not recall, nor see in my email records, that you had priorly said to me that you
had seen Jesus skin color then as yellowish-whitish, In fact, that is the first time I hear you
specifying His skin color.

Another possibly applicable understanding that I am seeing here is related to EGW seeing in
vision all people’s faces becoming pale at Jesus return (and other people becoming black when
they realized that Jesus was not approving of them at His return (EW 15.2 = Rev 6:14-17 = DA
825.4). Obviously that is symbolic language in the SOP as people won’t be changing skin color
at Christ’s return, though the unshielded brightness of Him at and with His return then (=2 Thess

http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/01/sacrifice-of-christ.html


2:8) could literally “burn people’s skin then” as would most powerful tanning lights.

So I would be seeing the mentions of skin colors, as not related to race per se, but to various
physiological and/or psychological effects. 

Another natural, thus symbol cause of paleness is due to not being out in the sun for a prolonged
time. And as it was pitch dark when Jesus was suffering God’s wrath on the cross, if that caused
him to become pale, then that would mean either a symbolic extreme darkness then or, as it was a
vision in your time, that Christ is still dealing with the darkness of that day because of the
ongoing GC. So He would here showing that He was still greatly suffering to deal with our sins.

From what you have mentioned before, I gather that you first received the vision of Jesus (1986)
and later the Treasure Box vision (late 1980's), correct me if I am wrong. As I understand the
differences between a vision and a dream, receiving a the vision of Jesus before you would
actually express hesitancy and some refusal to fully share those revelations, this would be Jesus
showing you in advance that He would be greatly disappointed by you not (fully) following
through on this calling. This would be like the forewarning given to Peter in Luke 22:31-34

(And speaking of Peter, there arguably has not been anyone who had “goofed” more than Peter,
particularly when he denied knowing Jesus, virtually right in His face, with oaths, swearing and
cursing. And at a moment when Jesus needed him the most. But the key is, as Jesus indicated
when reinstating Peter was to work towards helping others in various Gospel need (John 21:15-
17). And of course Peter was faithful to this second chance by leading the way in the
proclamation of the Gospel at, and after, Pentecost. (Pro 24:16))

So all this to say that I am not seeing that the pale white skin color manifestation of Jesus in your
vision was actually giving a factual indication of Christ’s actual skin color, but was more
reflective of the extreme ordeal he was then undergoing. Like I said, I would see that Jesus is the
same color as Jewish people today, and it was because of what he was going through on the
cross, whatever one of the various possibility discussed above would apply, if not all of them,
that he then because pale in color.

So I do not see that skin color has anything substantial to do with character. That said, I do
believe, according to my scientific view on how the shades of skin colors came about following
the dispersion from the Tower of Babel that before Babel, everyone was of a tan color, and I
would actually lean more towards believing that, with the earth’s climate not being damaged by
the flood, that the sun then did not cause tanning on people. In fact I recently heard a valid
Biblical presentation which said that God used the waters which he had put into the atmosphere
at Creation for the flood (causing our Oceans). So the removal of that atmospheric water canopy
would certainly caused the sun’s UV rays to cause tanning on humans. So everyone may actually
have been of a white skin color before these changes caused by the flood. And after Babel the
spectrum of skin colors became even wider and more extreme either way. So from this
understanding, I would believe that angels are actually white, and that everyone will have white
skin color in heaven. 



So if there is any relation between skin color -sin - character, it is only most indirectly in that,
Adam and Eve were created with white skin color, then sin came into the whole, ending up in the
flood, which required an atmospheric consequence resulting in greater UV radiation from the
sun, and thus causing tan and darker skin colors, and then came Babel when God caused people
to live in most extreme climates resulting in greater variances and extremes skin colors.

It is funny how Knoll is shown things in a way that people can easily misconstrue them
“according to their heart idols”. And so here, someone who has racist tendencies (of course not
speaking of you here), reading that Jesus and angels are white, and all will be of white skin color
in heaven, may then think to have found a justification for maintaining racist views, even within
the SDA Church, such as claiming that black people were curse by God and that black skin color
is because of sinful character in those people, ergo they can and should be enslaved or
marginalized. But as I presented here, that is actually not at all the pointed case. Sin in general
has caused varying skin colors and not that this is a sin/curse indication on a particular group of
people.

-Since no one currently knows what language we will be speaking in heaven, then I am sure that
God is not expecting us to have a certain language, even perfect grammar, here on earth. (And as
Hebrew was invented long after Adam and Eve, after the flood, then the first language, their own
language, was not even Hebrew.)

Also I do not see Knoll saying that unfallen angels are white and fallen angels are darker/black.
Neither do I read that in the Bible or SOP. In fact in vision EGW was shown that angels had to
present an identifying golden card when entering and leaving the Heavenly realm (EW 39.2),
which tells me that evil angels could easily pass as unfallen angels and fool angels guarding
Heaven’s gates. That is all related to the fact that there manifestly is a total thought privacy in
Heaven, including from God towards unfallen angels/beings. So they need that id card to validate
who they are. See more here:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/06/coming-of-sealing-angel.html#goldencard

So I see that fallen angels still have white skin color. In fact, EGW say Satan in vision and
described his features before his fall and now, and how sin had caused certain changes and never
mentioned an affected, darker skin complexion. (EW 152.3) Sin does not cause light/dark skin
color changes in people. That is all merely a figure of speech and not a scientific reality. Sin only
affects skin color by, as discussed above, the damages it has caused in this planets atmosphere
and climate. And Satan will indeed be unmasked by the elect because he will not be allowed to
counterfeit the manner of Christ coming, hence the Secret Rapture and Jesus ruling in Israel false
eschatology believed by most Christians, so that he can pretend to be Jesus according to the false
teachings. 

Ronald

January 11, 2013

Ronald,



           Ok, I have to correct myself again! The proper way I viewed Jesus on the cross, and
the correct way to say/descibe what I saw, is this: Just like I was standing there at the very
time He was crucified, looking UP to Him, with His head tilted forward, His chin
downwards to His chest, I could still see His beard, mustach, and long hair. 

You could be correct on the Tower of Babel skin color not changing then, only languages. I
really don't know either way. I do know that Jesus is the way, the truth, and the life! :)

Our character is based on how well we follow Jesus, nothing else. 

January 11, 2013

Thanks Ernie for the correction. Recalling exact details, especially from that long ago can be
difficult. You should fully write out those visions, even if you don’t post them. I have been doing
that with my own dreams (170) and visions (68) revelations, and have only posted online one in
detail* and mentioned another 2 in passing. *
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/12/my-first-vision.html#firstvision

-I see that you description of Jesus (i.e., him having a “beard, mustache, and long hair”, indeed
matches exactly that portrait in my blog I told you about which EGW said best resembled him!

-In regards tot he Tower of Babel there is clear and explicit Biblical (i.e., Bible and SOP)
evidence that only languages were changed there.

-I think we are in agreement on the Biblical fact that our characters are based on how well we
follow Jesus and nothing else. It is your view that ones skin colors is based on their character that
I do not at all see any Biblical support for.

Ronald

January 11, 2013

Ronald,
           I remember the crown of thorns on Jesus head as well, it brings tears to my eyes to
even see a picture of Him that way.
< div>           Ernie

January 12, 2013

Saddening indeed Ernie. The underlying mockery intended by the crown of thorns (John 19:2-3)
must have also been most heart piercing to Jesus knowing that He could easily have been
crowned the King of Israel (Luke 1:32). As the SOP states, the shaming and psychological
anguish He went through was more painful than His physical pain (DA 753.1)

(Like I recommended to you Ernie, you need to fully write out you visions. I am going to make a



compilation from the snippets of statements you have mentioned to me.)

Speaking of suffering for the cause of God, I was just pondering on how Paul may not have been
able to preach the Gospel in Rome if he had not become falsely imprisoned at the criminal
accusations of  jealous and hateful Jews. And also, given the present controversy on the
resurrection of Christ, with many not believing it, the fact that all of the 12 Apostles were willing
to greatly suffer and even die a martyr’s death based squarely on that witnessed event, this came
to cause others, especially in the centuries after their lives, when everyone who had live with
them also passed away, to also firmly believe in Jesus, even to this day, to the point where today
1/3 of the world is Christian!!

God does not allow us to suffer for no reason. Everything has a higher purpose and reward with
Him (Rom 8:28)!

By the way, what do you think of my studied out Bible and SOP view that those who die a
martyr’s death, are, at some point later on, resurrected and taken to Heaven (i.e., before the final
resurrection at the Second Coming). See details in:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/theological-musings.html#martyrs 

Ronald

January 13, 2013

Ronald,
You know, I believe you are right on with this, I need to do as you are suggesting and write
out the visions I have seen. 

When you explained this, my mind was "wow", so much I need to read more, write things
out, and that way to be able to see a better alignment of God the Father's loving ways! I
was like, "wow" or better stated, "mine eyes have been opened", God the Father loves
people so much, in certain cases (as you have stated!) He has and will take those home
earlier, than the final resurrection at His second coming! You are way out front on this! I
realize this now, with God the Father's great love for his people that "lay it on the line",
are given an EARLY reward! And why not, if God the Father wants to, then He surely can! 

Ok this is "cool", and way out there! 

And now, my mind/eyes have been opened, just because the information is not penned
directly in the Bible, I was stuck on that ok what is wrote down in the Bible, that's the way
it is and that's that. 

Now I realize, the greatest suffering was not the physical, but the shaming and
psychological anguish He went through was more painful. The thought/concept of this
breaks my heart. 



There is so much eye and mind opening information and light and truth you have shared
with me! 
 
Ok now I am ready to read/learn/discover more! 

Ernie

January 13, 2013

Glad to hear Ernie that you see the Biblical light on the Martyr’s reward issue!! Indeed it is so
clear from the Bible and SOP. I can understand why God did not explicitly relate this, for one
thing, so as to not cause confusion during Church History when people came to believe that all
the dead in Christ immediately went to Heaven, and (2) to necessarily maintain that people don’t
act wreckless just to get “killed for God” = sort of spiritual suicide. That would probably not be
acceptable by God. 

As you can see in my relating of my father’s vision in the winter 1970, I now see/understand that
he was actually shown a transpiring of Jesus taking some resurrected people early to heaven. He
then also wanted to go but Jesus told him that ‘he would have to wait for the others.’ See in:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2012/05/testing-spirits-1-cor-1210.html#fathersvision

And, as you say ‘God surely/easily can do this’, indeed just as he did with Moses when he
resurrected him and took Him to Heaven as his capital sin was caused by the irritating people
getting the worst of him. How understanding of God to not hold it against Moses for having let
those stiffneck people make him temporally lose his cool/mind/religion...it twice nearly happened
with God Himself (Exod 32:10 & Num 14:11-12) and really only the humble Moses had
prevented this from happening. (Exod 32:14; Num 14:20; Deut 9:18-19)

As you can see, I am pulling much of these views straightly from what I have studied out and
posted on my blog. So that is why I do greatly recommend reading it directly, particularly as
these views are better presented and documented there. From my visitor’s log for my blog, I see
that many people read through a blog post not in a single sitting but in chunks, returning
repeatedly to the blog to read some more.

Writing down your visions would indeed be great, especially as you now probably much better
understand them, and therefore will see the importance of more of the details given in it.

Ronald

January 13, 2013

Ronald,
Ok, so we are not to allow a witch to live as you pointed out, so how do you kill them,
would the statement below work?
************



If there any evil angels that have transformed themselves from their spiritual form, into the
likeness of human beings), they are to all pass away tonight in that form, of natural causes,
(all from heart attacks while they sleep)  and they still have to be agape good up until that
point.

************
Ernie

January 14, 2013

The Bible is clear that the implementation of that law was in the form of capital punishment, i.e.,
stoning by the rest of (righteous) Israel. That would be applicable in an Israel Theocracy. As
there is no such tangible Biblical government/nation today then such a punishment is left at the
will and discretion of God, as He did in the case of Annanias and Sapphira (Acts 5).

Ronald

January 14, 2013

Ronald,

You are so right on this! And thanks for bringing up the wreckless part, that is an
especially good point! And also the part of  no confusion, ok the whole letter is good! 
Also in either one of your latest letters or your blog, you mention Sodom and Gomorrah,
and those cities were destroyed because of fornication and going after "strange flesh".  Ok,
when I read the Bible and saw the "strange flesh", I said to myself, what is the "strange
flesh"?, and I believe that refers to evil angels passing themselves off as humans, enticing
men and women, to go after and have sex with these devils!
What is your take on that sentence?
Ernie
(and more reading  time!)

January 14, 2013

I don’t recall mentioning the issue of, pointedly “strange flesh” in regards to Sodom and
Gomorrah. (Jude 1:7) The Bible is clear that Satan and all other Angels are not flesh and blood
but Spirits (e.g., “ministering spirits”) - Eph 6:12; Heb 1:13-14; Luke 24:39; etc. (My wider view
is these angels are created from photons while the humans which inhabit God’s planets are
created from tangible dirt. (Gen 3:19). So I don’t see that “flesh” can ever apply to any type of
angels per se. I rather see “strange flesh” being in relation to the “one flesh” than God had
intended for a (married) man and a woman to (lawfully) become. (Gen 2:23-24). With the word
“strange” literally meaning “of another kind”, I see that it therefore refers to the seeking of
“flesh” outside of the marriage bond, -which itself is “one/same flesh”; and the “strange” applies
whether it is male or female flesh, but especially of the same sex “flesh” as that was never
intended by God nor designed to become “one same flesh”.



Ronald

January 14, 2013

Ronald,
My nephew Matthew said something awhile back, and I just dismissed what he said and I
should have not done so, he said you know what do you think Curtis is thinking now
looking down from Heaven, and I believe he is now, at the time I was stuck on the
traditional view of Adventist theology that Curtis, a saint of saints, was asleep in Christ,
awaiting for Jesus return, and I tried to say it then in the kindest and loving way I knew
how, so that I would not offend or discourage him in any manner in Matthew's walk with
Jesus, now I realize he was right on with his viewpoint. Curtis is a good man, he loves his
children, Danita, mom, brothers and He exhibited agape love in an unbelievable amount.
Curtis is one of the saints of saints resurrected early, for his dedication to God the Father.
Ernie

January 14, 2013

Ernie, this is actually precisely what I was speaking about when I said that God did not explicitly
mention this to avoid confusion. Did Curtis die a martyr’s death?? That has to be objectively
seen. I.e. he died at the hand of someone else pointedly because of his resolute stance for his faith
in God. Dying of natural causes does not make one a martyr. So subjective claims of
“martyrdom” do not apply. Being a “good man” or “dedication” or “exhibiting agape love” also
are not the criteria. Dying e.g., pointedly because of a dedication (e.g., rebels beheading you for
doing missionary work in their village) on the other hand is.

Now, as it was the case with James White, if someone comes to contract a fatal illness directly
due to the ordeal they were directly subjected for their faith, then that passes as effective
martyrdom.

That is very important because the devil and his angels will be making appearances as dead loved
ones who he claims are already in heaven and will try to teach things contrary to the Bible. So not
understanding what constitutes a valid martyr’s death is very important here, as well as, knowing
how to rightly divide the Word of God in order to be able to test any such supernatural
experiences. () 

So, unless you can transparently demonstrate that Curtis was a martyr of the Christian Faith, then
I do not see that your nephew was saying something that is Biblical here. And also, we do not
know exactly when God resurrects martyrs and takes them to Heaven. Also, I do not think that
anyone in Heaven is looking down into this sinful world. I think they, at best, merely rely on the
reports of recording angels returning from Earth. Only if God gave these resurrected martyrs a
special mission back to Earth, as with James White in EGW’s dream, would they have an
interaction with this Earth again.

Ronald



January 16, 2013

Ronald, 
I understand about the unfallen angels of Heaven and the key card.

Ernie

January 16, 2013

That is indeed something very important to understand and, as I encountered in my own
discussions, many reject EGW based solely on that statement as they cannot understand why
angels need to present a golden card when the leave and enter the New Jerusalem. Many SDA
also don’t understand this, and as typical with them, don’t care to try to understand it. There is a
lot that is theologically packed into that simple SOP revelation/indication. 

Ronald

January 16, 2013

Ronald,
You are right, there could be two Heralds, one sneaking in to still give the correct agape
truth, or to mislead or test Ernie Knoll, as you had pointed out to me in an earlier email.
Now, the question is, how does Ernie Knoll discern the two? 
Ernie

January 16, 2013

My view actually is that if there are two Heralds, then it is all by God’s full allowance according
to 1 Kgs 22:19ff and not at all to test Ernie but to test the people who are to receive those
messages from God, namely SDAs. Knoll would simply be faithfully playing the part of the Ezek
14:1-8 ‘prophet according to SDA heart idols.’ So Ernie Knoll is not at all personally under
scrutiny here, the SDA Church is, but if/as Ernie, and anyone else personally has those same
Laodicean views as other SDAs, then they would also be the target of these prophecies. 

For me however, with the skin color and character issue satisfactorily answered, the jury is
therefore still out on whether there actually is a second (false angel) Herald as, as Jesus did in
Matt 15:21-28|DA 400.2), God Himself can test His people by simply saying things according to
what they believe. So my view presently is that Knoll Herald may very well only be an angel of
God, but not actually the angel Gabriel (who is the Sealing Angel of Rev 7:1-3). But another
angel allowed to be Gabriel’s stand-in.

And as I relate in my SOP Whirlwind vision post*, God is through all of this effectuating the
“sheep without shepherds Shaking judgement on SDAs’.  

* http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/01/gods-whirlwind-judgement-on-sda-church.html



And in all cases, the Bible decides who is or is not speaking for God,, but in this Ezek 14:1-8
testing case God can himself be doing this testing.

Ronald

January 16, 2013

Ronald,
I agree on this also.
Ernie

January 16, 2013

Ronald,
You are right on the issue of how the gospel would have turned out if Paul had not been
sent prison. This was The Lord,s will, and Paul continued to share the gospel while in
prison and afterwards. If he had not been allowed to goto prison, he may have not lived as
long, and most importantly, stay true to Jesus. I had not looked at this in that light.
Ernie

January 17, 2013

I actually said and meant that, (and like it was the case for Joseph - Gen 50:20), ‘God turned out
for good what others had intended for evil’. (Rom 8:28) So I do not see that it was God’s ideal
will that any of the Apostles suffer and be martyred, but that is what the evil of other people
forced them into and God therefore allowed it, and turned it into a greater good. None of them,
including Paul were suffering because of their own rebellion and sins, as neither was Jesus (John
15:18-20), and God did not allow the Gospel cause to suffer even if these Apostles were hindered
but used that opposition to make their testimony more widely and prominently known. (cf. Eph
6:20). 

So I am not at all seeing, nor said/saying, that Paul going to prison either ‘made him live longer’
nor ‘helped him stay true to Jesus’. In fact, I see the opposite, as (1) revealed in the Bible and
SOP, that the persecutions cut Paul’s life shorter than what God had intended, for as the SOP
states, it was because the Church did not pray as fervently for Paul as they had for Peter that God
did not also deliver him from prison. (Even the Christian Church did not like Paul that much
because he was constantly rebuking them). And (2) it is most logical that suffering such many
hardships and extreme persecutions (2 Cor 11:23-28), and that for nothing, typically challenges
one faith, especially as in Paul’s case, he knew that to avoid those persecutions he simply just
had to not heed the calling of God on his life (Acts 9:15-16) and stop his evangelistic and
missionary work amongst Jews and Gentiles and at the very least just become a simple
(passive/inactive) Church member. (See e.g, Jeremiah and his similar sufferings and the crisis of
his faith (Jer 20:7-18); also Job (Job 3:1-3ff) and David (Psa 94)).

So I rather see that God would have most easily done all those works through Paul if he was not



persecuted and put in prison, but when things turned out differently God was still able to work
things out in order to accomplish these Gospel works to some effective, even greater (Phil 1:12-
14ff), extent. And again, I do not see that persecution helped Paul in his faith and faithfulness. It
only made things more challenging for him. And for his literal martyrdom, I see, as documented
on my blog that God soon after his death resurrected him and took him to Heaven. In fact, as
stated on my blog, I see that God had fairly, in the light of all that he surely was going to suffer if
he would be most faithful (Acts 9:15-16), that God revealed in advanced to Paul that this would
be his early reward (=Phil 1:19-26)

Ronald

January 19, 2013

Ronald,

          God the Father is loving beyond measure, with out a doubt. And you are so correct
on Paul's early resurrection. Lazarus undoubtably went home either shortly after being
resurrected or at the same time Jesus ascended with the others He raised early, for Jesus
knew Lazarus heart was sealed in Jesus, otherwise Jesus would not have resurrected Him.
There are those who get the special privilege of being resurrected early, the saints of saints,
while others are sleeping in Jesus until the 1st resurrection, which that is the one talked
about at the return of Jesus. God the Father has love and wisdom beyond our
understanding, and knows the perfect timing when to resurrect people.
Ernie

January 19, 2013

Ernie, the determinative condition for this early reward is simple and straightforward as clearly
revealed in the Bible and SOP. It is not ‘how good the person was’, or if they were a “saint of
saints” but whether or not the person was martyred. That could be a literal martyrdom or an
indirectly/effectively caused one. And it actually also involves someone who God was working
towards accomplishing something dying without having realized that fulfilment because of the
direct opposition and rejection of others. That was the case with Moses. So according to these
conditions Lazarus would not have been given this reward. And I discuss his experience in full in
my blog post on David Gates. 
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/ministry-of-david-gates.html and the Bible and SOP is
clear that God deliberately used Lazarus and him dying for an object lesson reason to the Jewish
Nation. So since God caused him to die for no faulting/sinful reason of Lazarus, He surely was
going to resurrect him to complete that deliberate object lesson. Lazarus faithfulness was really
not a determinative issue here. It was all being done for the glory of God. Jesus was fully aware
that He would resurrect Lazarus (John 11:4, 40). So the real “saints of saints” are those who do
not love their lives even in the face of death (Rev 12:11; 14:12-13). Many believers variously
avoid enduring suffering and hardships for the Gospel, and if God deems that they are sincere in
their drawing back, then they’ll be saved in the end, but if they die they will not get the same
reward as those who tangibly sacrificed their life for the Gospel’s sake.



Also the Bible and SOP is clear that those who were raised at Jesus death were OT (thus pre-
New Covenant) people (Matt 27:52-53), and evidently people who were either martyred or the
several who had not seen the fulfillement of God’s Promise to them (cf. Heb 11:35-12:1). (And I
would see that John the Baptist was among them).

Ronald

January 19, 2013

Ronald,
         I see what you are writing on this and I agree. 
         And I also see and agree on the view and understanding as you have stated on who the
saints of saints are, and I also  view and understanding of Lazarus, these are my views as
well. Makes sense now!
         Ernie
          
January 19, 2013

I forgot to also mention this in regards to Lazarus. Recently I heard an SDA give an interesting
answer to some skeptics who were saying that the story of Lazarus’ resurrection was not true
because only the Gospel of John mentions this greatest miracle of Jesus. The answer and fact of
the matter is that, as John 12:9-11 reveals, the Jewish leaders also wanted to kill Lazarus to
remove all evidence of Jesus’ power, and so, since the Gospel of John was the last gospel to be
written (in the 90's A.D.) while the other three were all written before 70 A.D., then it is apparent
that, for the protection of Lazarus, the other Gospel writers did not circulate that story. And it
was not until the time of John Gospel, that John was free to write it as Lazarus was not longer
alive. So that would mean that Lazarus continued to live until at least 70 A.D. 

Ronald

January 19, 2013

Ronald, 
       I understand and agree on those views as well. Some real eye openers you have brought
forth. 

          Ernie

January 19, 2013

Ronald,
         I  agree on all of this. I have not yet read yet about EGW,s dream about her husband,
yet I will look that up.  I can understand why James White was allowed to have an
interaction back on this earth, as an encouragement to Ellen, which allowed her to continue
on with the gospel, knowing that James White was alive and well, and had recieved his



reward early.
Also I agree on your view about John the Baptist.
Ernie

January 19, 2013

You can find the EGW dream online starting here:
http://egwtext.whiteestate.org/publication.php?pubtype=Book&bookCode=RY&lang=en&pagen
umber=161

From what he said to EGW and given the fact she did not indicate that she understood or
believed that he was actually resurrected, I don’t see that such a belief itself actually served as an
encouragement for EGW. And, as usual, if she was going to get that Biblical Truth from that,
quite controversial, interaction, she would have to first begin to get valid support of it from the
Bible. (i.e., Phil 1:20-24) I don’t see that she ever came to that understanding. So she manifestly
never knew for sure that James had been resurrected and so I don’t see how that notion itself
would have benefited her ministry. All that I see that she was instructed by his advice to ‘take it
easy in her ministry’ unlike the excesses and overburdening that he had done, which caused him
to prematurely die.

Ronald

January 19, 2013

Ronald,
           Matthew did not mention Curtis directly. I agree on we don't know when people get
their early reward, I do know now ( and this is good) there are people resurrected early,
beyond Moses, Elijah.
Ernie

January 19, 2013

Indeed, and the determinative Biblical criteria is if they were martyred. (Also, like I had said, I
believe my father was shown in vision one instance of some resurrected martyrs going into
Heaven.)

Ronald

January 20, 2013

Ronald, 
Ok on that to, thanks for clarifying the issue.

I am guessing that James White is in Heaven, and at that time was able to communicate
with EGW by talking to unfallen angels traveling from Heaven to Earth and back to



Heaven, in a continuous manner, that is how I see that situation at this time.

I agree with you on Gods model for Biblical prosperity, and all that goes with that. 
My view has been, and continues to be, what is the best for all human beings, so I have
made adjustments in my views to the Biblical model, which that model, from the way I see
it, is even more prosperous for America & her territories , as well as the rest of the world,
and in the most important way, is to open up ways for people who have accepted Jesus as
their Lord and Saviour to grow in Christ more and share the good news, which is more
valuable than earthly treasures.
Ernie

January 20, 2013

Interesting observation Ernie. If EGW had spoken in person to James White then it could be said
that he physically appeared like Moses and Elijah to Jesus. But as this was a dream and also
came directly to EGW as she does not mention a relating or accompanying angel as she does in
some of her other dreams/visions, then, to use a modern technological capabilities as an
illustration, I see it as God having set up a video/webcam connection with EGW to give her this
dream, and allowed James White to appear in it and speak to her directly from Heaven, (perhaps,
also illustratively speaking, the special telecommunication room from which God makes such 
communications with people on earth. In fact in either EGW’s or Ernie Knoll revelations which
involve angels, since they are not said to be visually or physically seen, then they could all be still
in heaven and using a sort of 3D or +4D immersive capability to effectuation those revelation, in
that almost tangibly realistic way.

As I was discussing with my father earlier on this dream, showing him how his vision related to
this early reward theme, James White did not actually tell EGW not to go to that General
Conference. He just told her to “take it easy” and she decided on her own to skip that upcoming
GC trip. So with the counsel generally being to mind her health in order to not die prematurely as
he had, applying a Isa 8:20 test, the content of that vision would pass that prophetic test as it
harmonizes with God’s health laws and temperance principles. (Cf. Jethro’s advice to Moses in
Exod 18:13-26)

Interesting to here of your switch of socio-Economic view from, I gather, Capitalism to Biblical
Socialism. Indeed since the resources on this planet are mostly limited and increasingly
dwindling, yet more people want a piece of this pie, e.g., more and more from the 1.3 Billion
people in China, than the best way to go forward is through a moral, sharing model. And that is
Biblical model which does not involve the sins found in Capitalism, all under the Chief sin of
Selfishness (4T 384.3; DA 20.1-21.3), and also Covetousness (EW 266-269). And the
Capitalist’s option today of letting the strongest, richest, fastest one win is clearly self-servign for
them, and as many predict will result in explicit wars to control and obtain the limited supplies of
natural resources, including freshwater. (Canada will be the first country the U.S. invades to have
control of its large Freshwater resources (i.e., all the Great Lakes, Arctic Ice)!)

The scary thing is, as I discuss in this post*, that the Roman Catholic Church has a very similar



understanding in their Liberation Theology** which they of course want to head, and thus of
course impose the rest of their Catholic Theology. So only a people of God who actually bases all
of their teachings on the Bible can be trusted with having such an Economic system. 

*
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/10/biblical-prophetic-babylon-loud-cry.html#philanthrocapit
alism [See at the comments on Rev 17:11 & its Note #7]

** http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liberation_Theology

I see that God allowed Capitalism just to show how limited it is, and the historical fact of the
matter is that if it was not for the many socialistic safety nets and measures which have been
increasingly added to it since the 1930's, to the point where America’s “Mixed Economy” today
is ca. 45% Socialism and 55% Capitalism, it would have long self-destructed, and just as Soviet
Communist philosophers, such as Karl Marx had predicted that such a system would! (That part
he indeed got right.)
-(By the way, all taxation is socialism. E.g. Bill Gates pays many times more in taxes than most
people but he still drives on the same quality of roads as everyone else. So he is not really
personally getting the value of what he is paying in taxes, but just what everyone else gets,
including people who do not pay any taxes at all!)

Glad to hear that you have seen the Biblical Light on this issue. You can find much more on how
significant this all is for our end time Biblical mandate (e.g, Matt 25:31-46 & Isa 58, EGW:
Welfare Ministry, 23-62ff) in especially Note #7 in this post:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/10/1888-message-for-today.html  

God does know what best and, as usual, Satan has his cheap, self-seeking/selfishness-based
counterfeit. That are all the issues of this Great Controversy. (DA 21.3)
 
Ronald

Ronald,
I agree on that as well.
Ernie

January 20, 2013

Ronald, 
Have you read the latest dream? Jesus has left and is on His way!
Ernie

January 20, 2013

Wow!! That really unnerved me as saying this would really a “nuclear” claim for Ernie Knoll
which he just could not go back upon. If he claims that he was shown that Jesus was on his way



and it does not happen very soon, then that was, at the very least, a false prophecy. Indeed that
Dream is dates as January 12, 2013. As I understand it from Rev 8:1 & EW 16.2 = “half a hour”
(= 7.5 days through 1 prophetic day = 1 literal year), I see that it would take Jesus at the most,
half a day to make it ot this earth with all of the angels. And then 7 days for us to travel back
(EW 16.2), So if Jesus had left heaven on or before January 12,. 2013 he should have been here
by now.

I see that there are several statements in the dream that show that this was not a specific, or even
literal statement/specification. And Knoll’s quoting of RH Oct 25, 1881 (Note #12) shows that
he also did not see this as literal. He introduces that final portion of his dream by saying:

“He [the “Guide” angel] explains that what he shows me now is symbolic, and that I am to
document it, because it is a message for certain individuals.”

So what follows was apparently just symbolically stated. And it apparently was not pointedly
Ernie Knoll who was being shown that he was not worthy to have a robe and crown but
apparently on of those “certain individuals”.  And so that final segment could indeed be symbolic
stating/showing that one’s end could come suddenly/immediately, and with one’s end coming
actually at the close of their probation, after which no one can change sides, and before Jesus
actually returns, then their end would then have come. So Jesus may be here symbolically telling
some self-righteous people in the SDA Church that his coming to them in judgement is soon to
occur (i.e., their pre-Shaking probation fully ends then) = Mal 3:1ff; cf. 1 Peter 4:17; Ezek 9:6. 

So I am not seeing this as a literal statement, but a symbolic one, but still a quite vivid one...(i.e.,
it does not get more final than the Second Coming), and I see that Knoll also immediately
understood it as such.

Frankly I am relieved because that really would have been most devastating for Knoll.

In passing, I actually find something significant with the odyssey of that young man and the
mention of 2:00 A.M. at the start of the dream, when his mother was interceding for him, and
also the “symbolic Second Coming” theme. I see that it evidently all prophetically relates to the
2:00 A.M. Second Coming time specification in the dream discussed on my blog of a certain
Steve Starman* yet the Second Coming also did not (literally) occur then. It is also significant
that it occurs 2 hours later than EGW statement that ‘God delivers His people at midnight’ (GC
636.2 & EW 285.1).

* http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2012/05/testing-spirits-1-cor-1210.html#sstarman [See starting
in “Voice of God Motif” section]

All this addedly corroborates my revelations on God’s prolonged, post-SDA Shaking judgement,
time developments, which foundationally involve a symbolic Second Coming, all due to the utter
failing of the SDA Church. [15MR 292.3-4]

Ronald



January 30, 2013

Ronald,
            The Biblical model of living is, "the just shall walk by faith". That being said, the
only way for faith to grow in us, is to exercise that faith, which in turn will draw us closer
to Jesus, and draw more people to the body of Christ. 

 You are right on Bill Gates paying more than his share of taxes being lopsided. The only
solution I see (this is short term, there is no long term "fix", that is a "fix" to keep America
and other countries just keeping o n and keeping on <we both realize that>), is to cut taxes,
social programs and defense as well, and this in turn will make people to seek Christ, since
God will supply His people with our needs. A lot of American people (maybe the world to I
don't know) don't like to hear such a thing, as doing all three, cut taxes, cut  social
programs, and cut military spending. And, since coal reserves are dwindling, there is no
choice but to use other methods to generate electricity (wind, water, solar panels,
hydroelectric <examples>) Now I have added a fourth thing a lot of Americans (and maybe
the world)  don't like or want to hear. These are not pollution free, yet there is no choice on
the matter.
          I had not thought of America invading Canada, yet that is a possibility, I do not see
doing that as being correct or right by any means. 
          My view is now, Jesus please keep on drawing all of us closer, and when we are
ready, come back to Earth and take us home! :) 
           Ernie

January 31, 2013

Hi Ernie

I fully understand, and also agree with, your takeaway point on ‘faith and the Christian walk’,
yet, to be more specific, as the passage of that statement literally says: “the Righteous shall live
by his faith” (Hab 2:4) and how Paul repeatedly uses that OT verse to speak of how someone is
saved, and thus granted eternal life (Rom 1:17; Gal 3:11-12; Heb 10:37-38; cf. Gal 2:20), then I
am indeed seeing it as speaking of the only way that we can have eternal life: by having faith.
That said of course that trickle down into our everyday walk, yet in our everyday walk we do
have the expressed Law of God to guide us and pinpoint exactly what is right and wrong. (Rom
7:7) And it is when we are faced with a situation and have to decide if we are going to trust God
and be faithful to Him, or rely on ourselves to try to get through it, that we come to walk by faith.

I read this week a statement in DA which you may find quite pertinent to this “faith walk” topic:

“But the gifts of Jesus are ever fresh and new. The feast that He provides for the soul never
fails to give satisfaction and joy. Each new gift increases the capacity of the receiver to
appreciate and enjoy the blessings of the Lord. He gives grace for grace. There can be no
failure of supply. If you abide in Him, the fact that you receive a rich gift today insures the
reception of a richer gift tomorrow.” (DA 148.3)



Interestingly enough, I also saw this being demonstrated in the ministry testimony of David
Gates, yet, tellingly enough, only when he was acting faithfully, vs. the disastrous presumptuous
turn (cf. DA 126.1) that he chose to take where he thought he knew more/better than the Bible
and SOP. (I discuss his misadventures in detail in this blog post:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/ministry-of-david-gates.html ) 

In regards to Bill Gates, he is actually paying his fair share since taxes are being (socialistically)
reckoned according to the percentage of person’s income. So really it is just that he makes a lot
of money. I personally have no problem with this type of system, as, I had referenced, (Biblical)
Socialism has always been God’s own system (See e.g., Num 26:52-56; Deut 15:1-11; :43-45;
4:32-35; 2 Cor 8:5-17). So taxing by percentage of income is the fairest way to go, and richer
people in America should actually be taxed even more than they are as their overall taxation
percentage is mostly lower than people of much lower incomes.

The current world Capitalistic economic system is inherently fatally flawed and persisting in it
will ultimately just result in a total economic collapse, just as it did in the 1930's led by the Crash
in America.

There actually is a very easy solutions but people who are controlled by the chief sin of selfish
will never agree to go along with it, and that is to scrap the fictional and arbitrary system of
value-money and Capitalism entirely and replace it with the Bible’s needs-based system. That
would mean that with America have a GDP per capita of ca. $48,300 every one would have that
income, as opposed to the current scheme where e.g. a baseball player can make in 6 months of
playing ball up to 50X (i.e., $25,000,000) what a surgeon will make over their entire career.
People usually respond here that without the incentive of money and reward people just won’t be
productive, but as I said, that is only the, actually Satan-inspired mindset of people who are
controlled by the base traits of greed, selfishness and covetousness, and not by God’s character of
love, which includes ‘loving others as ourselves’, which would mean, even sacrificially, doing
the best to be helpful to them (e.g., Luke 10:30-37), and even to the least of these (Matt 25:31-
46). 

People are, and indeed can be, much more than coin machines, but Satan wants to remove the
concept of righteousness (=right doing), and has greatly succeeded now by making people thing
that they cannot do what is right is they will not be compensate and/or profit from it. And that
‘“love of money” above all else, -above both God and man’ is indeed ‘the root of all of the evil in
this world.’ (1 Tim 6:10-11; Luke 16:13) The fact indeed is that all of the world’s present needs
can be easily met without the arbitrary system of (whimsical) value-money. Case in point, 1.3
million planned homes, some of them already in construction, were shut down in the 2008
Economic Recession, but that was not because there were not ample natural resources to
complete these tasks, but because money had lost some of its value, and there was not going to
be any money to, mainly, pay construction workers. Under a Humane/Godly system, people
would provide such services for free. Cf. This webpage:
http://njkproject.info/njk/hc_economy/njkeconomy.html (E.g., 80% of the American Economy is
from services that people themselves provide. So just based on that, the U.S. economy could
actually function at an 80% rebate if people only would share. That equals ca. $12 Trillion less!!



[Agriculture is only 1.2% of the American Economy!])

That is why I don’t see the cutting of social programs as being the answer, as, especially in
Capitalistic America, those are virtually all last resort safety nets programs, and still America has
a long way to go, e.g., full socialized health care for all, as done in all other Western Countries. 

I also don’t see that people will turn to Christ if social programs are cut and they are in need.
Instead that will more likely steer them away from Christ by them resorting to crime to survive.

I am fully in favor of cutting the American Military budget because it currently is based on a
policy of ‘outspending the rest of the world combined’. And that is exactly what they have been
doing. E.g., there are 9 countries in the world which have air craft carriers for a grand total of 11
carriers, but America itself therefore thinks that it needs to have 12!! America wants to be the
police of the world and that is only because it wants to insure their way of life. That is why they
only use their military force abroad when their economic interests are involved. They’ll however
claim that it is to provide freedom to peoples of the world, but that is not at all the case. E.g., that
is why they did not intervene in Rwanda and Darfur as millions of people were being
slaughtered. In the first Iraq war (1991), they only intervened when gas prices in America started
to go up. American Military intervention has always been about pure self-serving/interest, and
nothing more else. So they surely can cut that, but of course they won’t. That is why they can’t
afford to have full healthcare for all.

There is a funny joke about a potential Canada vs. U.S. War: Canada likes to boast that they
defeated the U.S. in their only head to head war in 1812 (which is true), but the U.S. replies by
saying that Canada is still using the same weapons! The way I see it, unless the U.K. would
betray Canada, the U.S. would never dare attempt to invade Canada as it is a territory of the
United Kingdom, and the U.K. has nuclear weapons. So that should cool off U.S. Military
greed/ambition.

The Bible/SOP is clear that we need to be living righteously on this Earth if we are going to be fit
to live in Heaven where this Law of Service to others still exists (see DA 20.1-21.3). So we need
to be working on these character traits, and remove all traces of selfishness today or else we will
not be permitted to risk the harmony that will exist in heaven.

Ronald

February 1, 2013

Ronald,
          I am aware of the 3rd video. I watch them though from here, 
http://www.formypeople.org/En/index.shtml

As far as the military budget being cut, there are a few who would see it as a bad thing, in



reality it wouldn't be. There is way to much reliance on electronics for "intelligence"
gathering, instead of the more reliable method of people involved in our communities. The
billions spent on electronics, computers and the like, is crazy, especially since those things
can be hacked, altered, etc. In other words, there is more proper agape security in spending
less money on electronic stuff, and more on people.

I was dismayed when the US did not help out people in the situations you cited. 

As far as cuts in government spending on social programs, lowering taxes and all that, we
will see what happens. 

I do believe we will see a lot of cuts in military, social programs, lowering taxes, and more. 
Things certainly can not go on as it has been, that is for sure.
Ernie

February 1, 2013

Hi Ernie, Do you have a special way of receiving notifications of new postings on Knoll’s
website or do you manually check it often? I’ll get through watching that latest video later today.
I found the filming while he was driving (to EGW Estate in Elmshaven) on a two-lane highway
kind of risky...

You are right about the military spending of intelligence gathering technology. It helps a military
but it definitely is not fool proof. E.g., the false intelligence leading to the most costly 2003 Iraq
war. I see that Canada’s policy of “minding their own business” and not trying to police the
world is the best policy. That is why they do not need to spend much on their military...Canada is
widely respected as an honest and well-intentioned nation and thus have many friends. The U.S.
on the other hand have primarily been acting so greedily that not too many people trust them,
thus the wide global hostility against them. (= James 4:1-4ff) As the Bible also says: ‘if you live
by the sword, you will die by the sword.’ The U.S. chose to take possession of its territory in the
1700's by violence, force and revolution and have not stopped fighting since. As mainly
Christians then, they should have relied more on God than on their own strength to form their
new nation.

That strifeful nature problem is also at the domestic level as seen in the current Gun Control
debates. As one U.S. Senator from Vermont put it, ‘he does not see that the Nation just ca. 100
miles from where he lives (i.e., Canada), has such issues with guns and gun crime/violence’.

Agape love, which I understand is reciprocal love, is definitely the best approach to National
Security because love (normatively) begets love. It is astounding how you can literally trace all of
the strife that the U.S. has had during its history to actions that they have unjustly caused, and all
based on their greed...anyway I can go on, but all that to say that unless the U.S. changes its
character, it will need to spend that much money in order to deal with the many enemies they
continue to create.



Really the best policy for the U.S. now is to have more Democratic Administrations as
Republicans typically engage in senseless and costly wars. And these Republicans want to now
go to war with Iran. They’ll bankrupt the U.S. and crash the economy if they do!

And either way, there will indeed be major cuts in government spending because of the out of
control National debt. Don’t be surprised if/when China comes to collect on its debt, and that by
effective make Americans work slave hours, i.e., e.g., U.S. workers working extra 1-2 hours per
day for free just to produce goods and services in order to pay off their debt to China. As the
Bible says, the borrower is the slave of the lender.

Ronald

February 1, 2013

Ronald, 
Here is another thing to consider. We know society has been infiltrated throughout the
globe with evil angels posed as human beings and how many are dragging down society by
soaking humane programs that were designed to help true human beings (those of us that
are descendants of Adam and Eve from the Garden of Eden)?

There is a lot of lopsided situations in the world that is for sure. 

Jesus is continuing to bring about changes in us human beings, that is for a certainty.
Ernie

February 1, 2013

Interesting comment. This week I read through a forum discussion on the SOP saying that angels
at times made/make appearances as men to defend some of God’s people. See discussion here:
http://www.maritime-sda-online.com/forums/ubbthreads.php?ubb=showflat&Number=148853#
Post148853

If you know of a SOP quote that says this about evil angels, let me know.

I am of the belief that Satan is reserving this for his final assault and I also see that he actually
has enough cooperating men who are evil of themselves that he does not now need to use this
incarnation method. It will be when people will want to do what is truth that he will make these
appearances, and not as evil people, for they will be easy to spot then, but as “false angels of
light”. I.e., people claiming to want to help others but suggesting inherently evil approach. I have
long seen this being done through Capitalism which Protestant invented. 

That is the system that is causing the great inequality in our world, and those who support it
claim that this is the best/only way for the world to function economically.

Unfortunately Jesus cannot force people to obey His will and so evil thrives and persists, even



amongst people who profess to be followers of Christ. I see this most tangibly in my blog post on
abortion ( http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2012/04/aborting-abortion.html ) where people have
expressed that abortion is wrong and should be ended, but when I suggest a plan to do so, (and
really the only likely way to do so as judges won’t be banning abortion anytime soon, if ever),
which is paying women to not have abortions but instead birth their child and give him away to
adoption, people are no longer interested because of the personal sacrifice that they will have to
do so. So they too have no problem with abortion if it is going to cost them something!! And just
to think that if abortion had been globally banned since ca. the early 1970, the world’s population
today would be around 9.5-10 billion people. Something has to give, and it will have to be the
unbiblical socio-economics of this world!! Money is indeed the god of this world, and even, as I
have repeatedly, consistently witnessed, in the SDA Church!!!

God help people see the light!

Ronald

February 1, 2013

Ronald,
           We certainly do not know more than the Bible or SOP, that is for sure. It is crazy
how we wander off the path God the Father has for us, thank goodness He leads us back on
the proper path!  
            Ernie

February 1, 2013

Indeed = 2 Chr 20:20!!

February 2, 2013

Ronald,
           You had mentioned in a prior email God will not do for us what we can do ourselves,
and this is true.
            I agree on the false angels of light part. If you will note in Genesis Chapter 6: 1-4,
the devil has had his devils transforming for a long time. I have no doubt they are
transforming themselves into false angels of light in the forms of both males and females
and probably have been doing so for decades. (That is to say they resemble human beings
from the linage of Adam and Eve, but they are not from the linage of Adam and Eve)
            The role Christians have is to be about our Father's business. This verse applies, 
            
Matthew 7:12

King James Bible (Cambridge Ed.)
Therefore all things whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye even so to them:
for this is the law and the prophets.



That is a worldwide statement. As well as this:

Matthew 24:14
King James Bible (Cambridge Ed.)
And this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in all the world for a witness unto all
nations; and then shall the end come.
Ernie

February 2, 2013

Ernie, I see that you have made the common wrong assumption of many who think that Gen 6:1-
4 is speaking of incarnated demons having sexual relations with humans. That is not at all the
case. To put it succinctly here, the sons of God were the righteous ones from the line of Seth (cf.
Matt 5:9; Rom 8:14; Gal 3:26; Rev 21:7). The daughters of men were the women who were
descendants of Cain. Originally the righteous ones stayed away from those unrighteous people
through the enmity that God had placed in them (Gen 3:15), but then they chose to take as wives
those unrighteous “beautiful” women and thus came to make sin spread throughout the earth,
leading to the total depravity by the time of the flood.

The word Nephilim in Gen 6:4 means “fallen ones” and that evidently was the name given to
those who lived unrighteously. Evidently they were marginalized and nomads, as Cain had been
cursed to be (Gen 4:12-16) But it apparently is when the righteous men came to have children
with those daughters of men that these “fallen ones” became mighty men and men of renown. I
wouldn’t be surprised if the great knowledge of those who had remained loyal to God came to
greatly benefit those fallen ones, and thus they became great/empowered men, but used that
greater knowledge to produce great evil, all resulting in the flood judgement.

Num 13:33 speaks of another group of people called the Nephilim and it may be because that
group was a race of giants, and were also evil people, they came to be also called Nephilim by
being “fallen/evil people”, who like the people before the flood were (normatively) very tall
people.

So Gen 6:1-4 is not speaking of relations between aliens/evil angels and humans.

Matt 7:12 & 24:14: This is the Father’s business, that we fully beleive/obey Jesus Christ (John
6:29; 12:44), and thus fulfill His full Gospel Will (e.g., Matt 25:31-46 = Isa 58) =
Biblical/Apostolic Socialism. As EGW states, the final decisions depends squarely on this LDE
218.3-219.3ff; cf. Welfare Ministry pp. 23-63ff)

Ronald

February 2, 2013

Ronald,
         I had wondered about those verses! I agree on your assessment! 



         Here is a verse I like a lot.

Matthew 12:50
King James Bible (Cambridge Ed.)
For whosoever shall do the will of my Father which is in heaven, the same is my brother,
and sister, and mother.

Ernie

February 2, 2013

Good verse indeed, Ernie! 

Here is a link to Doug Batchelor Bible Answer Live similar comment on Gen 6:1-4:

http://www.amazingfacts.org/media-library/media/e/1043/t/explain-genesis-614-on-the-sons-of-g
od-marrying-the-daughters-of-man..aspx

Ronald

February 2, 2013

Ernie, I have just posted a more detailed discussion on the Gen 6:1-4 passage which may interest
you. 

See http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/theological-musings.html#Nephilim

Ronald

February 2, 2013

Ronald,
Ok, here is a new email I am using bennetternie1@yahoo.com
Ernie

February 3, 2013

That is good, thanks for the link, and that makes it even more clearer, that those verses are
talking about are human beings from the linage of Adam and Eve. 

I have been reading your blog, very informative.
Ernie

February 3, 2013



Thanks. If you have questions on my blog posts, let me know.

Ronald

February 3, 2013

Ronald,
      I have read your post, good post. I am still using this email, and this is the one I will be
using.
       Ernie

February 3, 2013

Hi Ernie, I would like to double check an issue that I have been having in regards to my blog, and
maybe you can help me figure it out here.

You said you read that post on the Nephilim, but my visitor log has no entry of either that page
being (yet) accessed, nor a visitor from Virginia, sine I posted in on Feb 2 at ca. 9:20 PM. I am
having an issue with people accessing my blog without leaving any electronic trails, so if you can
tell me more than less when it is that you accessed that blog post on the Nephilim, that could be
helpful. I may be able to correlate it to visit logs on some of my other website monitoring logs.

Your yahoo switch message was helpful to me nonetheless as it reminded me to check my Yahoo
email inbox as I had forgotten to do so in about 2 months. And I saw that there was a new
comment on Ernie Knoll in a blog post I was discussing in. And in following the advice in Prov
26:4-5, I proceed to answer a post made about 2 weeks ago of someone trying to discredit the
latest dream of Knoll. You can see that post and my responses underneath it starting here:

http://oursword.blogspot.com/2010/03/false-prophet-ernie-knoll-admits-he-was.html?showCom
ment=1358291786389#c1487508858312682576

Ronald

February 3, 2013

Good reply to Anonymous on their last post. I like the walk on water analogy! Anonymous
is not quite seeing how to parallel paths can cross, lol, you have to look at that entire
statement. Parellel, side by side, then a "break" from parellel, cross, then from there go
onward!   Easy to understand in my view! 
Ernie

February 3, 2013

Thanks Ernie. It is irritating to see all those cheap shots at Ernie Knoll, all borne out of their
spiritual deficiency.



Seriously stated, if you can help me with the blog post visitor check, it would be helpful. It would
solve a very serious issue for me. (E.g., I just had someone submit a comment on my blog but the
comment posting procedure itself did not register on my blog). Thanks.

Ronald

February 4, 2013

Ronald,
There is information on the site that is informative, after doing some reading I don't agree
with everything on there, such as the reincarnation view. I found the first page mind
boggling.
Ernie

February 5, 2013

What website are you talking about??

You have not answered my inquiry about the blog visitation issue.

Ronald

February 5, 2013

Ronald,
        What are you talking about on the blog issue?
         Ernie

February 5, 2013

Here’s the repost of my question on the blog issue from a couple of emails ago:

“You said you read that post on the Nephilim, but my visitor log has no entry of either that page
being (yet) accessed, nor a visitor from Virginia, sine I posted in on Feb 2 at ca. 9:20 PM. I am
having an issue with people accessing my blog without leaving any electronic trails, so if you can
tell me more than less when it is that you accessed that blog post on the Nephilim, that could be
helpful. I may be able to correlate it to visit logs on some of my other website monitoring logs.”

Also, what website are you referring to in your statement:

“There is information on the site that is informative, after doing some reading I don't agree
with everything on there, such as the reincarnation view. I found the first page mind
boggling.”

Ronald



February 5, 2013

Ronald,
         After doing some reading, and I believe that the devil and his devils was not kicked out of
Heaven until after Jesus arose from the tomb, and ascended to Heaven.
         Ernie

February 5, 2013

What reading(s) are you specifically referring to? I presume the first part of Rev 12. The Bible
and SOP are however quite clear that he was cast out at the beginning. Only in Revelation is that
merged as part of a linear storyline to seem to have occurred after the Cross, but as the SOP
explains, that was only because the unfallen angels had not been yet convinced that he was total
wrong in what he had initially claimed about God, however when they saw for the first time at
the Cross how much he actually hated Jesus, and even the fallen angels did not know this for
Satan had been concealing that fact from them as this has been the real reason for his persisted
rebellion, the unfallen angels then no longer gave him the audience that he had been getting for
ca. 4000 years at Heaven’s gates. (See DA 761.2).

I have treated this issue in several places on my blog. See e.g.,: 
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/10/primer-on-plagues-rev-8-15-part-2.html#dragonstail
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/commentary-war-in-heaven.html

There are also several good SDA Sermons out there: E.g., 

“Casting Out the Devil Part 1-4" at:
http://fremont22.adventistchurchconnect.org/article/7/sermon-archive

The Manifold Witness of God
http://www.asiministries.org/2012-devasher-low
http://www.asiministries.org/2012-seminars

Summary
-Satan was forcely expelled from Heaven at the beginning (e.g., PP 33-43)
-He was however still allowed to return to heaven for its regular (“GC”) conventions, -
‘representing the Earth’. (Job 1:6-7; 2:1-2)
-When he demonstrated to both fallen angels when Christ was incarnated (Rev 12:4) and then
more so to unfallen at the Cross, that all along he just wanted to kill Christ, unfallen angels no
longer cared to here his side of the GC story, though they still did not yet fully understand
everything about the GC. So the devil then did not bother trying to get an audience at Heaven’s
gates. 

And a further view of mine here is that when Job triumphed, the devil then was not allowed to
take part in Heavens deliberations. I.e., as long as someone was faithful to God on Earth, Satan
could not claim this planet as his. (The Golden Card (EW 39.2) system was probably put in place

http://www.asiministries.org/2012-devasher-low
http://www.asiministries.org/2012-seminars


then to prevent him for sneaking into heaven.) See:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/06/coming-of-sealing-angel.html#goldencard

Ronald

February 5, 2013

Ronald, 
No I had not read about Nephilim on your site, sorry for the confusion. My goof.
Ernie

February 5, 2013

Okay, that explains the no visitation log entry.

Also, where had you read that reincarnation info

Ronald

February 5, 2013

Ronald, 
I don't claim to know that is for sure. Thanks for clarifying that for me, I have more
reading to do.
I did not read about the discussion about Jesus, where after He ascended, then the devil
was finally kicked out of Heaven, I had read that on another site. Thank you for pointing
me to the Bible and the Desire of Ages, that makes more sense how you have described it.
Ernie

February 5, 2013

Got to consistently apply Acts 17:11 & Isa 8:20 to everything we read!! 

I am currently in the midst of doing a comprehensive study of the Branch Davidian/Waco
Raid/David Koresh issue, viewing many documentaries and News coverage archives on
Youtube, and reading media articles, such as the 7 part “Sinful Messiah” newspaper series, and
what has completely baffled me was how the people there just took his word for everything and
his very shoddy and selective (contra. 2 Tim 3:16) way of quoting Scriptures to prove his claims.
And most of these people were former SDAs who believed in Ellen White. Most of the people
who managed to break from his “spell” and leave before their final disaster did so by properly
studying the Bible for themselves. As one woman said in challenging his view and practicise that
all of the wives in the commune were his, and proceeded to also take that woman’s mother as his
wife: ‘That was clearly against Levitical Law = Lev 18:17; 20:14; Deut 27:23’

All reminds me of how Satan tried to deceive Jesus in the wilderness (Matt 4|Luke 4) -texts taken



out of their contexts. To a relative extent, I see many SDA people doing the same thing with the
Character of God issue (
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/10/character-of-god-controversy.html ) 

Nothing can, nor will, beat proper/exegetical Bible study!!

Ronald

February 5, 2013

Ronald,
I will have to look up the site again to post the link.
Ernie

February 5, 2013

That would be helpful How did you expect me to know what website you were commenting
about without posting the link?

Ronald

February 5, 2013

Ronald,
              Jesus is the only human being not to sin! :) If He had of sinned, we both know we
would not have a mediator ! You are correct, nothing will beat proper Bible study ! :)
              Ernie

February 5, 2013

Indeed Ernie!!

Koresh had a convoluted answer for that. I.e., his Sinful Messiah “New Light”; until a member
(Marc Breault) leaving his cult challenged him from the Bible: See this excerpt from this
webpage: http://www.rickross.com/reference/waco/waco9.html (Part 7)

+Vernon Howell [David Koresh] was Jesus Christ, come again. But this time with a dramatic
difference, according to Howell. He was the Sinful Messiah. The first Jesus was pure and sinless.
How could he fairly judge anyone, Howell asked.

+The Sinful Messiah explained much about Howell to his followers. This Jesus Christ cursed
like a sailor and, by his own tongue, admitted lusting after women. It made a certain kind of
sense. 

+Breault, however, pointed out a flaw in Howell's claim to be a Christ prone to sin. Hebrews

http://www.rickross.com/reference/waco/waco9.html


9:28:

"So Christ was once offered to bear the sins of many; and unto them that look for him shall
he appear the second time without sin unto salvation."

+The battle for the souls of the Australian cult members would climax in a showdown between
Howell and Breault.

By the way, I just posted a response in that other Ernie Knoll discussion blog. (You can subscribe
to the comment postings on that blog post): 

http://oursword.blogspot.com/2010/03/false-prophet-ernie-knoll-admits-he-was.html?showCom
ment=1360106687874#c5430503253720496092

Ronald

February 8, 2013

Hi Ernie. Got the new email.

As I expected, but anticipated, that other blog* has deleted all of my commenting defending
Ernie Knoll. I however had managed to save a copy of the original blog post with my comments.
I have posted it as a PDF on my website. You can read or download them there at:
http://www.njkproject.info/wbsc/documents/OurSwordEKoriginal.pdf

Evidently they need a clear path to continue taking cheap shots at Ernie Knoll.

Ronald

*http://oursword.blogspot.com/2010/03/false-prophet-ernie-knoll-admits-he-was.html

February 8, 2013

Ronald,
If you don't have my gmail email it is, BennettRalphErnie@gmail.com. I will 

February 8, 2013

Got it. Thanks.
)
Ronald

February 12, 2013



Hi Ernie, 

You may like the following response I posted in Eugene Shubert’s forum which we had been
commenting on in regards to Ernie Knoll and the 1 John 4:1-3 testing of the Herald. See:

http://www.everythingimportant.org/SDA/viewtopic.php?p=7161#p7161

God Bless!
Ronald

February 12, 2013

Ronald, 
             Thanks for the link. And also, on another note, the devil can not say whatever he
wants just the same as he can not do what ever he wants. The devil is constrained by God.
               Ernie

February 13, 2013

Right Ernie. As I just read in the ful text of that dream, it was told to Ernie Knoll that the 1 John
4:1-3 proof was not that (objectively) determinative. All pertinent things considered, Phil 2:5-11
is indeed a greater proof because the Devil will not model nor preach such a self-sacrificing
message, calling Christians/people to do the same. (See EW 266-269) 

-Heads Up: In the light of the recent news about the Pope, there is this guy who also claims to be
an SDA Prophet (James Tierney), who claims that the next pope will be Satan incarnated as John
Paul II (again) and will bring about the Final Events. It is surfacely/shallowly plausible, but
won’t happen as I see that we are in a prolonged time era when any such possible applications of
prophecy will not be fulfilled.  

http://eighthking.blogspot.com/2011/12/whos-is-anti-christ-eighth-king-of-rev.html

Ronald

P.S. I had forgotten about your gmail address.

February 13, 2013

Ronald,
           From what I have read so far the next pope will be a former pope who has passed
away and become "alive" (in the sense of a demon impersonating a pope, the devil does not
have the power to bring dead people back to life, the power to bring people to life from the
dead belongs to God).
           If you read Revelation 17, it clearly stated the next pope (not actually the pope
himself, rather a demon impersonating the pope), which will be the last pope, will be one of



the former popes. The pope to be impersonated will be, I do believe, John Paul, the pope
before the now x-pope. 
         Revelation 17:10 & 11, tell the fact the pope,s are kings as well (which they are, and
have been since the early 1900's. from what I have calculated, the last demon/pope will
reign a little longer than a year and a half, based upon the reign of one hour).
          The devil and devils will show who they really are by their own language and actions
eventually. Constantly taking the Lord's name in vain (I have done that a time or two, and
wish I hadn't,) cussing and unChristian behavior will reveal who they really are in due
time.
           The time is at hand to go from a meat eating diet to a vegetarian diet, if we wish to be
among God's elect, which I do.
            Ernie

February 13, 2013

My studies lead me to other understandings here Ernie. I do not see that the 7+1 popes view can
now be fulfilled in this post Historical View time. I see that we are now living in a prolonged
view time (15MR 292.2-3 = Rev 7:1-3). My ‘prolonged time’ view, as also discussed in this post
on Rev 17 & 18:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/10/biblical-prophetic-babylon-loud-cry.html is that the heads
(=also 7 mountains) here are a nations’ ‘chief ways of thinking and peak means of doing things
and for refuge’ and the revived Eighth will be a socio-economic union and global spreading of
Catholic liberation theology with Capitalism to form a spurious Philanthrocapitalism. In other
words, rather than heed Christ’s teaching on sacrificially, fully helping others, this new way of
thinking will teach that people in need should be help through still selfish/self-serving ways. 

And blasphemy is not merely taking God’s name in vain. It means to slander the name/character
of God. God does nothing through selfishness. As EGW clearly explains, that was and still is
Satan’s suggested way of doing things and the entire reason for this Great Controversy. See DA
20.1-21.3. That is what also is unChristian behavior. And if people stopped growing animals just
to kill them for meat, there would be enough food to feed the ca. 1 billion starving people. That
would involve people not being selfish, but they do not want to do that either. The issues in this
GC and for the 144,000 are much more deeper. Read my blog for much more. 

You may appreciate this recent commenting on Rev 3:12 which speaks of the seal of the
144,000:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/10/primer-on-plagues-rev-8-15-part-2.html#remnantseal

Ronald

February 13, 2013

As one of many tests for a prophet, it is good, but as an only test it is not objectively
determinative. As it was said in that “Love and Rebuke” dream:



“The Herald takes one step forward. I look at the Bible and the pages instantly turn to 1 John 4. I
look down and read verses 1, 2 and 3 aloud. I then look back at the Herald. He is not smiling but
has a look of calm, yet his demeanor is one of humbleness. He says, “This is a question that if I
answer quickly many will not understand. Many will say it was too vague. Many will say that it
was not made plain enough for them to accept. Please allow me to share in great detail so all
cannot wonder, but acknowledge Whom I serve.”

As I said in my just sent email on Rev 17 & 18, the test for not being fooled by a false Christ
today is more deeply found in the self-sacrificing example of Christ as stated in Phil 2:5-11.

Ronald

February 13, 2013

Ronald,
I have to disagree. I believe the next pope will be
Pope John Paul represented by a demon. Scripture clearly points this
out, the last pope will be a demon, who will look like a former pope.
The "last days" (moments, a few or less years thereabouts), are at
hand. The popes are kings, and there is no other way to take it. The
last pope will be a demon posing as a pope.
Ernie

February 14, 2013

Based on Scripture there is a clear other way of see this and so I have to disagree. The Bible
interprets itself. While Satan can easily take on the form of John Paul II, Rev 17:9-10 clearly says
that the seven heads are mountains and also kings. That woman of Rev 17 is actually is a leading
out Protestant Church which has taken the place of the Catholic Church in that regards. The
possibility of that switch actually found in what EGW was shown:

“I saw that the two-horned beast had a dragon's mouth, and that his power was in his head, and
that the decree would go out of his mouth. Then I saw the Mother of Harlots; that the mother was
not the daughters, but separate and distinct from them. She has had her day, and it is past, and her
daughters, the Protestant sects, were the next to come on the stage and act out the same
mind that the mother had when she persecuted the saints. I saw that as the mother has
been declining in power, the daughters had been growing, and soon they will exercise the
power once exercised by the mother.”  {SpM 1.4} (Spalding and Magan collection)

Dan 7:17 shows that “kings” is not limited to individuals, but generally refers to a “kingdom” as
there were more than 4 individual kings that ruled during the times of those 4 beasts starting
from the days of Israel’s Exile = Babylon-Medo-Persia-Greece-Rome. Namely

Babylon: 2
Medo-Persia: 9



Greece: 5+
Rome:10+

So I do understand that the 7+1 pope view could be an acceptable interpretation in a continued
Historicist view as the interpretations of that view are not exegetically deep...but I
see/know/understand that the opportunity for those fulfilments have been halted and changed.  So
I see the 7 heads of that beast are indeed jointly: ‘chief ways of thinking’ (heads) and
peak/securing ways of doing things (mountains) and not individuals.

In regard to the “last days”, God is not limited to any set time/scenario. As Jer 18:1-10 teaches he
can, and all Spiritual evidence shows that has, alter prophesies and promises as He sees fit.
People in NT times validly thought that is was the last days (e.g., Acts 2:17; Heb 1:2), but, as
studies show, because the NT Church also failed to finish the work, time then was also
prolonged.

God is only looking for the full accomplishment of His will in order to bring about the end
(=Matt 24:14). Like I said, only truly understanding God’s full will for our time (i.e., Isa 58 &
Matt 25:31-46) can help people see the light here. Like I recently told James Tierney, sign and
wonders will not usurp God’s word and will here, but will rather serve to deceive people,
including SDA’s. As I see that you had priorly agreed to these Biblical teachings on the full
Gospel mandate of God before, I am seeing that you are similarly allowing supposed “signs and
wonders” lead you away from the Full Gospel message here (cf. Gal 1:8; 2 Cor 11:14). That is
precisely what is involved in the actual final overmastering deception of Satan. He will do
whatever is required to not come as SDA’s expect him to (See in EW 266-269). In fact, I see God
making these statements to reduce the impact that he would have if he would come in such
(expected) ways. Christ’s Gospel mandate is paramount (LDE 218-219). Only properly
understanding the Bible will help us to “discern/understand the times” and thus prevent us from
being deceived, including having plausible, even priorly possible, but still, now, deficient
interpretations of prophecies.

All of the above issues are fully covered in my Unrolling the Scroll blog post* which focuses on
the prolonging of time/history depicted in Rev 5 which EGW saw was also fulfilled in ca. 70
A.D. and will have an end time re-application.

* http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/12/unrolling-of-scroll.html

Ronald

February 14, 2013

Ronald,
           The Herald then goes into great detail and expounds on those verses. 
            A demon can falsely portray Jesus by being self sacrificing and yet deny that Jesus
came in the flesh.
            Ernie



February 14, 2013

What the Herald actually goes on to do is give Bible examples of how he witnessed Jesus come
in the flesh, and frankly, that too can just be straightly pulled from the Bible. So it really neither
is objective proof. 

On the other hand, the fool-proof testimony involved in Phil 2:5-10 is that God regards self-
sacrificing, which is require to truly help others in need as the genuine proof of Christlikeness,
and many will indeed be saved because of such Christlike acts, even if they never knew anything
about Christ. (See Matt 25:31-46; DA 825.4; Isa 58; COL 384.2; 416.1-417.4; LDE 218-219).
Professing that ‘you believe Jesus came in the flesh’ does not require any such proofing, tangible
self-sacrificing demonstration and is therefore not a determinative test. Like I said, Satan will
always work to oppose actual/true self-sacrificing as that is what true/genuine Christianity is all
about.

So it is not for no reason that this verse was first stated in the response dream to Knoll. As with
all of Knoll dreams, the full truth lies beyond the surface and SDA’s who are worshipfully
cherishing false concepts or “half” knowledge abut God won’t see or understand those included
light and truth, but will only continue to merely have Ezek 14:1-8 be effectuated by those
purposeful dreams of Knoll. Like I said, I don’t see that even Ernie Knoll understands this about
His messages.

Ronald

February 16, 2013

Ronald,
          The proof is valid, Jesus says so Himself. The self sacrificing can and will be faked.
The devil claims this world as his own, he does not own this earth and that is pretty
obvious. The proof given by JESUS Himself is solid evidence.
          Ernie

February 16, 2013

First of all Ernie, where does Jesus Himself give this proof?? I see that it is John, under
inspiration no less, who has given it. 1 John 4:1-3 is just one proof, but by itself is not sufficient
in itself. 

The context of the times when John was writing is also very important. At the time there was a
growing great Hellenistic (=Greek) heresy called Gnosticism (= “to know”), that Paul also fought
against (e.g., Rom 1:3), that preached that only the Spirit (and thus Knowledge) was good but the
flesh was bad, so those who believed this taught that Jesus, as God, could not have literally come
in the flesh. So that was indeed a spirit/teaching of “anti-christ” (which literally means “in the
place of Christ).



No it should be quite obvious that people hate doing anything that requires a sacrifice, especially
of one self (cf. Mark 8:34-38). As it was shown in vision to EGW, many will fail in the SDA
Church because they will refuse to sacrifice (16MR 34.1). So someone who will come along and
preach that self-sacrificing is not necessary will indeed be quite popular. That is how and why
Capitalism is so popular as it appeals to the base traits of people greed, selfishness and
covetousness. And that is all part of the final “Angel of Light” deception of the Devil (EW 266-
269).

Now if the Devil is going to appear as Christ in his final deception, then why on Earth would he
be also preaching that Christ cannot come in the flesh. He would be shooting himself in the foot.
Instead, prophecy shows that there will be a union of Capitalists (including Protestants) and
Catholics to try to implement a new order based on philanthrocapitalism, but in that scheme it
will still be money that will be God.

As involved in Knoll’s dream, the Phil 2:5-10 proof is much more determinative, being first
presented there. Notice that the Herald himself never read 1 John 4:1-3 but Knoll did, which
shows to me that he himself did strongly believe that this was a great proof, and so he was
allowed to believed this. But the deeper truth for these “prolonged times” is the Phil 2:5-10
proof.

Ronald

February 16, 2013

Ronald,
         The signs and wonders that are FTP
 God if we allow Him to show us what is what. The recent fireball in Russia should alert
you to the fact we are in the last days. The message of the popes in Revelation 17 is clear.
There will be 10 other kings (I would dare say church nation powers) to exercise
prosecution along with the demon impersonated pope.
           The next pope will be a demon pope.
            I can discern the scriptures without man having to try and explain them to me.
             Erni

February 16, 2013

What does “FTP” mean??

I do not see anything prophetic in the Russia fireball. God does speak of sending balls of fire in
destroying certain cities in the end, but I do not see that this event was nothing more than a
natural occurrence, and not a supernatural one.

As I have been saying, as fully discussed, detailed and substantiated on my blog, God has
variously shown me that we are instead in a Rev 7:1-3 prolonged time. The Full Gospel mandate
work of e.g., Isa 58 & Matt 25:31-46  has not been done by the SDA Church and so the condition



of Matt 24:14 has not been met. So time is being prolonged so that this Great Work can be done
(=15MR 292.2-3). The same thing had occurred with the EGW generation. The failed to Finish
the work and so time was prolonged and God did not return in EGW’s days as he had shown He
could have. God is now instead engaged in judging and Shaking the SDA Church which duly
involves Ezek 14:1-8 measures. And as also revealed to in 1908, when it was then clear to her
that time would be prolonged, the SDA Church will end up in a “whirlwind judgement
destruction”:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/01/gods-whirlwind-judgement-on-sda-church.html The
messages and ministry of Ernie Knoll is an endeavor to test the various professions of SDA and
also warn them of that upcoming great judgement. 

That is all the just reality of things today, and God will always be a God of Justice, who
moreover is in total control of everything and can have the 4 winds held back for as long as He
sees it is necessary. Only the proper knowledge of what God actually expects of us today will
keep us from being deceived by any signs and wonders.

In the various links that I have given you, I have cited the several reasons why the Eighth King
view of Rev 17 is spurious as it does not pass the Biblical/Exegetical test. Seriously stated, it all
reminds me of the shallow word association way in which David Koresh deceived people into
accepting a completely false message. Only proper Bible study will keep us from such
deceptions. You need to study Rev 17 & 18 more deeply. E.g., how can the 7 heads be both kings
and mountains??! 

And if you actually believe the Eighth King view, you have to accept Tierney’s view that the next
pope will be the sixth one (thus John Paul II) resurrected because that is what Rev 17:8-11 would
involve.

Further more the numbers 7 & 10 are more symbolic than literal with 10 indicating totality and 7
= perfect representation. So it is speaking of a totality of the world’s rulers going along with that
final Church-State power and not only 10 (out of over 192 countries/rulers in the world
presently).

Scripture itself is what interprets prophecy, and this Eighth King view is actually selectively
bypassing that requirement. There can be no proper discern of the message of the Bible if proper
and consistent exegetical as well as hermeneutical approaches are not done. Otherwise one
comes to do like those Left Behind/Secret Rapture speculators who try to subjectively interpret
prophecy by the headlines and not by the Bible.

Ronald

February 16, 2013

Ronald,
         This sums it up nicely.
   



http://www.worldslastchance.com/end-time-prophecy/revelation-17-prophecy-of-the-seven-
kings-8th-king-identified.html
Ernie

February 16, 2013

Just like Tierney’s view, that interpretation claims that the Bible is its interpreter, but it is not
actually properly allowing this. My interpretation fully and properly involves the Bible’s
symbolism here (e.g., wilderness, heads/mountain/kings, abyss, etc). As I just added on my
“Testing” blog post, I see this as part of God “strong delusion” (2 Thess 2:9-12) sent to those
who refuse his message of truth self-sacrificing righteousness for today, including SDA’s
believing that that Sunday Laws will soon be coming and will literally “run to the hills” and thus
ruin and dispossess themselves!! I don’t follow any teaching, interpretation or claim that does not
preach the Full Gospel Message of Christ.

-In line with what I said before, if you do not believe according to the Eight View that the next
Pope will be an impersonation of John Paul II as presented by Tierney and that WLC website,
then do explain from your interpretation of Rev 17:8-11. These other guys will have their view
immediately completely shattered when the next Pope will not be/look like John Paul II, and, as I
said, even if it is, as the Living Testimony of the Full Gospel Message of Christ has not been
revived as it can only be, then any “fulfilled” sign and wonder will only be according to Deut
13:1-5!!

Also, as far as I see that WLC website is not from a SDA, but at best from a Messianic Jew or
Muslim. It is immediately alarming to me that someone manifestly without the other key aspect
of God’s Remnant, namely the Spirit of Prophecy, would come to the same prophetic
interpretation as a SDA (i.e., Tierney). To me that is all indicative that something Spiritual is
missing here, and indeed in these also literalistic, and quasi-time setting interpretations I can see
that it is the Full Gospel message of Christ, which EGW also greatly spoke upon in regards to
end time developments (see e.g., LDE 218-219) which is missing with both. That therefore fails
the Isa 8:20 testing for genuine prophecy. The “Overmastering Deception” is already at work
here and all will fail who do not live by every word spoken by God/Christ!!

Ronald

February 16, 2013

Slight corrections The WLC website appears to be by SDA’s, or at least people who also believe
in EGW: http://www.worldslastchance.com/biblical-christian-beliefs

All of the spurious* Hebrew names and terms led me to assume otherwise. 

They are still slyly deceived and wrong however!! (EW 36.2)

Ronald



* http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/whats-in-localized-name.html

February 16, 2013

GC = Sacrifice

Tellingly enough, in a vision on March 14, 1858 recorded in 2SG 265.1-270.1 which EGW said
was what launched her Great Controversy writings, the main theme revolves around whether
God’s people will sacrifice as Jesus did. Phil 2:5-10 is indeed pivotal to not being deceived in
this Great Controversy!! (Cf. DA 20.1-21.3)

Ronald

February 17, 2013

Ronald, 

        Rev 17:9 The seven heads are seven mountains, on which the woman sittith. (KJV)

The seven heads, as in heads of state, are sitting on the seven mountains. The Vatican sits
on seven hills or mountains. And the 8th pope will NOT be the actual John Paul II, as
clearly stated in verse 11, he will be a demon impersonating John Paul II.
            The fireballs where propheyzied by Ernie Knoll, and more are to follow, with far
greater damaging effect.
               Ernie

February 17, 2013

Ernie,

Rev 17:9 states at the onset that it would require a “mind with wisdom” to figure this out. To me
that clearly involves that even if an interpretation is given next, it will still require some wisdom
to understand it. The only other time that such a wisdom statement was made in Revelation was
for Rev 13:18 and the 666 number. As seen today most Christians have a literalistic
interpretation of that prophetic statement and thus claim that people will be tatooed with the
number 666 and/or anything with the number 666 is bad. However as SDA wider knowledge and
experience about prophesy has led them to see, that 666 number is itself still encoded and only
the title of the Pope as “Vicarius Filli Dei” fulfills that number. So similarly, for the
identification in Rev 17:9-11, it will require “a mind of wisdom” to accurately figure it out. 

Now it is consistent in the Bible that age typically provides such wisdom. That is seen in the
symbol of white hair (e.g., Dan 7:9; Rev 1:14 = “one like unto a son of man”) (which was used
by judges today to signify that they are wise). The reason why wisdom is associated with age is
because an older person has more experiences and thus can make better/informed judgements
later. Now, as stated in James 1:5, God can (supernaturally) give someone wisdom into/for



something. That is what was done for Solomon at his request. (2 Chr 1:8-13|1 Kgs 3:7-9). And in
Dan 12:3-4, 10, those who (lit.) are “wise” (=KJV; cf. Gen 3:6; Deu 32:29; Job 22:2; Psa 36:3;
Pro 16:23; etc) would be able to figure out end time, sealed prophecies. (And in Rev 5:12
wisdom, among other things, is called for the little Lamb which was slained, which he manifestly
uses to unseal that scroll in Rev 6.). All this to show that, as explicitly stated in Rev 17:9, it will
require wisdom, which, in such spiritual matters, either comes from God, or through God-guided
experiences, and not a straightforward application of “7 kings must be 7 rulers/popes” to figure
out the meaning here. EGW makes an interesting related statement in regards to having
understandings, through also Divine-led experiences, in Biblical passages:

As presented through different individuals, the truth is brought out in its varied aspects.
One writer is more strongly impressed with one phase of the subject; he grasps those
points that harmonize with his experience or with his power of perception and
appreciation; another seizes upon a different phase; and each, under the guidance of the
Holy Spirit, presents what is most forcibly impressed upon his own mind--a different
aspect of the truth in each, but a perfect harmony through all. And the truths thus revealed
unite to form a perfect whole, adapted to meet the wants of men in all the circumstances
and experiences of life. {1SM 25.4}

So now, fully following what is entirely said in Rev 17:9-11 and not doing, as most do,
selective applications:

The 7 heads are 7 mountains on which the woman sits; and the 7 mountains are also 7 kings. So
the 7 heads are both mountains and kings. The woman (=now the Protestant Church) is actually
seated on a scarlet beast (Rev 17:3). So that beast is equivalent to the 7 mountains/kings. So this
is the Protestant Church power sitting on a Beast (worldly power) which is made up of 7
mountains/kings. As already shown, kings in prophecy is not limited to individuals, but to world
powers. (And technically speaking, as seen here:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seven_Hills_of_Rome the Vatican is not located on the Seven Hills
of Rome, but the secular City of Rome, the Capital City of Italy, is.) 

So, succinctly summarized, the required wisdom to have the proper understanding is, as I
had already explained, that the 7 heads which are 7 mountains and kings, upon which the woman
sits and is equivalent to a scarlet beast power, is the conglomeration of historical chief ideologies
of past world kingdoms which will be here assembled, and will have a global Imperial reach
encompassing virtually all (= “ten”) world powers. 

So just like 666 in Rev 13:18 is not a literalistic application of that number, so isn’t the
application of the stated elements of Rev 17:9-11. I have just added these above further
explanations on my Rev 17&18 blog post.

-So now I see that you are also claiming, like Tierney and WLC that, according to the Eighth
Pope view, the next Pope will, at least be an impersonation of, John Paul II, as before you had
said that it would simply be another “new” pope (which would have to involve that he is already
part of the 100+ Cardinals from which the next pope will be elected). So like I said to Tierney, if
that theory is true, then the next pope which will be elected in ca. 2 months should at least look
like, and claim to be, John Paul II. For all of the reasons stated, I do not see that this will happen

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seven_Hills_of_Rome


at all. I give the explanation to what Rev 17:9-11 refers to on my blog post.

-Meteors are a quite natural phenomena. What Knoll was shown was God acting to rain several
meteors on cities. That is a super-natural act. So one meteor entering our atmosphere is not a
“sign of the times”. I do not recall Ernie Knoll (nor EGW who original had such revelations)
being shown that there would first be “warning shots”. Like I said before, as Deut 13:1-5 reveals,
the whole counsel of God has to be heed to ensure that we do not get deceived, especially by
signs and wonders which God can send to judge people who are rebellious to doing His full
Righteousness/Sabbatical will. =2 Thess 2:9-12.

Ronald

February 17, 2013

Ronald,
        The Herald confirmed the proof of Jesus coming in the flesh by his lengthy
explanation of that very fact. The devil shooting himself in the foot is his own fault.
         Ernie 

February 17, 2013

As I said, what the Herald cited can all be gleaned from the Bible and SOP, so it is not a self-
evident proofing. Phil 2:5-10 involves a tangible demonstrable action by those who come later on
and claim to have the prophetic gift. As Jesus said, it is not a matter of merely saying Lord Lord,
but obeying what He commanded. (Luke 6:46; Matt 7:21-22). As EGW stated in 1SM 25.4, it
takes an experience into this Full Righteousness/Sabbatical/Sacrificial message to “appreciate”
that Phil 2:5-11 statement in Knoll’s revelation. The 1 John 4:1-3 will only be understood by
most others who do not have this knowledge and experience.

In regards to the devil, he won’t then be saying that Jesus did not come in the flesh since he will
be claiming to be Jesus in the flesh. Actions will then speak more than mere words and the devil
will not then be leading the world away from being selfish, greedy and covetous, but to the
contrary. And he is already most successfully doing so to people, including Christians and SDA’s
who preach Capitalism.

Ronald

February 17, 2013

Ronald,
         I did not go into great detail of the website I have you, what I wanted you to notice
was the 7/8 king/popes.
         Ernie

February 17, 2013



Right. I see that they have several things wrong. And this is all derived by a faulty foundational
way of interpreting Scripture. So I am personally not surprise that they also teach the false 7+1
Pope teaching. They do not pass the Biblical test on that teaching either.

Ronald

February 17, 2013

Ronald,
           Gods people sacrificing and the devil sacrificing are two different things. God's
people are doing it out of love for God, the devil will be doing it to deceive people. It
behooves all of Christians to draw closer to God.
          Ernie

February 17, 2013

If the Devil begins a course of leading people to not be selfish, greedy, covetous, etc and
fully/truly sacrifice to help people in need, as Jesus taught, he will self-defeat himself and will
never be able to change his teaching on that as people will then see that he is not Jesus. So he
will never begin to do so. God’s people sacrificing is not at all being done today. Instead the
Church is following at best the deception of philanthrocapitalism and only residually helping the
poor after they have made a 90%+ profit for themselves. God calls for a 50%+ sacrificing by His
people to help others. (Cf. Luke 3:11; Acts 2:43-45; 4:32-35; 2 Cor 8:7-15). The devil will never
begin to teach/do this, and most Christians already fully agree with him that such Biblical
Socialism is evil. 

Something is a “Sacrifice” only when it actually vitally costs you something. Giving 10% is not a
sacrifice as you have 90% left for yourself. Giving 50%+ is a sacrifice as you are giving away
more than what you have left for yourself. The devil will never teach or use a 50%+ approach.

Christ calls us to also love our neighbors as ourselves. (Matt 22:34-40). In shocking fact, as seen
with SDA’s today, they will say that they will not engage in fully helping people in need as they
could because of their great love for God and to see Christ’s second Coming in their lifetime.
(contra. 1 John 4:20-21). But such willful neglect of those in need is actually is what is
preventing the Second Coming!!

Christians drawing closer to God will lead them to do all that He has commanded, or else it is
just vacuous and white-washing hypocritical lip service (Isa 29:13). There’s plenty of that in the
Christian and SDA Church because when faith and love demands a sacrifice, they are no where
to be found.

Ronald

February 17, 2013



Ronald,
      =0  I don't know where the FTP came about.
         Ernie

February 17, 2013

Ronald, 
    I see where the FTP came from, a mistype on my part. Should have been "...from God".
My goof!
          Ernie

February 17, 2013

Okay. I get it now. In that case, as I have said, sign and wonders can come from, or be allowed
by, God, but if it leads into a course which is in contradiction to what He has commanded, i.e.,
not working to help those in need as many will claim as they run off to the hills, then it is God
acting in judgement to “trip up” such rebellious people. (Deut 13:1-5; 2 Thess 2:9-11). Can’t
ever go wrong by doing all of what God has said to do.

February 17, 2013

Ronald,
         If I said "new" pope, I was stating this as in the context of the next pope, not a "new"
pope that comes from the current cardinals. I still stand by the next pope as being John
Paul II impersonated by a demon. The explanation in Revelation 17 is very clear on how
that is going to come about. The last pope did not reign long, and the devil can not bring
someone back to life, so the last 8th pope will be a demon/pope impersonating John Paul II,
and what better way to deceive people by having a pope who suffered a deadly wound and
was healed and had a huge following of people.

             There was damage caused by the meteor that struck in Russia. And there where
two more meteors the same day, one in or over California, and one in or over Cuba. 

               On another note look up underground cities, and you will find the devil has been
impersonating aliens, and having well over a hundred cities already built. I can hear the
train whistle blowing as the trains go through, even though they are miles underground
and there are no trains for miles any where near here. Things are shaping up faster than
what we realize.

              The safe ground is knowing Jesus.
              Ernie

February 17, 2013

Ernie, I see that the spiritual, hermeneutical and exegetical is most sound and this 7+1 Pope



interpretation is indeed akin to people merely surfacely claiming that 666 is a bad number and
will be the mark of the beast. The actual understanding here is much deeper and as God stated, it
will take “wisdom” i.e., experience, in God’s Sabbatical truth no less to perceive it. Again, it is
like the surface and shallow claims people make for the Left Behind/Secret Rapture
interpretations. All the seemingly fulfilling “signs” for that passage (e.g., 7 popes, short reign,
deadly wound, etc) are merely strong delusion for those who are not walking in the light of God’s
Sabbatical Sealing Truth. I recommend you study it out.

I hear that the papal election conclave will be pushed up and not wait until Benedict resigns on
Feb 28. So we’ll sooner see, as I am Biblical sure, that the next pope will an impersonation of
John Paul II. Here a question for you: What will you say if/when this next pope is one of the
living cardinals? (And I have also heard that a Cardinal from Quebec is a leading candidate).

-I saw the news about the other meteors. As an astronomist said, that was actually not all that
uncommon. I was surprised that the Russian meteor did not do more damage as it had the force
of 20 Hiroshima nuclear bombs! If it had struck the ground without first blowing apart or had
exploded at a lower altitude than 19-30 mi in the air, the damage would have been much more
serious. 

The ironic thing with the many injured people is that they were drawn to their windows
by the great flash of light and then the sonic Mach 44 boom shockwave that followed ca. 3
minutes later shattered the windows right in front of them.

-Send me your best internet link(s) on alien underground cities. I kind of chuckled at this mention
of underground cities because I only knew these to be a great “phenomena” in world cities as
here in Montreal we have the world’s largest/most expansive (and finest) underground city! See:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Underground_City,_Montreal

There may be a factual explanation for the train whistling that you are hearing. I gather you are in
a mining area so underground borne sounds, particularly of whistles, should not be out of the
ordinary.

-In regards to knowing Jesus, as I said before that He clearly said: ‘knowing Him involves fully
obeying Him by doing His will’ (Matt 7:21-24; 25:31-46). Can’t get around that Truth, nor water
it down!! Given what the Sabbath fully involves (Isa 58 e.g., EW 36.2), preaching anything short
of that full truth is equivalent to claiming that God’s Sabbath has been changed to
Sunday...which is what the Devil impersonating Christ as first an Angel/Messenger of Light will
be doing. The Church is being tested and Shaken on that pivotal issue. (EW 266-269).

-By the way, that WLC website also preaches lunar Sabbath which is a teaching that is proven to
have no basis or precedence in the Bible. If you are not aware of what it is, it is a teaching that at
every new moon (=new month) a new weekly cycle starts. So e.g., if a new moon occurs on a
Wednesday that that becomes the first day and also Sabbath of a new week. So their Seventh Day
Sabbath can fall on any day of the common calender’s week. As I said, reading from several
websites, there is no proof of that method being used in the Bible (or Jewish History),
documentedly, quite to the contrary actually.



Scripture [rightly understood] is our Only Safeguard!! (GC chap. 37) And leads us to best
knowing Jesus (John 5:39). I am just trying to help you avoid this actual deception. The full
counsel of God’s word is being, especially indifferently, left out here and that is clear proof of
something that is not Biblical!

Ronald

February 18, 2013

SOP: Shaken out for Not Sacrificing

I couldn’t succinctly state it better/clearer myself Ernie:

“The mighty shaking has commenced and will go on, and all will be shaken out who are not
willing to take a bold and unyielding stand for the truth and to sacrifice for God and His cause.
The angel said, "Think ye that any will be compelled to sacrifice? No, no. It must be a freewill
offering. It will take all to buy the field." I cried to God to spare His people, some of whom were
fainting and dying. Then I saw that the judgments of the Almighty were speedily coming, and I
begged of the angel to speak in his language to the people. Said he, "All the thunders and
lightnings of Mount Sinai would not move those who will not be moved by the plain truths of the
Word of God, neither would an angel's message awake them."  {EW 50.3}  

Ronald

February 19, 2013

Ronald,
          I could have not said it any better either. 
          Ernie

February 19, 2013

Glad to hear Ernie. There is however a deeper level to this statement made by the angel to EGW
and it revolves around the quoted statement from Matt 13:44 which EGW explains in COL 103-
114. It reveals what the Shaking-pivotal “deeper and far reaching truth that must be dug out of
Scripture is and in turn for precisely what ‘cause of God/Christ’ we are to be sacrificing for. I had
a Spirit-led experience in 2000 which started me off on that understanding which was confirmed
by those Bible/SOP understandings and revelations I later came across. See in the blog post
below for the details on all this:

http://njkproject.blogspot.ca/2010/11/shaking-in-it-biblical-context.html#fieldstreasure

On other, actually spiritually related matters, some Catholic leaders have said that they should
have a new Pope by the end of their 40 day Feast of Lent which ends on March 30 this year. So if
as the 7+1 Pope theory claims, the next Pope will be a demon impersonation of John Paul II, and



he will readily be recognized as John Paul II by all (i.e., he will clearly look like John Paul II),
but the SOP clearly states in the Great Controversy that the Angel of Light deception, which the
7+1 theory claims is that JPII impersonation, comes only as the “Crowning” act of the Mark of
the Beast developments (see GC 624.2), the within the next few weeks we should actually be
seeing the fulfilment of all of the events which are prophesied in the Bible and SOP to precede
that final deception of Satan. Namely: 

-the Sealing and Shaking of the SDA Church
-Sunday Law Movements starting in the US Government caused by great increase in (super-
)natural disasters
-the proclamation of the Gospel of the Kingdom to the whole world (Matt 24:14 -currently over
billions people have never heard of the Gospel).
-the proclamation of the Three Angels Message to the world (GC over 6.5 billion people)
-Little Time of Trouble
-the Loud Cry (Rev 18/GC 604ff)
-among others

That’s a lot of prophetic things to happen by ca. March 30, 2013 even taking into consideration
EGW’s statement that “the final movements will be rapid ones” (9T 11 (1909).  {LDE 11.2})!!

Ronald

February 19, 2013

Ronald,
I could be wrong on the 7 popes interpretation. You and I
both know that lines of scripture often have a layered meaning besides
just what is on the surface.
If the next pope is the last pope, then yes, there is going
to be a lot happen very quickly.
The fireball that went over Russia was not the only one
that occured that day. There was one over Cuba and one over
California.
I do not believe the fireball was just a coincidince, God
does not work on coincidinces. Note also how fast it was going, Mach
44.
There are things we do not understand now that will come
to better light later on.
One thing for certain, things are speeding up.
Ernie

February 20, 2013

I rather see Ernie that having a sure foundation from proper Biblical interpretation is better than
any sort of  “claim and see” approach. That latter approach is the one which leads to people being



crucially, even unrecoverably, deceived. 

Jesus Himself said to not even “go and see” the claim of “false Christs” appearing (Matt 24:) as
we are then on enchanted grounds. The same principle applies to making such “go and see”
claims from interpretations of prophecy. As Paul says we cannot be like ‘children tossed here and
there by waves and carried about by every wind of doctrine’ (Eph 4:14; cf. Heb 5:11-6:8; Isa
28:5-13)  Like I said before, the only safety is in the full counsel of God as reveal in the
Bible/Gospel and through the SOP.

I do not actually see that ‘things are surely speeding up’. What we are seeing in the natural,
political, socio-economic, religious world (=Four winds) are just natural
occurrences/developments. Like I have said before, my light is that we have, (since ca. 1996)
entered into another prolonged time Era (cf. 15MR 292.2-3), highlighted by how 9/11 did not
develop as it could/should have (i.e., leading to the fulfilment of Rev 18:6ff as discussed on my
“Testing” blog post), and God has once again held back the Four Winds so that all, including
SDA’s can be sealed with His Full Sabbatical Message. (Rev 7:1-3; see more here:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/06/coming-of-sealing-angel.html ) 

By the way, a speed of Mach 44 is not something ‘supernatural’ for a space object. Man-made
Missiles and the Space Shuttle reenter our atmosphere at comparable speed (Mach 23 for the
Space Shuttle). It is all because there is no friction/gravity in space to slow them down so any
acceleration they make in space results in extremely high reentry/terminal speeds.

And like I said before, there is nothing supernatural in an occurrence of several visible meteors in
a close period of time. It is said that over 100 tons of such meteors enter our atmosphere each
day. And God will not be firing “warning “fireball” shots” when He effectuates this judgement, it
will be an all out outpouring, as it similarly was for Sodom and Gomorrah...and only after a
Sunday Law and a Death Decree have been passed! 

We have been given a precise prophetic outline to avoid being fooled by attempted pre-emptive
deceptions of Satan and judging by the 7+1 Pope theory, Satan has managed to distract SDA’s
from focusing on God’s actual message and prophetic developments today.

Ronald

February 20, 2013

Forgot to add the verse: Matt 24:26

February 20, 2013

Ronald,
My new email is 0BennettRalphErnie0@gmail.com (The "0"
is the numeral zero)
Ernie



February 20, 2013

Got it Ernie.
Ronald

February 21, 2013

Hi Ernie, You may find the following SDA discussion on the Russia Meteor and the others
interesting. I, (of course), like the comments which show that there was nothing supernatural in
these occurrences. E.g., the several meteors may have detached themselves from the larger near
earth asteroid presently orbiting the Earth.

http://www.maritime-sda-online.com/forums/ubbthreads.php?ubb=showflat&Number=149828&
page=1

Ronald

February 21, 2013

Ronald,
         Everything is supernatural.
         Ernie

February 21, 2013

What, or How, precisely do you mean Ernie? 

My own/actual understanding of supernatural is that it does not require an, at least out of the
ordinary, (=natural) intervention by God to occur. E.g., a sunrise and sunset is natural, though I
can see that God’s incorporated energy is sustain such a cycle; a birth conception is natural (for
the Biblical proof see here: http://njkproject.blogspot.ca/2012/04/aborting-
abortion.html#GTYsermon ); but e.g., the Bible’s Flood and the “stopping” of the Sun/Moon for
one hour (Josh 10:13) was “supernatural”. (Though related to that latter example, I can
understand the view, based the statement of EGW in Ed 99.1 that the Earth not rotating around
the Sun is a “natural” thing and “God’s hand” powering and guiding that rotation is the
“supernatural” thing, (as opposed to the Earth spinning on its axis every 24 hours which I see is
according to the natural means that God has incorporated in creation, namely the pole’s magnetic
power.) 

So, in regards to meteors, I see that a couple among the many which enter our atmosphere being
visible is merely a natural coincidence. Several thousand all falling on buildings in a city would
be the SOP prophesied supernatural judging act of God.

Ronald



February 21, 2013

Ronald,
         I believe that meteor along with the one in Cuba as well as California of an additional
wake up call to people.
          Ernie

February 21, 2013

It may be viewed that way by some, but as it is said many times in the Bible and SOP, people
who need signs to wake up are not the ideal people that God is looking for. As Jesus said: ‘only
an adulterous and evil generation craves signs’ (Matt 16:4). Living by all of God’s counsels and
principles, particularly in the absence of any exterior/external compelling reason why to is the
optimal level of faith that God desires.

Said the angel, "All the thunders and lightnings of Mount Sinai would not move those who will
not be moved by the plain truths of the Word of God, neither would an angel's message awake
them."  {EW 50.3}  

Ronald

February 21, 2013

Ronald,
          You are right on taking the Lord's name in vain is more than just words.
           Ernie

February 21, 2013

Right. And Revelation’s Babylon, i.e., both the Historic one (the Roman Catholic Church) and
the Eschatological one (the (Protestant) United States of America), are great at doing this
slandering/blaspheming of the character of God while claiming to be a Church/People/Nation
‘called by His name’. (Rev 17:5; 16:11)

See more on this here:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/sealing-of-gods-people-part-2-ezekiel-9.html

February 21, 2013

By the way Ernie, if you do not know or have it yet, there is an Iphone app for the writings of
EGW: https://itunes.apple.com/us/artist/ellen-g.-white-estate-inc./id374790554

Ronald

February 21, 2013



Correction

My statement that ‘the Earth spins because of the magnetic force from the poles’ is apparently
not the scientific case. I had just repeated what I had heard someone who I thought was factually
aware of the facts had said. Manifestly the explanation is that the Earth keeps on spinning
because there is no (strong enough) force in space to slow it down or stop it. Called in Physics:
the Law of Inertia

See:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQxeutcYP6I
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9zso7ChaQXQ

And thus it would have been God who initially set it in motion at creation. Which involves that
He indeed momentarily slowed or stopped it and then started it spinning again in Josh 10:13!!

Ronald

February 22, 2013

Hey Ernie, I heard a pretty harrowing fact from CBS news earlier today about the Russian Meteor
in regards to its power. They say that if it had exploded at ground level instead of 19+ miles in
the air, its detonation wave would have levelled all buildings in an area the size of Chicago!! (20-
30 Hiroshima bombs)

Relatedly, my NJK Project which is working to establish a Christian Country will, for security
purposes, as related in here:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2012/05/testing-spirits-1-cor-1210.html#sstarman , be making use
of similar SOP “ball of fire” military implements, to offset and deter the present threat of Nuclear
and/or Biological Weapons that many countries have. As stated there, these weapons will be
called KOAB, to match the comparable types of most powerful conventional (i.e., non-nuclear)
bombs that the U.S. and Russia have, respectively known as MOAB and FOAB.

USA’s MOAB = Colloquially: “Mother Of All Bombs” Technically: Massive Ordnance Air
Blast
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GBU-43/B_Massive_Ordnance_Air_Blast_bomb

Russia’s FOAB = Coll: “Mother Of All Bombs” Tech: Aviation Thermobaric Bomb of
Increased Power
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foab

NJK’s KOAB = Coll: “King of All Bomb” Tech: “Kinetic Orbital Ardent Bomb/ard”

This is all how I am actually seeing that the SOP prophesies of balls of fire will be spiritually
fulfilled in this prolonged time!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQxeutcYP6I


Ronald

February 22, 2013

Ronald,
I don't see the fireballs being of manmade design. I
believe they will be from God. The one that appeared over Russia
appeared out of nowhere. I believe the ones that are talked about in
Ernie Knolls dreams will do the same.
Ernie

February 23, 2013

Ernie, I did not say that the fireballs were manmade. I said the spiritual fulfilment of those
prophecies in this prolonged era will be manmade ones. A Spiritual fulfilment involves that they
are not literalistically fulfilled by have the same/equivalent effect. (E.g., Ancient Literal Israel in
the OT/Old Covenant vs. New/Spiritual Israel in the NT/NC) Yet as the spiritual vs. literal
principle in 2 Cor 3:6 involves, such Spiritual fulfillments are to give/sustain life whereas a
literal fulfilment would cause ultimate harm/judgement (i.e. kill). 

So the NJK’s KOAB military weapons will serve as a tangible deterrent as to not impede the
work of God’s Church Triumphant and any nation which dares infringe upon the NJK’s rights,
especially by threatening or using Weapons of Mass Destruction will have to deal with the
consequences.

In a literal fulfilment the balls of fire will indeed be “from God”, i.e., God redirecting already
amply existing space rock/asteroid debris. There is indeed so much floating out there that God
does not need to create new ones. He’ll just use what is already there. E.g., In the Flood, God did
not create new water but, for much of the Flood waters he simply converted water already in the
atmosphere which he had placed there during Creation (Gen 1:6-8) and raining back on Earth.

The Russian meteor clearly did not appear out of nowehere. It had been floating in space
somewhere. It was just undetected, as most of those meteors are until very late. Had that meteor
fallen on North America, it may have been picked up by the NORAD military radar system. Then
there is no evidence that the Russian military did not pick it up before it visibly appeared and
crashed. They may be wanting to keep such surveillance capabilities classified.

If/When the SOP prophesied balls of fire will be ultimately, literally fulfilled, which I see is at
the end of this now prolonged time, whenever that will be in the future, then they will indeed be
literally fulfilled, as God Himself will then be directly entering into judgement with the world.
(As Ernie Knoll echoes what was revealed to EGW and the literalistic scenario of this fulfilment
then the same condition/circumstances apply to his revelations.) The Spiritual, and thus involving
man made implements, actually all depends on how much, and what level of resistance is made
against God’s Church Triumphant movement. But as there will not be a necessity to actually use
WMD’s until the NJK’s Holy City are built, and by then the NJK will already have those KOAB



systems, then I do not see that God will have to effectuate the matching, literalistic (thus natural)
ball of fire judgement. 

I realize that you may not believe that we are in a prolonged time era (=Rev 7:1-3; since 1999),
but as I have been variously indicating to you, that is because you have not studied out the Full
Sabbath message of God, and evidently don’t want to. Ignoring a prophetic claim is not Biblical
(1 Thess 5:19-22). You are doing what was done with the Reformers of old. People refused to
study out what another Reformer would preach and just congregate around the Reformer they
first followed. That is why there is so much confusion and disunity in the Protestant Church
today. Imagine if people did that with John the Baptist. 

The facts of this “prolonged time” present truth is however are clear and Biblically irrefutable
and, as I have also been saying, Ernie Knoll is (unbeknownst to him) being used by God to fulfill
His Ezek 14:1-8 method of Judgement on the SDA Church. (John 8:32) 

Ronald

February 23, 2013

Ronald,
          You can percive the prolonged Sabbath study of whether I want to or not as you see
fit. A lot of times things are not what they seem to be as you perceive. I, nor any human
being, is a lab rat for you to speculate over.
          As far as time being extended, God will extend it as long as it takes for His people to
be sealed.
          Ernie

February 24, 2013

Wow. You are defensively and mal-construingly taking this complete wrong, Ernie. I don’t need
anyone to be a “lab rat” especially not my personal own. I have long ago posted all of these views
on my blog and website for anyone to consider. Their valid substantiation is in the Bible and
SOP and can be readily seen by anyone who is “noble” enough to search them out (Acts 17:11).
There’s no speculating involved, knowing what I know that the only
logical|rational|straightforward and spiritual conclusion. As I have always told you, your main
problem is that you do not properly substantiate what you think and say with the Bible or SOP
and just claim whatever makes you feel better. That’s all the perfect mindset to being deceived by
signs and wonders.

What I am guilty of is facilitating these studies for you as I thought you “needed” the help,
whereas I do not do this for anyone else who are not demonstrating a need for that assistance. So
since I now see you really just don’t care, then I won’t “assist” you anymore. Figure it out
yourself if you want to. It’s already all posted anyway. God knows I have more pressing things to
do instead. 



In regards to time being extended, you have stated exactly what I have been stating all along: that
the sealing time and thus holding of the 4 Winds will last as long as it needs. (Rev 7:1-3) The
only problem is that you do not know/understand what is now involved in the Eschatological
(Full) Sabbath sealing, and so think it will be a simple and fast thing. The merciful window has
longed passed and the last time Gold held the Winds was in ca. 1847 and we had since been in
that prolonged sealing time, i.e., over 166 years. As the SOP states, these prophetic things just
don’t come and go, they take much time to reorchestrate, and it may now require 1000 years
(=EW 286.1 Jubilee). Whatever seeming “signs” we are experiencing now is all from the
minor/residual gusts that had begun to be released from the 4 Winds prior to God calling for
them to be held again...in, according to my light 1999!! We are now in the Ezek 8+9
condemnatory judgement time of the SDA Church and God is establishing a new, replacing,
Triumphant Remnant Movement/Church/Kingdom instead!!

Ronald

February 24, 2013

Ronald,
            True God is looking for people to serve Him out of love. There are many who do so.
             Ernie

February 24, 2013

And that love and service are most tangible action towards others in both Spiritual and
Physical/Vital need (Matt 22:34-40; 25:31-46; DA 825.4). That is what SDA’s don’t care to
either fully or outrightly do, instead looking for God to come back soon to save them, and it is for
such selfishness that they are being adjudged, condemned and punished!! (LDE 59-61) Given its
abundant resources, the Church can indeed do much more than it is doing. God did not establish
it so that its resources can be selfishly used and member who want to do good have to fend for
themselves. That is all the corrupting mentality of Capitalistic policies reigning Supreme in the
Church!!

And in regards to EW 50.3, as I am currently discussing with a couple of Orthodox Jewish
Rabbis, who have the similar issue as do SDA’s, as discussed on my blog, there is much that is
involved in those veiled “thunderings” of Sinai (cf. John 12:27, Rev 10:3-4). People who are
variously not Spiritually in tune with God cannot hear anything but thunder here and not the clear
Covenantal message of God!

Ronald

February 24, 2013

Ronald,
Go ahead with your studies with other people. I thank
you for the time you have shared, yet I am not getting what you are



writing, so it is best to study with others and let me study your
website on my own. I have your website link to be able to study what
is posted there on my own as time permits. You are not in my shoes and
I am not in yours so how we see things does not match up, that is the
only way I can state it. Whether I care or do not care God knows my
heart as well as every human beings heart.
My true desire is that every human being will be
saved. That says it all for me, as the best I can explain it.
Ernie

February 25, 2013

Ernie, I did not realize that it was still an issue of available time with you and reading my blog. I
also did not think that what I was facilitatingly restating to you in the email was still confusing. If
however you were not reading at least the Bible and SOP references that I was supplying, then of
course you would not get it. 

For whatever it is worth (knowing how crucial this issue is to our salvation, particularly as
SDA’s (see e.g., EW 36.2 & DA 825.4; LDE 218-1-219)), I succinctly recap my view that the
Mark of the Beast issue involves much more than Sunday vs. Saturday, but as involved in Isa 58
doing all that we can do to help the millions of people today in vital needs, including the ca.
70,000,000 infants who are being aborted yearly. And to be able to do this ministry work, God’s
people who want to do so will have to organized themselves according to a new way of doing
things which is in accordance with Biblical Socialism, as modelled by the Apostolic Church.

The SDA Church have refused, through selfishness and/or faithlessness, to fully engage in such
Full Gospel works and that is why they have been found wanting and been judged and time has
been prolonged as God is now working to establish a Church Triumphant movement (=the
144,000+) which will surpass them and accomplish all these works. 

As EGW says, (echoing Jesus Christ -Matt 25:31-46) the decisions in the final judgement
actually depend on whether or not we do this sanctifying and testifying work (LDE 218-219).

And SDA’s are being judged according to the Ezek 9 shaking vision and Ernie Knoll is one of
the instruments that God is using to do this judgement.

I don’t how else/simpler I can state this, and I have been trying to help you understand this
pivotal fuller Sabbath message. And in regards to time, as I say to everyone I have discussion
with, I never require swift answers. So you indeed could have taken, or take, however long you
need to study out what I had stated. In any case, I am still open to other comments and/or
questions you have (including about my blog posts). Of course, I cannot ignore what I more fully
know about certain issues, particularly prophetic ones.

Ronald 



February 25, 2013

Ronald,
            Thank you for your time to reply. I would like to study out more in detail of the
things you are talking about, and I will endeavor to do so. They are in depth and I know
you are doing God's work.
             I hope your work, Ernie Knolls work, other people's work, and my work reach as
many people out of love as possible.
             As you know as well as I we all have our parts to do. Yours is more in depth than
mine, which is good since yours reaches people mine would not. 
              My situation is changing, so I may not be able to communicate as much as I have
been. Carry on your work and God bless.
              Ernie

February 25, 2013

Thanks for the encouragement Ernie. Glad to hear that you are recognizing that this work is
indeed mandated by God, i.e., in His word. (My Jewish correspondents are manifestly currently
stumped by the views I presented to them, so my time is freed up there, but I always take time for
what is (spiritually) important.)

As the Bible says, there is a time for everything, and as even seen in the latest messages of Ernie
Knoll, as also found in the Bible/Gospels and SOP, there is a time for “tough love” and in this
Ezek 9 Shaking judging of pointedly the SDA Church, this is indeed that time. It is the most
loving thing to do to tell people of their true condition in the light of God’s word, however
cutting this may be, and warn them of the consequence that God says will come in pursuing such
a wrong, deficient and/or “lukewarm” course. As Jesus says: ‘those he loves, he rebukes’ (Rev
3:19)

The depth of my work is actually because of all of the incorrect things which have been piled on
to God’s word over time, particularly with Bible translations. So it requires “digging deep” to
unearth those original pearls and treasures and avoid going by inaccurate wordings and
interpretations. So it is all necessary and inevitable work, and indeed the great confusion out their
in the Christian Church is out of poor exegesis. I had long ago suggested a way to fix this to the
SDA Church through my WBSC “College of Biblical Research” Plan, but they nonchalantly and
indifferently did not take me up on this. It is amazing how even Seminary degrees don’t make
people intelligent! Only “righteousness” does (i.e., doing the right thing).

I will pray that God guides you through your present situation. I have my trials on my side, but
God has been good, and has provided, and I am sure He will do the same for you.

By the way, in regards to accomplishing your God-given work, I was also encouraging you in
sharing your revelations, especially as this would help corroborate Ernie Knoll. You had started
to do so but, then stopped. Again, as many episodes in the Bible and SOP show, if we ‘seek first
the kingdom and its righteousness’, the God will take care of whatever else we need. You should



strongly consider that Biblical counsel. It may be the unlocking key to your situation. It has been
the case in my own life/circumstances, though not always as I would like/prefer, but, when all
things are considered, God has indeed worked things out for the (ultimate) best. Just my
thought/view.

Thanks again and God bless you also.
Ronald

February 25, 2013

Ronald,
         I do not have the SOP books that you probably do, so I have to look those things up.
And I have so much on my mind I will sometimes say stuff off the "cuff" because I really
don't know what to say.
          Once again God Bless you in your work.
           Ernie

February 25, 2013

It is interesting that you say this because I actually avoid as much as possible looking up things in
the ca. 14 SOP physical books that I have. What I do have is the EGW CD ROM which can be
purchased from the ABC (including online) for $20. That has all of the SOP published books.
Then they have an increasingly exact replica of that software online: www.egwwritings.org 
So there is also a level of “looking things up” for my SOP quoting, though this is much faster
through the installed CDROM. I recently sent you the iphone app for the EGW writings. I am not
sure how fast it is since I haven’t used it.

Whatever we may think or say, I think as believer in God, the Bible and SOP, we should do our
due diligence to make sure it initially, or ultimately comes to fully align itself with these inspired
authorities. I too say many things off the cuff, and I have had to change some of my priorly
expressed views given Bible and SOP evidence. Of course, as I have also seen, working to build
up a strong and abundant foundation in the Word of God and the SOP, i.e., through devotional
readings and Bible study, is key to saying the right thing, even when ‘speaking off the cuff’, and
as I have further seen, working/acting in various circumstances according to righteousness, i.e.,
as EGW defines this: ‘doing the right thing, and at the right time’ greatly helps keeps one on the
right path of truth.

Thanks again and all the best to you to.

Ronald

February 26, 2013

Ronald,
           First I would like to ask you keep my niece Brittany in your prayers, along with the

http://www.egwwritings.org


rest of my family. I do not know the whole details on her situation, I just know the situation
needs to be better.
           I agree 100% that the mark of the beast issue is far more than just Saturday/Sunday
issue, and you have a better understanding on that when it comes to deep scriptural
"digging", yet I understand what you mean.
        I have to relay something that has been bothering me. Years ago, maybe in the late 80s
or early 90s, I made a vow of faith to Robert Tilton ministries. I did not pay all of that, yet I
am led to believe this could be part of the problem. Say what you will about that ministry,
yet we both know God has sheep in other folds other than the SDA fold.
          Another thing, I am led I do believe to go back to work in the coal mines, it is the only
way I am going to be able to stay busy and make enough money to fix my house and help
others.
           Ernie

February 26, 2013

Hey Ernie,

I will indeed keep your niece Brittany in my prayers. God fully knows what that issue is and can
resolve it according to His will.

It would be interesting to hear what you have understood about the Fuller Sabbath message. The
fact is, those are not heeding this message, especially as we are in the Shaking time, are actually
being Shaken out of God’s Church Triumphant.

I don’t know anything about Robert Tilton (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Tilton), but I
would say that I do not think that God is punishing you for not supporting his ministry, even if
you had made a vow. I was interestingly enough, reading passages on vows in the Bible
(Numbers 30). I think that you personally helping people in need will bring you more reward that
giving more money to Tilton, who at one point was taking in ca. $80,000,000 per year. Now was
he using that money to help the poor as Jesus mandates??!

I don’t know what the employment situation is in your area, but given the health and
environmental damages involved in coal mining, which are both opposed to God’s will for
people and this planet, then I personally would be looking for work in another sector. God can
guide you to something else, (perhaps even/eventually a full time ministering type of work.) As
with any decision, pray God that His will be done in your search for employment. 

This reminds me, as mentioned on my blog, of how, on Sunday in 1976, some brethern from
Church came to our (first) house and helped my father build an upstair bedroom for the house
(see attached photo). That free assistance help to eventually triple that house’s value in 10 years
and to this day has been inclusively contributive to helping out my parents in their real estate
purchases. Perhaps you too can find such help with local people you know, including from local
SDA Churches. God can impress such people to help you out.

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Tilton),


Ronald

February 26, 2013

Welcome to the new private encrypted network
Ernie

February 26, 2013

I don’t understand what you mean by this...

February 26, 2013

Ronald,
      The underground cities are true. Little good it will do the devil and his devils, seeing as
how God is going to incinerate the entire planet, all the way to the core, along with the void
created when the devil rebelled. Their efforts are an effort in futility, and is designed also
to throw mankind off even more. 
        Those who think they can ignore things are lying to themselves and setting themselves
up for the snares of the devil, and no human is a match for the devil without God on their
side, and that has conditions that have to be met as well. 
         Also, to me, and I know to you, the mark of the beast is way more than Saturday and
Sunday. Those who fall in that trap are in another snare set by the devil.  
            It is also very good to know Jesus picked His apostles from the "unlearned" cre,
those who had no degrees (except maybe for Paul, which the schooling he went through
had so warped his mind that he was persecuting Christians instead of helping them, and
continued to do so until God revealed Himself while Paul was on the road to Damascus). If
Jesus had picked apostles who had advanced degrees, the gospel would not have gotten
very far that is for sure.
           I have started a blog, and hope this is a help in getting things unlocked in my life.
           There are areas in my life I have had to piece together. There are other areas where
there are years I can not recall anything. If I were to tell you what all I believe on this,  it
would have to be in person, since my emails are monitored and tampered with (much to the
detriment of the human race). I am sure your email is monitored to.
             Ernie

February 26, 2013

Like I had asked for Ernie, I need to see evidence about your claims about underground cities. I
am sure the devil knows that God will deeply destroy everything in this planet in order to rebuild
it, and that will occur after the millenium through the fires of Hell. That is clearly stated in the
Bible. So I don’s see why he would be building underground cities, thinking that this will protect
him. And as I see it, the Devil and demons reside in the “abyss” (Luke 8:31 ; cf. Rev 9:11),



which are deep, dark places, as are the bottom of the ocean. They literally have, since the triumph
of Jesus at the Cross, no place in this universe to rest (and they probably need to physically rest
once in a while), and thus are manifestly only allowed to reside in the depth/underneath of the
oceans floor, away as that is presently and unexplorable place in this planet by man. Just my
speculating here.

(By the way, if applicable, I do not think that the NJK’s floating cities will be surviving the
literal/glorious Second Coming of Christ when it will occur. Like anything else man-made in this
world, they too will be consumed. They are just a place of residence and ministry for those who
want to do God’s full Sabbatical will on this Earth until that Second Coming occurs.)

As I said, I would like to hear exactly what you understand about that Fuller Mark of the Beast
message.

The foundation of the fuller Sabbatical Truth that I am presenting has been laid from the days of
EGW, when John Harvey Kellogg (the inventor of Kellogg’s cornflakes), was preaching to the
SDA Church that they should be involved in helping people in need as stated in Isa 58. As listed
on my blog several SDA preachers are now beginning to rediscover this truthful message. As
EGW herself later confessed at a General Conference session, Kellogg was right one when he
said that the Latter Rain would involve the doing of these good works towards people in need,
and the Latter Rain, which EGW had said about a year before, had begun to fall, was halted when
the Church refused to advanced in that Biblical Light. The exact same thing has happened again
today, and with the same “Four Winds holding again, results.

As you say, Paul was quite educated, and it was actually through such education was able to do
much more than all of the other apostles combined. He wrote most of the NT, as was as most
detailedly present the Theological messages of the New Covenant. It is clear that without Paul,
and his work to the Gentiles, their most likely would not be a Christian Church today as the
Jewish Christian segment of the Church did not last that long after the passing of the Apostles. It
was not Paul’s great knowledge which led him to persecute Christians, the simple people also
rejected the Apostles. That knowledge however allowed him to best understand the Theology of
Christianity and the New Covenant. Case in point, while Jesus had to spend 3 years educating the
Apostles about the Gospel and New Covenant, Paul, while being told by Jesus of that basic
Gospel understanding (Gal 1:11-12), went on to present deep Biblical truths in support of that
basic message from his great Rabbinical (=Seminary educated) knowledge and understanding of
the Old Testament. And all that knowledge helped him to reason with the elites of the world (cf.
Acts 17:16ff), including Jewish Rabbis like he had been. Jesus was actually frustrated by the
slowness in learning of His disciples (e.g., Matt 15:16)

So while it is tritely popular to say, God actually does not expect us to be deliberately unlearned
because we will sooner or later have to deal with deep objections to our faith by very intelligent
and educated people. It is for that reason why EGW sought to become educated on her own and
often lamented that ‘she was not a scholar’:

E. G. White Feeling of Inadequacy in 1873.-- This morning I take into candid consideration my



writings. My husband is too feeble to help me prepare them for the printer, therefore I shall do no
more with them at present. I am not a scholar. I cannot prepare my own writings for the press.
Until I can do this I shall write no more. It is not my duty to tax others with my
manuscript.--Manuscript 3, 1873. (Diary Jan. 10, 1873.)  {3SM 89.4}  

     Determined to Develop Her Literary Skills.-- We rested well last night. This Sabbath
morning opens cloudy. My mind is coming to strange conclusions. I am thinking I must lay aside
my writing I have taken so much pleasure in, and see if I cannot become a scholar. I am not a
grammarian. I will try, if the Lord will help me, at forty-five years old to become a scholar in the
science. God will help me. I believe He will.--Manuscript 3, 1873. (Diary Jan. 11, 1873.)  {3SM
90.1}  

     Sense of Inadequacy in 1894.--Now I must leave this subject so imperfectly presented that I
fear you will misinterpret that which I feel so anxious to make plain. Oh, that God would quicken
the understanding, for I am but a poor writer, and cannot with pen or voice express the great and
deep mysteries of God. Oh, pray for yourselves, pray for me.--Letter 67, 1894.  {3SM 90.2}  

That is indeed how we can best be witnesses for God, especially in our
advanced/educated day and age. That is indeed the reason why SDA’s were also guided to have
an Educational system, including over 110 colleges and universities. 

What is that blog that you have started? Is it visionsofJesus.blogspot.com ?

I don’t think it is helpful to you to worry so much about a past that you evidently cannot, and
probably will not recall, and especially to speculate about what it might be. As Paul counselled
about his own past which he most vividly remembered: 

Brethren, I do not regard myself as having laid hold of it yet; but one thing I do: forgetting
what lies behind and reaching forward to what lies ahead, I press on toward the goal for
the prize of the upward call of God in Christ Jesus. Let us therefore, as many as are
1aperfect, have this attitude; and if in anything you have a different attitude, God will
reveal that also to you;(Phi 3:13-15)

As I have stated before to you, my emails, and many other aspects of my private life, are actually
being monitored (though not tampered with, as far as I know, at least not back towards me), and
that is the substance of my ongoing prosecutions of these tortfeasings.

Ronald

February 26, 2013

Ronald,
I had asked God to allow us to communicate back and
forth on a network He has control off, and not man. That is what I



meant by welcome to the new private network.

I have gleened some information from what I have read
and been able to understand the fuller meaning of the Sabbath Message.
To me, it is in simple terms, demenstrating the love of Christ in
addition to the 4th commandment. This is all brought about by Love of
the Love of the Love, God's love poured out to us, and us responding
to that love.

My own understanding of the Mark of the Beast is pretty
simple and straightforward as well, and that comes about by of course
the devil introducing it, the ones who accept the mark are the ones
who have rejected Jesus and do what they please no matter what the
consequences. These individuals will be selfish to no end as well. As
the saying goes, we reap what we sow, and that is true in both good
and bad deeds. Only by and through Jesus will we accomplish good
deeds.

The underground cities I have no "concrete" proof, yet
to me it makes sense at this time. There is so much talk about it as
well as videos on YouTube. If you recall sister White said that the
devil himself was afraid in the flood of loosing his life. In my way
of thinking at this time he believes he can escape the lake of fire
(lake, he may belief is just a lake on the surface), by building
underground. You and I know this is pointless on his part, since God
is going to destroy the whole creation (He will save HIs people), and
make a new heavens and a new earth.

As far as going back to work, I do believe I am best
used in helping to spread the gospel. I am currently at my sister's,
since "my" house is not finished by a long shot, and neither is my
mom's. I confronted my step-sisters on more than one occasion recently
about the book "A child called IT", and that people in the family had
wrote it and was making money off of it. I believe she is getting 70%
of the share of the money from that book, my two brothers and probably
my deceased sister was getting the other 30%. She of course denied it,
and I could tell she was lying. She is an SDA as well, well at least
in name. She is content on staying in the house sleeping half the day
away and complaining about all her ailments which seem to reach no
end. She has no interest in getting to know the neighbors or any such
thing. On sabbath, when I ask her to take me to church, she says, Oh,
if I can get up in time, I feel so bad !

So, I have the opportunity at the first of the month
to move into an apartment that is near the SDA church, in walking



distance. I believe I would have more time to study and share the
gospel there than where I am at now. And the work to be done on my
house is enormoous, and would consume so much of my time that I would
not have much time to even reflect on spiritual things. And it is much
further away from the church, my house, plus it is near my step-mom's,
which the further I get away from her the better off I am I do
believe.

My lawyer (one of them), is itching to get their
hands on some extra money from me, and yet this extra money will help
me to move and get into an apartment. Also it could help me get my
driver's license back. I do believe the lawyers and judge took the
money from my disability date, 2007 to 2011 (where they started paying
from 2011), and split that money up among themselves. If so, that is
done, now time for them to leave me alone and let me pay on what I
supposedly owe them the best I can.
Yours in Christ,
Ernie

February 26, 2013

Ronald,

And on another note, she is more than content to try
and wrangle money out of me when I know she has money stashed away. I
can tell it by her demeanor. So, I believe I am better off moving as
soon as I can. I can live off and make it on the small SS check that I
get per month.
Ernie

February 26, 2013

Oh, I see what you meant by “private network”. How then do you know that it is now a private
network? And who are you saying is monitoring your emails?  And why exactly?

The Fuller Sabbath message was always in the Sabbath Commandment. As God further
elaborated on in Deut 5:12-15, the 4  Commandment also calls us to provide physical rest fromth

enslaving work and enslavement. And the system of Capitalism today has made slaves out of
people through its competition and individualism approach which results in much duplicated
efforts and wasted resources. The fact is, as detailed on my NJK Project website, the NJK itself,
through its cooperative system, can fully operate on 5 less work hours per day than the normative
8 hour Capitalist workday. That therefore means more leisure time for everyone. Much more has
indeed been done in the world through cooperation than through competition. And the Capitalism
approach results in artificially set/inflated prices with millions of people made to be incapable of
affording even the vital basics of life. So such a system violates the further implication of God’s



4  Commandment. Isa 58 is our clarion call to oppose and reverse such damaging and that isth

what tangibly demonstrate love for both God and for others. (1 John 4:20-21; Matt 22:34-40).
Anything else or less is just “lip service” (=Isa 29:13)

Indeed such selfishness based system is the Devil’s snaring doing, with selfishness being the
chief of sins, as EGW states. And it is actually only by obeying Jesus that we actually accomplish
good deeds, i.e., deed which will be accepted by Him. (E.g., Matt 7:21-23; 25:31-46). There is no
getting around the tangible implication in this message. Otherwise it is just as void as Christians
claiming that they are keeping the Sabbath by going to Church on Sunday.

Send me those Youtube links on underground cities. The devil was indeed scare for his life at the
flood, but I don’t see this as suggesting or proving that he has since built underground cities. And
why would an invisible being need to build visible cities to live in?? I don’t see a worthwhile
purpose in speculating on this because even if it were true, you actually would not be able to see
it as it too would be invisible.

As I said before in regards to your issue with the book “A Child Called It” save up money and
hire a private investigator to follow the supposed money/income. They should be able to find out
the facts here. Or at the very least for you, contact the publishers since they are the ones who
would be doing this payout.

I wish you the best in your apartment plans, sounds like a good opportunity and situation for you
overall. If you cannot physically attend Church, since you evidently have ready internet access
now, I recommend viewing SDA Church services online, e.g., North American College Campus
Churches. I have been doing this since November of 1999. Of course physical Church fellowship
is ideal, but when you can’t do so one a Sabbath, then virtual services are a good alternative.

If your lawyer and judge have taken your money without you being made fully aware of this, then
that is a crime and you should be filing a complaint with the police. And then you can sue them
in Civil court to get that money back and other related damages.

By the way, I have read your Feb. 25 vision of Jesus blog post. If you recall, I had expressed my
understandings of the various pointed details in it.

Ronald

February 26, 2013

Ronald,
           The devil never rests. He can't. He gave that up when he rebelled. 
            Just look up underground cities using google, and no, they are not invisible since
humans are being used to help build them. Look also for the word D.U.M.B. Which stands
for deep underground military base. I have no best links just look those up.
             And even if they where invisible, with Gods eyesalve you could see such things. I
know for fact Gods eyesalve will open your eyes to see the spiritual world, I have seen an



evil demon in person after asking for Gods eyesalve.
             There never will be on this planet a perfect economic system. s long as the world
stands it will be out of whack. While progress can be made to help the less fortunate,
prophecy says there will be imbalances. Famines, wars, romour of wars, pestilances and the
like. 
               I do watch the Enterprise SDA church online.
               Still I need to get a car, apartment, to be able to get out and about on my own.
               I will look into the book deal. As the saying goes, it will all come out in the wash
and it always does. 
               When I can get an apartment and a place to put my clothes and put stuff, then I
can have more time to read your blogs.
                Ernie

February 26, 2013

I was not speaking in spiritual terms in regards to the Devil resting, but, speculatively, in
physical. For the Bible and SOP we can see that angels are not defaultly able to do everything,
they have to be specially outfitted by God to do certain task. In Heaven the Devil had been given
the best vocal chords and thus was the leader of the choir. The SOP says that some angels “excel
in strength”. Other angels have 6 wings. And if angels were physically unbeatable, then the war
in heaven was merely just for show and not at all necessary. So by that line of revelation, I
assume that the devil and his angels would get tired if they flew around all the time, and therefore
need a place to physically rest occasionally, to physically rebuild themselves.

I actually noticed the underground military bases. I just didn’t assume that they are the works of
humans assisting the devil. The militaries of the world will do some pretty strange things. Area
51 in Nevada is the source of many wild rumors, but it is all the secret experiments of the U.S.
military. So to me, D.U.M.B. are not a work of the devil to survive the Second Coming. It is a
best governments and their militaries trying to be able to survive a nuclear holocaust.

God’s eyesalve is actually to see our true spiritual Laodicean condition. Rev 3:13-20. So I would
focus on that and actually not trust in “demon sightings. To me that is just a distraction of the
devil.

Again, I am not trying to ‘establish an economic system for the entire world’. Just one for those
who claim to be God’s people and who thus want to help people who are dying from preventable,
curable and/or intentional causes. And that can easily be done if those who profess to be Bible
Christians stop being selfish and merely think about themselves first as the devil wants them to.
As the Bible and SOP state it will take self -sacrificing actions to avoid being on the wrong side
in the Shaking and Mark of the Beast issue. (EW 50.3)

Many people make the coming mistake of thinking the Matt 24 is the end of Christ’s instruction
and forecast for this planet. But as Jesus said in Matt 24:6 & 8: “the end is not yet” and ‘that is
merely the beginning of signs’. As many now understand, Matt 24 is followed by Matt 25, and
that is our final instruction as to what to do to overcome those end time obstacles. I wrote a blog



post on that issue. The original revelations to the SOP showed that there would be an Earthly
Jubilee period before Christ’s glorious return EW 286.1. The historicist scenario where this
period takes place in heaven was just a Plan B alternative which could have happened if SDA’s
had been faithful...but they were not and thus time has been prolonged and that Jubilee will take
place on Earth before the Second Coming as initially planned. Those are just the present truth
prophetic facts of the matter. Much more on my blog as usual.

Hope things work out in you settling things and resolving your problem. Take things one step at a
time, starting with the most simplest and feasible things and you should end up in getting your
breakthrough. And “seek ye first...”

Ronald

February 26, 2013

Ronald,
            The government monitors everything now. They spen more money on electronic
junk and have half a clue what's going on, where as if they trashed that junk and relied on
people the world would be a better place. Course who is behind all the monitoring around
the world? Why the devil is that is not hard to figure out.
              Ernie

February 26, 2013

If/Since the Government (e.g., the NSA) do now sift through everything and for everyone, then
there is really no getting around this by anyone. They are actually looking for key words. Still I
don’t get how you knew that you had now a “private network”. It is important not to attribute
every impression, feeling and even “vision” as being from God. We are to test everything by the
Bible and also by factual truth. Speculating about things without verify the facts is not a good
course to follow.

I don’t get your statement: “Course who is behind all the monitoring around the world? Why
the devil is that is not hard to figure out.”

Seriously who are you claiming is behind all that? And why? I.e. to what end?? I have heard
many such SDA Conspiracy theories, but as the SOP says, these spurious claims “begin and end
in nothingness”:

“When they understand fully the meaning of the prayer recorded in the seventeenth chapter of
John, they will be so closely united with Christ that there will be no place in their minds for the
speculative theories that spring out of nothingness and end in nothingness.” The Southern
Missionary” (March 1, 1904).

Ronald



February 27, 2013

Just an observation Ernie, which may save you money on, e.g., a private investigator. For
someone to (still) be making substantial royalty money from a book, it has to be selling like hot
cakes. That unlikely for a 1995 book.

(a) It would (still) be “for sale”, the first page of the book says: “This book is not for sale”

(b) It would still be appearing in top selling listings of the NY Times and USA Today

(c) it would be freely available for download on the internet as a PDF

Other Info:
Here a photo of Dave Pelzer: http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/arts/openbook/media/DavePelzer.jpg
His website: http://www.davepelzer.com/
Wikipages: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_Child_Called_%22It%22
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Pelzer
His Contact Info: http://www.davepelzer.com/contact.html
Many Youtube clips of him:
http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=dave+pelzer&oq=dave+pelzer

Facts to look into...

Ronald

February 27, 2013

Ronald,
        All those photos are of a person who has been paid to appear as Dave Pelzer. Authors do
that so the (real authors) can remain in hiding and people don't know who they are or if they have
money, etc. and there is a bunch of books by Dave Pelzer besides that one. I know I am right on
this one, which is fine, they will get caught in their own web. It will all come out in the wash. 
          All of those "facts" can be fabricated.
          And I am still going for work in the coal mines. Name me ONE industry that is perfect and
operates like it was in the garden of Eden. YOU CAN'T.
          Ernie

February 27, 2013

Well Ernie, I’ll need to see some evidence of this elaborate cover up you are claiming for Dave
Pelzer. If that were true, then I am sure he is not doing this for a small fee, and I don’t see sales to
currently support such ongoing payments to him as well as the royalty income from the book you
are claiming for your brother and sisters.

Like I have said to you before, our situations here are quite alike. My own judicial challenges

http://www.davepelzer.com/


have been rejected because police/judges thought that I did not have sufficient evidence, i.e.,
direct evidence. Though I had ca. 2000 Sample, Circumstantial, Video Evidence, which the
courts say on paper is just as valid as direct evidence, but obviously do not believe so in practice.
However in your case, the numbers to me do not add up. The book is not selling that much to
back up your claims of lucrative income. But like I said, higher a private investigator and he
should be able to come up with the facts.

Ask God what work He would have you do, not me. You do not have to answer to me for your
use of time and/or stewardship of God’s earth. To me working in a coal mine is like working in a
Jack Daniels distillery or Marlboro plant. I would even feel uncomfortable working in a store
which sells those products. But that is my conscious towards God. Again if you seek Him and
His kingdom first, he’ll take care of everything, but that all depends on your faith in, and
obedience to, Him. We don’t want to be a base-minded as Esau who, through his spiritual non-
appreciation, threw away His Israel birthright just to satisfy his hunger for a single meal! Look at
how God rewarded him and his descendants Mal 1:1-4!!

And by the way, I am currently working towards having clean and non-wasteful industries in the
NJK Project. And God has amply provided for my sustenance during these times. These projects
would have been launched a long time ago, had SDA’s especially not been so spiritual blind.

Ronald

February 27, 2013

Ronald,    
          Thanks for the reply. I actually look forward to be able to go over your blogs when I
have the proper time and mindset than I have now. You are way far ahead on me as far as
the deep scriptural meanings. 
           I do believe I can increase coal production 4 fold and safely as well. My motto is. 1
Safety
     2 Health
     3 Production
     4 Measurement

All can be done, I have witnessed it first hand. (Mind you I have to watch my health better
than I did)
         
         Ernie

February 27, 2013

Perhaps understanding the prolonged time and Full Sabbath message in my blog would help you
get a better mindset on things. I know it has helped me put things in their proper perspective.
Accurately understanding the Bible and especially Bible prophecy has also done this for its
student.



We obviously do not have the same qualms in regard to coal production. Not sure what you mean
by #4 “Measurement” By your listed motto, you are obviously paramountly thinking about
yourself and how this will affect you and your work efficiency.

My own concern/“motto” would solely be “the environment” as this will affect the proclamation
of the Gospel because of the damages that are done to people by Global Warming problems.
Thus I also do not see that ‘making coal be more productive’ is part of God’s plan. And God
never intended for man to use coal. It was only produced as a cursed result of the Flood! We are
called, in the Remnant Church message to return to the original ideals of God, and burning coal
is not one of those ideal. As we have already discussed before, there are much better renewable
alternatives for energy, but the ‘eat-or-be-eaten’ vicious enslaving cycle of Capitalism won’t let
that happen less those who control the capital of Fossil Fuels and Coal go out of business. Again
all the selfish works that the Devil loves to see, especially given all the global harm that this
causes!

“Satan took advantage of the covetous, selfish disposition of Judas and led him to murmur
when Mary poured the costly ointment upon Jesus. Judas looked upon this as a great
waste, and declared that the ointment might have been sold and given to the poor. He cared
not for the poor, but considered the liberal offering to Jesus extravagant. Judas prized his
Lord just enough to sell Him for a few pieces of silver. And I saw that there were some like
Judas among those who profess to be waiting for their Lord. Satan controls them, but they
know it not. God cannot approve of the least degree of covetousness or selfishness, and He
abhors the prayers and exhortations of those who indulge these evil traits. As Satan sees
that his time is short, he leads men on to be more and more selfish and covetous, and then
exults as he sees them wrapped up in themselves, close, penurious, and selfish. If the eyes of
such could be opened, they would see Satan in hellish triumph, exulting over them and
laughing at the folly of those who accept his suggestions and enter his snares.”  {EW 268.1} 

The Bible calls us to Love God and Love others (Matt 22:34-40) first and foremost. The
“Commandment” of ‘loving oneself first and foremost’, as fundamental to Capitalism, is that of
Satan and is at the root of the Full Mark of the Beast issue, where people will ignore the
Sabbatical Truth of God and instead accept that Mark of the Beast “in their forehead” (= “set
mind” cf. Jer 3:3) (i.e., what they think/believe) and/or in their hand (i.e. work/what they do)
rather than suffer, let alone die, and even be merely inconvenience. The (Full) Sabbatical Seal of
God on the other hand “seals” us in what is God’s ideal and will in these times and leads us to
pursue this instead. (See the applicable SOP counsel in e.g., LDE 217-224). 

“God requires a constant doing on the part of His people; and when they become weary of
well-doing, He becomes weary of them. I saw that He is greatly displeased with the least
manifestation of selfishness on the part of His professed people, for whom Jesus spared not
His own precious life. Every selfish, covetous person will fall out by the way. Like Judas,
who sold his Lord, they will sell good principles and a noble, generous disposition for a
little of earth's gain. All such will be sifted out from God's people. Those who want heaven
must, with all the energy which they possess, be encouraging the principles of heaven.



Instead of withering up with selfishness, their souls should be expanding with benevolence.
Every opportunity should be improved in doing good to one another and thus cherishing
the principles of heaven. Jesus was presented to me as the perfect pattern. His life was
without selfish interest, but ever marked with disinterested benevolence. {EW 268.2b}

As long as you prefer to have a self-interest, capitalist mindset, you certainly won’t be “getting”
anything from my messages, and what they are actually teaching, and of course won’t want to
take/make the time to read them, because they do speak against this way of thinking, acting, and
(making a) living as that is not God’s will or ideal. I say the exact same thing to SDA who take
the Church’s institutions (i.e., Hospital, Universities, Food Plants, Publishing Houses, etc) and
only use these to make money and a profit and not to do the Evangelistic and Humanitarian
Mission of the Church. The Fuller Mark of the Beast message is more subtle, pervasive and far
reaching than even SDA’s know and that is why they are gladly taking it, even recommending it
to others.

Ronald

February 27, 2013

Ronald,
Why would he NOT monitor everything around the world? He
wants and has track of all the sins every human being has sinned
(except Jesus, who had no sin). Of course the devil is monitoring
every sin around the world in some fashion or another, otherwise, it
would make null and void the statement of EGW about the 144,000 going
through the time of trouble, and her saying the devil has record of
every sin they have committed. So, that one is not hard to figure out.

On another topic, it was far easier for Jesus to get
things through to all the Apostles except Saul (who became Paul after
the Damascus event), since they were not brainwashed in the learning
system of the time. It took the experience on the road to Damascus to
change Saul into Paul, who was at that time hell bent on persecuting
Christians. Jesus did not have to do this with the other apostles, and
most of them were not "learned" men, if any of them were. God is the
true teacher, without a doubt.

As far as the eyesalve, it is to open our eyes to our
spiritual condition, so it is important to ask for that daily. 1. I
have the Lords prayer. 2. Ask for His whole armor. 3 Ask for His gold,
His raiment, His eyesalve, and 4. Wisdom and understanding. That is
the start of my day when I get started. His will be done is important,
instead of our own. God uses the eyesalve in many ways to open our
"eyes". Ways that I do not understand all of them, and probably none
of us regular mortal sinning humans do.



Of course they look for keywords.At any rate, I have
asked God to send ALL his angels to planet earth for mankinds
salvation, and ask you to do the same.
Ernie

February 27, 2013

It actually is not that logical or straightforward to figure out that: ‘Satan is depending on
government surveillance in order to have a record of all of our sins’. (a) the government is not,
and cannot see or record everything, especially sins, that a person does; (b) the Devil and demons
surely have their own systematic archiving system if they are even involved in this. I have not
seen EGW say that Satan has a record of every sin every one has committed. So you’ll need to
supply the reference/quote of that claim. All I recall is passages like:

“Satan and his angels mark all the mean and covetous acts of these persons and present
them to Jesus and His holy angels, saying reproachfully, "These are Christ's followers!
They are preparing to be translated!" Satan compares their course with passages of
Scripture in which it is plainly rebuked and then taunts the heavenly angels, saying,
"These are following Christ and His Word! These are the fruit of Christ's sacrifice and
redemption!" Angels turn in disgust from the scene.” {EW 268.2a}

It does not take much, especially 24/7 surveillance, of here, professed believers in God to have
such evidence of selfish and covetous acts. And since much of these sinful acts are a direct result
of a person giving in to a temptation of Satan, then all these evil angels have to do is mark those
times when their tempting was successful.

And God is the one who has detailed records of everything that everyone does, including every
sins. So really you would be also faulting God here. 

As I said before, Jesus spend 3 years in person educating the 12 disciples and still they did not
get all of what He was teaching (see e.g., John 16:29-31). However, it did not take as much time
and effort at all to educate Paul about the Gospel. And, as I said, Paul is responsible for most of
the New Covenant and Testament writings and virtually all of its Theology. The other disciples
could not do that, and even Peter found Paul writings ‘hard to understand’ (2 Pet 3:15-16). So
your claim that God could do more with uneducated people may be popular with many, but it is
not the factual truth. Even EGW fully understood that. There is not substitute for knowledge,
even in religious matters. (Hos 4:6) and not providing this higher knowledge to the laity is one of
the reasons why the leaders in God’s Church in the end will be rejected. EW 36.2 = Ezek 34:17-
24)!! And God mainly teaches us through His revealed Word (i.e., Bible and SOP). Even new
revelations need to be figured out from that already revealed Word.

From what you have expressed, I think you are confusing “eyesalve” with conspiracy beliefs. To
me you have not actually received the Biblical eyesalve as you are not seeing the clear and full
Truths of God’s word. Whatever you are claiming that God has opened your eyes to should be
able to pass the test of Biblical scrutiny, (e.g, 1 Thess 5:19-22; Isa 8:20), and I am not seeing that



they are. They are also to pass simple logical testing, and e.g., claiming that Satan needs the
government to record the sins of everyone, frankly “does not hold any water” at all! So you need
to better think through what you are claiming is God’s inspiration and revelation because they are
to me clearly just you own speculating private/circular beliefs.

God will not to for us what we can do for ourselves, and since the Bible and SOP are clear that
only a small Remnant will be saved in the end, then I guess that even if He would send all of His
angels for mankind’s salvation, that still would not produce a great harvest. This work of
preaching the final living testimony is fairly left for us to do, and only when we do will angels
come to our assistance. So the more God’s people get involved, the more angels will be sent to
assist them. The onus is all on what we are doing to spread God’s message, and in our day, His
Sealing Full Sabbath Message. A

And as stated in EW 50.3, even the words/message of an angel would not impress those who are
not willing to be obedient to God’s word!!

Ronald

February 27, 2013

By the way Ernie, there is a category of legal writing called “unauthorized biographies” where
people can write about someone else’s life and not have to pay them anything from the money
they are making off the book. The only legal recourse one would have is for issues of defamation
or slander. So even if a book has been written about your life, even by your siblings, that does not
entitle you to its income.

Ronald

March 2, 2013

Ronald,
I am not going to worry about Dave Pelzer and the
"authors". If you was in my shoes, you would have no doubt that the
book was about you. Enough said on that. It will all come out in the
wash, that is guranteed.
I have found another job, that allows me to keep the
Sabbath and have Sunday off as well. It is in agriculture. :)
Ernie

March 2, 2013

Hi Ernie,

Congratulations on the new job. Glad to also hear that it is in agriculture. It is better to “build up”
than to “consume” so to speak. Being able to keep the Sabbath is great indeed, -it should always



be!!

About the book issue, the biggest issue I see with this is that you say you do not remember your
childhood, so that makes it a very difficult issue to prove, but like I said, there legally would not
be no actionable reason to try to figure out who the authors were, and who is making money off
of it, because of the lawfulness of “unauthorized biography”. People in the book and movie
industry make tons of money writing scripts on the life of others without permission from them. 

I know “not knowing” for sure can be quite frustrating however. I may not be in your exact
situation, but I am actually in a very similar situation which involves the systematic invasion of
every aspect of my privacy. From 2000-2008 it really frustrated my life dealing with the effects
of this tortfeasing and it literally took me 2.5+ years of work, from 2008/2009-2011, to bring it to
and through the courts. It got to the Court of Appeals in the US 2  Federal Circuit, but it wasnd

again summarily dismissed there. So since Sept 2011, I too have stopped both worrying about it
and stop expend my time trying to prosecute it, for the moment, though it is still going on
unabated. And like you, I know that one day these tortfeasors will “slip up” and provide that key
actionable direct evidence which I will be able to use to successfully prosecute them.

God Bless in your new employment,

Ronald

March 2, 2013

Ronald,
There are two more videos posted on www.formypeople.org site.
Those videos clarify things. Also, the reason for Ernie's salary is so
that he does not have to have a salary directly from the For My People
Ministry board, so those funds are kept separate and solely for the
spreading of the gospel. Also, the videos bring out the fact that the
SDA church will not become the harlot spoke of in the Bible, the SDA
church will stand all the way through till the end of time.
Ernie

March 3, 2013

Thanks Ernie! I’ll be looking into it. Interesting points....

Ronald

March 3, 2013

Alright Ernie, I finally got around to fully viewing the videos. It is interesting that he is here, and
his other videos, merely providing a video version of what he has written in his books. I guess
most people today prefer watching a video than reading a book.



I found a couple of things interesting:

Sinful flesh
He says that 1 John 4:2 means “sinful” flesh, but that is only indirectly. I think if John meant
sinful flesh here like Paul, he would have added the word sinful. Like I mentioned to you before,
John was battling the teaching of gnosticism which taught that the flesh was bad, so Jesus could
not have come in flesh, but only in spirit. So John was actually simply saying that Jesus came in
flesh and bones and not in spirit.

“Wife statement”
I found it strange that he blames his wife for emailing that they no longer believed in their
dreams as being from God after the Candace affair. I am sure he allowed her to state this, so it
would have also come from him, and not only her as he implies.

His Salary
I did not hear him mention/discuss his salary...
But my issue with him here is not where that salary is coming from, but really that I don see that
his work thus far requires him to have a salary, although he is now producing more in his
ministry whereas before he was just writing his dreams. I.e., EGW was involved in fully time
book writing and preaching, on top of receiving and writing out her revelations, and thus did
merit a salary. 

SDA Church and Babylon
Interesting how Knoll quotes EGW in making these claims that the SDA Church is not, nor will
not become Babylon. The fact of the matter is that it indeed is God’s Jerusalem and it is thus
much more accountable and responsible in the eyes of God. And God has repeatedly destroyed an
unfaithful Jerusalem when it is unfaithful. (Ezek 9) And God can, and has considered his
Jerusalem as a harlot when it deserves it (e.g. Isa 1:21-26; Jer 2:20; 3:1; Hos 2:2; 3:1; Ezek
16:22-37; 48-50). So no, the SDA Church, God’s Jerusalem, (the city of Rev 11:13) will not
become the Harlot/Babylon of Revelation, but, as in Bible History, and can, and indeed has (also)
become ‘a people of God in or under Babylon’ and it too must come out of that Babylon (=the
world’s system) (=Rev 18:1-4):

The church cannot measure herself by the world nor by the opinion of men nor by what
she once was. Her faith and her position in the world as they now are must be compared
with what they would have been if her course had been continually onward and upward.
The church will be weighed in the balances of the sanctuary. If her moral character and
spiritual state do not correspond with the benefits and blessings God has conferred upon
her, she will be found wanting. 

The light has been shining clear and definite upon her pathway, and the light of 1882 calls
her to an account. If her talents are unimproved, if her fruit is not perfect before God, if
her light has become darkness, she is indeed found wanting. The knowledge of our state as
God views it, seems to be hidden from us. We see, but perceive not; we hear, but do not
understand; and we rest as unconcerned as if the pillar of cloud by day, and the pillar of



fire by night, rested upon our sanctuary. We profess to know God, and to believe the truth,
but in works deny Him. Our deeds are directly adverse to the principles of truth and
righteousness, by which we profess to be governed.  (5T 83.2)

Also in/around New Testament times, God’s Israel became also subject to the “Babylon” of her
time then, Rome, and Jerusalem and its Temple was finally destroyed by that Babylon.

SDA Church Will Stand
Knoll also simply quotes EGW to state that the SDA Church will stand through. But EGW was
also fully aware, and warned that God can and will if necessary, replace the SDA Church. (LDE
59-62 -For your convenience, I have included some of those EGW statements below). EGW also
had a revelation which showed that for a time ‘there was no SDA to be found’. So God’s
Remnant Church will remain, and become the Church triumphant after the Shaking, but,
especially in these days when the SDA Church denominational name has been trademarked, it
may not then be called the “SDA Church”. God’s Church is wherever His truth is being fully
taught and practiced. So it is not safe, wise, Biblical to merely look for outward things such as a
specific name to find God’s Church. If that was to be the case then Rev 12:17 and 14:12 would
have mentioned that name!

Ronald

LDE 59-62
 God Works With Those 
                           Who Are Faithful to Him 

     The Lord Jesus will always have a chosen people to serve Him. When the Jewish people
rejected Christ, the Prince of life, He took from them the kingdom of God and gave it unto the
Gentiles. God will continue to work on this principle with every branch of His work.  {LDE
59.1}  
     When a church proves unfaithful to the word of the Lord, whatever their position may be,
however high and sacred their calling, the Lord can no longer work with them. Others are then
chosen to bear important responsibilities. But, if these in turn do not purify their lives from every
wrong action, if they do not establish pure and holy principles in all their borders, then the Lord
will grievously afflict and humble them and, unless they repent, will remove them from their
place and make them a reproach.--14MR 102 (1903).  {LDE 59.2} 
 
                       Judged by the Light Bestowed 

     In the balances of the sanctuary the Seventh-day Adventist church is to be weighed. She will
be judged by the privileges and advantages that she has had. If her spiritual experience does not
correspond to the advantages that Christ, at infinite cost, has bestowed on her, if the blessings
conferred have not qualified her to do the work entrusted to her, on her will be pronounced the 
                                                                           60



sentence: "Found wanting." By the light bestowed, the opportunities given, will she be judged. . .
.  {LDE 59.3}  
     Solemn admonitions of warning, manifest in the destruction of dearly cherished facilities
[THE BATTLE CREEK SANITARIUM, THE LARGEST AND BEST-KNOWN ADVENTIST
INSTITUTION IN THE WORLD, BURNED TO THE GROUND FEBRUARY 18, 1902. THIS
WAS FOLLOWED BY THE DESTRUCTION OF THE REVIEW AND HERALD
PUBLISHING ASSOCIATION, ALSO BY FIRE, ON DECEMBER 30, 1902.] for service, say
to us: "Remember therefore from whence thou art fallen, and repent, and do the first works"
(Revelation 2:5). . . .  {LDE 60.1} 
     Unless the church, which is now being leavened with her own backsliding, shall repent and be
converted, she will eat of the fruit of her own doing, until she shall abhor herself. When she
resists the evil and chooses the good, when she seeks God with all humility and reaches her high
calling in Christ, standing on the platform of eternal truth and by faith laying hold upon the
attainments prepared for her, she will be healed. She will appear in her God-given simplicity and
purity, separate from earthly entanglements, showing that the truth has made her free indeed.
Then her members will indeed be the chosen of God, His representatives.--8T 247-251 (April 21,
1903).  {LDE 60.2} 
 
                      Israel's History a Warning to Us 

     In these last days God's people will be exposed to the very same dangers as were ancient
Israel. Those who will not receive the warnings that God gives will fall into the same perils as
did ancient Israel and come short of entering into rest through unbelief. Ancient Israel suffered
calamities on account of their 
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unsanctified hearts and unsubmitted wills. Their final rejection as a nation was a result of their
own unbelief, self-confidence, impenitence, blindness of mind, and hardness of heart. In their
history we have a danger signal lifted before us.  {LDE 60.3}  
      "Take heed, brethren, lest there be in any of you an evil heart of unbelief, in departing from
the living God. . . . For we are made partakers of Christ, if we hold the beginning of our
confidence steadfast unto the end" (Hebrews 3:12, 14).--Letter 30, 1895.  {LDE 61.1} 
 
                    The Church Militant Is Imperfect 

     The church militant is not the church triumphant, and earth is not heaven. The church is
composed of erring, imperfect men and women, who are but learners in the school of Christ, to
be trained, disciplined, educated, for this life and for the future, immortal life.--ST Jan. 4, 1883. 
{LDE 61.2}  
     Some people seem to think that upon entering the church they will have their expectations
fulfilled, and meet only with those who are pure and perfect. They are zealous in their faith, and
when they see faults in church members, they say, "We left the world in order to have no
association with evil characters, but the evil is here also;" and they ask, as did the servants in the
parable, "From whence then hath it tares?" But we need not be thus disappointed, for the Lord
has not warranted us in coming to the conclusion that the church is perfect; and all our zeal will
not be successful 
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in making the church militant as pure as the church triumphant.--TM 47 (1893).  {LDE 61.3} 
 
                        The Church Triumphant 
                       Will Be Faithful and Christlike 

     The work is soon to close. The members of the church militant who have proved faithful will
become the church triumphant.--Ev 707 (1892).  {LDE 62.1}  
     The life of Christ was a life charged with a divine message of the love of God, and He longed
intensely to impart this love to others in rich measure. Compassion beamed from His
countenance, and His conduct was characterized by grace, humility, truth, and love. Every
member of His church militant must manifest the same qualities, if he would join the church
triumphant.--FE 179 (1891)  {LDE 62.2}  
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Ronald my replies are in ****

On Tue, Mar 5, 2013 at 6:46 PM, Ronald Monestime <njkproject@gmail.comwrote:

Alright Ernie, I finally got around to fully viewing the videos. It is
interesting that he is here, and his other videos, merely providing a video
version of what he has written in his books. I guess most people today
prefer watching a video than reading a book.

I found a couple of things interesting:

Sinful flesh
He says that 1 John 4:2 means “sinful” flesh, but that is only indirectly. I
think if John meant sinful flesh here like Paul, he would have added the
word sinful. Like I mentioned to you before, John was battling the teaching
of gnosticism which taught that the flesh was bad, so Jesus could not have
come in flesh, but only in spirit. So John was actually simply saying that
Jesus came in flesh and bones and not in spirit.

*****
Jesus STILL came in sinful flesh, and that was very well explained. No
way to get around that.
*****

“Wife statement”
I found it strange that he blames his wife for emailing that they no longer
believed in their dreams as being from God after the Candace affair. I am
sure he allowed her to state this, so it would have also come from him, and



not only her as he implies.

*****
No, the letter did NOT come from him, since he said it did not come
from him. I remember when this was going on, and the letter came from
Becky, not Ernie
*****

His Salary
I did not hear him mention/discuss his salary...
But my issue with him here is not where that salary is coming from, but
really that I don see that his work thus far requires him to have a salary,
although he is now producing more in his ministry whereas before he was just
writing his dreams. I.e., EGW was involved in fully time book writing and
preaching, on top of receiving and writing out her revelations, and thus did
merit a salary.

*****
He needs a salary just like you need a salary and a place to lay your
head down and sleep and do your work. Ernie merits a salary, just like
EGW. Matter of fact, the salary he is getting now I am sure does not
meet the amount of salary he shoiuld be getting. As the case is, those
who are doing God's work are not compensated like they should be.
Instead, you have stuffed shirts inside of the SDA church who are
sucking the funds dry.
*****

SDA Church and Babylon
Interesting how Knoll quotes EGW in making these claims that the SDA Church
is not, nor will not become Babylon. The fact of the matter is that it
indeed is God’s Jerusalem and it is thus much more accountable and
responsible in the eyes of God. And God has repeatedly destroyed an
unfaithful Jerusalem when it is unfaithful. (Ezek 9) And God can, and has
considered his Jerusalem as a harlot when it deserves it (e.g. Isa 1:21-26;
Jer 2:20; 3:1; Hos 2:2; 3:1; Ezek 16:22-37; 48-50). So no, the SDA Church,
God’s Jerusalem, (the city of Rev 11:13) will not become the Harlot/Babylon
of Revelation, but, as in Bible History, and can, and indeed has (also)
become ‘a people of God in or under Babylon’ and it too must come out of
that Babylon (=the world’s system) (=Rev 18:1-4):

*****
The fact of the matter is that it is stated that the SDA church will
not become Babylon in any shape size or from. The church will stand
and will be cleansed, it will NOT become the harlot of Revelation.
*****



The church cannot measure herself by the world nor by the opinion of men nor
by what she once was. Her faith and her position in the world as they now
are must be compared with what they would have been if her course had been
continually onward and upward. The church will be weighed in the balances of
the sanctuary. If her moral character and spiritual state do not correspond
with the benefits and blessings God has conferred upon her, she will be
found wanting.

*****
The church may be found wanting in some churches, as a whole though,
the church will go through triumphantly.
*****

The light has been shining clear and definite upon her pathway, and the
light of 1882 calls her to an account. If her talents are unimproved, if her
fruit is not perfect before God, if her light has become darkness, she is
indeed found wanting. The knowledge of our state as God views it, seems to
be hidden from us. We see, but perceive not; we hear, but do not understand;
and we rest as unconcerned as if the pillar of cloud by day, and the pillar
of fire by night, rested upon our sanctuary. We profess to know God, and to
believe the truth, but in works deny Him. Our deeds are directly adverse to
the principles of truth and righteousness, by which we profess to be
governed. (5T 83.2)

Also in/around New Testament times, God’s Israel became also subject to the
“Babylon” of her time then, Rome, and Jerusalem and its Temple was finally
destroyed by that Babylon.

****
It was plainly stated that the SDA church WILL NOT be Babylon. Peroid.
****

SDA Church Will Stand
Knoll also simply quotes EGW to state that the SDA Church will stand
through. But EGW was also fully aware, and warned that God can and will if
necessary, replace the SDA Church. (LDE 59-62 -For your convenience, I have
included some of those EGW statements below). EGW also had a revelation
which showed that for a time ‘there was no SDA to be found’. So God’s
Remnant Church will remain, and become the Church triumphant after the
Shaking, but, especially in these days when the SDA Church denominational
name has been trademarked, it may not then be called the “SDA Church”. God’s
Church is wherever His truth is being fully taught and practiced. So it is
not safe, wise, Biblical to merely look for outward things such as a
specific name to find God’s Church. If that was to be the case then Rev



12:17 and 14:12 would have mentioned that name!

*****
Ernie's Knoll's revelation is that the church will stand, so therefore
it will stand. And just because there is no SDA to be found does not
mean the church itself
is not on the correct blueprint. It simply means there are no SDA's
living up to the light they had. God does have a TRUE church, and we
know that to be the SDA Church (the one that follows God's blueprints,
not mans). We also know there are sheep of "another fold". So, it is
more than safe to say the SDA Church is God's true church (following
the divine blueprints). That is spelled out throughtout the Bible that
the SDA church is God's true church, and you should know that.
******
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Sinful Flesh
Jesus did come in sinful flesh. That was not my issue there. IT is just that this is not what 1 John
4:2 itself is specifically saying. That is just Ernie Knoll reading into the text (=eisegesis) and that
is not a good way of expounding the word. Angels often appear in human flesh. E.g., In Gen 18
& 19 God and two “angels” (I believe from e.g., Gen 19:24 all three were the three members of
the Trinity however) came to Job in flesh. And they ate (Gen 18:5, 7-8; (cf. 19:3)), proving, as
Jesus later did (Luke 24:39-43), that they were indeed in the flesh. But they surely were not in
sinful flesh. So 1 John 4:2 is merely saying that Jesus was not a spirit, but had manifested
Himself in tangible flesh, which like to prior incarnation potentially could have been “holy
flesh”. The deeper and distinct issue of “sinful flesh” which Paul speaks on is another issue.

Wife’s Statement
Video #2 - 7:18-8:12. I understand that Becky sent that email, I am just not sure Ernie Knoll was
not aware of its content. I would trust Ernie Knoll, but that explanation is quite dubious at best.
What I get from it is that he knew Becky was sending email and did not stop her. Him saying that
‘however he knew all along that the dreams were from God’ implies to me that he knew she was
saying that but did not stop her. In other words he was going to allow the ministry to close with
such a public statement, but he maintained deep down inside that the dreams were from God. It
all just does not make such “straightforward/natural/logical” sense to me. So my view here is that
he knew she was going to state this and even if he maintained a different belief otherwise, he
allowed this to be said, or at least stand for a while and only later resumed his ministry. 

I could be wrong, but it just does not add up to me. I think he is not telling the full details: I.e.
that he knew that she was going to publically say this. It may actually have been that the
“confusion” was caused by then having had come to an understanding that, at least some dreams,
were not from God.

Knoll’s Salary



Of course everyone needs an income (in this Capitalistic society), but my point actually was that I
am not seeing that he is doing full time work which would prevent him from working at a regular
job and doing his weekend preaching, which I gather is just repeating the same things. That
reminds me of my former professor, the late Samuele Bacchiocchi. Every weekend he would fly
to some part of the world to have his “Sabbath Enrichment Seminar”
(http://english.sdaglobal.org/evangelism/bacchi/index.html), and during the week he would do
his book writing (wrote over 16 books) and also teach classes at Andrews. So he had a salary but
was doing tangible work for it. All I see Ernie Knoll doing which is new and requires time is
relating the dreams he periodically gets. To me that does not merit a salary.

EGW had 2000+ visions/dreams, wrote 60+ books, 100,000 manuscript pages, countless
counselling letters, had to take care of a young family, and deal with the general hardships of the
living in the 19  century, etc. So she merited a salary to have the time to do this. I do not at allth

see a similar demand on Ernie Knoll’s time. And did he himself actually write any of the books
produced by the For My People ministry??!

It would be interesting to hear who you are seeing as the ‘“stuffed shirts” in the SDA Church”??

SDA Church and Babylon
Like I also said, the SDA Church will not become Revelation’s Babylon, however the Bible and
SOP is clear that it can apostatised, and thus become a “harlot” in its own right, i.e., a ‘Jerusalem
Harlot’ and it can also be captive in Babylon. The Church has achieved both of those possibilities
today. The Church will indeed be cleansed by the Shaking, but as revealed to EGW and Ezek 9,
no one would be left. It would be a complete cleansing. What was shown to Knoll was merely an
attempt to encourage the Church, but as they have also rejected that message then the prior stated
complete whirlwind judgement cleansing will transpire as prophesied. And as also stated by
EGW, if there comes to be a tangible “need”, then a new Remnant Church Organization would
be established. I.e. if/when the SDA Church is preventing the advanced of God true Gospel work,
as it indeed is doing now.

I am seeing that you defaulty have a wrong view of Bible prophecy. I.e., You manifestly believe,
or at least, prefer to believe, that if something is said then it will come to pass no matter what.
However Jer 18:1-10 is pretty clear that only when conditions are met will prophecy/promises be
fulfilled. So there is not guarantee at all that the SDA Church itself will gloriously triumph. Like
failing Ancient Israel, it will be wholly replaced. These are just the Present Truths and Facts of
the matter.

And as Paul taught, the body of Christ is a whole, so if one part if bad, the whole body is
affected. And crucially today, it is also the head, the General Conference which is affected and is
setting the wrong examples and leadership for the Church as a whole.

The SDA Church is indeed not Babylon. I don’t see why you keep on saying/thinking that I am
saying this. I am not. That is all, at least effectively, a “straw-man” tactic. The fact is that the
SDA Church is God’s “Jerusalem” and will be judged as such as it has become a Harlot in
itself!!! That’s Biblical. Can’t ignore those truths. 

(http://english.sdaglobal.org/evangelism/bacchi/index.html),


The fact is, despite my repeated efforts, you do not understand the purpose of Ernie Knoll’s
ministry (=Ezek 14:1-8). God is just testing the SDA Church in this Ezek 9 Shaking time. But as
they are completely failing this testing, then God’s already revealed alternative “prolonged time”
plans will go on. I see that you want to set up your camp around Ernie Knoll, and that is
somewhat understandable given your common experience, but for me the Bible and all of God’s
Spirit of Prophecy testimony is that final word. That are many things from these which you are
choosing to ignore for the seemingly simple revelations of Knoll, but there are many key things
even in Knoll that you are also choosing to ignore and these things confirm the fuller Sabbath
and prolonged time message of God. But that is really all to be the case for people who are not
walking in the Full Sabbath light message.

The present SDA Church is just the first Part of God’s blueprint for his remnant Church. Just like
Ancient Israel could not be complete without the New Covenant blueprint. And that is why in
Rev 11, which I have long presented (since June 2000 -posted on my blog), there is a call to
measure the Temple, the Altar (=Ministry) and the People in it, to see if the measure up (=Ezek
40-43). That is the presently transpiring Shaking time judgement of the SDA Church.

When God’s Church Triumphant will be fully established, it will not at all look as minimal as the
Church Militant, the SDA Church. And if one thinks, as did Ancient Israel, that God and His
True Church is limited by Building, Institutions and a voted upon denominational name, then
they will be easily deceived by the wholesale failure and apostasy of the SDA Church, i.e., while
all of them continue to attend the same Churches and Building every week. As shown to EGW, it
would be a wholesale failure with nothing to salvage, hence the “need” to rebuild things from
scratch. So look for and follow the truth and not a trademarked name!

As shown in Ezek 11:23 (=Matt 23:37-24:2ff) God’s glory can easily settle somewhere else and
thus establish that new place as His True Church. So if there are other Christian groups who
come to do God’s full will then they can easily be considered as God True Church without
becoming SDA’s in name.

What the Bible actually “spells out” is that God Truth Church will have the Faith of Jesus, keep
all of His commandments, have the Spirit of Prophecy/Testimony of Jesus (Rev 12:17; 14:12).
And that is not actually only possible by SDA’s. In fact, as discussed on my blog, since SDA’s
are systematically and resolutely engaged in violating the Spirit of God’s Law, as well as the
letter in many cases, and are refusing to walk in the Full Light of the Gospel, then they are
walking in darkness like the 5 foolish virgins. To me, as detailed on my blog, they long have thus
ceased to be God’s True Remnant Church. Only those who believe like them in these falsehood
and waywardness won’t be seeing it so. Only God’s actual eyesalve can make this pivotal issue
crystal clear.

The Bible is my final authority in all things and that is how I have come to have a fuller
understanding of e..g, what is involved with Ernie Knoll and his revelations. I suggest you also
make the Bible the paramount authority in matter of Truth and not man, even if it is Ernie Knoll.
Even EGW herself is not above the testimony of the Bible, as she fully understood and
recommended herself. And if/when you read my blog posts, you’ll see for yourself the Biblical



substantiation for these views of mine.

Ronald

March 13, 2013

So Ernie, it indeed was not John Paul II who was resurrected like I was warning of. 

See my commenting of this now clearly false prophesying starting here: 

http://eighthking.blogspot.com/2011/12/whos-is-anti-christ-eighth-king-of-rev.html?showComm
ent=1363209983119#c653651070526530453

Ronald

March 13, 2013


